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Introduction
Purpose of this report
This Our City Our Plan consultation report has been prepared by the City of Gold Coast (City) in accordance with the Minister’s Guideline’s and Rules (MGR’s), under the Planning Act 2016 (the Act).
Since the adoption of City Plan in February 2016, the City has committed to its continual improvement. The Our City Our Plan amendment package (also known as Major Update 2 & 3), is the second major amendment to City Plan
and consists of 34 items. The amendment package seeks to improve City Plan by responding to feedback, redefining the City's approach to building heights, encouraging economic activities in the right locations, better defining areas
of our city that contain high ecological value and making City Plan easier to understand.
On 7 August 2019, the City received Ministerial approval to proceed to public consultation, for the Our City Our Plan amendment package. To ensure submissions were reviewed and where appropriate changes made to the
amendment an unprecedented four (4) rounds of public consultation were undertaken.
This report provides a summary of submissions received in response to the second round of public consultation undertaken by the City. The second round of consultation related to significantly different changes made to the
amendment package, following the consideration of submissions received during the first round of consultation.

The Gold Coast
The Gold Coast is Australia’s largest non-capital city, with an estimated residential population of 635,191 people. It is a city known for having one of Australia’s most enviable lifestyles with its golden beaches, iconic skyline, worldclass surf breaks and exceptional business and investment opportunities. It also continues to be one of the fastest growing Local Government Areas in Australia.
With this continued growth, the Gold Coast is in an exciting period that has resulted in new innovation hubs, jobs in a diverse range of industries, emerging cultural and events experiences, connectivity and amenities that support our
lifestyle. However, it has also exacerbated a complex challenge for the City: managing growth.
The Queensland Government's Shaping SEQ – South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) sets a framework for how the City must cater for the anticipated future growth. Specifically, this legislative document
identifies that the Gold Coast will need to accommodate an additional 351,100 people, 158,900 dwellings and 180,000 jobs by 2041. To successfully do so, the City needs to guide this anticipated growth, while sustaining our
environment and continuing to provide economic opportunities.
The key instrument that is used to manage this growth is the City Plan.

City Plan
What is the City Plan?
The City Plan is the planning scheme that regulates the use and development of land in our Local Government Area. City Plan contains provisions that establish what we want to achieve; but does not mandate how it is to be achieved.
Consistent with State legislation, and like all other planning schemes in Queensland, the City Plan is performance-based. The State Planning Policy notes that a ‘performance-based planning system encourages and responds to
change by allowing for innovation and flexibility in plan making’.

Why does the City Plan need to be updated?
The City is committed to continual improvement of City Plan. It is important to regularly review and update the City Plan to ensure its strategic policies are achieving the right outcomes and reflect changing community expectations,
market trends and innovation. These updates help to ensure the Gold Coast continues to successfully manage growth and the lifestyle we all enjoy.

Legislative framework for updating City Plan
When updating City Plan, the City is bound by the rules set out in the MGRs and the Act. For instance, to undertake a Major update to City Plan, the City must follow the five steps presented in Figure 1. Figure 2 details the critical
dates for the current Major amendment to City Plan.
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Figure 1: Statutory update process (adapted from section chapter2, part 4 of MGR)
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Figure 2: Timeline and critical dates for the Amendment
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How is an amendment to City Plan formulated?
Amendments to City Plan are formulated in response to:
•
•
•
•
•

changes to, or introduction of, State government legislation;
Council endorsed Corporate strategies and key city shaping projects;
local policy decisions;
internal stakeholder feedback; or
external stakeholder (members of the public) feedback.

Our City Our Plan Round 2
What was proposed?
The second round of consultation included only the ‘significantly different’ changes proposed after the first round of public consultation.
All submissions from Round 1 consultation were reviewed and City officer’s recommended 35 ‘significantly different’ changes to 11 of the 34 items originally advertised.

Table 1: Summary of amendment items advertised during second consultation
Theme

Changes that are deemed to be ‘significantly different’
Items 1 & 2 – Building height overlay map and new building height
categories
References throughout the Strategic framework to ensure
increased heights and densities not justified by future light rail
extension;
Reduced height at Currumbin Neighbourhood Centre;
Improved building height category definitions; and
Reduced height and zone changes in Jefferson Lane, Palm
Beach.
Item 3 – New Low-medium density residential zone
Regulate roof form; and
Introduce an 800m² minimum lot size for Multi-dwellings above
12m.
Item 9 – Built form improvements
Modification of setbacks for the High density residential zone
and Light rail urban renewal overlay code;
Introduction of deep planting provisions in the Low-medium,
Medium and High density residential zones and the Light rail
urban renewal overlay code;
Modified content and layout of the SCUD Policy; and
Tower base height provisions outside of Light rail overlay.
Item 11 – Existing Light rail urban renewal area overlay review
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Theme

Changes that are deemed to be ‘significantly different’
-

Modified content and layout of the Light rail urban renewal
overlay code; and
Modify Light rail urban renewal overlay map.

Item 14 – Driveways and vehicle crossings update
Vehicle access from least trafficked road;
Increase separation distance between driveways; and
Non-standard driveway option.
Item 15 – Targeted growth areas
Refinements to zoning, building height and density;
Reinstate Low density residential zone in Labrador;
Properties added to Neighbourhood Centre Zone Chirn Park;
New Neighbourhood elements overlay map and code;
New Traditional residential area in Southport West;
Site cover Impact Assessment trigger;
Remove 50% building height exceedance test;
Improve roof forms of apartment buildings; and
Remove Southport West from the Light rail overlay map.
Item 16 – Urban expansion: Upper Coomera Investigation area
Remove note that contemplated increased densities for
amalgamated sites;
New overall outcome for Multi-dwellings in Courtney West and
Courtney South-east; and
Provisions to clarify the Green space network is to be restored
and enhanced.
Item 20 – Neighbourhood centre improvements
Catchment size 1,500m walk in Suburban neighbourhoods;
Remove late night dining precinct from Pacific Parade,
Currumbin; and
Properties added to Chevron late night dining sub-precinct.

Item 22 – Environmental mapping
Update vegetation management overlay map;
Amend biodiversity areas overlay map to include road reserves
and waterway casements; and
Address site specific removal or inclusion in the Critical corridor
mapping.
Item 23 – Rural and Rural residential landscape and environment
precinct
Update precinct mapping with up to date data.
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Theme

Changes that are deemed to be ‘significantly different’
Item 26 – Community infrastructure – Interface areas
Inclusion of waste recycling and waste transfer stations in the
ICIALIA overlay code, resulting in a 250m buffer area.

To help community understanding, a number of Planning Scheme Policy amendments were simultaneously advertised with Major Update 2 and 3. The Our City Our Plan amendment package also includes the Major updates to City
Plan policies (Schedule 6) amendment package, which includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

amending SC6.7 City Plan policy - Ecological site assessments
amending SC6.11 City Plan policy - Land development guidelines
amending SC6.15 City Plan policy- Solid waste management
deleting SC6.5 City Plan policy- Community benefits bonus elements
introduction of a new City Plan policy – Site context and urban design
deletion and integration of SC6.13 City Plan policy – Site analysis into the new City Plan policy – Site context and urban design.

Submission responses are included within this report.

Public consultation
The second round of public consultation was undertaken between 6 January 2020 and 12 February 2020 (27 business days).
The purpose of the second round of public consultation was to:
•
•
•
•
•

raise awareness of the Amendment and make it easy for people to have a say;
inform and educate the community and stakeholders about the proposed update items within the Amendment package;
inform and educate the community and stakeholders about the proposed updates to the Planning Scheme Policies (PSPs) to support the changes to the City Plan;
provide opportunity for the community and stakeholders to provide feedback/submissions on the proposed changes; and
build support for the City’s future implementation of the changes into City Plan.

Round 2 consultation raised 6951 individual submission points, inclusive of submission points not related to the updates in the consultation package. The total number of individual submission points included 213 submissions based
on two separate pro forma documents.
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Table 2: Summary of outcomes from the second round of public consultation
Activity

Result

Written submissions

428 submissions
(comprising 6,951 individual points of submission)

Community sentiment (from written submissions)

• 76% ‘supported’ or ‘supported in part’ the proposed changes
• 20% opposed the proposed changes
• 4% didn’t clearly support / oppose the proposed changes
Note: Submission points that did not relate to Items included in the Our City Our Plan amendment
package are not included in these statistics.

2 x town hall style meetings;

563 attendees across the events

2 x talk to a planner sessions
Social media

196,437 reached via Facebook
(5,224 link clicks from social media)

GC Have Your Say website

6,100 web visits

Fact sheets

1,430 total downloads

Update hotline

Total 56 phone calls

How were community submissions reviewed?
The City established a submission review process that:
•
•

considered all submissions in an objective, open and transparent manner; and
ensured adherence with the Act’s public consultation requirements for updating City Plan.

The following steps detail how submissions were reviewed.

Step 1 – Registration of submissions
The City received submissions through the following avenues:
•
•
•

online submission portal;
email; and
hardcopy drop-off / post.

Upon receipt, each submission was registered as a unique submission number in an online database and the City’s record management system where the following information was recorded for each submission:
•
•
•
•

date received;
method of delivery;
submitter’s name; and
submitter’s address and/or email address.

The Act provides that the City must consider ‘properly made’ submissions, which are submissions that meet the ‘properly made’ criteria under the Act.
Despite this, all submission received during the consultation period have been considered and detailed in this Consultation report.
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Step 2 – Summary of submission review and responses
Figure 3 displays the submission review process at a high level.

Figure 3: Submission review process
Upon receiving a submission, it was reviewed to identify how it related to the Amendment and the items within the package.
Each submission was reviewed to determine the individual ‘points of submission’ (i.e. the individual topics or suggestions raised). Each point of submission was summarised and grouped into like categories. This enabled points on
similar topics to be considered collectively and consistently, it also allowed for different suggestions to be considered on balance.
All suggestions and requested changes to the Amendment were considered, including submissions that didn’t relate to changes in the amendment. The City’s subject matter experts were involved throughout the submission review
process to determine the most appropriate response for each point of submission.
Responses were then drafted to each point of submission.
In consideration of the submissions, changes were made to the Amendment.
Changes that were deemed significantly different were the subject of the further public consultation, ultimately, the Our City Our Plan amendment underwent four rounds of public consultation.

What is a significantly different change?
Under the MGR, the local government may make changes to a proposed planning instrument amendment after public consultation.
In accordance with Schedule 2 of the MGR, when determining whether a proposed change to the original amendment is significantly different, the local government must consider the change in terms of its intent, extent and effect on
land use outcomes and assessment requirements on individuals. In addition, the local government must also consider if the proposed change has affected or altered any of the following:
a)

a material planning issue, such as a policy position;

b)

a significant proportion of the area or landowners covered by the proposed planning instrument;

c)

a matter which is of public interest;

d)

levels of assessment;

e)

the proposed instrument or proposed amendment, so that it is quite different to the version which was released for public consultation; or

f)

any other matter the local government considers relevant.
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Next steps
Ministerial approval
The City has submitted the Amendment to the Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning seeking approval to proceed to adoption. Following consideration, the MGR provides
that the Minister can provide the City with a notice stating:
a)

if the proposed amendment may be adopted; and

b)

the Minister’s conditions, if any, that apply to the proposed amendment; or

c)

if the proposed amendment may not be adopted, and the reasons why it may not be adopted.

The City’s website will be kept up to date on how the amendment packages are progressing. Information can be found at goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Plan-amendments..

Future updates to City Plan
City of Gold Coast is committed to continual improvement of the City Plan.
The City’s ongoing program of updates is guided by State and local policy direction as well as community's feedback.
Information on the City Plan amendments currently in progress can be found at goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Plan-amendments.
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Submission responses
Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Item 1 & 2 – Building height overlay map and new building height categories | (a) Change to emphasise that increased heights and densities will not be able to be justified on the basis of the future light rail corridor expansion
2006.1

Requests building heights along The Esplanade at
Burleigh Heads remain at 53m.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package does not propose any change to the building height No
designations for properties on The Esplanade at Burleigh Heads.
The existing 53m building height will be retained.

2022.2

Requests the wording 'until appropriate investigations
have been done' be deleted as it allows applicants the
opportunity to increase height and density and that
'appropriate' should be defined.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced new wording to clarify that the future
light rail cannot be used to justify increased density and height until investigations have been
undertaken.

No

This wording is intentional and ensures that until a future update to City Plan has been
completed, informed by investigations undertaken by the City such as urban design, property
economics, infrastructure capacity investigations, and the scale and intensity of development is
to remain consistent with what is currently in City Plan. This wording has been successfully used
in City Plan to protect the City Plan Investigation areas from early development speculation.
It should be noted that applications can still propose building heights up to 50 per cent above the
mapped building height designation, in limited circumstances, in the Medium and High density
residential zone, as this is contemplated under the current City Plan and Our City Our Plan
amendment package.
The term 'appropriate investigations' was used in the Height and density factsheet to explain the
changes in a succinct way. The change to the Strategic framework states:
'The Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors are identified on Strategic framework map 2 – settlement
pattern. The built form and development intensity in these corridors will be a distinct shift from
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. Future development will reinforce the unique built
and natural features of the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors and respond to the established
character of the coastal communities. Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors will be
investigated for land use opportunities and constraints. Until these investigations are undertaken
and any amendments to City Plan are completed, the scale and intensity of development is to
remain consistent with what is currently planned'.
2028.4

Objects to the proposed change requesting that building Strategic framework maps 2 and 6 acknowledge the areas for investigation for potential future
heights be determined in line with City requirements. If
light rail, which includes the Light Rail Stages 3 and 4 corridors.
light rail requires higher density accommodation, this
should be developed.
The City has commenced investigations into the opportunities and constraints proximate to the
Light Rail Stage 3 corridor as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. The outcome of these investigations is likely to form the next major
update to City Plan and will be subject to State interest review and public consultation.
The City remains of the position that until investigations are undertaken and any amendments to
City Plan completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is
currently in City Plan.
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No

Submission point number

2044.1

Point of submission

Supports the proposed change and suggests that future
high rise development be located at Jacobs Well.

Response

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Results
in a
change?
No

Under the adopted City Plan, Jacobs Well is designated as a township by inclusion in the
Township zone. The City Plan envisages that townships retain a low-rise village character and
amenity and support low intensity urban and semi-rural environments, a limited population and a
varying degree of urban services. High rise development would be incompatible with this
strategic vision.
2048.2, 2135.5

Objects to the change suggesting that light rail will
attract higher density living and therefore increased
density and height should be justified along the light rail
route, particularly around proposed stops.

Strategic framework maps 2 and 6 acknowledge the areas for investigation for potential future
light rail, which includes the Light Rail Stages 3 and 4 corridors.

No

The City has commenced investigations into the opportunities and constraints proximate to the
Light Rail Stage 3 corridor as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. The outcome of these investigations is likely to form the next major
update to City Plan and will be subject to State interest review and public consultation.
The City remains of the position that until investigations are undertaken and any amendments to
City Plan completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is
currently in City Plan.
It should also be noted that the City is required to plan for population and dwelling benchmarks
set out in South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ). ShapingSEQ provides
that 80 per cent of the additional dwellings to 2041 in the city are to be provided in the City's
consolidation area (i.e. infill development).
To plan for this growth in a sustainable way, the City seeks to provide for growth opportunities in
areas well-serviced by public transport, infrastructure and community facilities, in proximity to
employment opportunities and access to amenity. Given that the Gold Coast Highway is the
city's primary north-south high frequency transport route, the city's current settlement pattern
already supports height and densities around this transport spine.

2049.1

2061.29, 2062.29, 2096.3, 2097.3,
2098.3, 2099.3, 2100.3, 2101.3,
2102.3, 2103.3, 2104.3, 2105.3,
2106.3, 2107.3, 2108.3, 2109.3,
2110.3, 2111.3, 2112.3, 2126.3,
2165.2, 2173.3, 2179.3, 2200.3,
2201.3, 2202.3, 2204.3, 2205.3,
2206.3, 2208.3, 2209.3, 2210.3,
2211.3, 2212.3, 2213.3, 2214.3,
2215.3, 2216.3, 2217.3, 2220.3,
2223.3, 2224.3, 2225.3, 2226.3,
2227.3, 2234.3, 2235.3, 2247.3,
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Objects to the proposed change, raising concern that
taking too much account of current residents objecting
to any change to the Palm Beach area could
disadvantage the long term City Plan strategy based
around transport hubs.

The City remains of the position that until investigations are undertaken and any amendments to No
City Plan completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is
currently in City Plan.

Supports the intent of the proposed change, and
recommends:

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

•

•

The amendment is strengthened to guarantee
that the future light rail corridor cannot be used
to justify increased heights and densities until
appropriate investigations have been done; and
The term 'appropriate investigations' is better
defined.

Strategic framework maps 2 and 6 acknowledge the areas for investigation for potential future
light rail, which includes the Light Rail Stages 3 and 4 corridors.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced new wording to clarify that the future
light rail cannot be used to justify increased density and height until investigations have been
undertaken.
This wording is intentional and ensures that until a future update to City Plan has been
completed, informed by investigations undertaken by the City such as urban design, property
economics, infrastructure capacity investigations, and the scale and intensity of development is
to remain consistent with what is currently in City Plan. This wording has been successfully used

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2248.3, 2249.3, 2250.3, 2251.3,
2252.3, 2253.3, 2254.3, 2255.3,
2256.3, 2257.3, 2258.3, 2259.3,
2260.3, 2261.3, 2262.3, 2263.3,
2289.3, 2290.3, 2291.3, 2296.3,
2297.3, 2303.3, 2304.3, 2305.3,
2309.3, 2312.3, 2316.3, 2327.3,
2329.3, 2330.3, 2331.3, 2332.3,
2333.3, 2334.3, 2335.3, 2336.3,
2337.3, 2338.3, 2339.3, 2341.3,
2342.3, 2343.3, 2344.3, 2345.3,
2346.3, 2347.3, 2349.1, 2353.3,
2354.3, 2355.3, 2356.3, 2357.3,
2358.3, 2359.3, 2360.3, 2361.3,
2365.3, 2366.3, 2367.3, 2368.3,
2369.3, 2370.3, 2371.3, 2374.3,
2375.3, 2376.3, 2377.3, 2378.3,
2379.3, 2380.3, 2381.3, 2382.3,
2383.3, 2384.3, 2385.3, 2386.3,
2387.3, 2388.3, 2389.3, 2390.3,
2391.3, 2392.3, 2393.3, 2394.3,
2395.3, 2396.3, 2397.3, 2398.3,
2399.3, 2400.3, 2402.3, 2410.3,
2411.3, 2413.3, 2414.3, 2415.3,
2416.3, 2417.3, 2418.3, 2419.3,
2420.3, 2421.3, 2422.3, 2423.3,
2424.3, 2425.3, 2427.3, 2428.3,
2429.3, 2430.3, 2431.3, 2432.3,
2433.3, 2455.3, 2435.3, 2452.3
2071.3

Point of submission

Response

in City Plan to protect the City Plan Investigation areas from early development speculation.
These new Strategic framework provisions ensure applicants cannot utilise the light rail corridor
as a means of justification for further height increases beyond what is contemplated by the City
Plan.
It should be noted that applications can still propose building heights up to 50 per cent above the
mapped building height designation, in limited circumstances, in the Medium and High density
residential zone, as this is contemplated under the current City Plan and Our City Our Plan
amendment package.
The term 'appropriate investigations' was used in the Height and density factsheet to explain the
changes in a succinct way. The change to the Strategic framework states:
'The Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors are identified on Strategic framework map 2 – settlement
pattern. The built form and development intensity in these corridors will be a distinct shift from
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. Future development will reinforce the unique built
and natural features of the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors and respond to the established
character of the coastal communities. Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors will be
investigated for land use opportunities and constraints. Until these investigations are undertaken
and any amendments to City Plan are completed, the scale and intensity of development is to
remain consistent with what is currently planned'.

Supports the proposed change. Concerned with existing The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
approved developments, particularly in relation to the
Palm Beach area, being out of character and damaging However, it is important to note that the supported changes do not affect existing approved
the liveability of the area and the light rail destroying
developments.
pedestrian beach access from the west of the Gold
Coast Highway.
The changes within this City Plan update package have strengthened appropriate Performance
outcomes and Overall outcomes throughout the zone and residential design codes to ensure
alternative solutions are assessed appropriately and deliver an appropriate outcome. The
outcomes have been expanded to include the matters of character, good design and protection
of natural features.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package has significantly advanced the City's improvement
journey on built form issues. The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduces:
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Results
in a
change?

•

six City-wide design principles supported by a number of new provisions that have a key
focus on supporting better built form outcomes for our city

•

the Site context and urban design policy as Council's preferred method to set the City's
expectations in terms of the importance of considering the relationship between the site,
its surrounding context and built form outcomes

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

•

landscape area and deep planting provisions in the Low-medium density residential
zone, Medium density residential zone, High density residential zone and the Light rail
urban renewal area overlay code

•

a roof form provision for multiple accommodation buildings exceeding 9 metres in the
Low-medium density residential zone to ensure that the built form reflects the planned
intent of the zone and good design outcomes are achieved through the provision of
attractive roofscapes.

•

improvements to the setback and site cover provisions in the relevant zone codes and
Light rail urban renewal area overlay code.

Results
in a
change?

In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
The City has also included proposed amendments to City Plan to ensure that existing
communities within the Stage 3 and 4 corridors are not impacted by future development
applications wanting to use the future rail as a reason to justify greater development densities
than that currently envisaged in City Plan.
The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in City Plan.
2161.10

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2181.2

Requesting clarification of meaning of 'appropriate
investigations'.

The term 'appropriate investigations' was used in the Height and density factsheet to explain the
changes in a succinct way. The change to the Strategic framework states:

No

'The Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors are identified on Strategic framework map 2 – settlement
pattern. The built form and development intensity in these corridors will be a distinct shift from
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. Future development will reinforce the unique built
and natural features of the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors and respond to the established
character of the coastal communities. Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors will be
investigated for land use opportunities and constraints. Until these investigations are undertaken
and any amendments to City Plan are completed, the scale and intensity of development is to
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

remain consistent with what is currently planned'.
2189.5

Supports the proposed change, requesting clarification
of what 'appropriate investigations' are and clear
statements of what the Light rail urban renewal will look
like along the route to the Gold Coast airport.

The term 'appropriate investigations' was used in the Height and density factsheet to explain the
changes in a succinct way. The change to the Strategic framework states:

No

'The Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors are identified on Strategic framework map 2 – settlement
pattern. The built form and development intensity in these corridors will be a distinct shift from
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. Future development will reinforce the unique built
and natural features of the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors and respond to the established
character of the coastal communities. Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors will be
investigated for land use opportunities and constraints. Until these investigations are undertaken
and any amendments to City Plan are completed, the scale and intensity of development is to
remain consistent with what is currently planned'.
As the investigation has not been finalised, the City Plan does not pre-empt what the corridor
will look like. However, the Strategic framework does note:
'Urban neighbourhoods within the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors will provide built form and
development intensity that is a distinct shift from Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach.
Future development will reinforce the unique built and natural features of this corridor and
respond to the established character of the coastal communities'.
Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future opportunities and
constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor
project.

2229.3, 2231.3, 2232.3

Recommends that:
•

•

the amendment is strengthened to guarantee
that the future light rail corridor cannot be used
to justify increased heights and densities until
appropriate investigations have been done; and
the term 'appropriate investigations' is better
defined.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced new wording to clarify that the future
light rail cannot be used to justify increased density and height until investigations have been
undertaken.
This wording is intentional and ensures that until a future update to City Plan has been
completed, informed by investigations undertaken by the City such as urban design, property
economics, infrastructure capacity investigations, and the scale and intensity of development is
to remain consistent with what is currently in City Plan. This wording has been successfully used
in City Plan to protect the City Plan Investigation areas from early development speculation.
The term 'appropriate investigations' was used in the Height and density factsheet to explain the
changes in a succinct way. The change to the Strategic framework states:
'The Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors are identified on Strategic framework map 2 – settlement
pattern. The built form and development intensity in these corridors will be a distinct shift from
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. Future development will reinforce the unique built
and natural features of the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors and respond to the established
character of the coastal communities. Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors will be
investigated for land use opportunities and constraints. Until these investigations are undertaken
and any amendments to City Plan are completed, the scale and intensity of development is to
remain consistent with what is currently planned'.
It should be noted that applications for proposed development can still propose building heights
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

up to 50 per cent above the mapped building height designation, in limited circumstances, in the
Medium and High density residential zone, as this is contemplated under the current City Plan
and Our City Our Plan amendment package.
2230.3

Objects to the proposed change. Concerned that the
change is poor drafting and of concern to the industry,
will fetter the operation of the Planning Act 2016, is
unlikely to stand up in the P&E Court, provides no
certainty to community and provides no investor
confidence.

The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in City Plan.

No

Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be investigated as part of the Neighbourhood
Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project. Updates will be implemented
through amendments to the City Plan. This approach allows the City to undertake an informed
approach to coordinating an integrated transport, infrastructure and land use planning solution
for future development opportunities. This approach includes early engagement with local
communities and statutory public consultation.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base, it would be inappropriate to
approve increased building heights and densities within the Stage 3 and 4 corridors.
It should be noted that this provision is not intended to stop development, but rather to ensure
that the timing and sequencing of the corridor solution can be implemented sustainably.
As the Planning Act 2016 allows applicants to utilise 'other relevant matters' in the development
assessment process, these Strategic framework provisions provides greater clarity that the light
rail corridor should not be used as a means of justification for further height increases beyond
what is contemplated by the City Plan.

Item 1 & 2 – Building height overlay map and new building height categories | (b) Reduced height designation for the Currumbin Neighbourhood centre
2038.1

Supports the proposed change to reduce height
designation for the Currumbin Neighbourhood centre.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2061.30, 2062.30, 2096.2, 2097.2,
2098.2, 2099.2, 2100.2, 2101.2,
2102.2, 2103.2, 2104.2, 2105.2,
2106.2, 2107.2, 2108.2, 2109.2,
2110.2, 2111.2, 2112.2, 2126.2,
2173.2, 2179.2, 2189.3, 2200.2,
2201.2, 2202.2, 2204.2, 2205.2,
2206.2, 2208.2, 2209.2, 2210.2,
2211.2, 2212.2, 2213.2, 2214.2,
2215.2, 2216.2, 2217.2, 2220.2,
2223.2, 2224.2, 2225.2, 2226.2,
2227.2, 2234.2, 2235.2, 2247.2,
2248.2, 2249.2, 2250.2, 2251.2,
2252.2, 2253.2, 2254.2, 2255.2,
2256.2, 2257.2, 2258.2, 2259.2,
2260.2, 2261.2, 2262.2, 2263.2,
2290.2, 2291.2, 2296.2, 2297.2,
2303.2, 2304.2, 2305.2, 2309.2,

Supports the proposed change, raising concern that
developers will still be able to apply for applications
under the superseded planning scheme for 12 months.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No
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Section 29 of the Planning Act 2016 provides an opportunity for development applications to be
assessed against the previous version of the City Plan (referred to as a 'superseded planning
scheme'). This request can be made within one year of a new City Plan change coming into
effect. The City does not have the ability to change this process as it is part of State legislation.
Refusal of a request to consider an application against the previous version of the City Plan may
give rise to compensation payable by the City.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2312.2, 2316.2, 2327.2, 2329.2,
2330.2, 2331.2, 2332.2, 2333.2,
2334.2, 2335.2, 2336.2, 2337.2,
2338.2, 2339.2, 2341.2, 2342.2,
2343.2, 2344.2, 2345.2, 2346.2,
2347.2, 2353.2, 2354.2, 2355.2,
2356.2, 2357.2, 2358.2, 2359.2,
2360.2, 2361.2, 2365.2, 2366.2,
2367.2, 2368.2, 2369.2, 2370.2,
2371.2, 2374.2, 2375.2, 2376.2,
2377.2, 2378.2, 2379.2, 2380.2,
2381.2, 2382.2, 2383.2, 2384.2,
2385.2, 2386.2, 2387.2, 2388.2,
2389.2, 2390.2, 2391.2, 2392.2,
2393.2, 2394.2, 2395.2, 2396.2,
2397.2, 2398.2, 2399.2, 2400.2,
2402.2, 2410.2, 2411.2, 2413.2,
2414.2, 2415.2, 2416.2, 2417.2,
2418.2, 2419.2, 2420.2, 2421.2,
2422.2, 2423.2, 2424.2, 2425.2,
2427.2, 2428.2, 2429.2, 2430.2,
2431.2, 2432.2, 2433.2, 2455.2,
2435.2, 2452.2
2072.1

Supports the proposed change suggesting the character The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
of the area should see 12m buildings with expressed
roofs.
This height will better complement the character and appearance of the surrounding
neighbourhood and better align with the current policy intent for the neighbourhood centre.

No

2161.8

Suggests that reductions in building height should be
extended to areas such as Palm Beach.

No

The City Plan updates that were open for consultation did not propose increases in building
height or density for the Palm Beach area.
In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
Other height changes in the Palm Beach area include an area changing from '3 storeys, 15
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

metres' to '12 metres'. The driver for this change was the City's decision to measure building
height in metres only. The purpose of this change is to provide more certainty about the actual
height of buildings.
The introduction of the Low-medium density residential zone will also provide greater clarity to
the community about the scale and intensity of future development. In this proposed zone, City
Plan does not allow proposed buildings to exceed the planned building height as shown on the
Building height overlay map.
2189.4

Requests a return to Local Area Plans or equivalent for
Currumbin area, suggesting that Currumbin would
benefit from a neighbourhood elements overlay and
imposition of the SCUD.

Reintroduction of Local Areas Plans (LAP) did not form part of the Our City Our Plan
amendment package. Key provisions specific to the previous Currumbin Hill LAP area (i.e.
character) have been reflected through numerous mechanisms, including zone codes, overlays
and in some cases Specific outcomes within the Strategic framework.

No

The Ridges and significant hills protection overlay, which covers Currumbin Hill, regulates
development to ensure the protection, maintenance and enhancement of the natural and scenic
values of the Hill. This overlay was a translation of part of the previous Currumbin Hill LAP.
Currumbin Hill is also mapped as a Hinterland to coast critical corridor on the Environmental
significant – Biodiversity areas overlay map. This mapping provides a high level of protection for
mapped environmental values.
The City Plan's Landslide hazard overlay mapping also identifies areas of steep slopes and
unstable soils, with mapping over much of the Currumbin Hill. The mapping triggers assessment
against the Landslide hazard overlay code, which considers the risk of erosion and landslide,
risk of damage to property, stormwater management and impact to environmental values. The
City is currently undertaking a separate amendment package to update the Landslide hazard
overlay map with more refined data inputs.
The Site context and urban design policy is referenced within the Low-medium, Medium and
High density residential zone codes and the Centre, Neighbourhood centre, Innovation and
Mixed use zone codes. The provisions seek to ensure development compliments important local
features and responds to site conditions and other contextual matters.
2229.2, 2231.2, 2232.2

Concerned that developers will still be able to apply for
applications under the superseded planning scheme for
12 months

Section 29 of the Planning Act 2016 provides an opportunity for development applications to be No
assessed against the previous version of the City Plan (referred to as a 'superseded planning
scheme'). This request can be made within one year of a new City Plan change coming into
effect. The City does not have the ability to change this process as it is part of State legislation.
Refusal of a request to consider an application against the previous version of the City Plan may
give rise to compensation payable by the City.

2266.1

Objects to the reduced height designation for the
Currumbin neighbourhood centre as no detailed studies
or reports accompanied the Council's consideration to
warrant this change. It is requested that the building
height be revised from 12m to 15m as the subject of
initial first round advertising and as supported by the
planning studies and reports commissioned by Council.

The height designation was reduced in consideration of submissions, and having regard to:
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•

section 3.5.5.1(5) of the Strategic framework which states that building height in
neighbourhood centres should complement the character and appearance of the
surrounding neighbourhood

•

the intent of the Ridges and significant hills protection overlay

•

surrounding topographical and environmental features

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

•

recent development approvals and

•

its local context.

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The building height under the existing version of City Plan is 3 storeys (15 metres). The Our City
Our Plan amendment package included a change to regulate building height in metres only
(rather than both storeys and metres). The removal of the 3 storey reference and reliance on the
15 metres would result in buildings taller than 3 storeys, which is contrary to the current policy
intent, community expectations and would detract from the sense of place, natural hillscape and
scenic amenity values of the area.
The changed 12 metre designation can still deliver 3 storey built form outcomes, which aligns
with the existing building height designation and with community expectations.
The revised height of 12 metres will better complement the character and appearance of the
surrounding neighbourhood and better align with the current policy intent for the neighbourhood
centre.
2289.2

Supports the proposed change, raising concern that
developers will still be able to apply for applications
under the superseded planning scheme for 12 months
and Council's preparedness to apply the 'Coty principle'
to new development applications.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Section 29 of the Planning Act 2016 provides an opportunity for development applications to be
assessed against the previous version of the City Plan (referred to as a 'superseded planning
scheme'). This request can be made within one year of a new City Plan change coming into
effect. The City does not have the ability to change this process as it is part of State legislation.
Refusal of a request to consider an application against the previous version of the City Plan may
give rise to compensation payable by the City.
The 'Coty principle' is a case law principle which requires consideration of a number of specific
matters for each development application. It is not possible to determine this at the plan making
stage.

Item 1 & 2 – Building height overlay map and new building height categories | (c) Improved administration definitions for all the building height categories to link the Building height overlay map to the Strategic intent, but ensure the
categories are not used to justify greater heights in development applications
2048.1

Objects to inclusion of storeys as well as building
heights in metres.

Since the introduction of the City Plan in 2016, the application of the State mandated definitions
relating to building height and storeys has resulted in some interpretation difficulties and legal
challenges. The regulation of height in metres only will be much clearer for design and
implementation purposes.
The purpose of this change was to improve clarity for applicants and the community, by having a
single building height designation with a specific measurement.
The City has considered submissions on the options of regulating building height. The removal
of 'storeys' continues to be the City's preferred approach for the reasons identified.
It should be noted that the Spit Master Plan height sensitive area is the only exception where
height is measured in both 'metres' and 'storeys', in line with The Spit Master Plan and the
Planning Regulation.
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No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2059.1, 2162.1, 2189.6

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2061.28, 2062.28, 2096.4, 2097.4,
2098.4, 2099.4, 2100.4, 2101.4,
2102.4, 2103.4, 2104.4, 2105.4,
2106.4, 2107.4, 2108.4, 2109.4,
2110.4, 2111.4, 2112.4, 2126.4,
2173.4, 2200.4, 2201.4, 2202.4,
2204.4, 2205.4, 2206.4, 2208.4,
2209.4, 2210.4, 2211.4, 2212.4,
2213.4, 2214.4, 2215.4, 2216.4,
2217.4, 2220.4, 2223.4, 2224.4,
2225.4, 2226.4, 2227.4, 2234.4,
2235.4, 2247.4, 2248.4, 2290.4,
2291.4, 2296.4, 2297.4, 2303.4,
2304.4, 2305.4, 2309.4, 2312.4,
2316.4, 2327.4, 2329.4, 2330.4,
2331.4, 2332.4, 2333.4, 2334.4,
2335.4, 2336.4, 2337.4, 2338.4,
2339.4, 2341.4, 2342.4, 2343.4,
2344.4, 2345.4, 2346.4, 2347.4,
2353.4, 2354.4, 2355.4, 2356.4,
2357.4, 2358.4, 2359.4, 2360.4,
2361.4, 2365.4, 2366.4, 2367.4,
2368.4, 2369.4, 2370.4, 2371.4,
2374.4, 2375.4, 2376.4, 2377.4,
2378.4, 2379.4, 2380.4, 2381.4,
2382.4, 2383.4, 2384.4, 2385.4,
2386.4, 2387.4, 2388.4, 2389.4,
2390.4, 2391.4, 2392.4, 2393.4,
2394.4, 2395.4, 2396.4, 2397.4,
2398.4, 2399.4, 2400.4, 2402.4,
2410.4, 2411.4, 2413.4, 2452.4

Supports the proposed change, suggesting additional
refinements as follows:

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2065.1

Supports the proposed change, concerned that
developments are currently being approved at 50 per
cent above the designated heights particularly in Palm
Beach, and that increased heights, densities and lack of
parking and open space will create major social and
health issues.

•

Building heights linked to a policy on 'floor to
floor heights' for commercial and apartment
developments;

•

Floor to floor heights need to be mandated for
ground floor (commercial, residential lobby,
retail) and for apartments; and

•

Lift overruns and plant need to be below the
height limit.

The City Plan encourages internal floor to ceiling heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of
neighbourhood centre development, to allow for easy reconfiguration of commercial tenancies.
Further, the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code encourages internal floor to ceiling
heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of development, and 3.5m above the ground floor, within the
building base.
The City Plan however does not have the jurisdiction to mandate the internal floor to ceiling
height of buildings, as this matter is regulated by the Building Act 1975 and the National
Construction Code.
The Building height definition includes lift overruns, mechanical plant and equipment as part of
the overall height.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The planned building heights have not been increased in Palm Beach as part of the Our City
Our Plan amendment package.
The planned building heights for the Medium density residential zoned area is currently 29m
(approximately 9 storeys based on 3m floor levels) and the majority of developments that have
occurred within Palm Beach remain Code assessable because they do not exceed the planned
building height of 29m.
An increase of up to 50 per cent above the mapped building heights can be achieved through
Impact assessment in limited circumstances. Any additional height granted through an
application requires the proposed development to comply with a number of criteria in the
Strategic framework, which encourage outcomes such as good design; protection of local
character and amenity; and housing choice and affordability.
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Parts of City Plan
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Submission point number

Point of submission
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Results
in a
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Parts of City Plan
changed

The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).
2132.1

Requests that heights limits east of Main Beach Parade The 50 per cent building height exceedance test is only achievable in limited circumstances in
should not be subject to the 50 per cent height
the Medium density residential zone and the High density residential zone.
exceedance test as being inconsistent with scaling down
to the beach and affecting property values.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).

No

2136.1

Supports changes to redefine building heights as a
positive change to make it easier for the community to
understand.

No

2172.10

Recommends detailed changes to the administrative
Section 1.2.1 of City Plan provides that terms that are not defined take on their ordinary
definitions to address: building bulk; building articulation, meaning. Not all terms need to be defined to be effective. Defining terms in the City Plan can
climatically responsive; building amenity envelope
have unintended consequences by limiting the scope of those terms.
(BAE); and deep planting.
Court judgements have provided an understanding for the terms 'bulk' and 'articulation'. These
terms do not require defining in City Plan.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Yes

'Climatically responsive' has an ordinary meaning. The 'building amenity envelope' is suitably
described in Schedule 6.12 City Plan Policy - Site context and urban design. The 'deep planting'
definition and associated provisions have been revised in consideration of submissions, to
ensure the deep planting area is functional.
2179.4, 2249.4, 2250.4, 2251.4,
Supports the proposed change, suggesting additional
2252.4, 2253.4, 2254.4, 2255.4,
refinements as follows:
2256.4, 2257.4, 2258.4, 2259.4,
2260.4, 2261.4, 2262.4, 2263.4,
• Building heights linked to a policy on 'floor to
2414.4, 2415.4, 2416.4, 2417.4,
floor heights' for commercial and apartment
2418.4, 2419.4, 2420.4, 2421.4,
developments;
2422.4, 2423.4, 2424.4, 2425.4,
• Floor to floor heights need to be mandated for
2427.4, 2428.4, 2429.4, 2430.4,
ground floor (commercial, residential lobby,
2431.4, 2432.4, 2433.4, 2455.4, 2435.4
retail) and for apartments;
•

Lift overruns and plant need to be below the
height limit; and

•

3D mapping should be undertaken to ensure
developments do not overshadow public parks
or places of heritage significance

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The City Plan encourages internal floor to ceiling heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of
neighbourhood centre development, to allow for easy reconfiguration of commercial tenancies.
Further, the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code encourages internal floor to ceiling
heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of development, and 3.5m above the ground floor, within the
building base.
The City Plan however does not have the jurisdiction to mandate the internal floor to ceiling
height of buildings, as this matter is regulated by the Building Act 1975 and the National
Construction Code.
The Building height definition includes lift overruns, mechanical plant and equipment as part of
the overall height.
The requirement for 3D mapping to support development applications cannot be addressed
through this amendment package.
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No

Schedule 1 –
Definitions

Submission point number

2189.7

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Suggests Council staff must be instructed to not allow
The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
No
unjustified height exceedance, requesting removal of the performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
50 per cent exceedance allowance throughout the city.
against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this by
including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or Acceptable
outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions (Performance outcomes,
Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the performance-based
provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan, as per the State
legislation.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test is only allowed in specific zones and in limited
circumstances. It is not a guarantee that additional height will be approved.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced within City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).
The removal of the 50 per cent building height exceedance test will be considered as part of the
future City Plan program.

2229.4, 2231.4, 2232.4

Requests the following additional changes:
•

Building heights linked to a policy on 'floor to
floor heights' for commercial and apartment
developments;

•

Floor to floor heights need to be mandated for
ground floor (commercial, residential lobby,
retail) and for apartments; and

•

Lift overruns and plant need to be below the
height limit.

The City Plan encourages internal floor to ceiling heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of
commercial development, to allow for easy reconfiguration of commercial tenancies.

No

Further, the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code encourages internal floor to ceiling
heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of development, and 3.5m above the ground floor, within the
building base.
However, the City Plan does not have the jurisdiction to mandate the internal floor to ceiling
height of buildings, as this matter is regulated by the Building Act 1975 and the National
Construction Code.
The Building height definition includes lift overruns, mechanical plant and equipment as part of
the overall height.

2233.1

Recommends City Plan be updated to address a
potential gap for unzoned land (such as closed roads,
reclaimed land or road reserves) that does not have a
designated building height.

Section 1.2.4 of the City Plan has been updated to provide a way for overlays to apply to
unzoned areas. The approach is largely consistent with the way the City Plan currently deals
with unzoned land. This will apply to the Building height overlay map and other cadastral based
overlays. The clause provides that the unzoned areas adopt the same overlay designation as
those that cover the closest zone.

Yes

2289.4

Supports the proposed change, suggesting additional
refinements as follows:

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No
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•

Building heights be linked to a description of
anticipated storeys;

•

Lift overruns and plant need to be below the

The City has considered submissions on the options of regulating building height, and the
removal of 'storeys' continues to be the City's preferred approach for the reasons identified
below.

Part 1 - About the City
Plan

Submission point number

Point of submission

height limit; and
•

3D mapping should be undertaken to ensure
developments do not overshadow public parks
or places of heritage significance

Response

Results
in a
change?

Since the introduction of the City Plan in 2016, the application of State mandated definitions
relating to building height in both storeys and metres has resulted in some interpretation
difficulties and legal challenges.
In addition, the use of storeys to define building heights has led to buildings having varying
overall building heights, because the maximum height of a storey is not regulated. The purpose
of this change is to improve clarity for applicants and the community, by having a single building
height designation with a specific measurement.
The term 'building height' is a State mandated definition and measures building height to the
highest point of the building roof, but not including load-bearing antenna, aerial, chimney,
flagpole or the like. This definition cannot be modified by the City.
The requirement for 3D mapping to support development applications cannot be addressed
through this amendment package.

2446.1, 2447.1, 2448.1, 2449.1, 2450.1 Concerned about how the Council proposes to support
urban communities when the 50 per cent exceedance
allowance still exists in Chirn Park, Labrador and
Biggera Waters.

Following consideration of submissions, changes have been made to remove the 50 per cent
building height exceedance test from applying to the new Neighbourhood elements overlay
area, which includes Chirn Park, most of Labrador and part of Biggera Waters. That is,
development above the planned building height designations is not anticipated in this area.

No

The 50 per cent building height exceedance test will continue to apply to other parts of the City
in the Medium and High density residential zones. Where the planned building height
designation is exceeded, applications will trigger Impact assessment which requires public
notification. The 50 per cent increase can only be achieved in limited circumstances, where
development proposals can meet the criteria set out in the Strategic framework.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).
2446.2, 2447.2, 2448.2, 2449.2, 2450.2 Concerned about residents' ability to comment on code
assessable applications as the right of public comment
has been removed and there is little ability to refer to the
Strategic framework when determining these
applications.

The State Planning Policy, which the City Plan needs to comply with, includes a number of
guiding principles. One of those principles is 'Efficient'. Local governments need to support the
efficient determination of appropriate development. Under this principle, Code assessment is
intended to apply to development consistent with the broad intent of the zone and able to be
assessed against assessment benchmarks contained within each code. Therefore, proposals
that trigger Code assessment are not required to be publicly notified.
Consistent with State legislation, public notification is only required for Impact assessable
applications. These applications are generally unforeseen by the City Plan, requiring public
input.
Under City Plan, Impact assessment is triggered where:
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•

the planned building height designation is exceeded;

•

residential density is exceeded in limited locations; and

•

land uses are not listed within the tables of assessment for each zone.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

These applications can then be assessed against the entire City Plan including the Strategic
framework.
Applying Impact assessment broadly is not consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City
Plan meets its obligations under the State Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impact
assessable triggers would need to be further investigated. This matter will be considered as part
of the future City Plan Program.
2446.3, 2447.3, 2448.3, 2449.3, 2450.3 Requests:
•

Clarification of the term 'appropriate
investigations';

•

Building heights linked to a policy on 'floor to
floor' heights;

•

Lift overruns must be below building heights;

•

3D mapping undertaken to avoid
overshadowing of places of significance

•

Introduction of critical mass percentage targets
so that residents know what they have to meet
to support, object, change or stop
controversial/poor developments.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced new wording to clarify that the future
light rail cannot be used to justify increased density and height until investigations have been
undertaken.
The revised wording for the Strategic framework states:
'Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors will be investigated for land use opportunities
and constraints. Until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to City Plan are
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
planned'.
This wording is intentional and ensures that until a future update to City Plan has been
completed, and informed by appropriate investigations such as urban design, property
economics, infrastructure capacity investigations, the scale and intensity of development is to
remain consistent with what is currently in City Plan. This wording has been successfully used in
City Plan to protect the City Plan Investigation areas from early development speculation.
The City Plan encourages internal floor to ceiling heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of
commercial development, to allow for easy reconfiguration of commercial tenancies.
Further, the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code encourages internal floor to ceiling
heights of 4.5m for the ground floor of development, and 3.5m above the ground floor, within the
building base.
The City Plan however does not have the jurisdiction to mandate the internal floor to ceiling
height of buildings, as this matter is regulated by the Building Act 1975 and the National
Construction Code.
The Building height definition includes lift overruns, mechanical plant and equipment as part of
the overall height.
The requirement for 3D mapping to support development applications cannot be addressed
through this amendment package.
The number of submissions does not necessarily determine the outcome of a development
application. The City must consider the potential impacts identified through each submission as
part of the assessment process, balanced with the other assessment benchmarks. Submissions
are considered and included within the City's published report for each development application.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2451.2

Point of submission

Response

Supports the proposed change, suggesting that each
The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
year development applications where leniency has been
granted be publicised with explanation as to why
In regards, to publishing the reasons for approval, the City publishes all reports and decision
leniency was granted from the Mayor or Councillors.
notices (for development approvals) on the City's website.
Refer https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/PD-Online.

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

No

These reports identify the alternative outcomes sought and the reasons for approval.
Item 1 & 2 – Building height overlay map and new building height categories | (d) Reduced heights along Jefferson Lane (between the Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane) in Palm Beach to respond to infrastructure constraints in
and around the lane
2022.1

Requests that building heights be reduced in all suburbs The Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for consultation did not include a
not just Jefferson Lane.
broad-scale review of building heights across the entire city.

No

The City has an established shape, which includes tall buildings in a number of locations.
In accordance with the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ), the City of
Gold Coast has been tasked with planning for an additional 127,900 dwellings within our City's
Consolidation area by 2041. These new dwellings will support the long-term population growth,
with the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, bringing our total population to approximately
919,000 people by 2041.
The City Plan limits the development of taller buildings to certain locations. Development
intensity and height will continue to vary across the city. Development is intended to be focused
on mixed-use centres and public transport hubs, with building height and densities higher in
areas with high frequency public transport and infrastructure capacity. This will reinforce
community identity, create a sense of place, support housing choice and affordability, and reflect
the city's different places and spaces.
2052.1, 2088.1, 2093.3, 2116.1,
Objects to reducing heights from 29 metres, density
2145.1, 2147.3, 2154.3, 2163.1, 2164.1 from RD6/RD7 to RD5 and rezoning from Medium
residential zone to Low-medium residential zoning along
Jefferson Lane in Palm Beach based on Council's
claimed infrastructure constraints.

These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle
activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.

No

The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment promotes a balance
between the appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
community values.
Following consideration of submissions and the infrastructure constraints at Jefferson Lane, the
City will continue to progress with the height and zoning changes along Jefferson Lane as
advertised in the second round of public consultation and density change as advertised in the
third round of public consultation.
2052.2
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Requests that existing adopted residential density of
RD6 be retained on the west of Jefferson Lane, Palm
Beach.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package does not propose any changes to the residential
density of properties on the western side of Jefferson Lane.

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

The residential density designation for these properties remains as RD6.
A change has been made to the residential density designation for properties on the eastern
side of Jefferson Lane.
2061.31, 2062.31, 2096.1, 2097.1,
2098.1, 2099.1, 2100.1, 2101.1,
2102.1, 2103.1, 2104.1, 2105.1,
2106.1, 2107.1, 2108.1, 2109.1,
2110.1, 2111.1, 2112.1, 2126.1,
2173.1, 2179.1, 2200.1, 2201.1,
2202.1, 2204.1, 2205.1, 2206.1,
2208.1, 2209.1, 2210.1, 2211.1,
2212.1, 2213.1, 2214.1, 2215.1,
2216.1, 2217.1, 2220.1, 2223.1,
2224.1, 2225.1, 2226.1, 2227.1,
2234.1, 2235.1, 2247.1, 2248.1,
2249.1, 2250.1, 2251.1, 2252.1,
2253.1, 2254.1, 2255.1, 2256.1,
2257.1, 2258.1, 2259.1, 2260.1,
2261.1, 2262.1, 2263.1, 2290.1,
2291.1, 2296.1, 2297.1, 2303.1,
2304.1, 2305.1, 2309.1, 2312.1,
2316.1, 2327.1, 2329.1, 2333.1,
2338.1, 2341.1, 2342.1, 2343.1,
2344.1, 2345.1, 2346.1, 2347.1,
2353.1, 2354.1, 2355.1, 2356.1,
2357.1, 2358.1, 2359.1, 2360.1,
2361.1, 2365.1, 2366.1, 2367.1,
2368.1, 2369.1, 2370.1, 2371.1,
2374.1, 2375.1, 2376.1, 2377.1,
2378.1, 2379.1, 2380.1, 2381.1,
2382.1, 2383.1, 2384.1, 2385.1,
2386.1, 2387.1, 2388.1, 2389.1,
2390.1, 2391.1, 2392.1, 2393.1,
2394.1, 2395.1, 2396.1, 2397.1,
2398.1, 2401.1, 2402.1, 2403.1,
2404.1, 2405.1, 2406.1, 2407.1,
2408.1, 2409.1, 2410.1, 2411.1,
2413.1, 2414.1, 2415.1, 2416.1,
2417.1, 2418.1, 2419.1, 2420.1,
2421.1, 2422.1, 2423.1, 2424.1,
2425.1, 2427.1, 2428.1, 2429.1,
2430.1, 2431.1, 2432.1, 2433.1,
2455.1, 2435.1
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Supports the proposed change and requests that a
Jefferson Lane character study and urban design plan
be undertaken in consultation with the local community.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The City has undertaken a Palm Beach Place Analysis Study which captures the Jefferson Lane
environment. An electronic copy can be viewed at:https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Councilregion/About-our-city/Designing-public-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-studies/Urbandesign-studies-resources/Place-analysis-studies.
The place analysis studies were undertaken to inform future changes to the City Plan and may
assist with the preparation of a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the
development.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2071.2

Point of submission

Supports the proposed change in part, suggesting that
building heights for properties on the eastern side of
Cypress Terrace North should be reduced from 29m to
16m to create a visually appropriate transition to the 9m
building heights on the western side of Cypress Terrace
North.

Response

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Results
in a
change?
No

The Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for consultation did not propose
increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area. Further, the amendment did not
include a broad-scale review of building heights.
The proposed reductions to building height are limited to Jefferson Lane to respond to
infrastructure constraints identified in this area.

2093.4, 2116.3, 2145.3, 2147.5,
2152.2, 2154.5, 2163.3, 2164.3

Objects to any road widening of Jefferson Lane.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any widening of Jefferson Lane.

No

The City however is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening
requirements. Any changes resulting from this review will be implemented through a future City
Plan update.
2151.1

Objects to the proposed changes to Jefferson Lane on
the grounds it will devalue properties.

These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle
activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.

No

The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment promotes a balance
between appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
community values.
Following consideration of submissions and the infrastructure constraints at Jefferson Lane, the
City will continue to progress with the height and zoning changes along Jefferson Lane as
advertised in the second round of public consultation and density change as advertised in the
third round of public consultation.
2151.2, 2238.1

Objects to proposed widening of Jefferson Lane.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any widening of Jefferson Lane.

No

The City however is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening
requirements. Any changes resulting from this review will form part of a future City Plan update.
2152.1

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2161.9

Suggests that reduced building heights should be
applied to Palm Beach generally.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for consultation did not include a
broad-scale review of building heights across the entire city.

No

The proposed reductions to building height are limited to Jefferson Lane to respond to
infrastructure constraints identified in this area.
2181.1

Requests further community-led planning for Jefferson
lane and Palm Beach.

The City has undertaken the Palm Beach Place Analysis Study, which captured the Jefferson
Lane environment. An electronic copy can be viewed at:
https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-public-places/Urbandesign/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Place-analysis-studies.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

The place analysis studies were undertaken to inform future changes to the City Plan and may
assist with the preparation of a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the
development.
2189.1, 2410.37

2189.2

Supports the proposed change. Concerned that
developers will still have 12-18 months to apply under
the superseded City Plan provisions.

Concerned that Jefferson Lane operates as an access
path to Palm Beach, requesting Council undertake a
safety audit of Jefferson Lane to provide improved
cyclist and pedestrian safety.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Section 29 of the Planning Act 2016 provides an opportunity for development applications to be
assessed against the previous version of the City Plan (referred to as a 'superseded planning
scheme'). This request can be made within one year of a new City Plan change coming into
effect. The City does not have the ability to change this process as it is part of State legislation.
Refusal of a request to consider an application against the previous version of the City Plan may
give rise to compensation payable by the City.
The Our City Our Plan amendment does not propose any widening of Jefferson Lane.

No

The City however is reviewing options available to implement future road widening, including
active transport improvements.
Any changes resulting from this review will be implemented through a future City Plan update.

2229.1, 2231.1, 2232.1

Requests that a Jefferson Lane character study and
The City has undertaken the Palm Beach Place Analysis Study, which captured the Jefferson
urban design plan be undertaken in consultation with the Lane environment. An electronic copy can be viewed at:
local community.
https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-public-places/Urbandesign/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Place-analysis-studies.

No

The place analysis studies were undertaken to inform future changes to the City Plan, and may
assist with the preparation of a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the
development.
2236.1

Suggests the changes to the Building height overlay
map do not correspond to the changes in the
Residential density overlay maps in Palm Beach. Given
planned residential densities are not proposed to be
altered it is difficult to align the proposed changes to be
in response to 'infrastructure constraints'. This is a
misalignment between infrastructure capacity and land
use outcomes.

These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle
activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.

The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment promotes a balance
between the appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
It is recommended that Council identify the infrastructure community values.
capacity issue in the Palm Beach area prompting the
proposed changes and incorporate adequate measures The City is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening requirements and
to rectify the capacity issues in the amendment.
to improve active transport. Any changes resulting from this review will be implemented through
a future City Plan update.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2284.1

Point of submission

Objects to the proposed change for 151-153 Jefferson
lane, Palm Beach, based on:
•

historical planning controls

•

lack of supporting evidence

•

infrastructure constraints

•

inaccurate density maps

•

impacts on ShapingSEQ dwelling targets.

Response

These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle
activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.

Results
in a
change?
No

The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment promotes a balance
between the appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
community values.
The City is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening requirements and
to improve active transport. Any changes resulting from this review will be implemented through
a future City Plan update.
As required by the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ), the Gold Coast
has been tasked with planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 and to
assist in providing greater housing choice and diversity within the City. With the city expected to
grow by 351,100 people, bringing our total population to approximately 919,000 people by 2041,
these new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
Based on planned building heights, the city has the capacity to deliver on dwelling targets. To
meet ShapingSEQ's targets, the City will continue to investigate additional growth areas in years
to come, which will be implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing
identification of Targeted Growth Areas will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to
the anticipated growth, primarily though infill development, in a form and manner which
maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
Following consideration of submissions and the infrastructure constraints at Jefferson Lane, the
City will continue to progress with the height and zoning changes along Jefferson Lane as
advertised in the second round of public consultation and density change as advertised in the
third round of public consultation.

2289.1

Supports the proposed change. Concerned that
previous setback requirements have been forgotten,
losing opportunities for future road widening and
parking. Requests that a Jefferson Lane character study
and urban design plan be undertaken in consultation
with the local community and that setbacks from road
reserves be reinstated.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The current frontage setback Acceptable outcome within Jefferson Lane requires a minimum of
4 metres as per the Medium density residential zone code. This has not been reduced by the
Our City Our Plan amendment.
Note that the Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils
to adopt performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities
balanced against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this
by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or
Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions
(Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the performance-based
provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan, as per the State
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide
improvements and ensure alternative outcomes are assessed appropriately.
The City has undertaken the Palm Beach Place Analysis Study, which captured the Jefferson
Lane environment. An electronic copy can be viewed
at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-publicplaces/Urban-design/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Place-analysisstudies.
The place analysis studies were undertaken to inform future changes to the City Plan and may
assist with the preparation of a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the
development.
The City is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening requirements. Any
changes resulting from this review will be implemented through a future City Plan update.
2290.33

Supports the proposed change requesting that
consideration also be given to the northern end of Palm
Beach, raising concern over existing approved
developments not meeting City Plan guidelines.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for consultation did not propose
increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area. Further, the amendment did not
include a broad-scale review of building heights.
The proposed reductions to building height are limited to Jefferson Lane to respond to
infrastructure constraints identified in this area.
The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this by
including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or Acceptable
outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions (Performance outcomes,
Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the performance-based
provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with City Plan, as per the State
legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and architectural design. This has been done to ensure alternative
outcomes are assessed appropriately, ensure good design outcomes occur that will provide
significant improvements in these areas.
2330.1, 2331.1, 2332.1, 2334.1,
2335.1, 2336.1, 2337.1, 2339.1,
2451.1, 2452.1

Concerned that the proposed increase in building
heights around Seventeenth Avenue, Palm Beach to
29m is unreasonable. Recommends that a Palm Beach
character study and urban design plan be undertaken in
consultation with the local community and that all
beachfront properties in Palm Beach have a maximum
height of 16m.

The City Plan updates that were open for consultation did not propose increases in building
height or density for the Palm Beach area.

No

In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 to RD5

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
The City has also undertaken the Palm Beach Place Analysis Study, which captures the
beachfront environment. An electronic copy can be viewed at:
https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-public-places/Urbandesign/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Place-analysis-studies.
The place analysis studies were undertaken to inform future changes to the City Plan, and may
assist with the preparation of a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the
development.
2372.1, 2373.1
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Objects to the proposed change on multiple grounds
including:

These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle
activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.

•

The building heights for Palm Beach have
remained predominantly unchanged since 1982;

•

The change is not in response to submissions
and Council have not provided infrastructure
reporting regarding infrastructure deficiencies;

•

The reduction in height will have a correlation to
the provision of planned dwellings;

•

The City is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening requirements and
Palm Beach comprises some of the City's best
amenity features, is well serviced by the existing to improve active transport. Any changes resulting from this review will be implemented through
a future City Plan update.
road network, includes quality existing and

The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment promotes a balance
between the appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
community values.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

planned public transport, sewer and water
infrastructure and benefits from recreational and
social services;

2374.34

•

The transport infrastructure constraints of
Jefferson Lane can be addressed through
Councils road widening requirements; and

•

The retention of the residential density
designation of RD6 implies that the same
density outcome will occur despite attempting to
address the shortfall of the transport network.

Requests reinstatement of a minimum 1.5m front
setback in Jefferson Lane and the City generally.

The current frontage setback Acceptable outcome within Jefferson Lane requires a minimum of
4 metres as per the Medium density residential zone code. This has not been reduced by the
Our City Our Plan amendment.

No

Note that the Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils
to adopt performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities
balanced against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this
by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or
Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions
(Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the performance-based
provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan, as per the State
legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and ensure alternative outcomes are assessed appropriately.
2399.1, 2400.1

Supports the proposed change and requests that a
Jefferson Lane character study and urban design plan
be undertaken in consultation with the local community
as well as realistic traffic studies of Palm Beach.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The City has undertaken a Palm Beach Place Analysis Study, which captures the Jefferson
Lane environment. An electronic copy can be viewed at:
https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-public-places/Urbandesign/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Place-analysis-studies.
The place analysis studies were undertaken to inform future changes to the City Plan, and may
assist with the preparation of a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the
development.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The City is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening requirements. Any
changes resulting from this review will be implemented through a future City Plan update.
2443.1

Objects to any future plan to widen Jefferson Lane as it
will burden seaside properties.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any widening of Jefferson Lane.

No

The City however is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening
requirements. Any changes resulting from this review will be implemented through a future City
Plan update.
2444.1

Objects to the proposed change on multiple grounds
including:
•

the sudden changes are in response to resident
feedback regarding an approval at 77 Jefferson
Lane

•

Jefferson Lane has always been narrow

•

The change disadvantages residents

•

Thorough research and mapping by council
officers of the whole of Palm Beach is required.

These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle
activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.

No

The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment promotes a balance
between the appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
community values.
The City is reviewing the options available to implement future road widening requirements and
to improve active transport. Any changes resulting from this review will be implemented through
a future City Plan update.
Following consideration of submissions and the infrastructure constraints at Jefferson Lane, the
City will continue to progress with the height and zoning changes along Jefferson Lane as
advertised in the second round of public consultation and density change as advertised in the
third round of public consultation.

2445.15

2445.8

The advertised amendment to residential density
overlay maps for the Jefferson Lane corridor at Palm
Beach are contrary to Council's resolution on the matter
from its December meeting. Council's policy position is
unclear and has created confusion amongst affected
property owners. This is a major flaw in the Stage 2
advertising process and necessitates re-advertising of
the document for further public consultation.

The City undertook a third round of public consultation relating to the change of density on the
eastern side of Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach.

Reduction in buildings heights at Jefferson Lane will
have a negative impact on dwelling supply in the city
and there is no plausible justification.

As required by the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ), the Gold Coast
No
has been tasked with planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 and to
assist in providing greater housing choice and diversity within the City. With the city expected to
grow by 351,100 people, bringing our total population to approximately 919,000 people by 2041,
these new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

The City will continue to progress with the height and zoning changes along Jefferson Lane as
advertised in the second round of public consultation and the density change as advertised in
the third round of public consultation.

Based on planned building heights, the city has the capacity to deliver on dwelling targets. To
meet ShapingSEQ's targets, the City will continue to investigate additional growth areas in years
to come, which will be implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing
and strategic identification of Targeted Growth Areas will assist in repositioning the City to better
respond to the anticipated growth, primarily though infill development, in a form and manner
which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
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Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.6 Residential
density overlay map

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Item 1 & 2 – Building height overlay map and new building height categories | General
2136.2

Concerned that the proposed changes lack meaningful
reference to 'maintaining, enhancing or recognising local
character and protection of landscape values'.
Recommends incorporation of overlay mapping and
codes for landscape values, view corridors, local
character amenity, suggesting this could be included in
a Gold Coast Design Guideline with an expert
independent review panel to review proposals.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes strengthened setback, site cover and
building separation provisions. The amendment package seeks to improve built form outcomes
with a focus on residential amenity, privacy and supporting local context.

No

As the city continues to grow, the City Plan envisages some degree of change in most urban
areas within the city. However, it is acknowledged that future development still needs to be
cognisant of important local character elements.
A Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has been established as Council's
preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the SCUD
report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are responsive
to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the development design
and application.
In response to submissions received during the first round of public consultation, changes have
been made to strengthen the landscape and streetscape landscape amenity provisions. New
deep planting provisions have been incorporated into the Low-medium density residential zone,
Medium density residential zone, the High density residential zone and the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay code. Provisions have also been added to the Strategic framework in
section 3.4.2.1 (Design principle 4 – Subtropical).
The City is currently reviewing the protection of landscape values and view corridors. Any
updates will form part of a future amendment to the City Plan.
The City employs professional architects, heritage architects, urban designers, environmental
scientists, transport planners, engineers, landscape architects and planners who are heavily
involved in development decisions. Development applications are reviewed and assessed by
relevant subject matter experts. City officers are required to consider all proposals objectively,
and in keeping with the performance based assessment provisions of the Planning Act 2016.

2370.34

Suggests City Plan amendments 1 & 2 do not go far
enough to protect communities from invasive high rise
developments. Setbacks, more deep planting, less site
coverage and more Impact assessment to make the
Gold Coast a more sustainable and environmentally
considered place.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes strengthened setback, site cover and
building separation provisions. The amendment package seeks to improve built form outcomes
with a focus on residential amenity, privacy and supporting local context.
A Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has been established as Council's
preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the SCUD
report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are responsive
to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the development design
and application.
In response to submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
streetscape landscape amenity provisions. New deep planting provisions have been
incorporated into the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, the
High density residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. Provisions
have also been added to the Strategic framework in section 3.4.2.1 (Design principle 4 –
Subtropical).
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Item 3 – New Low-medium residential zone | (a) Introduce a new provision in the Multiple accommodation code to regulate roof form to ensure that the planned 3 storey outcome is achieved
2061.26, 2062.26, 2096.6, 2097.6,
2098.6, 2099.6, 2100.6, 2101.6,
2102.6, 2103.6, 2104.6, 2105.6,
2106.6, 2107.6, 2108.6, 2109.6,
2110.6, 2111.6, 2112.6, 2126.6,
2173.9, 2179.6, 2200.6, 2201.6,
2202.6, 2204.6, 2205.6, 2206.6,
2208.6, 2209.6, 2210.6, 2211.6,
2212.6, 2213.6, 2214.6, 2215.6,
2216.6, 2217.6, 2220.6, 2223.9,
2224.9, 2225.9, 2226.9, 2227.9,
2234.9, 2235.9, 2247.6, 2248.6,
2249.6, 2250.6, 2251.6, 2252.6,
2253.6, 2254.6, 2255.6, 2256.6,
2257.6, 2258.6, 2259.6, 2260.6,
2261.6, 2262.6, 2263.6, 2289.6,
2290.6, 2291.6, 2296.6, 2297.6,
2303.6, 2304.6, 2305.6, 2309.6,
2312.6, 2316.6, 2327.6, 2329.6,
2330.6, 2331.6, 2332.6, 2333.6,
2334.6, 2335.6, 2336.6, 2337.6,
2338.6, 2339.6, 2341.6, 2342.6,
2343.6, 2344.6, 2345.6, 2346.6,
2347.6, 2349.3, 2353.6, 2354.6,
2355.6, 2356.6, 2357.6, 2358.6,
2359.6, 2360.6, 2361.6, 2365.6,
2366.6, 2367.6, 2368.6, 2369.6,
2370.6, 2371.6, 2374.6, 2375.6,
2376.6, 2377.6, 2378.6, 2379.6,
2380.6, 2381.6, 2382.6, 2383.6,
2384.6, 2385.6, 2386.6, 2387.6,
2388.6, 2389.6, 2390.6, 2391.6,
2392.6, 2393.6, 2394.6, 2395.6,
2396.6, 2397.6, 2398.6, 2399.6,
2400.6, 2402.6, 2410.6, 2411.6,
2413.6, 2414.6, 2415.6, 2416.6,
2417.6, 2418.6, 2419.6, 2420.6,
2421.6, 2422.6, 2423.6, 2424.6,
2425.6, 2427.6, 2428.6, 2429.6,
2430.6, 2431.6, 2432.6, 2433.6,
2455.6, 2435.6, 2452.6

Supports the proposed change, suggesting additional
refinements as follows:

2093.2, 2093.5, 2116.6

Council has not detailed what 'greater variation' is
possible to achieve 'more attractive buildings' or roof
forms on 4 storey buildings. Better detail is required to
justify this change.
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•

•

regulation of roof forms should also address
small roof terraces (to limit noise and
overlooking) and aesthetics should be assessed
by an independent panel of urban design
architects and landscape architects; and
a requirement for buildings to be able to provide
thermal comfort without relying on air
conditioning.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

There are numerous aspects to roof form that are included within the provisions of the Multiple
accommodation code. For example, provision AO4.2 of the code requires service structures, lift
motor rooms, mechanical plant and/or equipment to be designed as an architectural feature of
the building, incorporated into the roof form or screened effectively.
The built form design and appearance provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will
ensure that development (including its roof form) is designed appropriately with regard to
building bulk, scale, variation in the profile and the incorporation of high quality materials. The
code also provides provisions that roof forms incorporate climatically responsive design
elements and reduce the acoustic impacts of building services.
Amenity, such as noise and overlooking, is also regulated throughout the City Plan in a number
of ways, including in residential zone codes. For example, amenity provisions in the Lowmedium density residential zone code require development to achieve a level of amenity
reasonably expected having regard to the qualities of the locality, built form and scale, noise,
privacy, glare, light, traffic, parking and servicing. There are also existing provisions within the
General development provisions code that regulate the loss of amenity from existing
surrounding activities, including but not limited to noise and privacy.
The City has a specialist architecture and urban design team responsible for assessment of the
built form related aspects in any significant development proposal. The City also has landscape
planners responsible for the assessment of landscaping related aspects of development
proposals. This ensures specialist knowledge on these matters is always provided in the
development assessment process.
The subtropical design provisions within the Multiple accommodation code and other City Plan
codes will ensure that development exhibits principles of climatic responsive design including
access to ventilation. Energy efficiency of new buildings is regulated by the National
Construction Code (NCC). Planning schemes are unable to regulate matters already regulated
by the NCC, such as energy efficiency star ratings.

The roof form provisions within the Multiple accommodation code promote good design
outcomes through the provision of attractive roofscapes. The provision refers to the use of
pitches, gables and skillions to achieve an interesting roof form. The Multiple accommodation
code also includes figures that show two examples of roof form variation that are visually
attractive.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2137.10

Point of submission

Objects to the inclusion of the land that currently has a
building height of greater than 9 metres in the Lowmedium density residential zone as these areas are
appropriate for intense built form outcomes and these
areas already include four storey buildings.
Objects to the absolute maximum building heights in the
Strategic framework for areas in the Low-medium
density residential zone.

Response

Results
in a
change?

The Our City Our Plan amendment package has introduced the Low-medium density residential No
zone to provide greater clarity to the community about the scale and intensity of future
development. There were no significant changes to designated building heights or residential
densities as part of the introduction of the new Low-medium density residential zone. The zone
has been created to better reflect the currently planned heights and densities of those properties
and continues to facilitate a similar range of land uses.
The zone provides an appropriate transition and creates opportunities to support the 'missing
middle' as identified in the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 such as dwelling
houses, duplexes, soho housing, terrace housing, townhouses and apartments.
It should be noted that in terms of building height, properties within the Low-medium density
residential zone that currently have a 3 storey and 15 metre designation have changed to 12
metres. This is because it was acknowledged that a 15 metre building height designation could
result in five storey buildings, which is not in keeping with the intended built form for these areas.
The 12 metre height designation could support up to three to four storey buildings which better
reflects the intended built form for these areas.
Under the amendment package the regulation of building height in both storeys and metres has
been changed to only regulate height in metres. The reason for the removal of storeys is to
improve clarity for applicants and the community by having a single building height designation
with a specific measurement.
The City Plan does not contemplate increases in building height above those shown on the
Building height overlay map within this zone. This is an intentional policy decision to improve
certainty for the community in these areas.

2189.9

Supports the proposed change though raises concern
about its enforcement and requests Council consider
roof forms that accommodate solar panels, small wind
turbines and greenery on medium and high density
buildings.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The City Plan is a statutory instrument that assessable development is assessed against. Each
application must be considered on a case-by-case basis through the development application
process.
New provisions have been incorporated throughout the Multiple accommodation code's
Acceptable outcomes, Performance outcomes and Overall outcomes to ensure development is
assessed and delivers an appropriate outcome.
The subtropical design provisions within the Multiple accommodation code and other City Plan
codes will promote climatic responsive design including orientation, shading, access to natural
light and access to ventilation. Roof forms can be responsive to climate through consideration of
shade, orientation, and access to natural light.
This is complemented by the National Construction Code (NCC), which regulates energy
efficiency of new buildings.
The City will monitor the new provisions to determine their effectiveness.
The recommendation relating to the inclusion of roof terraces with gardens or greenery will be
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

considered for inclusion in a future City Plan work program. It is noted that the Multiple
accommodation code contains landscaping provisions, including utilising above ground level
landscaping within developments.
2229.6, 2231.6, 2232.6

Suggests the following additional changes:
•
•

Regulation of roof forms should also address
small roof terraces; and

The built form design and appearance provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will
ensure that all development (including its roof form) is designed with regard to building bulk,
scale, variation in the profile and the incorporation of high quality materials.

No

The subtropical design provisions within the Multiple accommodation code and other City Plan
Requirements for buildings to be able to provide
codes will promote climatic responsive design including orientation, shading, access to natural
thermal comfort without relying on air
light and access to ventilation. Roof forms can be responsive to climate through consideration of
conditioning.
shade, orientation, and access to natural light.
This is complemented by the National Construction Code (NCC), which regulates energy
efficiency of new buildings.

Item 3 – New Low-medium residential zone | (b) Introduce a new provision (Acceptable outcome) in the Multiple accommodation code to support an 800m2 minimum lot size for Multiple dwellings greater than 12 metres in height in the
Low-medium density residential zone
2014.1

Supports the amendment and requests properties on
The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
the eastern side of Bermuda Street between Fremar and
Rudd Streets be rezoned to Low-medium density
The rezoning of these properties did not form part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
residential density to allow one dwelling per 400m2.
package.

No

From a preliminary review, the current zoning of these properties is considered appropriate. The
City is not currently planning to investigate the subject area for increases in height or density.
2040.1, 2061.27, 2161.7, 2265.1

Supports the requirement for the minimum 800m2 lot
size for buildings higher than 12 metres.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged however it should be noted that the 800m2 lot size
is not a prescriptive outcome, because the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme
in accordance with the Planning Act 2016.

No

The minimum lot size requirement of 800m2 for Multiple dwellings with a height greater than 12
metres is an Acceptable outcome within the Multiple accommodation code. It is important to
note that while the Acceptable outcome specifies a minimum lot size within the code, an
applicant has the opportunity to propose an alternative to meet the requirements of the relevant
Performance outcome.
Where the Performance outcome cannot be achieved, due to constraints on a site, or other
circumstances, these will need to be justified by addressing the higher order Overall outcomes
and Purpose of the code. These must be considered on a case-by-case basis through the
development application process.
Changes introduced through the Our City Our Plan amendment package have strengthened
appropriate Performance outcomes and Overall outcomes throughout the zone and residential
design codes to ensure alternative solutions are assessed and deliver an appropriate outcome.
2040.2
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Objects to the introduction of transient accommodation,
raising concern that it will result in diminished
membership of community organisations and destroying
community values.

The amendment has not changed how Short-term accommodation is regulated. The change
relating to a minimum lot size provision for Multiple dwellings greater than 12 metres in height in
the Low-medium density residential zone will not introduce a greater number of Short-term

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

accommodation premises.
The Multiple accommodation code is an existing code in the City Plan. It provides design
provisions for multiple accommodation development, such as townhouses and apartments (both
permanent and short term).
2040.3

Concern that words such as 'Preferred Outcome' will not The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
No
alone stand up to litigation from large development
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
companies.
against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this by
including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or Acceptable
outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions (Performance outcomes,
Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
The terms 'Acceptable outcome', 'Performance outcome', 'Overall outcome' are legal terms
specified under the Planning Act 2016 and used are consistently across Queensland.
Changes introduced through the Our City Our Plan amendment package have strengthened
appropriate Performance outcomes and Overall outcomes throughout the zone and residential
design codes to ensure alternative solutions are assessed and deliver an appropriate outcome.
Where the Performance outcome cannot be achieved, due to constraints on a site, or other
circumstances, these will need to be justified by addressing the higher order Overall outcomes
and Purpose of the code. These must be considered on a case-by-case basis through the
development application process.

2040.4

Concerned there is no reference to plot amalgamation,
which may enable developers to amalgamate plots to
build a 32m high building in an RD3 zone.

Property amalgamation is a land ownership matter. It should be noted that property
amalgamation does not change the City Plan designations for residential density and building
height. Property amalgamation supports the delivery of different building outcomes.

No

The planned building height designation is a separate development control to the residential
density provision. The planned building height designation applies regardless of the size of the
site. It is noted that other provisions in City Plan can influence the built form typology proposed
on a site and development may ultimately not fully realise the building height designation.
Building options for each individual site are determined by considering the characteristics of a
site such as size, frontage, slope and context, together with the applicable City Plan provisions
such as height, setbacks, site cover, car parking, landscaping and any applicable overlays. The
building options available to the size of the site may result in developments not reaching the
planned height and/or density.
In these scenarios, amalgamation would be desirable to ensure the most efficient use of land
under City Plan provisions. The ability to achieve the full planned height and/or density then
becomes the incentive to amalgamate property.
2062.27, 2096.5, 2097.5, 2098.5,
2099.5, 2100.5, 2101.5, 2102.5,
2103.5, 2104.5, 2105.5, 2106.5,
2107.5, 2108.5, 2109.5, 2110.5,
2111.5, 2112.5, 2126.5, 2173.8,
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Supports the proposed change, suggesting a design
guide should be linked to the zone as policy.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
A primary objective of the Our City Our Plan amendments is to ensure quality design is
delivered as part of future development.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

2179.5, 2200.5, 2201.5, 2202.5,
2204.5, 2205.5, 2206.5, 2208.5,
2209.5, 2210.5, 2211.5, 2212.5,
2213.5, 2214.5, 2215.5, 2216.5,
2217.5, 2220.5, 2223.8, 2224.8,
2225.8, 2226.8, 2227.8, 2234.8,
2235.8, 2247.5, 2248.5, 2249.5,
2250.5, 2251.5, 2252.5, 2253.5,
2254.5, 2255.5, 2256.5, 2257.5,
2258.5, 2259.5, 2260.5, 2261.5,
2262.5, 2263.5, 2289.5, 2290.5,
2291.5, 2296.5, 2297.5, 2303.5,
2304.5, 2305.5, 2309.5, 2312.5,
2316.5, 2327.5, 2329.5, 2330.5,
2331.5, 2332.5, 2333.5, 2334.5,
2335.5, 2336.5, 2337.5, 2338.5,
2339.5, 2341.5, 2342.5, 2343.5,
2344.5, 2345.5, 2346.5, 2347.5,
2349.2, 2353.5, 2354.5, 2355.5,
2356.5, 2357.5, 2358.5, 2359.5,
2360.5, 2361.5, 2365.5, 2366.5,
2367.5, 2368.5, 2369.5, 2370.5,
2371.5, 2374.5, 2375.5, 2376.5,
2377.5, 2378.5, 2379.5, 2380.5,
2381.5, 2382.5, 2383.5, 2384.5,
2385.5, 2386.5, 2387.5, 2388.5,
2389.5, 2390.5, 2391.5, 2392.5,
2393.5, 2394.5, 2395.5, 2396.5,
2397.5, 2398.5, 2399.5, 2400.5,
2402.5, 2410.5, 2411.5, 2413.5,
2414.5, 2415.5, 2416.5, 2417.5,
2418.5, 2419.5, 2420.5, 2421.5,
2422.5, 2423.5, 2424.5, 2425.5,
2427.5, 2428.5, 2429.5, 2430.5,
2431.5, 2432.5, 2433.5, 2455.5,
2435.5, 2452.5

Response

Results
in a
change?

Six key urban design principles have been introduced to the Strategic framework in section 3.4.2
Element – Architecture and urban design. The design principles will underpin the urban design
and built form outcomes across the city. The six design principles being Responsive,
Connected, Engaged, Subtropical, Aesthetic and Adaptable seek to make a positive contribution
to the city image.
The design principles have been integrated into various provisions throughout City Plan to
provide greater strength in development assessment rather than referring to a planning scheme
policy, which acts as guidance material.

2071.1

Supports the proposed change in part, but raises a
The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
major concern with lot frontage widths, particularly in
Palm Beach where duplexes have been built on narrow The current City Plan includes an Acceptable outcome in the Multiple accommodation code and
10.1m frontages causing major on street parking issues. Dual occupancy code identifying 20 metre road frontages for Multiple accommodation and Dual
occupancy development. A reduced frontage for Dual occupancies needs to demonstrate
sufficient road frontage width to ensure safe and convenient vehicular and pedestrian access,
adequate landscaping adjacent to the road frontage and that the driveway and covered parking
area does not dominate the property frontage.

No

2088.2

Objects to proposed rezoning of Jefferson Lane to Lowmedium density residential zone on multiple grounds
including:

No
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These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

•

There is no 'missing middle' in Palm Beach and
Jefferson lane specifically to justify reduced
zoning;

Response

Results
in a
change?

activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.
The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment seeks to strike a
balance between appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
community values.

•

The change removes existing rights for
residents on the eastern side of Jefferson lane;

•

There are no grounds to reduce residential
density from RD6 to RD5;

•

A new Low-medium density residential zone
may be justified in other parts of the city but not
along Jefferson Lane;

•

The changes are politically motivated by
upcoming council elections;

•

Objection to council's approval of a
development at 77 Jefferson Lane; and

•

Lack of detail on what 'greater variation' and
A copy of the planning report, which documents the assessment is available on Council's
'more attractive buildings' mean in the context of website:
the Low-medium density residential zone.

Following consideration of submissions and the infrastructure constraints at Jefferson Lane, the
City will continue to progress with the zone, height and zoning changes along Jefferson Lane as
advertised in the second round of public consultation and density change as advertised in the
third round of public consultation.
Concerns relating to an approved development application cannot be addressed through the
Our City Our Plan amendment process

https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/PD-Online.
2093.1, 2116.4, 2145.4, 2147.1,
2154.1, 2163.4, 2164.4

2094.3

2116.5, 2145.5, 2147.2, 2154.2,
2163.5, 2164.5
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Objects to proposed rezoning of Jefferson Lane to Lowmedium density residential zone on multiple grounds
including:
•

There is no 'missing middle' in Palm Beach and
Jefferson lane specifically to justify reduced
zoning;

•

The change removes existing rights for
residents on the eastern side of Jefferson lane;
and

•

There are no grounds to reduce residential
density from RD6 to RD5.

These changes were proposed in response to strong community sentiment received in
submissions raising public safety concerns. These concerns related to the narrowness of
Jefferson Lane and the lack of a footpath, coupled with a high and increasing level of vehicle
activity in the street and a high level of active transport usage.

No

The changes seek to respond to the identified issues by changing the achievable yield (primarily
through the reduced building heights) along the street, whilst maintaining the ability for mediumrise, medium-density residential developments to occur. The amendment seeks to strike a
balance between appropriate management of growth and consideration of local character and
community values.
Following consideration of submissions and the infrastructure constraints at Jefferson Lane, the
City will continue to progress with the zone, height and zoning changes along Jefferson Lane as
advertised in the second round of public consultation and density change as advertised in the
third round of public consultation.

Supports the requirement for the minimum 800m2 lot
size for buildings higher than 12 metres, but requests it
be extended to the Medium density residential zone.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Objects to the introduction of the provision in the
Multiple accommodation code to support an
800m2 minimum lot size for Multiple dwellings greater
than 12 metres in height in the Low-medium density
residential zone.

During the first round of public consultation, a number of submissions were received requesting
further controls be implemented for Multiple dwelling development within the Low-medium
density residential zone. These included suggestions that a minimum lot size should apply for
apartment style developments as well as a broader concern about high-rise apartments being
developed on small lots.

No

Following a review of submissions, the City is proposing to review the appropriateness of lot
sizes for the other residential zones. Any recommendations arising from this review will be
implemented in a future City Plan amendment package.
No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

The City undertook a review that considered previous studies undertaken in relation to low-rise
multiple unit residential buildings, including the Gold Coast Rapid Transit Corridor Study, and
benchmarking with other South-East Queensland councils. From this review, it was determined
that an Acceptable outcome providing a minimum lot size of 800m2 is appropriate for Multiple
dwellings where the height exceeds 12 metres within the Low-medium density residential zone.
In instances where an alternative solution is proposed, the applicant would need to demonstrate
compliance with the applicable performance-based provisions. For example, the related
Performance outcome requires a sufficient site area and frontage to:
'(a) accommodate the scale and form of development proposed having regard to its site context;
(b) provide areas of deep planting and landscaping to allow for subtropical shade trees;
(c) achieve safe and convenient vehicular and pedestrian access;
(d) accommodate site services in a manner which minimises adverse visual and amenity
impacts on adjoining sites and the streetscape; and
(e) minimise the impact of new driveways on the streetscape'.
The above provision provides flexibility in terms of the lot sizes needed for Multiple dwellings
over 12m in the Low-medium density residential zone. The intent of this provision is to ensure
that the proposed building outcomes are suited to their site.
Following consideration of submissions received on this topic, the City has progressed with the
introduction of the minimum lot size Acceptable outcome as advertised in the second round of
public consultation for the reasons identified.
2189.8

Supports the proposed change, requesting it be
accompanied by requirements for reasonable setbacks.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes strengthened setback, site cover and
building separation provisions. The amendment package seeks to improve built form outcomes
with a focus on improving the streetscape interface, residential amenity, privacy and supporting
local context.
To ensure these outcomes are easier for the City to assess and implement through
development assessment, the performance-based components of the provisions have been
strengthened.
2228.7

Recommends removal of the minimum lot size
requirement for the Low-medium density residential
zone.

During the first round of public consultation, a number of submissions were received requesting
further controls be implemented for Multiple dwelling development within the Low-medium
density residential zone. These included suggestions that a minimum lot size should apply for
apartment style developments as well as a broader concern about high-rise apartments being
developed on small lots.
The City undertook a review that considered previous studies undertaken in relation to low-rise
multiple unit residential buildings, including the Gold Coast Rapid Transit Corridor Study, and
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Parts of City Plan
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benchmarking with other South-East Queensland councils. From this review, it was determined
that an Acceptable outcome providing a minimum lot size of 800m2 is appropriate for Multiple
dwellings where the height exceeds 12 metres within the Low-medium density residential zone.
In instances where an alternative solution is proposed, the applicant would need to demonstrate
compliance with the applicable performance-based provisions. For example, the related
Performance outcome requires a sufficient site area and frontage to:
'(a) accommodate the scale and form of development proposed having regard to its site context;
(b) provide areas of deep planting and landscaping to allow for subtropical shade trees;
(c) achieve safe and convenient vehicular and pedestrian access;
(d) accommodate site services in a manner which minimises adverse visual and amenity
impacts on adjoining sites and the streetscape; and
(e) minimise the impact of new driveways on the streetscape'.
The above provision provides flexibility in terms of the lot sizes needed for Multiple dwellings
over 12m in the Low-medium density residential zone. The intent of this provision is to ensure
that the proposed building outcomes are suited to their site.
Following consideration of submissions received on this topic, the City has progressed with the
introduction of the minimum lot size Acceptable outcome as advertised in the second round of
public consultation for the reasons identified.
2229.5, 2231.5, 2232.5

Suggests a design guide should be linked to the zone as A primary objective of the Our City Our Plan amendments is to ensure quality design is
No
policy, similar to the NSW and Victorian Government
delivered as part of future development.
examples.
Six key urban design principles have been introduced to the Strategic framework in section 3.4.2
Element – Architecture and urban design. The design principles will underpin the urban design
and built form outcomes across the city. The six design principles being Responsive,
Connected, Engaged, Subtropical, Aesthetic, and Adaptable seek to make a positive
contribution to the city image.
The design principles have been integrated into various provisions throughout City Plan to
provide greater strength in development assessment rather than just referring to a planning
scheme policy, which acts as guidance material.

Item 3 – New Low-medium residential zone | General
2445.4
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Council's proposal to replace the Medium density
residential, 3 storey (15m) designation with a Lowmedium density residential zone, 12 metres outcome
along the future Stage 3a light rail route or anywhere
close to centres is short sighted and unjustified. As a
short term measure, it is requested that a Low-medium
density residential zone, 16m designation be applied to

Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be further investigated for future land use
opportunities and constraints, through the Neighbourhood Framework planning process.
The Low-medium density residential zoning is not in response to the future light rail extension.
Rather, it is a recalibration of the current zoning with the building heights and residential density

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

this land (similar to that in Southport/Labrador/Biggera
Waters/Runaway Bay and Palm Beach areas).

Response

Results
in a
change?

designations.
The recalibration improves the clarity about what is intended in the City Plan, and the levels of
assessment for the listed land uses are reflective of the planned intent for these areas.
Together with this recalibration exercise, to improve clarity, the City is now regulating building
height in metres only.
Areas in the Low-medium density residential zone that currently have a height designation of 3
storeys and 15 metres have been changed to 12 metres. This is because it was acknowledged
that a 15 metre building height designation could result in five storey buildings, which is not in
keeping with the intended built form for these areas. The 12 metre height designation could
support up to three to four storey buildings which better reflects the intended built form for these
areas.

Item 9 – Built form improvements | (a) Modify setback provisions in the High density residential zone code and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code
2061.24, 2062.24, 2096.8, 2097.8,
2098.8, 2099.8, 2100.8, 2101.8,
2102.8, 2103.8, 2104.8, 2105.8,
2106.8, 2107.8, 2108.8, 2109.8,
2110.8, 2111.8, 2112.8, 2126.8,
2173.11, 2179.8, 2181.3, 2200.8,
2201.8, 2202.8, 2204.8, 2205.8,
2206.8, 2208.8, 2209.8, 2210.8,
2211.8, 2212.8, 2213.8, 2214.8,
2215.8, 2216.8, 2217.8, 2220.8,
2223.11, 2224.11, 2225.11, 2226.11,
2227.11, 2234.11, 2235.11, 2247.8,
2248.8, 2249.8, 2250.8, 2251.8,
2252.8, 2253.8, 2254.8, 2255.8,
2256.8, 2257.8, 2258.8, 2259.8,
2260.8, 2261.8, 2262.8, 2263.8,
2290.8, 2291.8, 2296.8, 2297.8,
2303.8, 2304.8, 2305.8, 2309.8,
2312.8, 2316.8, 2327.8, 2329.8,
2333.8, 2338.8, 2341.8, 2342.8,
2343.8, 2344.8, 2345.8, 2346.8,
2347.8, 2349.5, 2353.8, 2354.8,
2355.8, 2356.8, 2357.8, 2358.8,
2359.8, 2360.8, 2361.8, 2365.8,
2366.8, 2367.8, 2368.8, 2369.8,
2370.8, 2371.8, 2374.8, 2375.8,
2376.8, 2377.8, 2378.8, 2379.8,
2380.8, 2381.8, 2382.8, 2383.8,
2384.8, 2385.8, 2386.8, 2387.8,
2388.8, 2389.8, 2390.8, 2391.8,
2392.8, 2393.8, 2394.8, 2395.8,
2396.8, 2397.8, 2398.8, 2399.8,
2400.8, 2402.8, 2410.8, 2411.8,
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Supports the proposed change, recommending that:
•

setbacks and deep soil requirements be linked
with setbacks large enough to viably
accommodate large trees

•

where no setback is specified, developments
must be set back to allow for deep planting at
street level

•

building separation in the High density
residential zone be reinstated at 25 metres
minimum.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The minimum setbacks do not override any other built form, amenity, landscaping or deep
planting provisions. As a result, an applicant must reduce the proposed building envelope to
comply with any other relevant City Plan requirement. For this reason, the request to link the
provisions is not considered necessary.
Deep planting and landscaping requirements have been revised in response to submissions.
The provisions ensure developments incorporate areas for landscaping, including deep planting.
Deep planting areas are to be well located and of a suitable size and dimension to support
mature trees. The administrative definition for deep planting will also ensure the space below the
ground is free of obstructions (e.g. basements).
Zero setbacks to the street are only envisaged for development in the most intense urban areas
of the city, such as the Primary and Secondary focus areas in the Light rail urban renewal area
and in centres. In these areas, developments are to integrate and engage with the street to
provide a sense of enclosure at the lower levels.
Building separation is an important consideration for our city. Under Version 8 of the City Plan,
side and rear setbacks increase progressively with height. As part of the amendment package,
the side and rear setbacks for the entire building are established based on the overall height of
the proposed building. This approach is clearer and easier to understand and seeks to ensure
adequate space is provided around buildings at all levels, and that space increases for taller
buildings.
For example, the High density residential zone code includes a new Acceptable outcome for:
•

10m side and rear setbacks for buildings greater than 55m high and

•

8m for buildings 33-55m high.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

2414.8, 2415.8, 2416.8, 2417.8,
2418.8, 2419.8, 2420.8, 2421.8,
2422.8, 2423.8, 2424.8, 2425.8,
2427.8, 2428.8, 2429.8, 2430.8,
2431.8, 2432.8, 2433.8, 2455.8, 2435.8

Response

Results
in a
change?

This results in theoretical building separations of 20m and 16m, respectively.
The same building separation distances (20m and 16m) are reflected in the High rise
accommodation design code as a secondary measure to ensure buildings are appropriately
separated where existing buildings are built closer to the boundary than the setback distances
specified in the zone codes. It will also apply wherever high-rise buildings are proposed in the
city.
The revised building separation and setback distances have been developed in consideration of
community feedback received through the Our City Our Plan consultation process. The revised
provisions have also been developed with external technical input and benchmarked with a
range of other local governments and are generally consistent with best practice. This analysis
can be accessed at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/cityplan/our-city-our-plan-documents/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-formimprovements.pdf (refer to the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted
report - Part 10, dated 4 December
2019https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf, Attachment I).
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings. It should be noted that the City Plan is a performance based planning
scheme and meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve
compliance with City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions (such as Acceptable outcomes for
setbacks), the changes introduced through the Our City Our Plan amendment package include
strengthened performance-based provisions throughout the codes. The improved performancebased provisions have been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks,
site cover, landscaping, communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes
will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.

2132.3

Suggests the proposed setback and site cover criteria
could achieve desirable development provided that the
criteria are absolute and not subject to modification or
relaxation through Performance outcomes.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

The City is unable to make setbacks and site cover provisions mandatory requirements.
The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
Requests that setbacks and site coverage be included in against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this by
all levels of assessment in addition to density, so as to
including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or Acceptable
enable developments that challenge the criteria to be
outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions (Performance outcomes,
subject to impact assessment.
Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the performance-based
provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan, as per the State
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legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide the City with
greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.
Applying Impact assessment broadly is not consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City
Plan meets its obligations under the State Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impact
assessable triggers would need to be further investigated. This matter will be considered for
inclusion in a future work program.
2136.3

Suggests that the proposed setbacks should be linked
to deep soil area requirements with any setback
allowance sufficient to accommodate the long-term
viability of large trees. Recommends inclusion of a
mandate that 'all building facades at street level, where
no setbacks are mandated, be setback for a portion of
the frontage to allow for deep planting'.

Development applications will need to address both the setback and deep planting provisions.
No
The request to link the provisions is not considered necessary. Deep planting requirements have
been further strengthened in response to submissions from public consultation.
Where deep planting provisions apply, developments are required to provide areas that are well
located and of a suitable size and dimension to support mature trees. The administrative
definition for deep planting will also ensure the space below the ground is free of obstructions
(e.g. basements).
Zero setbacks to the street are only envisaged for development in the most intense urban areas,
such as the Primary and Secondary focus areas of the Light rail urban renewal area and in
centres. In these areas, developments are to integrate and engage with the street to provide a
sense of enclosure at the lower levels while providing opportunities for landscaping.

2137.8

Objects to the setback provisions in the High density
residential zone for buildings more than 33 metres high
because these are unrealistic and do not take into
account the size or orientation of existing lots and
buildings or the nature of existing built form in the city's
high-rise spine.

Building setbacks and separation are important considerations for our city.

Suggests setback controls for buildings higher than 16
metres be 4 metres to promote tall and narrow buildings
on narrow sites to maximise breaks between buildings
for filtered views and air circulation.

Further analysis was carried out on building setbacks, which recommended minor reductions in
setbacks to facilitate certain high-rise building form on some sites, while still ensuring suitable
building bulk, scale and separation. This analysis can be accessed
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf (refer to the
Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019, Attachment I).

Submissions received during public consultation provided general support for the setbacks in
the Our City Our Plan amendment package. However, concern was raised about the potential
impact on development feasibility of some sites and that the revised provisions may not facilitate
building outcomes envisaged in City Plan.

The revised provisions were developed with external technical input and benchmarked with a
range of other Australian and overseas examples and are generally consistent with best
practice. The building setback and separation distances, together with other provisions, seek to
encourage the right building outcomes on the right sized lots.
It should be noted that setback distances are integrated into City Plan as Acceptable outcomes
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and are therefore not mandatory requirements.
The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this by
including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or Acceptable
outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions (Performance outcomes,
Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
As stated above, meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve
compliance with City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes. The improved performance-based provisions have been designed to
better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping, communal open
space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant improvements and
ensure alternative outcomes are assessed appropriately, whilst allowing for flexibility and
innovation where required.
The City has considered all submissions on this item and, for the reasons outlined in this
response, proposes to progress the amendment.
2161.5

Uncertain of proposed change. Recommends increases
to setbacks in the High density residential zone code
and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code.

Submissions received during public consultation provided general support for the setbacks in
the Our City Our Plan amendment package. However, concern was raised about the potential
impact on development feasibility and that the revised provisions may not facilitate building
outcomes supported by the higher-order provisions of the City Plan.
The City reviewed the concerns from submitters surrounding the delivery of intended building
outcomes and potential limitations on development feasibility of some sites. A further analysis
has been undertaken regarding the recalibration of building setbacks to the height categories.
The analysis showed that some changes to setbacks would be needed to facilitate certain highrise outcomes on some sites, which are still considered to provide a suitable outcome in relation
to bulk, scale and separation provisions.
In response to the reviews, setback distances in some instances have been reduced in the High
density residential zone and Light rail urban renewal area overlay. The site cover provisions
have also been amended to consider the future development potential of adjoining sites.
The setback changes proposed in the second round of consultation for the High density
residential zone were:
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•

for building heights from 33 metres to 55 metres – reduce 9 metre side and rear setback
to 8 metres

•

for building heights of 55 metres and above – reduce 12 metre side and rear setback to
10 metres.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The revised provisions were developed with external technical input and benchmarked with a
range of other Australian and overseas examples. The proposed setbacks have been found to
be generally consistent with best practice. The building setback and separation distances,
together with other provisions, seek to encourage the right building outcomes on the right sized
lots.
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings.
2172.2

Recommends changes to setback and site cover
Performance outcomes (PO5/6) of the residential zone
codes, to better clarify certain terms and ensure reduced
setbacks do not impact the development of other sites in
future.

In response to submissions, amendments have been made to the setback and site cover
provisions, across numerous zone codes and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code.
This will allow for the assessment of future development potential on adjoining sites when
considering alternative setback and site cover proposals.

2172.5

Recommends changes to PO1, PO10 and PO16 of the
Light rail urban renewal area overlay code to improve
drafting of the role/function of the focus areas, setbacks
and site cover.

The amended Light rail urban renewal area overlay code is considered to adequately address
No
the concerns raised. Note that further improvements have been made since the Round 2 version
of the code.

2172.8

Recommends specific changes to the High rise
accommodation design code to address subtropical
design (PO1), building articulation (PO2) and
landscaping (AO14.2).

The outcomes sought by this submission are considered to be suitably addressed by the
amendment. The City has decided to progress with the provisions as advertised for this reason.

No

2189.12

Objects to the proposed reduction in setbacks in the
High density residential zone code, requesting they be
retained as currently adopted.

Submissions received during public consultation provided general support for the setbacks in
the Our City Our Plan amendment package. However, concern was raised about the potential
impact on development feasibility and that the revised provisions may not facilitate building
outcomes envisaged in City Plan.

No

A further analysis has been undertaken regarding the recalibration of building setbacks to the
height categories. The analysis showed that some changes to setbacks would be needed to
facilitate certain high-rise outcomes on some sites. In response to the reviews, setback
distances in some instances have been reduced in the High density residential zone. The
proposed changes are considered to provide a suitable outcome in consideration of bulk, scale
and separation.
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings.
The provisions were benchmarked with a range of other local governments and are generally
consistent with best practice. This analysis can be accessed
at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf (refer to the
Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019, Attachment I).
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The City has considered all submissions on this item and, for the reasons outlined in this
response, proposes to progress the amendment.
2228.1, 2230.1

Objects to proposed setbacks in the High density
residential zone.

Building setbacks and separation are important considerations for our city. The Our City Our
Plan amendment package provides a requirement in the High density residential zone code,
expressed in an Acceptable outcome, for:
•

10m side and rear setbacks for buildings greater than 55m high and

•

8m for buildings 33-55m high.

This results in building separations of 20m and 16m, respectively.
The same building separation distances (16m and 20m) are reflected in the High rise
accommodation design code as a secondary measure to ensure buildings are appropriately
separated where existing buildings are built closer to the boundary than the setback distances
specified in the zone codes.
The revised provisions have been developed in consideration of community and industry
submissions. The revised provisions have also been worked up with external technical input and
benchmarked with a range of other local governments and are generally consistent with best
practice. This analysis can be accessed
at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf (refer to the
Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019, Attachment I).
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings. It should be noted that the City Plan is a performance based planning
scheme and meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve
compliance with City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes. The improved performance-based provisions have been designed to
better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping, communal open
space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide the City with greater strength
to promote improved development outcomes.
The City has considered all submissions on this item and, for the reasons outlined in this
response, proposes to progress the amendment.
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2229.8, 2231.8, 2232.8, 2446.4,
2447.4, 2448.4, 2449.4, 2450.4

Point of submission

Recommends that:
•

setbacks and deep soil requirements be linked,
with setbacks large enough to viably
accommodate large trees

•

where no setback is specified, developments
must be set back to allow for deep planting at
street level

•

building separation in High density residential
zone be reinstated at 25 metres minimum.

Response

Development applications will need to address both the setback and deep planting provisions.
The request to link the provisions is not considered necessary.
Deep planting and landscaping requirements have been revised in response to submissions.
The provisions ensure developments incorporate areas for landscaping, including deep planting.
Deep planting areas are to be well located and of a suitable size and dimension to support
mature trees. The administrative definition for deep planting will also ensure the space below the
ground is free of obstructions (e.g. basements).
Zero setbacks to the street are only envisaged for development in the most intense urban areas
of the city, such as the Primary and Secondary focus areas in the Light rail urban renewal area
and in centres. In these areas, developments are to integrate and engage with the street to
provide a sense of enclosure at the lower levels.
Building separation is an important consideration for our city. Under Version 8 of the City Plan,
side and rear setbacks increase progressively with height. As part of the amendment package,
the side and rear setbacks for the entire building are established based on the overall height of
the proposed building. This approach is clearer and easier to understand and seeks to ensure
adequate space is provided around buildings at all levels, and that space increases for taller
buildings.
For example, the High density residential zone code includes a new Acceptable outcome for:
•

10m side and rear setbacks for buildings greater than 55m high and

•

8m for buildings 33-55m high.

This results in theoretical building separations of 20m and 16m, respectively.
The same building separation distances (20m and 16m) are reflected in the High rise
accommodation design code as a secondary measure to ensure buildings are appropriately
separated where existing buildings are built closer to the boundary than the setback distances
specified in the zone codes. It will also apply wherever high-rise buildings are proposed in the
city.
The revised building separation and setback distances have been developed in consideration of
community feedback received through the Our City Our Plan consultation process. The revised
provisions have also been developed with external technical input and benchmarked with a
range of other local governments and are generally consistent with best practice. This analysis
can be accessed at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/cityplan/our-city-our-plan-documents/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-formimprovements.pdf (refer to the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted
report - Part 10, dated 4 December
2019https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf, Attachment I).
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings. It should be noted that the City Plan is a performance based planning
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scheme and meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve
compliance with City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions (such as Acceptable outcomes for
setbacks), the changes introduced through the Our City Our Plan amendment package include
strengthened performance-based provisions throughout the codes. The improved performancebased provisions have been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks,
site cover, landscaping, communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes
will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.
2230.2

Recommends that Council establish a formal working
group to refine the provisions.

The revised building separation and setback distances have been developed in consideration of
community and industry feedback received through the Our City Our Plan consultation process.
The revised provisions have been developed with external technical input and benchmarked
with a range of other local governments and are generally consistent with best practice. This
analysis can be accessed
at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf (refer to the
Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/ourcity-our-plan-documents/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf,
Attachment I).

No

The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings.
2236.10

Suggests reconsidering prescriptive siting requirements
for towers above 33 metres in the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay and the High and Medium density
residential zones.

The siting requirements have been developed with external technical input and benchmarked
with a range of other local governments and are generally consistent with best practice. In
weighing up community and industry feedback received through the Our City Our Plan
consultation process, the City revised the building separation distances. This analysis can be
accessed at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-cityour-plan-documents/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019, Attachment I).
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings. It should be noted that the City Plan is a performance based planning
scheme and meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve
compliance with City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes. The improved performance-based provisions have been designed to
better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping, communal open
space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide the City with greater strength
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to promote improved development outcomes.
2236.11

Recommends adopting design and siting provisions for
development on small lots that is regulated based on
site-specific factors such as frontage width.

Amendments to small lot housing setback provisions were not proposed as part of the Our City
Our Plan amendment package, therefore this suggestion cannot be included for consideration
as part of this amendment package. However, it is considered that this submission point has
merit and requires further investigation, and will be considered for inclusion in a future work
program.

No

2289.8

Supports the proposed change, recommending that:

Development applications will need to address both the setback and deep planting provisions.
The request to link the provisions is not considered necessary.

No

•

all buildings not with a frontage to the light rail
corridor be setback a minimum of 6 metres to
allow for future infill of retail development

•

setbacks and deep soil requirements be linked,
with setbacks large enough to viably
accommodate large trees

•

where no setback is specified, developments
must be set back to allow for deep planting at
street level

•

building separation in High density residential
zone be reinstated at 25 metres minimum.

Deep planting and landscaping requirements have been revised in response to submissions.
The provisions ensure developments incorporate areas for landscaping, including deep planting.
Deep planting areas are to be well located and of a suitable size and dimension to support
mature trees. The administrative definition for deep planting will also ensure the space below the
ground is free of obstructions (e.g. basements).
Zero setbacks to the street are only envisaged for development in the most intense urban areas
of the city, such as the Primary and Secondary focus areas in the Light rail urban renewal area
and in centres. In these areas, developments are to integrate and engage with the street to
provide a sense of enclosure at the lower levels.
Building separation is an important consideration for our city. Under Version 8 of the City Plan,
side and rear setbacks increase progressively with height. As part of the amendment package,
the side and rear setbacks for the entire building are established based on the overall height of
the proposed building. This approach is clearer and easier to understand and seeks to ensure
adequate space is provided around buildings at all levels, and that space increases for taller
buildings.
For example, the High density residential zone code includes a new Acceptable outcome for:
•

10m side and rear setbacks for buildings greater than 55m high and

•

8m for buildings 33-55m high.

This results in theoretical building separations of 20m and 16m, respectively.
The same building separation distances (20m and 16m) are reflected in the High rise
accommodation design code as a secondary measure to ensure buildings are appropriately
separated where existing buildings are built closer to the boundary than the setback distances
specified in the zone codes. It will also apply wherever high-rise buildings are proposed in the
city.
The revised building separation and setback distances have been developed in consideration of
community feedback received through the Our City Our Plan consultation process. The revised
provisions have also been developed with external technical input and benchmarked with a
range of other local governments and are generally consistent with best practice. This analysis
can be accessed at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/cityplan/our-city-our-plan-documents/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-
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improvements.pdf (refer to the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted
report - Part 10, dated 4 December
2019https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf, Attachment I).
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings. It should be noted that the City Plan is a performance based planning
scheme and meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve
compliance with City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions (such as Acceptable outcomes for
setbacks), the changes introduced through the Our City Our Plan amendment package include
strengthened performance-based provisions throughout the codes. The improved performancebased provisions have been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks,
site cover, landscaping, communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes
will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.
2330.8, 2331.8, 2332.8, 2334.8,
2335.8, 2336.8, 2337.8, 2339.8,
2451.4, 2452.8

Supports the proposed change, recommending that:
•

setbacks and deep soil requirements be linked,
with setbacks large enough to viably
accommodate large trees

•

where no setback is specified, developments
must be set back to allow for deep planting at
street level

•

building separation in High density residential
zone be reinstated at 25 metres minimum

•

new developments should provide 50 per cent
of the separation distance and not 'crowd'
buildings reasonably set back (i.e. if a total
separation is 25 metres, new development must
be 12.5 metres from boundary).

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The minimum setbacks do not override any other built form, amenity, landscaping or deep
planting provisions. As a result, an applicant must reduce the proposed building envelope to
comply with any other relevant City Plan requirement. For this reason, the request to link the
provisions is not considered necessary.
Deep planting and landscaping requirements have been revised in response to submissions.
The provisions ensure developments incorporate areas for landscaping, including deep planting.
Deep planting areas are to be well located and of a suitable size and dimension to support
mature trees. The administrative definition for deep planting will also ensure the space below the
ground is free of obstructions (e.g. basements).
Zero setbacks to the street are only envisaged for development in the most intense urban areas
of the city, such as the Primary and Secondary focus areas in the Light rail urban renewal area
and in centres. In these areas, developments are to integrate and engage with the street to
provide a sense of enclosure at the lower levels.
Building separation is an important consideration for our city. Under Version 8 of the City Plan,
side and rear setbacks increase progressively with height. As part of the amendment package,
the side and rear setbacks for the entire building are established based on the overall height of
the proposed building. This approach is clearer and easier to understand and seeks to ensure
adequate space is provided around buildings at all levels, and that space increases for taller
buildings.
For example, the High density residential zone code includes a new Acceptable outcome for:
•
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8m for buildings 33-55m high.

This results in theoretical building separations of 20m and 16m, respectively.
The same building separation distances (20m and 16m) are reflected in the High rise
accommodation design code as a secondary measure to ensure buildings are appropriately
separated where existing buildings are built closer to the boundary than the setback distances
specified in the zone codes. It will also apply wherever high-rise buildings are proposed in the
city.
The revised building separation and setback distances have been developed in consideration of
community feedback received through the Our City Our Plan consultation process. The revised
provisions have also been developed with external technical input and benchmarked with a
range of other local governments and are generally consistent with best practice. This analysis
can be accessed at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/cityplan/our-city-our-plan-documents/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-formimprovements.pdf (refer to the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted
report - Part 10, dated 4 December
2019https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf, Attachment I).
The City's view is that the amended setback and building separation provisions provide an
appropriate balance between facilitating development and ensuring adequate separations occur
between buildings. It should be noted that the City Plan is a performance based planning
scheme and meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve
compliance with City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions (such as Acceptable outcomes for
setbacks), the changes introduced through the Our City Our Plan amendment package include
strengthened performance-based provisions throughout the codes. The improved performancebased provisions have been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks,
site cover, landscaping, communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes
will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.
2445.5

Suggests significant increases in building setbacks for
taller buildings will necessitate amalgamations of
existing community-title developments and will render
such development uneconomic and have a negative
impact on dwelling supply.

Building setback and separation is an important consideration for our City. Submissions
No
received during public consultation provided general support for the setbacks in the Our City Our
Plan amendment package; however, concern was raised about the potential impact on
development feasibility of some sites and that the revised provisions may not facilitate building
outcomes envisaged in City Plan.
Further analysis was carried out on building setbacks, which recommended minor reductions in
setbacks to facilitate certain high-rise outcomes for certain site sizes, while still ensuring suitable
building bulk, scale and separation. This analysis can be accessed
at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-i-item-9-built-form-improvements.pdf (refer to the
Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
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December 2019, Attachment I).
The revised provisions were developed with external technical input and benchmarked with a
range of other Australian and overseas examples are generally consistent with best practice.
The building setback and separation distances, together with other provisions, seek to
encourage the right building outcomes for the right sized lots to deliver adequate separation
between buildings.
It is important to note that the changes to setbacks advertised in the second round of
consultation proposed a reduction in some setbacks, rather than an increase. The setback
changes proposed in the second round of consultation for the High density residential zone
were:

2445.6

•

for building heights from 33 metres to 55 metres – reduce 9 metre side and rear setback
to 8 metres

•

for building heights of 55 metres and above – reduce 12 metre side and rear setback to
10 metres.

•

These setback distances are integrated into City Plan as Acceptable outcomes. As such
they are not mandatory requirements.

Suggests significant decreases in site coverage for taller The site cover provisions for taller buildings have not decreased when compared to what is
buildings will render new development uneconomic and currently contained in Version 8 of City Plan.
have a negative impact on dwelling supply.
The changes advertised in the second round of consultation did not affect the site cover
provisions that were advertised during the first round of consultation.
The City has considered all submissions received on this topic and has progressed with the site
cover provisions advertised during the first round of public consultation.
As the City Plan is a performance based planning scheme, alternative solutions can be
proposed, which support site specific solutions and innovation.
As a whole, the City's ability to accommodate the ShapingSEQ South East Queensland
Regional Plan 2017 benchmarks will not be constrained by the improved building outcomes
sought by the Our City Our Plan amendment.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Item 9 – Built form improvements | (b) Introduce ‘deep planting’ provisions in the Low-medium density residential zone code, Medium density residential zone code, High density residential zone code and the Light rail urban renewal
overlay code
2062.22, 2096.10, 2097.10, 2098.10,
2099.10, 2100.10, 2101.10, 2102.10,
2103.10, 2104.10, 2105.10, 2106.10,
2107.10, 2108.10, 2109.10, 2110.10,
2111.10, 2112.10, 2126.10, 2136.5,
2173.13, 2179.10, 2200.10, 2201.10,
2202.10, 2204.10, 2205.10, 2206.10,
2208.10, 2209.10, 2210.10, 2211.10,
2212.10, 2213.10, 2214.10, 2215.10,
2216.10, 2217.10, 2220.10, 2223.13,
2224.13, 2225.13, 2226.13, 2227.13,
2229.10, 2231.10, 2232.10, 2234.13,
2235.13, 2247.10, 2248.10, 2249.10,
2250.10, 2251.10, 2252.10, 2253.10,
2254.10, 2255.10, 2256.10, 2257.10,
2258.10, 2259.10, 2260.10, 2261.10,
2262.10, 2263.10, 2289.10, 2290.10,
2291.10, 2296.10, 2297.10, 2303.10,
2304.10, 2305.10, 2309.10, 2312.10,
2316.10, 2327.10, 2329.10, 2330.10,
2331.10, 2332.10, 2333.10, 2334.10,
2335.10, 2336.10, 2337.10, 2338.10,
2339.10, 2341.10, 2342.10, 2343.10,
2344.10, 2345.10, 2346.10, 2347.10,
2353.10, 2354.10, 2355.10, 2356.10,
2357.10, 2358.10, 2359.10, 2360.10,
2361.10, 2365.10, 2366.10, 2367.10,
2368.10, 2369.10, 2370.10, 2371.10,
2374.10, 2375.10, 2376.10, 2377.10,
2378.10, 2379.10, 2380.10, 2381.10,
2382.10, 2383.10, 2384.10, 2385.10,
2386.10, 2387.10, 2388.10, 2389.10,
2390.10, 2391.10, 2392.10, 2393.10,
2394.10, 2395.10, 2396.10, 2397.10,
2398.10, 2399.10, 2400.10, 2402.10,
2410.10, 2411.10, 2414.10, 2415.10,
2416.10, 2417.10, 2418.10, 2419.10,
2420.10, 2421.10, 2422.10, 2423.10,
2424.10, 2425.10, 2427.10, 2428.10,
2429.10, 2430.10, 2431.10, 2432.10,
2433.10, 2455.10, 2435.10, 2446.6,
2447.6, 2448.6, 2449.6, 2450.6,
2451.6, 2452.10

Supports the proposed changes in relation to deep
planting, but recommends the provisions be
strengthened to require minimum width and lengths and
to guarantee plantings are not hindered by underground
construction.

2071.9

Supports the proposed changes for deep planting and
acknowledges its importance. Requests it be strictly
upheld with no relaxations allowed. Suggests Gold
Coast should be a subtropical city with plenty of natural
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Support for this change is acknowledged.

Yes

The relevant Acceptable outcomes have been revised to refer to minimum 'dimension' rather
than 'width'.

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code
Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

Performance outcomes and Acceptable outcomes within zone codes and the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay code also require deep planting areas are 'open to the sky' to enable
mature trees.

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The City is unable to make the deep planting provisions mandatory requirements. The Planning

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

shade and greenery.

Response

Results
in a
change?

Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland Councils to adopt performancebased planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities, balanced against
allowing for innovation and flexibility.
The proposed provisions for deep planting are considered to reflect current best practice and
are intended to provide improved clarity on the desired outcomes.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes other design changes that promote green
streetscapes and high-quality landscaping. These provisions apply in addition to the deep
planting provisions.

2132.2

Requests changes to deep planting provisions in the
High density residential zone code as follows:
•

add a new provision (f) under PO8 stating:
'provides tall planting to contribute to
streetscape'

•

add a new provision (c) under PO9.2 stating: 'is
located on street frontage'.

This is to maintain and reinforce the existing
neighbourhood character in the Main Beach Frame
area.
2132.8

Partial support for introduction of deep planting
provisions.
Concerned that in developments with a podium or large
ground floor, the 'leftover' landscaped areas created by
the setbacks are disconnected from active areas, such
as foyers, resulting in ineffective, inefficient and
unsustainable landscaping areas. Requests that if these
areas are counted as landscaping, they should be
subject to a requirement that at least 50 per cent of the
edges of ground level landscaping are visible from
active spaces.

The High density residential zone code includes provisions for landscaping to provide visual
No
relief to the built form and a green streetscape character, with deep planting to soften the impact
of buildings and hardstand areas. Of note, Performance outcome (PO) PO4 of the High density
residential zone code requires buildings and structures to be sited and designed to allow for
shade trees and deep planting, to contribute to residential amenity. PO8 and PO9 require
landscaping to be integrated into developments while providing for a range of additional
outcomes, such as reinforcing a green streetscape character, which need to be met.
It should be noted that a number of updates have been made to the deep planting provisions in
response to submissions and scenario testing. The City has considered all submissions
received on this matter and has progressed with the deep planting provisions as advertised
during the fourth round of public consultation.
A number of updates have been made to the deep planting provisions in response to
submissions and scenario testing. The City has considered all submissions received on this
matter and has progressed with the deep planting provisions as advertised during the fourth
round of public consultation. The Deep planting provisions were developed to align with the
policy outcomes sought by the City Plan and benchmarked with a range of other local
governments.

No

The provisions provide guidance on appropriate locations for deep planting and they are
intended to work together with other landscaping provisions included in City Plan. This includes
the General development provisions code and the Landscape works code, which provide more
detailed requirements in relation to species selection to ensure the landscaping areas are
effective and efficient to maintain.
Individual development proposals will be assessed by City officers to ensure appropriate
species are included within deep planting areas.

2136.9

Suggests the updated terminology and descriptions
included have changed significantly. The original
language/ outcomes used below appear to be lost in the
amendments, including no mention of 'communal and
private open space':
•
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development provides high-quality landscaping
that contributes to the desired character of the
street

Changes to these provisions did not form part of the second round of public consultation.
The landscaping outcomes that were contained in the Multiple accommodation code and the
High-rise accommodation code have been consolidated into the zone codes. This allows for a
zone-wide approach, rather than varying outcomes for different land uses. Some specific
landscaping provisions remain in the development codes to address specific land use or built
form matters.
For example, Performance outcome (PO) PO5 of the Medium density residential zone code

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

•

development provides a high standard of
amenity and visual interest for the user and
neighbours, including a high standard of
communal and private open space

•

development is complemented by high-quality
landscaping that contributes to the desired
character of the area.

Recommends review and reconsideration of the original
terminology used to ensure that the emphasis on highquality and high standard of visual amenity and
character is retained and protected.

2137.9

Objects to the deep planting provisions in the codes as
they will impact on basement design efficiency, car
parking and residential yield.
Suggests the codes be amended to require developers
to install shade trees in the general locality of the site
within road verges or parks where it screens buildings
and provides shade to the public domain.

Response

Results
in a
change?

requires buildings and structures to be sited and designed to allow for shade trees and deep
planting to contribute to residential amenity. PO8 and PO9 require landscaping to be integrated
into developments and provide a range of additional outcomes that need to be met, such as
reinforcing a green streetscape character.
The Multiple accommodation code and the High-rise accommodation code continue to have
provisions relating to development being attractive, high-quality and visually appealing. They
also include provisions relating to private and communal open space. For example, PO15 of the
Multiple accommodation code establishes a range of requirements in relation to the quality and
quantity of communal open space to be provided.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
range of provisions relating to these matters as advertised during the fourth round of public
consultation.
Deep planting aims to promote an urban canopy, provide shade to reduce urban heat, promote
liveable neighbourhoods, support local fauna and biodiversity and enhance social health and
well-being. The provisions for deep planting have been broadly supported in submissions. A
number of opposing submissions (such as this) have been received, raising concern the
provisions will restrict development.

Yes

The City reviewed the draft provisions and has identified refinements for Deep planting
outcomes, including for development on narrow or irregular shaped lots. Changes were
presented as part of Round 4 of consultation. Updates within the Low-medium density
residential zone include the following:
•

a new Acceptable outcome seeking landscape areas with a total of 25% of the site area

•

reduction in deep planting area outcomes from 15% to 12% in the Acceptable outcome

•

changes to Overall outcomes to ensure landscaping softens the appearance of the built
form to adjoining sites and reinforces a green streetscape

•

case-by-case assessment of any retained Assessable vegetation. Where retained
vegetation provides additional benefit, a reduced deep planting area may be considered.

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

It should also be noted that the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme and
compliance with the Acceptable outcomes is not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be
proposed where they comply with the Performance outcomes or the Purpose and Overall
outcomes of the relevant code. This provides for additional flexibility, whilst ensuring
development supports the desired outcomes.
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Suggests the Innovation zone code include Acceptable
outcomes and Performance outcomes to reflect the
'landscape interface requirements' within the Overall
outcomes. Recommends the AO/PO combination
specifically relate to the provision of landscape

The point is noted, however these provisions relate to building setbacks, which is the space for
such landscaped interfaces. Implementing this requirement into the Performance and
Acceptable outcomes would remove the desirable flexibility as to how the amenity of adjoining
residential activities is protected. This could be achievable without the need for a landscaped
buffer. The suggested changes have therefore not been implemented for this reason.

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code
Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

The amended provisions provide a more flexible approach to landscaping. It emphasises the
importance of landscaping while providing greater flexibility for sites that cannot meet the Deep
planting Acceptable outcomes.

2141.1, 2148.6, 2149.6

Parts of City Plan
changed

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
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Parts of City Plan
changed

interfaces to adjoining premises containing residential
activities.
2141.10, 2148.12, 2149.12, 2150.12

Requests the deep planting administrative definition be
worded to state 'landscaping in a soil profile that is not
encumbered by infrastructure, services, structures or
basements below the surface of the ground and is open
to the sky'.

The relevant Acceptable outcomes have been revised to refer to minimum 'dimension' rather
than 'width'.

Yes

Performance outcomes and Acceptable outcomes within zone codes and the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay code also require deep planting areas are 'open to the sky' to enable
mature trees.

Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

Further changes to the Deep planting definition are not considered necessary. The definition
adequately manages potential restrictions to root growth, whilst the updated code provisions
manage what happens at the surface of the deep planting area and potential restrictions above
it. In combination, these provisions adequately manage the range of matters relevant to deep
planting areas.

2141.12, 2148.11, 2149.11, 2150.11

2141.13, 2148.10, 2149.10, 2150.10

It is requested that the High-rise accommodation design
code be amended as follows:

Yes

It is requested that Road Frontage PO12(b) be
amended to read 'provide areas of deep
planting and landscaping to allow for subtropical
shade trees'.

•
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The Landscaping outcomes that were contained in the Multiple accommodation code and the
High-rise accommodation code have been consolidated into the zone codes. This allows for a
zone-wide approach, rather than varying outcomes for different land uses. Some specific
landscaping provisions remain in the development codes to address specific land use or built
form matters.

•

•

Overall outcome OO2(c) used to read
'development is complemented by high-quality
landscaping that contributes to the desired
streetscape character of the area', which was
removed as part of Round 1. The only reference
to landscaping and deep planting is in reference
to car parking. It is suggested the code include
further reference to landscaping within the
Overall outcomes.
Amend PO6 to state: 'The car parking area and
associated structures are located below ground

Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code
No

Overall outcome OO2(g) used to read
'development is complemented by high-quality
landscaping that contributes to the desired
Following a review of submissions, it is considered Performance outcome PO12 will provide
streetscape character of the area,' which was
removed as part of Round 1. The only reference sufficient strength to ensure appropriate landscaping is provided where frontages less than 20
to landscaping and deep planting is in reference metres are proposed.
to car parking. It is suggested the code include
further reference to landscaping within the
Overall outcomes.

Requests that the Multiple accommodation code be
amended as follows:

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code

The Landscaping outcomes, referred to in this submission, that were contained in the Multiple
accommodation code and the High-rise accommodation code have been consolidated into the
zone codes. This allows for a zone-wide approach, rather than varying outcomes for different
land uses. Some specific landscaping provisions remain in the development codes to address
specific land use or built form matters.

•

For example, Performance outcome (PO) PO5 of the Medium density residential zone code
requires buildings and structures to be sited and designed to allow for shade trees and deep
planting to contribute to residential amenity. PO8 and PO9 require landscaping to be integrated
into developments and provide a range of additional outcomes that need to be met, such as
reinforcing a green streetscape character.
In consideration of submissions, PO6 of the Multiple accommodation code has been updated to
ensure there is a broader requirement for an attractive interface to the street where at grade

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code

Part 9.3.13 Multiple
accommodation code

Submission point number

Point of submission

or at-grade where generous deep planting is
provided to adjoining sites and street frontage
and there is an attractive built form interface to
the street(s)'
•

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

parking is proposed. This allows for a range of potential solutions to achieve that, including
landscaping and built form solutions.
PO7 of the Multiple accommodation code has also been reinstated.

PO7 which related to the location of services
and utilities being integrated into the built form
and maintaining an attractive streetscape is
missing from the Multiple accommodation code.

2141.2, 2142.1, 2148.5, 2149.5, 2150.5 Suggests the Neighbourhood centre zone code include
Acceptable outcomes and Performance outcomes to
reflect the requirements of the Overall outcome that
states 'provide generous landscaped interface to
adjoining premises'. Recommends incorporating an
AO/PO combination specifically relating to the provision
of buffers to adjoining residential premises.

The point is noted however these provisions relate to building setbacks, which is the space for
such landscaped interfaces. Implementing this requirement into the Performance and
Acceptable outcomes would remove the desirable flexibility as to how the amenity of adjoining
residential activities is protected. This could be achievable without the need for a landscaped
buffer. The suggested changes have therefore not been implemented for this reason.

No

2141.3, 2142.3

It is suggested that AO9 of the High density residential
zone code that reads 'a minimum width of 3 metres' be
amended to read 'a minimum dimension of 3 metres' as
width alone doesn't set length parameters.

The relevant Acceptable outcomes have been revised, as suggested, to refer to 'dimension'
rather than 'width'.

Yes

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code

2141.4, 2148.3, 2149.3, 2150.3

It is suggested that AO10.2 Subtropical design of the
Medium density residential zone code that reads 'a
minimum width of 3 metres' be amended to read 'a
minimum dimension of 3 metres' as width only doesn't
set length parameters.

The relevant Acceptable outcomes have been revised, as suggested, to refer to 'dimension'
rather than 'width'.

Yes

Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

2141.5, 2142.4, 2142.5, 2148.2,
2149.2, 2150.2

It is suggested that the Low-medium density residential
zone code be amended as follows:

Performance outcome (PO) PO9 continues to apply to all landscaping as part of the
development.

Yes

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code

•

•

PO9 Subtropical design has removed the words
'including deep planting,' which is required to be
reinstated as this is needed to support Overall
outcomes.
AO10.2 Subtropical design reads 'a minimum
width of 3 metres', which needs to be amended
to read 'a minimum dimension of 3 metres' as
width alone doesn't set length parameters.

PO10 provides specific provisions in relation to providing a suitable area for deep planting.
The provisions combined are considered to work together effectively without the suggested
changes to the Performance outcome.
The relevant Acceptable outcomes have been revised, as suggested, to refer to 'dimension'
rather than 'width'.

2141.7, 2148.7, 2149.7, 2150.7

Suggests the Mixed use zone code include Acceptable
outcomes and Performance outcomes to reflect the
requirements within the Overall outcomes that require
the provision of 'generous landscaped interface'.

The point is noted however these provisions relate to building setbacks, which is the space for
such landscaped interfaces. Implementing this requirement into the Performance and
Acceptable outcomes would remove the desirable flexibility as to how the amenity of adjoining
residential activities is protected. This could be achievable without the need for a landscaped
buffer. The suggested changes have therefore not been implemented for this reason.

No

2142.12

Suggests the Mixed use zone code include Acceptable
outcomes and Performance outcomes to reflect the
'landscape interface requirements' within the Overall
outcomes. It is recommended that the AO/PO

The point is noted however these provisions relate to building setbacks, which is the space for
such landscaped interfaces. Implementing this requirement into the Performance and
Acceptable outcomes would remove the desirable flexibility as to how the amenity of adjoining
residential activities is protected. This could be achievable without the need for a landscaped

No
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Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

combination specifically relates to the provision of
landscape interfaces to adjoining premises containing
residential activities.

buffer. The suggested changes have therefore not been implemented for this reason.

2142.13

Suggests the Innovation zone code include Acceptable
outcomes and Performance outcomes to reflect the
'landscape interface requirements' within the Overall
outcomes. Recommends the AO/PO combination
specifically relate to the provision of landscape
interfaces to adjoining premises containing residential
activities.

The point is noted, however these provisions relate to building setbacks, which is the space for
such landscaped interfaces. Implementing this requirement into the Performance and
Acceptable outcomes would remove the desirable flexibility as to how the amenity of adjoining
residential activities is protected. This could be achievable without the need for a landscaped
buffer. The suggested changes have therefore not been implemented for this reason.

No

2142.2

It is suggested that PO8 of the High Density residential
zone code include the words 'including deep planting',
which is required to be reinstated as this is needed to
support Overall outcomes.

Performance outcome (PO) PO8 continues to apply to all landscaping as part of the
development.

No

PO9 provides specific provisions in relation to providing a suitable area for deep planting.
The provisions combined are considered to work together effectively without the suggested
changes to the Performance outcome.

2142.7

Requests the deep planting administrative definition be
worded to state 'landscaping in a soil profile that has no
structures, infrastructure, services or basements below
the surface of the ground and is 100 per cent open to
the sky'.

The relevant Acceptable outcomes have been revised to refer to minimum 'dimension' rather
than 'width'.

No

Performance outcomes and Acceptable outcomes within zone codes and the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay code also require deep planting areas to be 'open to the sky' to enable
mature trees.
Further changes to the Deep planting definition are not considered necessary. The definition
adequately manages potential restrictions to root growth, whilst the updated code provisions
manage what happens at the surface of the deep planting area and potential restrictions above
it. In combination, these provisions adequately manage the range of matters relevant to deep
planting areas.

2142.8
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Requests that the Multiple accommodation code (OO2c) The landscaping outcomes that were contained in the Multiple accommodation code and the
and High-rise accommodation code (OO2g) be
High-rise accommodation code have been consolidated into the zone codes. This allows for a
amended as follows:
zone wide approach, rather than varying outcomes for different land uses. Some specific
landscaping provisions remain in the development codes to address specific land use or built
form matters.
• The Overall outcomes used to read
'development is complemented by high-quality
For example, Performance outcome (PO) PO5 of the Medium density residential zone code
landscaping that contributes to the desired
requires buildings and structures to be sited and designed to allow for shade trees and deep
streetscape character of the area', which was
removed as part of Round 1. The only reference planting to contribute to residential amenity. PO8 and PO9 require landscaping to be integrated
to landscaping and deep planting is in reference into developments and provide a range of additional outcomes that need to be met, such as
reinforcing a green streetscape character.
to car parking. It is suggested the code include
further reference to landscaping within the
Overall outcomes.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Requests that where the Multiple accommodation code
OO2(f) and the High-rise accommodation design code
OO2(h) talk about deep planting to adjoining sites where
car parking is located at-grade, it should require the
deep planting to be provided between the car park and
the street.

Landscaping outcomes are primarily addressed within the zone codes. This allows for a zonewide approach, rather than varying outcomes for different land uses. Some specific landscaping
provisions remain in the development codes to address specific land use or built form matters
(e.g. car-parking for Multiple use accommodation).

2148.4, 2149.4, 2150.4

It is suggested that PO9 Subtropical design of the High
density residential zone code that reads 'a minimum
width of 3 metres' be amended to read 'a minimum
dimension of 3 metres' as width alone doesn't set length
parameters.

The relevant Acceptable outcomes have been revised, as suggested, to refer to 'dimension'
rather than 'width'.

Yes

2150.6

Suggests the Innovation zone code include Acceptable
outcomes and Performance outcomes to reflect the
'landscape interface requirements' within the Overall
outcomes. Recommends the AO/PO combination
specifically relate to the provision of landscape
interfaces to adjoining premises containing residential
activities.

The point is noted however these provisions relate to building setbacks, which is the space for
such landscaped interfaces. Implementing this requirement into the Performance and
Acceptable outcomes would remove the desirable flexibility as to how the amenity of adjoining
residential activities is protected. This could be achievable without the need for a landscaped
buffer. The suggested changes have therefore not been implemented for this reason.

No

2156.1

Objects to the introduction of new deep planting
provisions (in Round 2) in the Low-medium density
residential zone as this results in a blanket approach
where the provisions are inappropriate for many of the
housing typologies envisaged in the zone. Suggests the
provisions have a sole focus on tower forms. Example
provided of an approved townhouse development where
the provisions (Acceptable outcomes) would result in a
significant reduction in yield.

Deep planting aims to promote an urban canopy, provide shade to reduce urban heat, promote
liveable neighbourhoods, support local fauna and biodiversity and enhance social health and
well-being. The provisions for deep planting have been broadly supported in submissions. A
number of opposing submissions (such as this) have been received, raising concern the
provisions will restrict development.

Yes

2142.9

Requests the provisions applied in Round 1 of the
consultation be reinstated.

Yes

The City reviewed the draft provisions and has identified refinements for Deep planting
outcomes, including for development on narrow or irregular shaped lots. Changes were
presented as part of Round 4 of consultation. Updates within the Low-medium density
residential zone include the following:
•

a new Acceptable outcome seeking landscape areas with a total of 25% of the site area

•

reduction in deep planting area outcome from 15% to 12% in the Acceptable outcome

•

changes to Overall outcomes to ensure landscaping softens the appearance of the built
form to adjoining sites and reinforces a green streetscape

•

case-by-case assessment of any retained Assessable vegetation. Where retained
vegetation provides additional benefit, a reduced deep planting area may be considered.

It should also be noted that the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme and
compliance with the Acceptable outcomes is not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be

Parts of City Plan
changed
Part 9.3.13 Multiple
accommodation code
Part 9.3.9 High-rise
accommodation
design code

In consideration of submissions, the relevant provisions have been updated to ensure there is a
broader requirement for an attractive interface to the street where at grade parking is proposed.
This allows for a range of potential solutions to achieve that, including landscaping and built
form solutions.

The amended provisions provide a more flexible approach to landscaping. It emphasises the
importance of landscaping while providing greater flexibility for sites that cannot meet the deep
planting Acceptable outcomes.
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Results
in a
change?

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code
Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code
Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

proposed where they comply with the Performance outcomes or the Purpose and Overall
outcomes of the relevant code. This provides for additional flexibility, whilst ensuring
development supports the desired outcomes.
The City has considered all submissions on this item and for the reasons outlined in this
response, proposes to progress the amendment.
2161.6, 2161.11

Supports provision, suggests 'hard limits' should be
placed on density.

The support for this change is acknowledged.

No

Council is not able to mandate a maximum density. The Planning Act 2016 and the State
Planning Policy require all Queensland Councils to adopt performance-based planning schemes
to provide a level of certainty for communities, balanced against allowing for innovation and
flexibility.
Proposals that exceed density are to be assessed against the Purpose and Overall outcomes of
the relevant zone code. The Overall outcomes that relate to density matters have been
expanded as advertised in Round 4 of consultation. The Overall outcomes now include a
broader range of considerations in addition to infrastructure capacity such as proximity to public
transport, employment, and services.
2172.7

Recommends changes to the Multiple accommodation
code in relation to how the roof form provisions are
shown in the figures and seeks minor wording changes
to the deep planting provisions to clarify where
landscaping is to be located.

The figures have been reviewed and revised, where necessary, to align with the provisions.

Yes

The landscaping outcomes that were contained in the Multiple accommodation code and the
High-rise accommodation code have been consolidated into the zone codes. This allows for a
zone-wide approach, rather than varying outcomes for different land uses. Some specific
Landscaping provisions remain in the development codes to address specific land use or built
form matters. For example, Performance outcome (PO) PO5 of the Medium density residential
zone code requires buildings and structures to be sited and designed to allow for shade trees
and deep planting, to contribute to residential amenity. PO9 and PO10 require landscaping to be
integrated into developments and provide a range of additional outcomes that need to be met,
such as reinforcing a green streetscape character.

2181.4

Supports the proposed changes in relation to deep
planting.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2189.14

Supports the proposed changes in relation to deep
planting, but recommends Council consider increasing
the required percentage (of site area for deep planting)
for buildings over 33 metres and seeks the advice of a
qualified arborist on the suitability of the percentages
and 3 metre width for deep planting.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Following consideration of submissions and further reviews of deep planting requirements,
improvements have been made for landscaping and deep planting provisions. Proposed
changes were advertised as part of Round 4 of public consultation.
The changes provide a more flexible approach to Landscaping area provisions. A consolidated
landscaping and deep planting Acceptable outcome now specifies the minimum percentage of
landscaping across the site. A component of this landscaping area is to be made up of deep
planting. The provision seeks a higher overall amount of landscaping across the site, while
providing flexibility in the type of landscaping delivered. For those sites that are unable to meet
the deep planting requirement, they may be able to offset the amount of deep planting by
providing a greater proportion of non-deep planting landscaping.
The High density residential zone code and the Frame and Transition areas within the Light rail
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Part 9.3.13 Multiple
accommodation code

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

urban renewal area overlay are example locations where buildings over 33 metres may be
found. In these locations, the relevant Acceptable outcomes state development is to provide
landscape areas comprising at least of 20% of the site area, of which a minimum of 10% is to be
deep planting.
In the Primary focus area of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay, building bases can be
built to the street edge with no side or rear setbacks. This acknowledges the higher intensity of
the built form in this location. As such deep planting requirements along the street frontage are
not stated.
Within the Secondary focus area, building bases can also be built to the street edge, while side
and rear setbacks allow for landscaping elements.
The City has progressed with the deep planting area provisions advertised during the fourth
round of public consultation.
It should also be noted that the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme and
compliance with the Acceptable outcomes is not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be
proposed where they comply with the Performance outcomes or the Purpose and Overall
outcomes of the relevant code. This provides for additional flexibility, whilst ensuring
development facilitates the desired outcomes.
2228.5

Concerned with deep planting provisions being
excessive. Suggests a better balance between the
amount of deep planting relative to built form and
suggests alternative approaches may assist in achieving
the same outcomes such as:
•

allowing deep planting to occur in private and
communal open space areas

•

supporting vertical landscaping elements to
complement and enhance built form

•

amending the storey definition to allow rooftop
amenity space with significant landscaping to
not count as a storey

•

an incentive program to encourage green
rooftops, vertical green screens and/or
additional landscaping.

Deep planting aims to promote an urban canopy, provide shade to reduce urban heat, promote
liveable neighbourhoods, support local fauna and biodiversity and enhance social health and
well-being. The provisions for deep planting have been broadly supported in submissions. A
number of opposing submissions (such as this) have been received, raising concern the
provisions will restrict development.
The City reviewed the draft provisions and has identified refinements for Deep planting
outcomes, including for development on narrow or irregular shaped lots. Changes were
presented as part of Round 4 of consultation.
Updates within the Low-medium density residential zone include the following:
•

a new Acceptable outcome seeking landscape areas with a total of 25% of the site area

•

reduction in deep planting area outcomes from 15% to 12% in the Acceptable outcome

•

changes to Overall outcomes to ensure landscaping softens the appearance of the built
form to adjoining sites and reinforces a green streetscape

•

case-by-case assessment of any retained Assessable vegetation. Where retained
vegetation provides additional benefit, a reduced deep planting area may be considered.

The amended provisions provide a more flexible approach to landscaping. It emphasises the
importance of landscaping while providing greater flexibility for sites that cannot meet the Deep
planting Acceptable outcomes.
It should also be noted that the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme and
compliance with the Acceptable outcomes is not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be
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Yes

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code
Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code
Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

proposed where they comply with the Performance outcomes or the Purpose and Overall
outcomes of the relevant code. This provides for additional flexibility, whilst ensuring
development facilitates the desired outcomes.
To address the remaining points in your submission, the following is noted:

2228.6

Recommends a better balance of deep planting and
built form. Suggests 10 per cent landscaping is more in
line with other councils as opposed to 15 per cent
specified for the Low-medium and Medium density
residential zones.

•

Deep planting areas can be located within private and communal open space areas.

•

The revised amendments acknowledge options for vertical and roof-top landscaping to
make up landscaping requirements.

•

The term 'storey' is a State mandated definition, which cannot be modified by the City.

•

Considering the City has, as part of this amendment, sought to ensure high quality
landscaping outcomes occur in any future urban residential development, an incentive
program is not necessary.

Deep planting aims to promote an urban canopy, provide shade to reduce urban heat, promote
liveable neighbourhoods, support local fauna and biodiversity and enhance social health and
well-being. The provisions for deep planting have been broadly supported in submissions. A
number of opposing submissions (such as this) have been received, raising concern the
provisions will restrict development.

Yes

Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

The City reviewed the draft provisions and has identified refinements for Deep planting
outcomes, including for development on narrow or irregular shaped lots. Changes were
presented as part of Round 4 of consultation. Updates within the Low-medium density
residential zone include the following:
•

a new Acceptable outcome seeking landscape areas with a total of 25% of the site area

•

reduction in deep planting area outcomes from 15% to 12% in the Acceptable outcome

•

changes to Overall outcomes to ensure landscaping softens the appearance of the built
form to adjoining sites and reinforces a green streetscape

•

case-by-case assessment of any retained Assessable vegetation. Where retained
vegetation provides additional benefit, a reduced deep planting area may be considered.

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

The amended provisions provide a more flexible approach to landscaping. It emphasises the
importance of landscaping while providing greater flexibility for sites that cannot meet the Deep
planting Acceptable outcomes.
It should also be noted that the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme and
compliance with the Acceptable outcomes is not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be
proposed where they comply with the Performance outcomes or the Purpose and Overall
outcomes of the relevant code. This provides for additional flexibility, whilst ensuring
development facilitates the desired outcomes.
2236.12
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Suggests revision of the proposed deep planting
provisions to provide realistic and workable
performance-based design requirements for all building
typologies.

Deep planting aims to promote an urban canopy, provide shade to reduce urban heat, promote
liveable neighbourhoods, support local fauna and biodiversity and enhance social health and
well-being. The provisions for deep planting have been broadly supported in submissions. A
number of opposing submissions (such as this) have been received, raising concern the

Yes

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

provisions will restrict development.

Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

The City reviewed the draft provisions and has identified refinements for Deep planting
outcomes, including for development on narrow or irregular shaped lots. Changes were
presented as part of Round 4 of consultation. Updates within the Low-medium density
residential zone include the following:
•

a new Acceptable outcome seeking landscape areas with a total of 25% of the site area

•

reduction in deep planting area outcomes from 15% to 12% in the Acceptable outcome

•

changes to Overall outcomes to ensure landscaping softens the appearance of the built
form to adjoining sites and reinforces a green streetscape

•

case-by-case assessment of any retained Assessable vegetation. Where retained
vegetation provides additional benefit, a reduced deep planting area may be considered.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

The amended provisions provide a more flexible approach to landscaping. It emphasises the
importance of landscaping while providing greater flexibility for sites that cannot meet the Deep
planting Acceptable outcomes.
It should also be noted that the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme and
compliance with the Acceptable outcomes is not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be
proposed where they comply with the Performance outcomes or the Purpose and Overall
outcomes of the relevant code. This provides for additional flexibility, whilst ensuring
development facilitates the desired outcomes.
2445.7

Suggests the proposed deep planting requirements are
impractical, unjustified and untested, that they will
impact on basement efficiency and that no expert
economic analysis has been conducted to identify any
associated negative impacts.

Deep planting aims to promote an urban canopy, provide shade to reduce urban heat, promote
liveable neighbourhoods, support local fauna and biodiversity and enhance social health and
well-being. The provisions for deep planting have been broadly supported in submissions. A
number of opposing submissions (such as this) have been received, raising concern the
provisions will restrict development.
The City reviewed the draft provisions and has identified refinements for Deep planting
outcomes, including for development on narrow or irregular shaped lots. Changes were
presented as part of Round 4 of consultation. Updates within the Low-medium density
residential zone include the following:
•

a new Acceptable outcome seeking landscape areas with a total of 25% of the site area

•

reduction in deep planting area outcomes from 15% to 12% in the Acceptable outcome

•

changes to Overall outcomes to ensure landscaping softens the appearance of the built
form to adjoining sites and reinforces a green streetscape

•

case-by-case assessment of any retained Assessable vegetation. Where retained
vegetation provides additional benefit, a reduced deep planting area may be considered.

The amended provisions provide a more flexible approach to landscaping. It emphasises the
importance of landscaping while providing greater flexibility for sites that cannot meet the Deep
planting Acceptable outcomes.
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Yes

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code
Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code
Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

It should also be noted that the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme and
compliance with the Acceptable outcomes is not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be
proposed where they comply with the Performance outcomes or the Purpose and Overall
outcomes of the relevant code. This provides for additional flexibility, whilst ensuring
development facilitates the desired outcomes.
A 'road testing' exercise was carried out to review the application of the provisions. The revised
provisions allow more flexibility in the landscaping provided. Where deep planting cannot be
provided (e.g. due to basement constraints) development may utilise other forms of landscaping.
The refinements made to these provisions were in part, the result of this road testing.
Item 9 – Built form improvements | (c) Modify the content and layout of the SCUD Policy and the zone code provisions that relate to urban context
2061.25, 2451.3

Supports the proposed change, raising concern that
recent negative development outcomes in Palm Beach
have stemmed from excessive relaxations,
recommending:
•

development of a Gold Coast design book

•

establishing an independent review panel to
undertake spot audits of the development
application process

•

2062.25, 2096.7, 2097.7, 2098.7,
2099.7, 2100.7, 2101.7, 2102.7,
2103.7, 2104.7, 2105.7, 2106.7,
2107.7, 2108.7, 2109.7, 2110.7,
2111.7, 2112.7, 2126.7, 2173.10,
2179.7, 2200.7, 2201.7, 2202.7,
2204.7, 2205.7, 2206.7, 2208.7,
2209.7, 2210.7, 2211.7, 2212.7,
2213.7, 2214.7, 2215.7, 2216.7,
2217.7, 2220.7, 2223.10, 2224.10,
2225.10, 2226.10, 2227.10, 2234.10,
2235.10, 2247.7, 2248.7, 2249.7,
2250.7, 2251.7, 2252.7, 2253.7,
2254.7, 2255.7, 2256.7, 2257.7,
2258.7, 2259.7, 2260.7, 2261.7,
2262.7, 2263.7, 2289.7, 2290.7,
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•

the SCUD should be applied to code
assessable development applications

•

development of a Gold Coast Design book

•

•

No

The suggestion of a Gold Coast design book is noted. Through the introduction of the Site
context and urban design (SCUD) policy, the City also endorsed a number of Place Analysis
studies, which are available on Council's website at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Councilregion/About-our-city/Designing-public-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-studies/Urbandesign-studies-resources/Place-analysis-studies.

The City continues to undertake localised planning investigations, such as the Neighbourhood
Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project, which are used to inform City Plan
undertaking independent review of development amendments.
applications by 'expert design review panels'
and using their recommendations to inform
Council continues to prepare design guidelines which promote best practice. Existing guidelines
development assessment.
can be found here: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designingpublic-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-principles-guidelines. In regards to the use of review
panels, qualified architects are employed by the City within the Office of Architecture and
Heritage (OAH). OAH is responsible for architecture, heritage and urban design providing
strategic specialist advice both internally and externally on architecture, urban design,
environmentally sustainable design, accessibility, conservation, heritage planning and register,
scenic amenity and landscape character.

Supports the proposed change, with suggestions
including:

•

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
The Site context and urban design (SCUD) policy has been carefully applied to ensure the City
Plan does not lead to onerous requirements for low-risk and more simple development
applications.

It should be noted the SCUD policy is a planning scheme policy and provides additional
guidance on how to address the identified assessment benchmark. The SCUD policy is the
City's preferred method of demonstrating compliance with the relevant Performance outcomes in
zone codes and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code, but it is not the only acceptable
undertaking independent review of development method.
applications by 'expert design review panels'
and using their recommendations to inform
All Code and Impact assessable development will need to address the same code provisions.
development assessment
The performance-based provisions within the relevant codes and the Strategic framework (for
Impact assessment), must be satisfactorily addressed and demonstrate that the proposed
requiring all developments to address potential
establishing an independent review panel to
undertake spot audits of the development
application process

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2291.7, 2296.7, 2297.7, 2303.7,
2304.7, 2305.7, 2309.7, 2312.7,
2316.7, 2327.7, 2329.7, 2330.7,
2331.7, 2332.7, 2333.7, 2334.7,
2335.7, 2336.7, 2337.7, 2338.7,
2339.7, 2341.7, 2342.7, 2343.7,
2344.7, 2345.7, 2346.7, 2347.7,
2349.4, 2353.7, 2354.7, 2355.7,
2356.7, 2357.7, 2358.7, 2359.7,
2360.7, 2361.7, 2365.7, 2366.7,
2367.7, 2368.7, 2369.7, 2370.7,
2371.7, 2374.7, 2375.7, 2376.7,
2377.7, 2378.7, 2379.7, 2380.7,
2381.7, 2382.7, 2383.7, 2384.7,
2385.7, 2386.7, 2387.7, 2388.7,
2389.7, 2390.7, 2391.7, 2392.7,
2393.7, 2394.7, 2395.7, 2396.7,
2397.7, 2398.7, 2399.7, 2400.7,
2402.7, 2410.7, 2411.7, 2413.7,
2414.7, 2415.7, 2416.7, 2417.7,
2418.7, 2419.7, 2420.7, 2421.7,
2422.7, 2423.7, 2424.7, 2425.7,
2427.7, 2428.7, 2429.7, 2430.7,
2431.7, 2432.7, 2433.7, 2455.7,
2435.7, 2452.7

Point of submission

climate-change impacts.

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

development is appropriate to its context and responsive to site characteristics.
The suggestion of a Gold Coast design book is noted. Through the introduction of the SCUD
policy, the City also endorsed a number of Place Analysis studies, which are available on
Council's website at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designingpublic-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Placeanalysis-studies.
The City continues to undertake localised investigations, such as the Neighbourhood
Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project, which are used to inform City Plan
amendments.
Council continues to prepare design guidelines which promote best practice. Existing guidelines
can be found here: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designingpublic-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-principles-guidelines.
In relation to the use of a review panel, qualified architects are employed by the City within the
Office of Architecture and Heritage (OAH). OAH is responsible for architecture, heritage and
urban design providing strategic specialist advice both internally and externally on architecture,
urban design, environmentally sustainable design, accessibility, heritage planning and register,
scenic amenity and landscape character.
In relation to addressing climate-change impacts, in line with Queensland State Government
projections, the City has included consideration of the effects of climate change in its coastal
protection, flood and bushfire mitigation strategies and in the long-term planning for the city.
Sea-level rise has been considered in our land use planning strategies since 1999, with the
mandated 80-centimetre sea-level rise being incorporated into the City's flood mapping. The City
is committed to ongoing monitoring, investigations and regular updates to ensure planning
strategies are informed by the most up-to-date science and modelling.
In line with Queensland State Government projections, the City has included consideration of
the effects of climate change in its coastal protection, flood and bushfire mitigation strategies
and in the long-term planning for the city. Sea level rise has been considered in our land use
planning strategies since 1999, with the mandated 80-centimetre sea-level rise being
incorporated into the City's flood mapping. The City is committed to ongoing monitoring,
investigations and regular updates to ensure planning strategies are informed by the most up to
date science and modelling.

2132.6
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Supports the proposed change, suggesting an additional The support for this change is acknowledged.
item be added to 3.4.1 Place context analysis – Suburb,
block and streetscape context to include:
The Site context and urban design policy assists applicants in considering the current/existing
and planned character.
• What is the potential location of any future
redevelopment of adjoining properties assuming Updates have been made to setback and site cover provisions to consider future development
that they are developed to the same planning
potential and amenity of adjoining sites when assessing alternative setback and site cover
criteria?
proposals. The updates have been put in place so that new development does not restrict the
• How will future amenity and good urban design ability for neighbouring sites to develop. It allows for equitable development separation between
sites, rather than a first in, first served-approach. The revised setback and site cover provisions
be preserved in any future redevelopment of
have been applied to the Low-medium, Medium and High density residential zone codes,

Yes

Multiple

Submission point number

Point of submission

adjoining properties?

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Centre, Neighbourhood centre and Mixed use zone codes and the Light rail urban renewal area
overlay code. These changes will ensure the future development potential of adjoining property
is appropriately considered.

2136.6

Requests that the Australian Institute of Landscape
A reference to AILA Queensland's Guidance Note for Landscape and Visual Assessment is not
Architect Queensland's Guidance Note for Landscape
considered necessary within the Site context and urban design policy. This does not preclude
and Visual Assessment be referenced as clear guidance the document from being used to support landscape and visual assessment approaches.
on how a development should respond to site context
and take into consideration visual amenity and
landscape character.

No

2137.7

Objects to the SCUD policy within the City Plan and
requests that the policy be published as a guideline
only, because it duplicates information that is routinely
provided in planning assessment reports. If the policy is
retained, its application should be limited to impact
assessable applications only.

No

The Site context and urban design (SCUD) policy has been carefully applied to ensure the City
Plan does not lead to onerous requirements for low-risk and more simple development
applications.
It should be noted the SCUD policy is a planning scheme policy and provides additional
guidance on how to address the identified assessment benchmark. The SCUD policy is the
City's preferred method of demonstrating compliance with the relevant Performance outcomes in
zone codes and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code but it is not the only acceptable
method.
All Code and Impact assessable development will need to address the same code provisions.
The performance-based provisions within the relevant codes and the Strategic framework (for
Impact assessment), must be satisfactorily addressed and demonstrate that the proposed
development is appropriate to its context and responsive to site characteristics.

2172.1

Recommends changes to Design principles 3-5 of
In consideration of this submission, the City has revised the Strategic framework to reflect the
Section 3.4.2.1 of the Strategic framework to improve
intent of the submission.
the clarity and effectiveness of intended policy positions.

Yes

2172.4

Suggests a note be added within the Emerging
community zone code to require a SCUD report.

City Plan policy SC6.12 Site context and urban design applies to subdivisions proposing more
than 20 lots and is called up through the Reconfiguring a lot code. As a result, it is not
considered necessary to include the requested provision within the Emerging community zone
code.

No

2172.9

Recommends amendments to the Site context and
urban design policy to address reporting requirements
for specific scales and types of development triggers.

The Site context and urban design (SCUD) policy has been carefully applied to ensure the City
Plan does not lead to onerous requirements for low risk and more simple development
applications. In consideration of submissions received during consultation, the SCUD policy will
not apply to Dual occupancy development, except where partial third stories are proposed. The
policy has been updated to clarify this matter.

Yes

Suggests adding the following under design response
for assessable ROLs:
•

lot orientation

•

street layout

•

public open space location

•

pedestrian connection

Suggests for 'small straightforward' MCUs section:
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In consideration of this submission, the City has revised the considerations under the 'Design
Response' heading for assessable reconfiguring a lot development. A SCUD report must now
consider lot orientation, street layout, public open space location and pedestrian connection.

Part 3 Strategic
framework

SC6.12 Site context
and urban design
policy

Submission point number

Point of submission

•

Dual occupancy to be added to list

•

under 'place context' include 'local character
and landscape values' and 'suburb, block and
streetscape context'.

Response

Results
in a
change?

2189.10

Requests Council include a requirement that all
developments address potential climate change impacts
through sustainable development as per the purpose of
the Planning Act 2016.

In line with Queensland State Government projections, the City has included consideration of
the effects of climate change in its coastal protection, flood and bushfire mitigation strategies
and in the long-term planning for the city. Sea level rise has been considered in our land use
planning strategies since 1999, with the mandated 80-centimetre sea-level rise being
incorporated into the City's flood mapping. The City is committed to ongoing monitoring,
investigations and regular updates to ensure planning strategies are informed by the most up to
date science and modelling.

No

2189.11

Requests the proposed changes be adopted and raises
concern that the SCUD is a policy only. Requests that
Council undertakes to mandate these changes so they
are enforceable and that it establishes an independent
expert design panel and design strategy book to assist
with assessment and compliance.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

The Site context and urban design (SCUD) policy has been carefully applied to ensure the City
Plan does not lead to onerous requirements for low risk and more simple development
applications.
It should be noted the SCUD policy is a planning scheme policy and provides additional
guidance on how to address the identified assessment benchmark. The SCUD policy is the
City's preferred method of demonstrating compliance with the relevant Performance outcomes in
zone codes and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code, but it is not the only acceptable
method.
All Code and Impact assessable development will need to address the same code provisions.
The performance-based provisions within the relevant codes and the Strategic framework (for
Impact assessment), must be satisfactorily addressed and demonstrate that the proposed
development is appropriate to its context and responsive to site characteristics.
In relation to the use of a review panel, qualified architects are employed by the City within the
Office of Architecture and Heritage (OAH). OAH is responsible for architecture, heritage and
urban design providing strategic specialist advice both internally and externally on architecture,
urban design, environmentally sustainable design, accessibility, heritage planning and register,
scenic amenity and landscape character.

2229.7, 2231.7, 2232.7

Suggests that the intent of the SCUD and design
principles should be applied to code assessable
development applications; recommends development of
a Gold Coast design book and undertaking independent
review of development applications by 'expert design
review panels' and using their recommendations to
inform development assessment.

The Site context and urban design (SCUD) policy has been carefully applied to ensure the City
Plan does not lead to onerous requirements for low risk and more simple development
applications.
It should be noted the SCUD policy is a planning scheme policy and provides additional
guidance on how to address the identified assessment benchmark. The SCUD policy is the
City's preferred method of demonstrating compliance with the relevant Performance outcomes in
zone codes and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code, but it is not the only acceptable
method.
All Code and Impact assessable development will need to address the same code provisions.
The performance-based provisions within the relevant codes and the Strategic framework (for
Impact assessment), must be satisfactorily addressed and demonstrate that the proposed
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

development is appropriate to its context and responsive to site characteristics.
The suggestion of a Gold Coast design book is noted. Through the introduction of the SCUD
policy, the City also endorsed a number of Place Analysis studies, which are available on
Council's website at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designingpublic-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Placeanalysis-studies.
The City continues to undertake localised investigations, such as the Neighbourhood
Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project, which are used to inform City Plan
amendments.
Council continues to prepare design guidelines which promote best practice. Existing guidelines
can be found here: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designingpublic-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-principles-guidelines.
In relation to the use of a review panel, qualified architects are employed by the City within the
Office of Architecture and Heritage (OAH). OAH is responsible for architecture, heritage and
urban design providing strategic specialist advice both internally and externally on architecture,
urban design, environmentally sustainable design, accessibility, conservation, heritage planning
and register, scenic amenity and landscape character.
Item 9 – Built form improvements | (d) Introduce a tower base height for development outside the Light rail urban renewal area overlay in the Strategic framework
2061.23, 2229.9, 2231.9, 2232.9

Objects to the proposed change if it allows for above
ground car parking, recommending that the provision be
amended to ensure all car parking outside of the Light
rail urban renewal area overlay must be underground
only.

Outside of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay, the City Plan envisages that car parking is
located underground, or otherwise at grade (i.e. ground level) if the parking is screened by deep
planting and the development's built form provides an attractive street frontage. Above ground
parking is only anticipated in Centre zone, provided it is fully integrated into the building, so it is
not visible from the street and adjoining sites and the building promotes street activation.

No

It is unreasonable to eliminate above ground car parking and the proposed amendment includes
clear guidance on where this is acceptable. This includes additional provisions to ensure a high
quality visual appearance is achieved and any other potential impacts on amenity are
addressed.
2062.23, 2096.9, 2097.9, 2098.9,
2099.9, 2100.9, 2101.9, 2102.9,
2103.9, 2104.9, 2105.9, 2106.9,
2107.9, 2108.9, 2109.9, 2110.9,
2111.9, 2112.9, 2126.9, 2173.12,
2179.9, 2200.9, 2201.9, 2202.9,
2204.9, 2205.9, 2206.9, 2208.9,
2209.9, 2210.9, 2211.9, 2212.9,
2213.9, 2214.9, 2215.9, 2216.9,
2217.9, 2220.9, 2223.12, 2224.12,
2225.12, 2226.12, 2227.12, 2234.12,
2235.12, 2247.9, 2248.9, 2249.9,
2250.9, 2251.9, 2252.9, 2253.9,
2254.9, 2255.9, 2256.9, 2257.9,
2258.9, 2259.9, 2260.9, 2261.9,
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Supports the proposed maximum podium height of 5
metres, but objects to the proposed change if it allows
for above ground car parking, recommending that the
provision be amended to ensure all car parking outside
of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay must be
underground only.

The support for this change is acknowledged.
The 5-metre height reflects the scale and nature of the intended development outside of the
Light rail urban renewal area where building bases (previously referred to as tower bases) do
not dominate the streetscape.
Outside of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay, the City Plan envisages that car parking is
located underground, or otherwise at grade (i.e. ground level) if the parking is screened by deep
planting and the development's built form provides an attractive street frontage. Above ground
parking is only anticipated in Centre zone, provided it is fully integrated into the building so it is
not visible from the street and adjoining sites and the building promotes street activation.
It is unreasonable to eliminate above ground car parking and the proposed amendment includes
clear guidance on where this is acceptable. This includes additional provisions to ensure a high

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

2262.9, 2263.9, 2289.9, 2290.9,
2291.9, 2296.9, 2297.9, 2303.9,
2304.9, 2305.9, 2309.9, 2312.9,
2316.9, 2327.9, 2329.9, 2330.9,
2331.9, 2332.9, 2333.9, 2334.9,
2335.9, 2336.9, 2337.9, 2338.9,
2339.9, 2341.9, 2342.9, 2343.9,
2344.9, 2345.9, 2346.9, 2347.9,
2353.9, 2354.9, 2355.9, 2356.9,
2357.9, 2358.9, 2359.9, 2360.9,
2361.9, 2365.9, 2366.9, 2367.9,
2368.9, 2369.9, 2370.9, 2371.9,
2374.9, 2375.9, 2376.9, 2377.9,
2378.9, 2379.9, 2380.9, 2381.9,
2382.9, 2383.9, 2384.9, 2385.9,
2386.9, 2387.9, 2388.9, 2389.9,
2390.9, 2391.9, 2392.9, 2393.9,
2394.9, 2395.9, 2396.9, 2397.9,
2398.9, 2399.9, 2400.9, 2402.9,
2410.9, 2411.9, 2414.9, 2415.9,
2416.9, 2417.9, 2418.9, 2419.9,
2420.9, 2421.9, 2422.9, 2423.9,
2424.9, 2425.9, 2427.9, 2428.9,
2429.9, 2430.9, 2431.9, 2432.9,
2433.9, 2455.9, 2435.9, 2451.5, 2452.9
2161.4

Response

Results
in a
change?

quality visual appearance is achieved and any other potential impacts on amenity are
addressed.

Objects to the proposed change on the basis that tower
base heights should be increased.

Building bases (previously referred to as Tower bases) outside of the Light rail urban renewal
area overlay may be desirable where street activation is sought. They however are intended to
have a lower intensity when compared to other areas such as the Primary and Secondary focus
areas within the Light rail urban renewal area overlay.

No

The five-metre height referred to in the Strategic framework, reflects this lower level of intensity.
Uses that may be anticipated within a Building base include ground level non-residential land
uses.
It should be noted that the five-metre building base height provision within the Strategic
framework only applies to Impact assessable development.
The City maintains that the advertised change is appropriate in this context.
2189.13

Objects to the proposed change, suggesting there is no
reason for tower bases outside of the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay, requesting that all car parking
outside the overlay area should be at or below ground
level.

Building bases (previously referred to as Tower bases) outside of the Light rail urban renewal
No
area overlay may be desirable where street activation is sought. This would generally occur
where ground level non-residential land uses are proposed. The five-metre height provision for a
Building base is in the Strategic framework and only applies to Impact assessable development.
Outside of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay, the City Plan envisages that car parking is
located underground, or otherwise at grade (i.e. ground level) if the parking is screened by deep
planting and the development's built form provides an attractive street frontage. Above ground
parking is only anticipated in Centre zone, provided it is fully integrated into the building so it is
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

not visible from the street and adjoining sites and the building promotes street activation.
It is unreasonable to eliminate above ground car parking and the proposed amendment includes
clear guidance on where this is acceptable. This includes additional provisions to ensure a high
quality visual appearance is achieved and any other potential impacts on amenity are
addressed.
2446.5, 2447.5, 2448.5, 2449.5, 2450.5 Concerned that podiums do not contribute to
streetscape amenity by constraining landscaping
provision. Suggests all basement car parking outside
the Light rail urban renewal overlay area must be
underground.

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package includes new and improved Landscaping
and deep planting provisions in response to submissions. The improved provisions have a
strong focus on achieving a green streetscape, with deep planting areas contributing
significantly to this outcome.

No

In the Frame and Transition areas of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay, Building bases
are required to be set back from the street to allow for high quality landscaping. Building bases
in areas outside of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay would also be required to provide
landscaping including high quality green streetscapes.
The City is aware of the potential amenity impacts associated with above ground car parking. As
such, the proposed provisions in the Our City Our Plan amendment package provide guidance
on the preferred location of above ground car parking.
Outside of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay, the City Plan envisages that car parking is
located underground, or otherwise at grade (i.e. ground level) if the parking is screened by deep
planting and the development's built form provides an attractive street frontage. Above ground
parking is only anticipated in Centre zone, provided it is fully integrated into the building so it is
not visible from the street and adjoining sites and the building promotes street activation.
It is unreasonable to eliminate above ground car parking and the proposed amendment includes
clear guidance on where this is acceptable. This includes additional provisions to ensure a highquality visual appearance is achieved.
Item 9 – Built form improvements | General matters
2136.4

Commends the objective to revise and refine current
controls to better reflect contemporary architecture and
promote good built form outcomes for the city as a great
initiative.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2445.17

Suggests the City is seeking to prioritise architectural
utopia above practical design issues. Requests the city
undertake an independent professional economic
analysis of the proposed amendments before
implementation occurs.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package seeks to achieve a balance between encouraging
the right types of development in the right locations against requiring best practice urban design
and other key elements such as landscaping, car parking, character, amenity and residential
density.

No

The City has a strong desire to improve City Plan so it ensures development outcomes are
appropriate for the site and its context and more closely aligned with the outcomes expected in
the zone and by the community. Strengthened provisions around this concept are a key theme
of this amendment package.
As the City Plan is a performance-based planning scheme, alternative solutions can be
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

proposed, which support site-specific solutions and innovation.
A Peer Review of the Our City Our Plan amendment occurred after Round 3 of consultation. The
refinements advertised in Round 4 were a result of this Peer Review and scenario testing
undertaken by the City.
Item 11 – Existing Light rail urban renewal area overlay review | (a) Revisions to the light rail urban renewal area overlay code content and structure to improve its useability, remove any unnecessary duplication with the underlying
zone code provisions and modify provisions to improve alignment
2061.22, 2062.21, 2096.11, 2097.11,
2098.11, 2099.11, 2100.11, 2101.11,
2102.11, 2103.11, 2104.11, 2105.11,
2106.11, 2107.11, 2108.11, 2109.11,
2110.11, 2111.11, 2112.11, 2126.11,
2173.14, 2179.11, 2200.11, 2201.11,
2202.11, 2204.11, 2205.11, 2206.11,
2208.11, 2209.11, 2210.11, 2211.11,
2212.11, 2213.11, 2214.11, 2215.11,
2216.11, 2217.11, 2220.11, 2223.14,
2224.14, 2225.14, 2226.14, 2227.14,
2234.14, 2235.14, 2247.11, 2248.11,
2249.11, 2250.11, 2251.11, 2252.11,
2253.11, 2254.11, 2255.11, 2256.11,
2257.11, 2258.11, 2259.11, 2260.11,
2261.11, 2262.11, 2263.11, 2290.11,
2291.11, 2296.11, 2297.11, 2303.11,
2304.11, 2305.11, 2309.11, 2312.11,
2316.11, 2327.11, 2329.11, 2330.11,
2331.11, 2332.11, 2333.11, 2334.11,
2335.11, 2336.11, 2337.11, 2338.11,
2339.11, 2341.11, 2342.11, 2343.11,
2344.11, 2345.11, 2346.11, 2347.11,
2353.11, 2354.11, 2355.11, 2356.11,
2357.11, 2358.11, 2359.11, 2360.11,
2361.11, 2365.11, 2366.11, 2367.11,
2368.11, 2369.11, 2370.11, 2371.11,
2374.11, 2375.11, 2376.11, 2377.11,
2378.11, 2379.11, 2380.11, 2381.11,
2382.11, 2383.11, 2384.11, 2385.11,
2386.11, 2387.11, 2388.11, 2389.11,
2390.11, 2391.11, 2392.11, 2393.11,
2394.11, 2395.11, 2396.11, 2398.11,
2399.11, 2400.11, 2402.11, 2410.11,
2411.11, 2414.11, 2415.11, 2416.11,
2417.11, 2418.11, 2419.11, 2420.11,
2421.11, 2422.11, 2423.11, 2424.11,
2425.11, 2427.11, 2428.11, 2429.11,
2430.11, 2431.11, 2432.11, 2433.11,
2455.11, 2435.11, 2451.7, 2452.11
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Supports the proposed change in the Targeted growth
areas, recommending that a 'character and urban
design master plan' be undertaken for streets through
local villages (e.g. Palm Beach) other than in targeted
growth areas.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
Planning for Palm Beach and Burleigh Heads as part of localised investigations did not form part
of the City Plan updates.
Land within the proposed Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future land use
opportunities and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any updates to City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is in the
latest approved version of City Plan.

No

Submission point number

2071.8

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Objects to the proposed change, raising concern that
The purpose of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code continues to be to facilitate
No
the mapping should show exactly where the light rail will renewal and transformation in selected areas surrounding the established light rail network. The
go and that it should be made clear that densification is overlay only applies to selected areas surrounding stage 1 of the network.
the result of the urban renewal area.
The light rail route is shown on the Light rail urban renewal area overlay map for context only.
The Department of Transport and Main Roads is responsible for determining the specific
alignment of the route. The City Plan will manage land use planning matters around the finalised
corridor.
The Light rail urban renewal area overlay does not affect planned densities. It affects the form of
development in terms of matters such as site cover, setbacks, landscaping, streetscape
interfaces and car parking.
Land within the proposed light rail stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future land use
opportunities and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the
City Plan completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is
in the latest approved version of City Plan.

2132.4

Requests changes to the setback and site cover
requirements and that any proposed exceedance of
these criteria trigger an impact assessment:
•

Tower base site cover be reduced to 60 per
cent

•

Tower base setbacks be increased to 6 metres
from front, 4.5 metres from side and rear
boundaries.

Also requests that a new Performance outcome be
included under PO16 as follows:
•

The site cover and setback provisions included in the Our City Our Plan amendment package
No
were developed based on further investigations and local government benchmarking undertaken
by the City. The other setback provisions advertised in the second round of public consultation
provide an appropriate balance between built form and the need to create a sense of
spaciousness that allows for maintenance access and the provision of services and utilities.
Following consideration of submissions, the City has progressed with the site cover and setback
Acceptable outcomes that were advertised in the second round of public consultation for the
reasons identified.
The creation of additional Impact assessment triggers for setback and site cover would need to
be further investigated to ensure the City Plan meets its obligations under the State Planning
Policy.

The Queensland State Planning Policy, which the City Plan needs to comply with, includes a
'(f) avoids car parking in tower component to
number of guiding principles. One of those principles is 'Efficient'. Local governments need to
minimise unnecessary bulk and loss of amenity'. support the efficient determination of appropriate development. Under this principle, Impact
assessment is intended to apply to development that is inconsistent with the intent of a zone (for
example, an industrial use in a residential area) or unforeseen by the City Plan or its impacts are
unknown. Code assessment is intended to apply to development consistent with the broad intent
of the zone and able to be assessed against benchmarks contained within each code.
Car parking for tower developments in the Frame and Transition areas of the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay are specifically addressed by Performance outcomes (PO) PO19, PO20
and PO21 (in the latest version of the code). Building bulk and amenity considerations are dealt
with through other provisions in the overlay code, zone code and other development codes.
The City's policy position is that above ground parking can occur within the Light rail urban
renewal area (subject to meeting a range of requirements) in all areas except Transition areas.
Above ground car parking is not appropriate in the Transition areas to maintain neighbourhood
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

qualities.
In other areas within the overlay, car parking and servicing only occurs above ground where it
promotes street activation within the building base or is fully integrated into the built form with
high quality layered and permeable facades so it is not visible from the street and adjoining
sites.
2132.5

Concerned that another document is being circulated for
review, entitled 'Attachment B (ix): Proposed changes to
Light rail urban renewal area overlay code ', stating that
it contains different criteria for different allotment sizes
and favours smaller development parcels relaxing
criteria for smaller sites. Suggests that this is contrary to
planning principles from the 2003 planning scheme that
required a minimum site area of 1000 square metres
and 20 metre frontage for multi-unit development.

'Attachment B (ix): Proposed changes to Light rail urban renewal area overlay code' was an
attachment to a Council report in September 2019, forming background material to the
amendment, but was not subject to public consultation. The version of the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay code subject to the second round of public consultation evolved from
Attachment J and can be found here: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planningbuilding/Planning-our-city/City-Plan-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3amendments.

No

A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to ensure that future
developments are well suited to the specific site and its context. The amendment includes
provisions that note site amalgamations may be necessary to achieve the maximum
development parameters for to the site. The amendment has introduced a range of provisions to
achieve this.
Please note the 20 metre lot frontage provision continues to apply to development proposals
with a building height over 33 metres through the High-rise accommodation code.
Whilst minimum lot sizes are generally not specified for multi-unit development in the Light rail
urban renewal area overlay, suitable lot sizes will be required in order to meet the range of
applicable City Plan provisions, such as site cover, setbacks, deep planting and car parking.

2137.5

2141.6, 2142.11, 2148.8, 2149.8,
2150.8

Objects to Strategic framework map 2 being amended to
remove the Light rail urban renewal area designation
from the northern part of Southport. The area should
correspond to the location of light rail transport
infrastructure and should be extended from Southport to
Helensvale.

The Targeted Growth Areas have been removed from the Light rail urban renewal area overlay
as the specific design provisions for this area will now be included in the Neighbourhood
elements overlay code.

It is suggested that the Light rail urban renewal area
overlay code be amended as follows:

In consideration of submissions, a number of changes have been made to the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay code. Regarding this submission, specific changes have been made to
Overall outcome 2(e)(iv), Performance outcomes PO15(b), and (c), and Acceptable outcome
AO19.2.

•

•

•
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Overall outcome 2(e)(iv) B be amended to read:
'From the side and rear boundaries to allow for
natural light penetration, natural ventilation
around the building, adequate space for
services and utilities, maintenance access and
landscaping'.
Reword for clarity PO9, which reads: 'Tower
base is setback to side and rear boundaries to
allow opportunities for vertical and horizontal
landscaping'.
Include reference to landscaping as an

No

The inclusion of the Stage 2 corridor, to Helensvale, did not form part of this amendment
package. The City is not currently investigating this corridor for additional intensification.

Awnings are typically envisaged within the Centre, Neighbourhood centre and Mixed use zones.
The Frame and Transition areas within the Light rail urban renewal area overlay are zoned for
lower intensity residential land uses. The Frame and Transition areas reflect a deliberate
transition away from higher intensity land use areas, to less intense land use areas which
include more open space and landscaping, rather than street activation which is sought in the
Primary and Secondary focus areas.
Provision PO15(d) refers to modulation of the facade so that areas at ground level are open to
the sky. It does not specify where this open to sky aspect must occur. Note that PO15(a)

Yes

Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code

Submission point number

Point of submission

additional point within PO15(b).
•

•

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

requires setbacks to the street for landscape integration which may result in open to sky
elements to the street frontage. Therefore, while awnings are not specifically envisaged, there
could be site specific instances where the Performance outcome could still be met.

Reword for clarity PO9 and PO15(c) which
reads: 'The site cover allows the tower base, at
ground level, to be open to sky'. Does this mean
The concept of 'open to the sky' stems from the Urban Ground Guidelines
no awnings?
(see https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-publicReword AO19.2 that reads 'a minimum width of places/Urban-design/Urban-design-principles-guidelines), which have informed drafting of the
3 metres' to read 'a minimum dimension of 3
assessment benchmarks within the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code, and other
metres' as width alone doesn't set length
provisions within the Our City Our Plan amendment package. The term is intended to mean
parameters.
areas that do not have obstructions above them for access to sunlight and rain. However, this
submission highlights that there is an opportunity to improve clarity within this provision. This will
be considered for inclusion in a future work program.
The suggested change to AO19.2 (now AO18.2) to read 'a minimum dimension' of 3m has been
implemented.

2144.1

Suggests the drafting of Overall outcome
8.2.12.1(2)(f)(iii)-(iv) is overly generalised to apply to all
tower forms in all focus areas and the terms used are
poorly defined and difficult to interpret. States there is no
definition for 'tower' or 'tall' and the concept of a tall
slender tower is impossible to achieve at lower building
heights. Suggests that the clause be reworded to the
effect that: 'Tall tower forms have site covers that
support tall slender towers; and do not have large floor
plates'. It is also suggested that a tall tower be defined
as a building above 55 metres in height.

In consideration of submissions, a number of changes have been proposed in relation to towers
and building (previously referred to as tower) bases. These changes were presented as part of
the fourth round of consultation.
Where provisions are intended to apply to a range of building typologies wording has been
amended to acknowledge this, rather than just referring to 'towers' or 'tower form'.
The term 'tower base' has been replaced with 'building base' to acknowledge the range of
building typologies that may occur above podiums.
The proposed changes affect the Strategic framework, definitions and numerous codes,
including the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code.
Note the submission's reference to 'tall slender towers', which was shown in the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay code for second round of consultation, has been removed. The changes
made to the amendment seek to reduce any uncertainty about the term 'tower'. As such, there is
not considered to be a need to define the term.

Yes

Part 3.4.2 Strategic
framework
Part 6.2.18 Innovation
zone code
Part 6.2.20 Mixed use
zone code
Part 8.2.12 Light rail
urban renewal area
overlay code
Part 9.3.9 High rise
accommodation code
Part 9.3.4 Commercial
design code
Schedule 1 –
Definitions
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Submission point number

2144.2

Point of submission

Suggests the drafting of Overall outcome
8.2.12.2(2)(l)(iii) provides no opportunity to provide a
performance-based solution that might still achieve the
purpose of the code to be 'engaged'. Suggests that the
clause be reworded to the effect that: 'Above ground car
parking is generally not provided except where below
ground car parking is demonstrated to impose an
onerous risk to the occupants due to flooding or other
site hazards or constraints, in which case car parking
and servicing is located underground or only occurs
above ground where it promotes street activation within
the tower base or is fully integrated into the built form
with high-quality layered and permeable facades so it is
not visible from the street and adjoining sites'.

Response

The City Plan does not envisage above ground car parking in Transition areas. However, atgrade car parking can be accommodated where it meets requirements for deep planting,
screening and attractive street interface.

Results
in a
change?
No

This is an intentional policy position for the Transition areas in order to protect the existing
neighbourhood qualities in these areas.

Suggests Table 8.2.12-5 should have the wording in
PO21 'car parking above the ground level is not
provided ' moved into the AO21 as an Acceptable
outcome. Suggests that PO21 be reworded to the effect
that: 'Car parking and servicing is located underground
or only occurs above ground where:

2181.5

•

i) there is an onerous risk to the occupants due
to flooding or other site hazards or constraints;
and

•

ii) it promotes street activation within the tower
base; or

•

iii) it is integrated into the built form with highquality layered and permeable facades so it is
not visible from the street and adjoining sites'.

Suggests that further community-led planning is
required for Palm Beach along the proposed Light rail
Stage 4 corridor.

Planning for Palm Beach and Burleigh Heads as localised investigations did not form part of the
City Plan updates.

No

Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future land use opportunities
and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads
corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any updates to City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is in the
latest approved version of City Plan.
The delivery of public transport services is primarily controlled by the Queensland Department of
Transport and Main Roads and is not a matter that is regulated through the City Plan.
2189.15
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Concerned whether the proposed changes relate only to Following consideration of submissions received during the first round of public consultation,
the targeted growth area or the whole light rail route,
changes were made to the content and structure of the Light rail urban renewal area overlay
and requests that the changes be adopted provided
code to:
there is adherence to design principles, including deep
planting opportunities.
• improve its clarity in terms of its readability and application

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

•

modify provisions to improve alignment

•

remove any unnecessary duplication with the underlying zone code provisions.

Results
in a
change?

It should be noted that the overlay does not apply to the entire light rail corridor. Rather, it
applies to selected areas located around the Stage 1 corridor. Stage 3 of the light rail is not
included in the Light rail urban renewal area overlay map. Stage 2 of the route is shown,
however there are no identified urban renewal areas around this stage.
Some sites located in the Targeted Growth Area have been removed from the overlay, with the
specific design provisions for this area included in the new Neighbourhood elements overlay
code, introduced with the amendment as part of the second round of consultation.
Land within the proposed Light Rail Stage 3 will be investigated for future land use opportunities
and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads
corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any updates to the City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is in the
latest approved version of City Plan.
In relation to the request for adherence to City Plan provisions, please note that as the City Plan
is part of a performance-based planning system where applicants are able to propose
alternative solutions (for example a slightly reduced percentage of deep planting) that need to
be assessed on a site-by-site basis against the applicable performance based assessment
benchmarks of City Plan. The Our City Our Plan amendment package aims to ensure the City
Plan's assessment benchmarks, including those on deep planting, are clear and strong enough
to ensure positive outcomes occur, even if alternative solutions are proposed.
2229.11, 2231.11, 2232.11

Recommends that a 'character and urban design master Planning for Palm Beach and Burleigh Heads as localised investigations did not form part of the
plan' be undertaken for streets through local villages
City Plan updates.
(e.g. Palm Beach) other than in Targeted growth areas.
Land within the proposed Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future land use
opportunities and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any updates to the City
Plan completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is in
the latest approved version of City Plan.

No

2289.11

Supports the proposed change in the Targeted growth
areas, recommending that a 'character and urban
design master plan' be undertaken for the corridor to
ensure new transport infrastructure is a catalyst to
improve amenity.

No

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
Planning for Palm Beach and Burleigh Heads as localised investigations did not form part of the
City Plan updates.
Land within the proposed Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future land use
opportunities and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any updates to the City
Plan completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is in
the latest approved version of City Plan.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2397.11

Point of submission

Supports the proposed change in the Targeted growth
areas, recommending that a 'character and urban
design master plan' be undertaken for streets through
local villages (e.g. Palm Beach) other than in Targeted
growth areas and that there be no light rail through Palm
Beach and Burleigh Heads.

Response

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Results
in a
change?
No

Planning for Palm Beach and Burleigh Heads as localised investigations did not form part of the
City Plan updates.
Land within the proposed Light Rail stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future land use
opportunities and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any updates to City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is in the
latest approved version of City Plan.

Item 11 – Existing Light rail urban renewal area overlay review | (b) Modify the Light rail urban renewal area overlay map to specifically reference the ‘maximum’ height of tower bases in the relevant focus areas.
2061.21, 2062.20, 2096.12, 2097.12,
2098.12, 2099.12, 2100.12, 2101.12,
2102.12, 2103.12, 2104.12, 2105.12,
2106.12, 2107.12, 2108.12, 2109.12,
2110.12, 2111.12, 2112.12, 2126.12,
2173.15, 2179.12, 2200.12, 2201.12,
2202.12, 2204.12, 2205.12, 2206.12,
2208.12, 2209.12, 2210.12, 2211.12,
2212.12, 2213.12, 2214.12, 2215.12,
2216.12, 2217.12, 2220.12, 2223.15,
2224.15, 2225.15, 2226.15, 2227.15,
2229.12, 2231.12, 2232.12, 2234.15,
2235.15, 2247.12, 2248.12, 2249.12,
2250.12, 2251.12, 2252.12, 2253.12,
2254.12, 2255.12, 2256.12, 2257.12,
2258.12, 2259.12, 2260.12, 2261.12,
2262.12, 2263.12, 2290.12, 2291.12,
2296.12, 2297.12, 2303.12, 2304.12,
2305.12, 2309.12, 2312.12, 2316.12,
2327.12, 2329.12, 2330.12, 2331.12,
2332.12, 2333.12, 2334.12, 2335.12,
2336.12, 2337.12, 2338.12, 2339.12,
2341.12, 2342.12, 2343.12, 2344.12,
2345.12, 2346.12, 2347.12, 2353.12,
2354.12, 2355.12, 2356.12, 2357.12,
2358.12, 2359.12, 2360.12, 2361.12,
2365.12, 2366.12, 2367.12, 2368.12,
2369.12, 2370.12, 2371.12, 2374.12,
2375.12, 2376.12, 2377.12, 2378.12,
2379.12, 2380.12, 2381.12, 2382.12,
2383.12, 2384.12, 2385.12, 2386.12,
2387.12, 2388.12, 2389.12, 2390.12,
2391.12, 2392.12, 2393.12, 2394.12,
2395.12, 2396.12, 2397.12, 2398.12,
2399.12, 2400.12, 2402.12, 2410.12,
2411.12, 2414.12, 2415.12, 2416.12,
2417.12, 2418.12, 2419.12, 2420.12,
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Objects to podium tower bases being used for car
parking.

The provisions in the Our City Our Plan amendment package provide guidance on the preferred No
location of above ground car parking, which is limited to the most built-up areas of the City. More
specifically in the Primary focus, Secondary focus and Frame areas of the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay, as well as in the Centre zone.
Whilst it is unreasonable to eliminate above ground car parking, the proposed amendment
includes clear guidance on where this is acceptable and includes additional provisions to ensure
a high-quality visual appearance is achieved.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2421.12, 2422.12, 2423.12, 2424.12,
2425.12, 2427.12, 2428.12, 2429.12,
2430.12, 2431.12, 2432.12, 2433.12,
2455.12, 2435.12, 2451.8, 2452.12
2144.3

2155.1

Table 8.2.12-1 PO3 provides no opportunity to offer a
performance-based solution that might still achieve the
purpose of the code. It is suggested that the wording of
PO3 be moved into the AO3 and a broader intent
statement be included in PO3 such as: 'Tower bases
are attractively designed to positively contribute to the
role and function of the Focus area in which it is
located'.

The tower base heights are intentionally regulated by specific and strengthened provisions.

No

Supports the proposed change in part, recommending
that medium (or high) density not be automatically
zoned along the entire future light rail corridor.

The Light rail urban renewal area overlay does not affect planned densities. It affects the form of No
development in terms assessment provisions such as site cover, setbacks, landscaping,
streetscape interfaces and car parking.

The City has considered the matter and for the identified reasons has progressed with the
provisions as advertised in the second round of public consultation.

It should be noted that the overlay does not apply to the entire light rail corridor. Rather, it
applies to selected areas located around the Stage 1 corridor. Stage 3 of the light rail is not
included in the Light rail urban renewal area overlay map. Stage 2 of the route is shown,
however there are no identified urban renewal areas around that stage.
Land within the proposed Light Rail Stage 3 corridor will be investigated for future land use
opportunities and constraints as part of the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. Until these investigations are undertaken and any updates to the City
Plan completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is in
the latest approved version of City Plan.
2155.5

Recommends Council agrees future light rail cannot be
used to justify increased heights and densities until
appropriate investigations have been done, and that
'appropriate investigations' be defined and that detailed
consultation be acted upon before future amendments
to the City Plan in relation to the Light rail urban renewal
area drafted in future.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced new wording to clarify that the future
light rail cannot be used to justify increased density and height until investigations have been
undertaken.
This wording is intentional and ensures that until a future update to the City Plan has been
completed, informed by investigations undertaken by the City, the scale and intensity of
development is to remain consistent with what is currently in the City Plan.
It should be noted that applications can still propose building heights up to 50 per cent above the
mapped building height designation (in limited circumstances) in the Medium and High density
residential zones. This is contemplated under the current City Plan and the Our City Our Plan
amendment package.
The term 'appropriate investigations' was used in the Height and density factsheet to explain the
changes in a succinct way. The change to the Strategic framework states:
'Further, while we are investigating extending the light rail network to a range of other places,
until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan are completed,
the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently planned'.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Any changes to the City Plan following these investigations will include public consultation.
2189.16

2289.12

Concerned that the proposed change does not
recognise community antipathy to tower bases for car
parking, and requests that the Light rail urban renewal
area overlay map be modified to remove allowance for
tower bases for car parking with all car parking being at
or below ground level.

The provisions in the Our City Our Plan amendment package provide guidance on the preferred
location of above ground car parking, which is limited to the most built-up areas of the city, more
specifically in the Primary focus, Secondary focus and Frame areas within the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay, as well as the Centre zone.

Objects to podium tower bases being used for car
parking, suggesting that any podium for other uses shall
not exceed 5 metres and only be applicable on sites
which front the light rail corridor.

The provisions in the Our City Our Plan amendment package provide guidance on the preferred
location of above ground car parking, which is limited to the most built-up areas of the city, more
specifically in the Primary focus, Secondary focus and Frame areas within the Light rail urban
renewal area overlay, as well as the Centre zone.

No

Whilst it is unreasonable to eliminate above ground car parking, the proposed amendment
includes clear guidance on where this is acceptable and includes additional provisions to ensure
a high-quality visual appearance is achieved.
No

Whilst it is unreasonable to eliminate above ground car parking, the proposed amendment
includes clear guidance on where this is acceptable and includes additional provisions to ensure
a high-quality visual appearance is achieved.
Item 14 – Driveways and vehicle crossings updates | (a) Include new provision for sites that front roads identified on the Functional road hierarchy and with two or more road frontages, to have their vehicle access from the road with
the least on-road traffic
2061.19, 2062.17, 2096.15, 2097.15,
2098.15, 2099.15, 2100.15, 2101.15,
2102.15, 2103.15, 2104.15, 2105.15,
2106.15, 2107.15, 2108.15, 2109.15,
2110.15, 2111.15, 2112.15, 2126.15,
2173.18, 2179.15, 2200.15, 2201.15,
2202.15, 2204.15, 2205.15, 2206.15,
2208.15, 2209.15, 2210.15, 2211.15,
2212.15, 2213.15, 2214.15, 2215.15,
2216.15, 2217.15, 2220.15, 2223.18,
2224.18, 2225.18, 2226.18, 2227.18,
2229.15, 2231.15, 2232.15, 2234.18,
2235.18, 2247.15, 2248.15, 2249.15,
2250.15, 2251.15, 2252.15, 2253.15,
2254.15, 2255.15, 2256.15, 2257.15,
2258.15, 2259.15, 2260.15, 2261.15,
2262.15, 2263.15, 2289.15, 2290.15,
2291.15, 2296.15, 2297.15, 2303.15,
2304.15, 2305.15, 2309.15, 2312.15,
2316.15, 2327.15, 2329.15, 2330.15,
2331.15, 2332.15, 2333.15, 2334.15,
2335.15, 2336.15, 2337.15, 2338.15,
2339.15, 2341.15, 2342.15, 2343.15,
2344.15, 2345.15, 2346.15, 2347.15,
2353.15, 2354.15, 2355.15, 2356.15,
2357.15, 2358.15, 2359.15, 2360.15,
2361.15, 2365.15, 2366.15, 2367.15,
2368.15, 2369.15, 2370.15, 2371.15,
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Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

2374.15, 2375.15, 2376.15, 2377.15,
2378.15, 2379.15, 2380.15, 2381.15,
2382.15, 2383.15, 2384.15, 2385.15,
2386.15, 2387.15, 2388.15, 2389.15,
2390.15, 2391.15, 2392.15, 2393.15,
2394.15, 2395.15, 2396.15, 2397.15,
2398.15, 2399.15, 2400.15, 2402.15,
2410.15, 2411.15, 2413.11, 2414.15,
2415.15, 2416.15, 2417.15, 2418.15,
2419.15, 2420.15, 2421.15, 2422.15,
2423.15, 2424.15, 2425.15, 2427.15,
2428.15, 2429.15, 2430.15, 2431.15,
2432.15, 2433.15, 2455.15, 2435.15,
2451.11, 2452.15
2133.3

Objects to the proposed change as it restricts back to
back Dual occupancy in Labrador from future
development options. Recommends separate and
independent reviews for development application on a
case by case basis.

The new provision will not apply to properties adjoining the streets mentioned in this submission. No
Those roads are not identified on the Functional road hierarchy as shown on the Zone maps (as
Arterial road, Sub-arterial road, Distributor road or State road) or identified as being Pacific
motorway service roads. As such, both roads can be used for driveway access.
The proposed amendments seek to minimise impacts on the City's higher order road network
only.
The City Plan is part of a performance-based planning framework, which allows applicants to
propose alternative solutions to those set out in the Acceptable outcomes where compliance
with the related performance based provisions within the code. This allows for a case-by-case
consideration.

Item 14 – Driveways and vehicle crossings updates | (b) For development proposing more than one driveway and vehicle crossing (e.g. a dual occupancy), the separation distance between the driveways be increased from 6m to 7m
2061.18, 2062.18, 2096.14, 2097.14,
2098.14, 2099.14, 2100.14, 2101.14,
2102.14, 2103.14, 2104.14, 2105.14,
2106.14, 2107.14, 2108.14, 2109.14,
2110.14, 2111.14, 2112.14, 2126.14,
2173.17, 2179.14, 2200.14, 2201.14,
2202.14, 2204.14, 2205.14, 2206.14,
2208.14, 2209.14, 2210.14, 2211.14,
2212.14, 2213.14, 2214.14, 2215.14,
2216.14, 2217.14, 2220.14, 2223.17,
2224.17, 2225.17, 2226.17, 2227.17,
2229.14, 2231.14, 2232.14, 2234.17,
2235.17, 2247.14, 2248.14, 2249.14,
2250.14, 2251.14, 2252.14, 2253.14,
2254.14, 2255.14, 2256.14, 2257.14,
2258.14, 2259.14, 2260.14, 2261.14,
2262.14, 2263.14, 2289.14, 2290.14,
2291.14, 2296.14, 2297.14, 2303.14,
2304.14, 2305.14, 2309.14, 2312.14,
2316.14, 2327.14, 2329.14, 2330.14,
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Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2331.14, 2332.14, 2333.14, 2334.14,
2335.14, 2336.14, 2337.14, 2338.14,
2339.14, 2341.14, 2342.14, 2343.14,
2344.14, 2345.14, 2346.14, 2347.14,
2353.14, 2354.14, 2355.14, 2356.14,
2357.14, 2358.14, 2359.14, 2360.14,
2361.14, 2365.14, 2366.14, 2367.14,
2368.14, 2369.14, 2370.14, 2371.14,
2374.14, 2375.14, 2376.14, 2377.14,
2378.14, 2379.14, 2380.14, 2381.14,
2382.14, 2383.14, 2384.14, 2385.14,
2386.14, 2387.14, 2388.14, 2389.14,
2390.14, 2391.14, 2392.14, 2393.14,
2394.14, 2395.14, 2396.14, 2397.14,
2398.14, 2399.14, 2400.14, 2402.14,
2410.14, 2411.14, 2413.10, 2414.14,
2415.14, 2416.14, 2417.14, 2418.14,
2419.14, 2420.14, 2421.14, 2422.14,
2423.14, 2424.14, 2425.14, 2427.14,
2428.14, 2429.14, 2430.14, 2431.14,
2432.14, 2433.14, 2455.14, 2435.14,
2451.10, 2452.14
2137.11

Suggests amending AO4 to include an 'OR' refer to a
lesser separation distance being permitted between
driveways where a greater supply of on-street car
parking is provided, compared to that resulting from
compliance with the 6m separation distance
requirement.

The 7-metre separation distance is intended to provide a single parking space for a standard
vehicle (B85) whilst ensuring vehicles can safely manoeuvre onto the vehicle crossing.

No

The City's policy to accommodate a single parking space between the crossings (where on a
single site) is aimed at achieving an efficient use of the available frontage.
Whilst the suggested change is considered to have merit, it requires consideration of available
on-street parking, which is considered too subjective to be integrated into an Acceptable
outcome or Required outcome. Flexibility to consider such outcomes is provided through the
relevant Performance or Overall outcomes.

2137.6

Objects to the proposed change. The 6m separation
distance between driveways should be retained in RO3
and AO4 because:
•

•
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The 7-metre distance is based on practical application of Australian Standards. Swept path
No
analysis has shown that 6 metres is inadequate. This analysis is based on a standard residential
access street (7.5 metre pavement width) with cars parked on either side of the street (both
B85) which shows that a B85 vehicle cannot safely manoeuvre into the vehicle crossing. The
minimum acceptable distance for vehicle swept paths to work satisfactorily is 7 metres.

6m is sufficient to park a vehicle between two
driveways with clearance either side, noting that
additional length is not required for manoeuvring The City Plan is part of a performance-based planning framework, which allows applicants to
propose alternative solutions to those set out in the Acceptable outcomes where the alternative
because the driveway locations inhibit vehicles
solution complies with the related performance-based provisions within the code. This allows for
parking in the way; and
a case-by-case consideration.
6m separation distances between driveways are
integral to achieving sufficient width for
The City's view is that our streets need to be functional and safe. It is not envisaged to
landscaping and site pedestrian access points.
negatively impact on the achievement of other important outcomes such as pedestrian access
and landscaping.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2141.11

Point of submission

Check that the reference to the City Plan policy within
PO7(c) of the Driveways and vehicle crossings code is
correct.

Response

The City is currently reviewing the approach to streetscape landscaping. This suggestion will be
considered for inclusion in a future work program. Any proposed changes as part of this review
will form part of a future amendment to City Plan.

Results
in a
change?
No

Item 14 – Driveways and vehicle crossings updates | (c) Provide an additional option for a non-standard driveway design to be certified by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ)
2009.2

2022.4

Recommends that standard driveways (crossovers)
should be self-assessable (no fee) with owners having it
inspected by an RPEQ if they choose to ensure
compliance with standards. Objects to requiring Council
approval for and inspections for standard driveways.
Notes that the vast majority of driveways are
constructed to the required standard which suggests
inspection of every driveway is not necessary.

Requests that non-standard driveways should be a
minimum of 6m from property boundaries due to
concerns that they can be converted into garages and
have a negative visual impact on the street.

The proposed Driveways and vehicle crossings code includes provisions to allow standard and
non-standard vehicle crossings as 'accepted subject to requirements' (equivalent of selfassessable) with no Council approval required. Standard designs are generally confirmed by
private certifiers. Non-standard designs will require certification by an RPEQ having regard to
the specified Australian Standards to remain 'accepted subject to requirements'. This approach
reduces regulation and Council's involvement.
It is noted that the City requires a licence to be obtained before works can commence in the
road via an 'Application for a licence to construct a vehicular crossing from a Council controlled
road'. This is necessary for a number of reasons including:
•

Section 75(2) of the Local Government Act 2009 provides that works cannot commence
in a public road unless they have a lawful excuse (e.g. another Act) or they have the
written approval of the local government. This is the City's approach to meeting that
requirement and is considered the most efficient and cost effective option available.

•

Roads contain a range of other infrastructure and City assets that must be considered in
the construction process. The licensing process ensures this occurs.

•

The City has found that approximately 40 per cent of pre-pour inspections for standard
vehicle crossing designs are non-standard designs that are then able to be rectified.
This process is critical to managing risk and ensuring appropriate outcomes occur.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package has reduced the side setbacks from a vehicle
No
crossing to adjoining property boundaries to ensure an efficient use of land occurs and adequate
space is available for infrastructure and servicing and vehicle manoeuvring requirements. The
distance is generally a minimum of 1 metre, unless infrastructure is installed where greater
setbacks may be required (300mm from infrastructure is required).
In relation to setbacks from the front boundary of a property to the garage on the site, the Our
City Our Plan amendment package did not propose changes to existing regulations. Under the
current City Plan, covered car parking is generally required to be setback behind the front wall or
balcony of the building and 6 metres from the frontage where vehicles access the property.
Reductions to the designated front setbacks in City Plan for covered car parking spaces (i.e.
garages or carports) are subject to an application to Council (currently called a 'Referral agency
assessment') where proposals need to demonstrate they meet the relevant performance based
provisions of the City Plan. Considerations in these assessments include how the proposal will
contribute to streetscape character and assist in the protection of adjacent amenity. Such
applications require detailed assessment by Council.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

2061.20, 2062.19, 2096.13, 2097.13,
2098.13, 2099.13, 2100.13, 2101.13,
2102.13, 2103.13, 2104.13, 2105.13,
2106.13, 2107.13, 2108.13, 2109.13,
2110.13, 2111.13, 2112.13, 2126.13,
2173.16, 2179.13, 2200.13, 2201.13,
2202.13, 2204.13, 2205.13, 2206.13,
2208.13, 2209.13, 2210.13, 2211.13,
2212.13, 2213.13, 2214.13, 2215.13,
2216.13, 2217.13, 2220.13, 2223.16,
2224.16, 2225.16, 2226.16, 2227.16,
2229.13, 2231.13, 2232.13, 2234.16,
2235.16, 2247.13, 2248.13, 2249.13,
2250.13, 2251.13, 2252.13, 2253.13,
2254.13, 2255.13, 2256.13, 2257.13,
2258.13, 2259.13, 2260.13, 2261.13,
2262.13, 2263.13, 2289.13, 2290.13,
2291.13, 2296.13, 2297.13, 2303.13,
2304.13, 2305.13, 2309.13, 2312.13,
2316.13, 2327.13, 2329.13, 2330.13,
2331.13, 2332.13, 2333.13, 2334.13,
2335.13, 2336.13, 2337.13, 2338.13,
2339.13, 2341.13, 2342.13, 2343.13,
2344.13, 2345.13, 2346.13, 2347.13,
2353.13, 2354.13, 2355.13, 2356.13,
2357.13, 2358.13, 2359.13, 2360.13,
2361.13, 2365.13, 2366.13, 2367.13,
2368.13, 2369.13, 2370.13, 2371.13,
2374.13, 2375.13, 2376.13, 2377.13,
2378.13, 2379.13, 2380.13, 2381.13,
2382.13, 2383.13, 2384.13, 2385.13,
2386.13, 2387.13, 2388.13, 2389.13,
2390.13, 2391.13, 2392.13, 2393.13,
2394.13, 2395.13, 2396.13, 2397.13,
2398.13, 2399.13, 2400.13, 2402.13,
2410.13, 2411.13, 2413.9, 2414.13,
2415.13, 2416.13, 2417.13, 2418.13,
2419.13, 2420.13, 2421.13, 2422.13,
2423.13, 2424.13, 2425.13, 2427.13,
2428.13, 2429.13, 2430.13, 2431.13,
2432.13, 2433.13, 2455.13, 2435.13,
2451.9, 2452.13

Recommends driveways be designed with minimal
impact on pedestrian prioritisation with landscaped
areas immediately adjacent to provide shading and that
an independent design review panel assist in better
development outcomes.

The Driveways and vehicle crossings code is designed and intended to deliver a balanced
approach to a range of matters. Whilst landscaping outcomes are also critical to the streetscape
outcomes envisaged by the City, safe and functional vehicle access is as well.

2133.2

Supports the additional option for a non-standard
driveway design to be certified by an Registered
Professional Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ).
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Results
in a
change?
No

In order to provide appropriate sight distances and lines for vehicles, the City Plan includes
provisions for shade trees to be 3 metres from vehicle crossings (refer to Standard drawing 05103, available at: https://cityplan.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/eplan/#Rules/0/213/1/0). At this distance,
mature trees provide shade as suggested, whilst not creating safety issues.
Investigations into improving the regulatory framework around street trees are currently being
undertaken by the City and may form part of a future amendment to the City Plan.
In relation to the use of an independent design review panel, qualified architects are employed
by the City within the Office of Architecture and Heritage. The Office of Architecture and
Heritage is responsible for architecture, heritage and urban design providing strategic specialist
advice both internally and externally on architecture, urban design, land use planning,
environmentally sustainable design, interior design, signage, accessibility, archaeology, oral
history, conservation, heritage planning, heritage register, heritage tourism, landscape
character, landscape heritage, scenic amenity and landscape works.

Support for the proposed change is acknowledged.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (a) Additional properties added to the Neighbourhood centre zone at Chirn Park, to reflect recent growth of this important centre which is a focal point of the neighbourhood
2002.2, 2061.15, 2062.14, 2096.18,
2097.18, 2098.18, 2099.18, 2100.18,
2101.18, 2102.18, 2103.18, 2104.18,
2105.18, 2106.18, 2107.18, 2108.18,
2109.18, 2110.18, 2111.18, 2112.18,
2126.18, 2173.22, 2179.24, 2200.18,
2201.18, 2202.18, 2204.18, 2205.18,
2206.18, 2208.18, 2209.18, 2210.18,
2211.18, 2212.18, 2213.18, 2214.18,
2215.18, 2216.18, 2217.18, 2220.18,
2223.22, 2224.22, 2225.22, 2226.22,
2227.22, 2229.18, 2231.18, 2232.18,
2234.22, 2235.22, 2247.18, 2248.18,
2249.24, 2250.24, 2251.24, 2252.24,
2253.24, 2254.24, 2255.24, 2256.24,
2257.24, 2258.24, 2259.24, 2260.24,
2261.24, 2262.24, 2263.24, 2289.24,
2290.18, 2291.18, 2296.18, 2297.18,
2303.18, 2304.18, 2305.18, 2309.18,
2312.18, 2316.18, 2327.18, 2329.18,
2330.18, 2331.18, 2332.18, 2333.18,
2334.18, 2335.18, 2336.18, 2337.18,
2338.18, 2339.18, 2341.18, 2342.18,
2343.18, 2344.18, 2345.18, 2346.18,
2347.18, 2353.18, 2354.18, 2355.18,
2356.18, 2357.18, 2358.18, 2359.18,
2360.18, 2361.18, 2365.18, 2366.18,
2367.18, 2368.18, 2369.18, 2370.18,
2371.18, 2374.18, 2375.18, 2376.18,
2377.18, 2378.18, 2379.18, 2380.18,
2381.18, 2382.18, 2383.18, 2384.18,
2385.18, 2386.18, 2387.18, 2388.18,
2389.18, 2390.18, 2391.18, 2392.18,
2393.18, 2394.18, 2395.18, 2396.18,
2397.18, 2398.18, 2399.18, 2400.18,
2402.18, 2410.18, 2411.18, 2414.24,
2415.24, 2416.24, 2417.24, 2418.24,
2419.24, 2420.24, 2421.24, 2422.24,
2423.24, 2424.24, 2425.24, 2427.24,
2428.24, 2429.24, 2430.24, 2431.24,
2432.24, 2433.24, 2455.24, 2435.24,
2451.12, 2452.18

Supports change to amendment.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2135.1

Concerned that the proposed change does not go far
enough to maintaining the existing village feel of Chirn
Park. Suggests maintaining the residential character
between Musgrave Avenue and Smith Street, west of
Loders Creek and east of Kumbari Avenue.

In response to community submissions and further detailed planning, changes have been
proposed to some properties around Deakin Avenue, Southport, as part of Round 4 of
consultation. This includes:

Yes
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•

Reduction in zoning from Medium density residential to Low-medium density residential.

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

•

Change in nominated building height from 17m to 16m.

•

Residential density changed from RD6 to RD5.

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

The mix of building height surrounding Chirn Park seeks to provide a gentler transition from the
village centre to the surrounding residential areas. This includes 'missing middle' typologies
promoted by the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) to support housing
choice.
The allocation of building height still acknowledges that the Chirn Park neighbourhood centre is
an important attractor within the local area and there is planning merit in locating some growth in
proximity to this vibrant and active neighbourhood centre.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas' (see documents below the Round 4, Item 15
heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents
2236.2

Concerned that the proposed change does not enhance
urban legibility or follow best-practice planning and
urban design principles.

The Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) are proposed in response to the City's statutory obligation,
under the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2007 (ShapingSEQ), to plan for an additional
158,900 dwellings by 2041 and to assist in providing greater housing choice and diversity within
the city.
The zoning, building height and residential density applied to the Our City Our Plan Round 2
consultation amendments were based on a range of best-practice planning and urban design
principles, including:
•

proximity to amenity features (i.e. Broadwater and public open space areas)

•

proximity to public transport, including the Gold Coast light rail and high frequency bus
services

•

proximity to employment areas and mixed use activity centres

•

maintaining a sustainable city shape in relation to building height policy

•

achieving appropriate building height transitions within each of the TGA.

Zoning, building height and residential density was further reviewed with certain localised
considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City Our Plan Round 2
consultation. This review therefore supplements and improves upon the best-practice planning
and urban design principles previously identified.
As a result, further refinements to zoning and reductions in building height and/or residential
density were made in certain locations, to strike an appropriate balance between community
feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity.
This is necessary to ensure growth is appropriately managed and allocated throughout the TGA
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Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

and the city.
Details of the Round 4 proposed changes are presented in Section 5 of the report titled
'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth Areas' (see documents below the
Round 4, Item 15 heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-ourcity/City-Plan-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-OurPlan-Major-Update-2-3-documents).
2446.21, 2447.21, 2448.21, 2449.21,
2450.21

Suggests introducing a 'traditional residential area' for a
greater area of Chirn Park and Labrador, including
further properties in the Neighbourhood centre zone at
Chirn Park.

The Traditional residential area precinct was only proposed for an area within the Southport
No
West Targeted Growth Area to acknowledge the predominant architectural style in that area and
to identify it as an important neighbourhood quality that should be protected as growth, and
more diverse dwellings are delivered in surrounding locations.
This decision was based on Our City Our Plan Round 2 consultation technical studies about the
predominant architectural style in that sub-area and inspections of the local area by City's
Planning and Office of Architecture and Heritage officers.
In relation to the above, other sub-areas were investigated in relation to their existing
architectural style; however, no other areas were identified as containing the necessary and
predominant values to warrant a broader application of the Traditional residential area provision.
The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was reviewed to better account
for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City
Our Plan Round 2 consultation. This review recommended no further allocation of the
Traditional residential area provision.
The background assessment that informed the proposed changes in Round 4 are presented in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas' (see documents below the Round 4, Item 15
heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).
In response, the City is proposing to proceed as is without the inclusion of Chirn Park or parts of
Labrador within the Traditional residential area.
It should also be noted that in response to submissions received following the Our City Our Plan
Round 1 consultation, the City expanded the Neighbourhood centre zone at Chirn Park to
appropriately reflect the existing on-ground land uses.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (b) Introducing a traditional residential area for a specific area in Southport West, as part of the Neighbourhood elements overlay, acknowledging the predominant architectural style in that area which
is to be protected
2061.16, 2062.15, 2096.17, 2097.17,
2098.17, 2099.17, 2100.17, 2101.17,
2102.17, 2103.17, 2104.17, 2105.17,
2106.17, 2107.17, 2108.17, 2109.17,
2110.17, 2111.17, 2112.17, 2126.17,
2131.1, 2173.21, 2179.23, 2200.17,
2201.17, 2202.17, 2204.17, 2205.17,
2206.17, 2208.17, 2209.17, 2210.17,
2211.17, 2212.17, 2213.17, 2214.17,
2215.17, 2216.17, 2217.17, 2220.17,
2223.21, 2224.21, 2225.21, 2226.21,
2227.21, 2232.17, 2234.21, 2235.21,
2247.17, 2248.17, 2249.23, 2250.23,
2251.23, 2252.23, 2253.23, 2254.23,
2255.23, 2256.23, 2257.23, 2258.23,
2259.23, 2260.23, 2261.23, 2262.23,
2263.23, 2289.23, 2290.17, 2291.17,
2296.17, 2297.17, 2303.17, 2304.17,
2305.17, 2309.17, 2312.17, 2316.17,
2327.17, 2329.17, 2330.17, 2331.17,
2332.17, 2333.17, 2334.17, 2335.17,
2336.17, 2337.17, 2338.17, 2339.17,
2341.17, 2342.17, 2343.17, 2344.17,
2345.17, 2346.17, 2347.17, 2353.17,
2354.17, 2355.17, 2356.17, 2357.17,
2358.17, 2359.17, 2360.17, 2361.17,
2365.17, 2366.17, 2367.17, 2368.17,
2369.17, 2370.17, 2371.17, 2374.17,
2375.17, 2376.17, 2377.17, 2378.17,
2379.17, 2380.17, 2381.17, 2382.17,
2383.17, 2384.17, 2385.17, 2386.17,
2387.17, 2388.17, 2389.17, 2390.17,
2391.17, 2392.17, 2393.17, 2394.17,
2395.17, 2396.17, 2397.17, 2398.17,
2399.17, 2400.17, 2402.17, 2410.17,
2411.17, 2413.13, 2414.23, 2415.23,
2416.23, 2417.23, 2418.23, 2419.23,
2420.23, 2421.23, 2422.23, 2423.23,
2424.23, 2425.23, 2427.23, 2428.23,
2429.23, 2430.23, 2431.23, 2432.23,
2433.23, 2455.23, 2435.23, 2452.17

Supports the proposed change, recommending other
The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
'traditional residential areas' of the city be included in the
Neighbourhood elements overlay.
The Traditional residential area precinct was only proposed for Sub-area 15 of the Southport
West TGA to acknowledge the predominant architectural style in that sub-area and to identify it
as an important neighbourhood quality that should be protected as growth and more diverse
dwellings are delivered in surrounding locations.

2085.1

Council has not addressed the concerns of Southport
West residents provided in submissions in the Round 1
consultation:

This decision was based on Our City Our Plan Round 2 consultation technical studies about the
predominant architectural style in that sub-area and inspections of the local area by City's
Planning and Office of Architecture and Heritage officers.
In relation to the above, other sub-areas were investigated in relation to their existing
architectural style; however, no other areas were identified as containing the necessary and
predominant values to warrant a broader application of the Traditional residential area provision.
The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was reviewed to better account
for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City
Our Plan Round 2 consultation. This review recommended no further allocation of the
Traditional residential area provision.
The background assessment that informed the proposed changes in Round 4 is presented in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas' (see documents below the Round 4, Item 15
heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).

•
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No

protection of residential character, affordable

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,

Submission point number

Point of submission

housing, leafy environments and road safety
•

prevention of overshadowing, crowding, onstreet parking issues and overdevelopment.

Response

The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA are consistent with the approach to managing growth
currently described in the Strategic framework in section 3.2.2:
'Urban renewal and transformation will see an intentional city shape emerge. Growth and
development will be concentrated in an integrated network of well serviced urban places –
places with good access to public transport, services and infrastructure assets, or places where
improvements to public transport provide a catalyst for mixed use development and higher
density living. Our city shape will be characterised by a diversity of well-connected, liveable
urban places and business efficiency and productivity. Avoiding sprawl outside our urban areas
will protect our world-class environment and spectacular scenic amenity and help to ensure our
investment in public infrastructure is environmentally and financially sustainable'.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes in Southport West, which are expected to remain within the mix of
compatible housing types planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
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•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow community input.

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
Potential amenity and privacy impacts are currently regulated under the City Plan within zone
codes, the General development code, Multiple accommodation code and High rise
accommodation code. These provisions require development proposals to demonstrate that
they will not unreasonably impact on the amenity and privacy of neighbouring dwellings.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduces a number of provisions that further
strengthen the protection of amenity including:
•

changes to setback and separation distances; and

•

site context and urban design provisions that require a development to be responsive to
site conditions (e.g. slope) and adjoining properties.

As with the current City Plan, each site is assessed on its individual merits. Not all developments
will achieve the prescribed building height or density when taking into consideration other
development controls, such as setbacks and site cover, communal open space and
landscaping, car parking and shadow provisions.
2085.3

Building heights in areas north of Shirley Street and
Kindra Avenue, Southport were not reduced as
requested by consultation submissions for Round 1.
Blocks around Joan Street still have excessive building
heights. The zone should remain Low density residential
with a maximum 9 metres building height and density of
RD1 (not RD5 and RD7).

Zoning, building height and residential density has been further reviewed based on localised
considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City Our Plan Round 2
consultation.

Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map

The review recommended no changes north of Kindra Avenue and Shirley Street. However,
building heights were reduced immediately east and west of Joan Street to provide appropriate
transitions with surrounding neighbourhoods.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas)

2085.4

2085.5
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Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

The Medium and Low-medium density residential zones
should only apply north of Minnie Street, Southport,
adjacent to the Southport Priority Development Area,
because of pre-existing commercial and medium-rise
residential development. Progressively staged height
increases should be provided.

The key reasons for providing an uplift in zoning around Minnie Street, Southport was the area's
proximity to services and infrastructure, in particular transport infrastructure, and employment
options.

No

The residential core of Southport West should be
included as a traditional residential area.

The Traditional residential area precinct was only proposed for Sub-area 15 of the Southport
No
West Targeted Growth Area to acknowledge the predominant architectural style in that sub-area
and to identify it as an important neighbourhood quality that should be protected as growth and
more diverse dwellings are delivered in surrounding locations.

In response to submissions, the City is proposing to progress the amendment as notified with no
further changes to zoning, building height or residential density.

This decision was based on Our City Our Plan Round 2 consultation technical studies about the

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

predominant architectural style in that sub-area and inspections of the local area by City's
Planning and Office of Architecture and Heritage officers.
In relation to the above, other areas were investigated in relation to their existing architectural
style; however, no other areas were identified as containing the necessary and predominant
values to warrant a broader application of the Traditional residential area provision.
The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was reviewed to better account
for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City
Our Plan Round 2 consultation. This review recommended no further allocations of the
Traditional residential area provision.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents) (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
In response, the City is proposing to proceed with the amendment without the further inclusion
of other parts of Southport within the traditional residential area.
2085.6

The revised zone and density maps for Labrador are
inconsistent with RD5 density applicable in parts of the
Low-density residential zone.

The City is aware of the inconsistency between the zoning and residential density designations.
The City is working with the State to resolve this matter.

2135.3

Supports the proposed change but requests the area be Industrial land plays an important role in providing employment opportunities throughout the city. No
increased in size to include industrial areas.
As the supply of industrial land within the city is scarce, the industrial land was not included
within the Targeted Growth Areas study boundaries.

2137.4

Opposes the identification of areas in Southport as
'traditional residential' because these areas are well
located to services, are underutilised and do not reflect
high-quality architecture or intact streetscapes that
warrant character protection.

The proposed changes to zoning, building height and residential density within the Targeted
Growth Areas (TGA) strike a balance between community and industry feedback and facilitating
future growth and housing diversity within the city.
The Traditional residential area precinct was only proposed for Sub-area 15 of the Southport
West TGA to acknowledge the predominant architectural style in that sub-area and to identify it
as an important neighbourhood quality that should be protected as growth and more diverse
dwellings are delivered in surrounding locations.
This decision was based on Our City Our Plan Round 2 consultation technical studies about the
predominant architectural style in that sub-area and inspections of the local area by the City's
Planning and Office of Architecture and Heritage officers.
The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was reviewed to better account
for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City
Our Plan Round 2 consultation. This review recommended no further allocations of the Low
density residential zone or the Traditional residential area provision.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
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Parts of City Plan
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in a
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents) (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
In response, the City is proposing to proceed with the amendment without the removal of the
Traditional residential area from sub-area 15 of the Southport West TGA.
2159.13

Suggests the Neighbourhood elements overlay should
be applied to other parts of the city.

The request for extending the Neighbourhood elements overlay to cover other parts of the city is No
acknowledged.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.

2229.17, 2231.17

Recommends other 'traditional residential areas' of the
The request for extending the Neighbourhood elements overlay to cover other parts of the city is No
city be included in the Neighbourhood elements overlay. acknowledged.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.

Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (c) Introduction of a new Neighbourhood elements overlay map and associated code to more closely manage future growth and to assist in creating attractive and leafy neighbourhoods of the future
2007.1

Requests that electric vehicle charging points be added
to some parking spots to increase the attractiveness of
neighbourhoods of the future.

This request is beyond the scope of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code.

2042.2

Requests that Labrador Park Shopping Centre and
adjoining properties be designated as a 'gateway' site
under the Neighbourhood elements overlay code.

In developing the Neighbourhood elements overlay, 'gateway sites' were identified as locations
that have a prominent interface with the Broadwater and Southport CBD. As the Labrador Park
Shopping Centre is not in these locations, it has not been included as a 'gateway site'.

No

2042.3

Requests that part 3.3.2.1(9)(c) of the Strategic
framework be amended as follows: "the development is
not within a residential zone within a neighbourhood
element area as identified on the Neighbourhood
elements overlay map."

The 50% building height exceedance test was removed from the Targeted Growth Area,
following Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation feedback. On this basis, no changes are
proposed to part 3.3.2.1(9)(c) of the Strategic framework to restrict its application to residential
zones.

No

2061.14, 2062.13, 2096.19, 2097.19,
2098.19, 2099.19, 2100.19, 2101.19,
2102.19, 2103.19, 2104.19, 2105.19,
2106.19, 2107.19, 2108.19, 2109.19,
2110.19, 2111.19, 2112.19, 2126.19,
2173.23, 2179.25, 2200.19, 2201.19,
2202.19, 2204.19, 2205.19, 2206.19,
2208.19, 2209.19, 2210.19, 2211.19,
2212.19, 2213.19, 2214.19, 2215.19,
2216.19, 2217.19, 2220.19, 2223.23,
2224.23, 2225.23, 2226.23, 2227.23,
2234.23, 2235.23, 2247.19, 2248.19,
2249.25, 2250.25, 2251.25, 2252.25,
2253.25, 2254.25, 2255.25, 2256.25,
2257.25, 2258.25, 2259.25, 2260.25,
2261.25, 2262.25, 2263.25, 2289.25,

Supports the proposed change, recommending it be
extended to other suburbs of the Gold Coast; also
recommends development of a Gold Coast design book
and an independent review of development applications
by expert design review panels to inform development
assessment.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No
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No

This suggestion has been forwarded to the City's Traffic and Transport branch.

Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.
In relation to the request for an expert design review panel, it is noted that the City employs
qualified architects, heritage architects, urban designers, environmental scientists, transport
planners, engineers, landscape architects and planners who are involved in development
decisions. Development applications are reviewed and assessed by relevant experts. The City
also produces a number of design guidelines to support good design outcomes in the
community. Copies of the best practice guidelines are available on the City
website: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-publicplaces/Urban-design/Urban-design-principles-guidelines

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2290.19, 2291.19, 2296.19, 2297.19,
2303.19, 2304.19, 2305.19, 2309.19,
2312.19, 2316.19, 2327.19, 2329.19,
2330.19, 2331.19, 2332.19, 2333.19,
2334.19, 2335.19, 2336.19, 2337.19,
2338.19, 2339.19, 2341.19, 2342.19,
2343.19, 2344.19, 2345.19, 2346.19,
2347.19, 2353.19, 2354.19, 2355.19,
2356.19, 2357.19, 2358.19, 2359.19,
2360.19, 2361.19, 2365.19, 2366.19,
2367.19, 2368.19, 2369.19, 2370.19,
2371.19, 2374.19, 2375.19, 2376.19,
2377.19, 2378.19, 2379.19, 2380.19,
2381.19, 2382.19, 2383.19, 2384.19,
2385.19, 2386.19, 2387.19, 2388.19,
2389.19, 2390.19, 2391.19, 2392.19,
2393.19, 2394.19, 2395.19, 2396.19,
2397.19, 2398.19, 2399.19, 2400.19,
2402.19, 2410.19, 2411.19, 2413.14,
2414.25, 2415.25, 2416.25, 2417.25,
2418.25, 2419.25, 2420.25, 2421.25,
2422.25, 2423.25, 2424.25, 2425.25,
2427.25, 2428.25, 2429.25, 2430.25,
2431.25, 2432.25, 2433.25, 2455.25,
2435.25, 2451.13, 2452.19
2071.6

2136.7

2137.3

Supports the proposed change in part, requesting it be
extended to other areas where growth is exceptional,
specifically Palm Beach.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Applauds the inclusion of the proposed change, but
raises concern that it still lacks meaningful detail,
suggesting that Council develop local area plans and
master planning strategies. Suggests that these be
included in a Gold Coast design guideline with an
independent review system to better inform the
development assessment process by providing
authoritative advice to deliver better outcomes.

Your suggestion that the City develop local area plans is noted. The City Plan currently utilises
zone, zone precincts and overlay codes to provide detailed requirements of development in
particular areas/locations.

Opposes the application of the overlay map. Suggests
the deletion of the overlay map because the area that it
applies to does not exhibit any particular characteristics
that warrant protection. In terms of its location within the
city, it should be developed for a higher and better use
through increased densities and building heights.

One of the key themes raised through the community consultation process was the importance
of managing new development to ensure important elements and liveability are maintained.

Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.
No

The City also produces a number of design guidelines to support good design outcomes in the
community. Copies of the best practice guidelines are available on the City
website: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-publicplaces/Urban-design/Urban-design-principles-guidelines

For this reason, the Council introduced a new Neighbourhood elements overlay map and
associated code to more closely manage future growth and to assist in creating leafy,
landscaped neighbourhoods.
The use of overlays in the City Plan is an appropriate regulatory approach to ensure high-quality
development outcomes are delivered across our city.
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No

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The amendment package strikes an appropriate balance between community and industry
feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth.
2141.14

Please clarify the meaning of A07.1c to specify if the
'shade trees greater than 2.3 metres' is measured clear
of the trunk height.

Based on submissions, the drafting of AO7.1 has been amended to improve clarity on how the
provision applies.

Yes

Part 8.2.14
Neighbourhood
elements overlay code

Yes

Part 8.2.14
Neighbourhood
elements overlay code

Yes

Part 8.2.14
Neighbourhood
elements overlay code

PO7 has also been amended to provide better clarity on the intent of this provision.
2142.10

AO7.1 of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code
talks about shade trees being greater than 2.3 metres;
clarify if this relates to the height of the tree or the trunk
height for CPTED. Suggests it is also unclear what the
intent of the provision is.

Based on submissions, the drafting of AO7.1 has been amended to improve clarity on how the
provision applies.
Reference to heights of shade trees have been removed from A07.1(c).
PO7 has also been amended to provide better clarity on the intent of this provision.

2148.9, 2149.9, 2150.9

Supports the proposed change and suggests amending: This submission has identified an opportunity to improve clarity within wording around the
intention of code through the provisions.
• PO1 to read 'planned neighbourhood qualities'
Referring to 'planned' neighbourhood qualities in the heading is no longer considered necessary
• A07.1c to clarify if the 'shade trees greater than
as a result of changes made to the Our City Our Plan amendment package in relation to
2.3 metres' are measured clear of the trunk
planned character and local character matters.
height.
The Performance outcome itself clearly relates to planned outcomes, as do most assessment
benchmarks in City Plan. Confirmation that the benchmark relates to planned outcomes is not
necessary and would create an inconsistency within City Plan.
Wording within the heading of this provision has been amended to remove the term 'planned' for
clarity.
Based on submissions, the drafting of AO7.1 has been amended to improve clarity on how the
provision applies. Reference to heights of shade trees have been removed from AO7.1(c).

2155.2, 2189.19, 2189.21

Supports the proposed change, requesting that Council The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
No
commit to applying the Neighbourhood elements overlay
to other residential areas.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.

2159.14, 2229.19, 2231.19, 2232.19

Recommends the proposed change be extended to
other suburbs of the Gold Coast; also recommends
development of a Gold Coast design book and an
independent review of development applications by
expert design review panels to inform development
assessment.

The request for extending the Neighbourhood elements overlay to cover other parts of the city is No
acknowledged.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.
In relation to the request for an expert design review panel, it is noted that the City employs
qualified architects, heritage architects, urban designers, environmental scientists, transport
planners, engineers, landscape architects and planners who are involved in development
decisions. Development applications are reviewed and assessed by relevant experts. The City
also produces a number of design guidelines to support good design outcomes in the
community. Copies of the best practice guidelines are available on the City
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Point of submission
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in a
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website: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-publicplaces/Urban-design/Urban-design-principles-guidelines
2172.6

The Neighbourhood elements overlay code should be
amended:
•

to include provisions to reference green streets,
gateways and corner sites as neighbourhood
elements

•

to include more west-east green streets

•

to nominate street trees as assessable
vegetation

•

to require duplex development on corners to
dedicate road truncation

•

to define corner lots

•

to include extended traditional residential areas.

The Neighbourhood elements overlay includes assessment benchmarks for development on
green streets, gateway sites and corner sites. The City does not believe that these features
need to be specifically referenced as neighbourhood elements.
The Neighbourhood elements overlay code introduces a range of provisions which require
development in the Targeted Growth Area (TGA) to maintain the existing green and leafy
neighbourhood qualities. Performance outcome PO8 of the overlay code requires existing street
trees be retained or for new street trees to be planted to create leafy streetscapes that provide
shade.
It is not necessary for street trees to be nominated as assessable vegetation for this assessment
benchmark to be appropriately implemented. Landscaping for new development will be subject
to an Operational works application where appropriate species and sizes are determined.
Additional west-east directional green streets, as identified in the Neighbourhood elements
overlay code may be considered in the future.
The request for duplex development on corners to dedicate road truncation is outside the scope
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code.
Corner sites are identified on the Neighbourhood elements overlay map and as such a definition
is not required.
The City has proposed a Traditional residential area provision, which specifically applies to part
of the Southport West TGA. This acknowledges the predominant architectural style in that area
is an important neighbourhood quality that should be protected as growth and more diverse
dwellings are delivered in surrounding locations.
This decision was based on Our City Our Plan Round 2 consultation technical studies about the
predominant architectural style in that sub-area and inspections of the local area by City's
Planning and Office of Architecture and Heritage officers.
In relation to the above, other areas were investigated in relation to their existing architectural
style; however, no other areas were identified as containing the necessary and predominant
values to warrant a broader application of the Traditional residential area provision.
The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was also reviewed to better
account for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our
City Our Plan Round 2 consultation. This review recommended no further allocation of the
Traditional residential area provision.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-
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Parts of City Plan
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Submission point number

Point of submission
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Results
in a
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Update-2-3-documents) (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The City proposes to progress the amendment without further changes to the Neighbourhood
elements overlay code.
2179.26, 2249.26, 2250.26, 2251.26,
2252.26, 2253.26, 2254.26, 2255.26,
2256.26, 2257.26, 2258.26, 2259.26,
2260.26, 2261.26, 2262.26, 2263.26,
2289.26, 2414.26, 2415.26, 2416.26,
2417.26, 2418.26, 2419.26, 2420.26,
2421.26, 2422.26, 2423.26, 2424.26,
2425.26, 2427.26, 2428.26, 2429.26,
2430.26, 2431.26, 2432.26, 2433.26,
2455.26, 2435.26, 2446.22, 2447.22,
2448.22, 2449.22, 2450.22

Suggests that mapping of existing mature vegetation on
property boundaries, 'back yards' and street planting
should be used when assessing Material change of Use
(MCU) and Reconfiguring of lot (ROL) applications with
the Neighbourhood elements overlay area to ensure
enhancement and retention of existing mature
vegetation.

The Vegetation management code (Part 9.4.14) of the City Plan applies to assessing Material
change of use, Reconfiguring a lot or Operational work for development where indicated within
Part 5 Tables of assessment.

No

The purpose of the Vegetation management code is to provide for the protection and
management of Assessable vegetation.
The purpose of the code is achieved through the following outcomes:
•

Vegetation of environmental, historical, cultural, visual and character significance is
retained.

•

Vegetation is retained to provide habitats for threatened flora and fauna, prevent erosion
and ensure slope stabilisation.

•

Damage to assessable vegetation is only undertaken if it directly obstructs approved
development or is a threat to persons or property.

•

Vegetation management plans are prepared for development which has the potential to
cause damage to vegetation.

•

Any potential damage caused to vegetation by development is extensively investigated
and mitigated.

The City Plan also includes a definition for Assessable vegetation.
The provisions of the Vegetation management code apply to any development proposal within
the Targeted Growth Areas that proposes damage to assessable vegetation.
In addition to this, the new Deep planting provisions introduced through the Our City Our Plan
amendment package promote the retention of existing vegetation.
2179.27, 2249.27, 2250.27, 2251.27,
2252.27, 2253.27, 2254.27, 2255.27,
2256.27, 2257.27, 2258.27, 2259.27,
2260.27, 2261.27, 2262.27, 2263.27,
2289.27, 2414.27, 2415.27, 2416.27,
2417.27, 2418.27, 2419.27, 2420.27,
2421.27, 2422.27, 2423.27, 2424.27,
2425.27, 2427.27, 2428.27, 2429.27,
2430.27, 2431.27, 2432.27, 2433.27,
2455.27, 2435.27, 2446.23, 2447.23,
2448.23, 2449.23, 2450.23
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In reference to A07.1 relating to Green streets, requests
that Council stipulates the percentage of required tree
canopy as well as deep soil requirements.

To ensure there are no conflicting provisions within different codes contained in the City Plan,
No
AO7.1 does not contain requirements relating to deep planting. This provision applies in addition
to the Deep planting provision which is introduced in certain zone codes of the City Plan in
response to Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation feedback.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2179.28, 2249.28, 2250.28, 2251.28,
2252.28, 2253.28, 2254.28, 2255.28,
2256.28, 2257.28, 2258.28, 2259.28,
2260.28, 2261.28, 2262.28, 2263.28,
2289.28, 2414.28, 2415.28, 2416.28,
2417.28, 2418.28, 2419.28, 2420.28,
2421.28, 2422.28, 2423.28, 2424.28,
2425.28, 2427.28, 2428.28, 2429.28,
2430.28, 2431.28, 2432.28, 2433.28,
2455.28, 2435.28

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Suggests that PO8 and AO8.1 in relation to street trees Performance outcome PO8 of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code seeks to ensure that
No
requires an enforceable policy and appropriate penalties existing street trees are retained or new street trees are planted to create leafy streetscapes that
to aid enforcement, prioritising existing street trees over provide shade.
new crossovers, etc.
This provision has been drafted based on the Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy
which requires all Queensland councils to adopt performance-based planning schemes to
provide a level of certainty for communities, balanced against allowing for innovation and
flexibility.
The Vegetation management code (Part 9.4.14) of the City Plan also applies to assessing
Material change of use, Reconfiguring a lot or Operational work for development where
indicated within Part 5 Tables of assessment.
The purpose of the Vegetation management code is to provide for the protection and
management of Assessable vegetation.
The purpose of the code is achieved through the following outcomes:
•

Vegetation of environmental, historical, cultural, visual and character significance is
retained.

•

Vegetation is retained to provide habitats for threatened flora and fauna, prevent erosion
and ensure slope stabilisation.

•

Damage to assessable vegetation is only undertaken if it directly obstructs approved
development or is a threat to persons or property.

•

Vegetation management plans are prepared for development which has the potential to
cause damage to vegetation.

•

Any potential damage caused to vegetation by development is extensively investigated
and mitigated.

The City Plan also includes a definition for Assessable vegetation.
The provisions of the Vegetation management code apply to any development proposal within
the Targeted Growth Areas that proposes damage to assessable vegetation.
2179.29, 2249.29, 2250.29, 2251.29,
2252.29, 2253.29, 2254.29, 2255.29,
2256.29, 2257.29, 2258.29, 2259.29,
2260.29, 2261.29, 2262.29, 2263.29,
2289.29, 2414.29, 2415.29, 2416.29,
2417.29, 2418.29, 2419.29, 2420.29,
2421.29, 2422.29, 2423.29, 2424.29,
2425.29, 2427.29, 2428.29, 2429.29,
2430.29, 2431.29, 2432.29, 2433.29,
2455.29, 2435.29
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Requests that Council identify and map streets with
existing street planting as additional 'green treed streets'
as important connections that create a 'green grid'
across these suburbs and conserve and enhance them.
These streets should share the same Performance
outcomes as the proposed cross-block links.

Performance outcome PO8 of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code seeks to ensure that
No
existing street trees are retained or new street trees are planted to create leafy streetscapes that
provide shade.
Because Performance outcome PO8 of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code applies to
the entirety of the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), it is not necessary for individual streets to be
mapped.
The Vegetation management code (Part 9.4.14) of the City Plan also applies to assessing
Material change of use, Reconfiguring a lot or Operational work for development where
indicated within Part 5 Tables of assessment.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

The purpose of the Vegetation management code is to provide for the protection and
management of Assessable vegetation.
The purpose of the code is achieved through the following outcomes:
•

Vegetation of environmental, historical, cultural, visual and character significance is
retained.

•

Vegetation is retained to provide habitats for threatened flora and fauna, prevent erosion
and ensure slope stabilisation.

•

Damage to assessable vegetation is only undertaken if it directly obstructs approved
development or is a threat to persons or property.

•

Vegetation management plans are prepared for development which has the potential to
cause damage to vegetation.

•

Any potential damage caused to vegetation by development is extensively investigated
and mitigated.

The City Plan also includes a definition for Assessable vegetation.
The provisions of the Vegetation management code apply to any development proposal within
the TGA that proposes damage to assessable vegetation.
2179.30, 2249.30, 2250.30, 2251.30,
2252.30, 2253.30, 2254.30, 2255.30,
2256.30, 2257.30, 2258.30, 2259.30,
2260.30, 2261.30, 2262.30, 2263.30,
2289.30, 2414.30, 2415.30, 2416.30,
2417.30, 2418.30, 2419.30, 2420.30,
2421.30, 2422.30, 2423.30, 2424.30,
2425.30, 2427.30, 2428.30, 2429.30,
2430.30, 2431.30, 2432.30, 2433.30,
2455.30, 2435.30

Requests that any proposed cross-block link
connections be designed without loss of existing
significant vegetation, in consultation with the
community, suggesting additional opportunities for
cross-block links exist:

As part of the new Neighbourhood elements overlay code, specific provisions are proposed
relating to the delivery of cross-block links. The cross-block links assist in created wellconnected, legible and convenient pedestrian networks within the Targeted Growth Areas
(TGA).
The proposed cross-block links were identified based on detailed technical analysis which
considered whether:

•

between south of 91 Frank Street to south of
262 Marine Parade to Broadwater;

•

between Frank Street/State Route 2 (south of
Wave Break) and Marine Parade (north of
Windsong) to Broadwater

•

the location of the cross-block link will provide the greatest benefit to the surrounding
neighbourhood connectivity

•

connecting Lionel Avenue and Walton Street
across Loders Creek in vicinity of Southport
State High School.

there is City infrastructure (including tram station, Broadwater Parklands, cross-block
links, schools) nearby that could be better utilised with the addition of the proposed
cross-block link

•

the settlement pattern of the blocks is appropriate, meaning that the cross-block link will
be achieved with no more than two impacted properties

•

it is likely that the cross-block links will be achieved with both properties being
redeveloped (if, for example, both properties are older dwellings)

•

there is a collective benefit in lessening the walkable distance in and around the
neighbourhood

•

the topography of the land is appropriate for pedestrian cross-block links to support the
appropriate sloping for disability pathways.

•

As part of this review, all parts of the TGA were considered for suitable cross-block links.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The City proposes to progress the amendment without the further identification of additional
cross-block links within the TGA.
2236.6

Amend the Neighbourhood elements overlay map to
reflect best-practice planning and urban design
principles, including:
•

identification of critical east-west linkages (e.g.
Stevens Street and Musgrave Street,
Southport);

•

reinforcing the location of existing
neighbourhood centres (e.g. Chirn Park
neighbourhood centre)

•

ensuring proposed through block links are in
logical locations where existing development
does not undermine the ability to achieve the
links.

It is not appropriate to simply identify east-west linkages on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map as there would need to be appropriate assessment benchmarks drafted within the
corresponding overlay code.
The urban context of the Targeted Growth Areas and the development response (and interface)
to these east-west linkages is expected to be the same as other parts of the neighbourhoods,
given their primary residential role and function. As such, there is no planning requirement for
these east-west linkages to be identified, as the outcomes for these areas are appropriately
managed by the relevant zone and development codes within the City Plan.
The proposed zoning, building heights and residential densities surrounding Chirn Park were
amended following the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation feedback by applying the
Building Height Application Methodology.
The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was reviewed to better account
for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City
Our Plan Round 2 consultation. The surrounding building height mix of 17 metres, 16 metres
and 12 metres maintains an appropriate balance with the existing Chirn Park Neighbourhood
centre.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents) (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The building height mix provides a gentler transition from the village centre to the surrounding
residential areas. The allocation of building height still acknowledges that the Chirn Park
neighbourhood centre is an important attractor within the local area and there is planning merit
in locating the right type of growth in proximity to this vibrant and active neighbourhood centre.
In this instance, the proposed zoning, building height and residential density provisions of the
City Plan reinforce the importance and location of the neighbourhood centre.
The proposed cross-block links were identified based on detailed technical analysis which
considered whether:
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•

the location of the cross-block link will provide the greatest benefit to the surrounding
neighbourhood connectivity

•

there is nearby City infrastructure (including tram station, Broadwater Parklands, crossblock links, schools) that could be better utilised with the addition of the proposed crossblock link

•

the settlement pattern of the blocks is appropriate, meaning that the cross-block link will
be achieved with no more than two impacted properties

Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

2236.7

Point of submission

Remove the definitive cap to building height in all zones
within the Neighbourhood elements overlay and retain
the existing performance-based building height test.

Response

•

it is likely that the cross-block links will be achieved with both properties being
redeveloped (if, for example, both properties are older dwellings)

•

there is a collective benefit in lessening the walkable distance in and around the
neighbourhood

•

the topography of the land is appropriate for pedestrian cross-block links to support the
appropriate sloping for disability pathways.

In response to Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation feedback, the 50% building height
exceedance test was removed from the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) as part of the
introduction of a new Neighbourhood elements overlay.

Results
in a
change?

No

The removal of the 50% building height exceedance test was in response to submissions and to
provide greater confidence to the community about building height outcomes that can be
expected within the TGA. It is noted that the 50% exceedance only applies in limited
circumstances in other parts of the city.
2236.8

Provide clear Acceptable outcomes and Performance
outcomes to provide definitive guidance to future
development.

The submission does not provide any grounds or information to articulate which Acceptable
outcomes and/or Performance outcomes are unclear.

No

The drafting of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code is consistent with the drafting of other
codes in the City Plan.
2236.9

Remove site cover as a trigger for impact assessment.

The Impact assessment trigger for site cover is to assist in achieving the leafy neighbourhood
outcome in response to the community feedback and reinforces the importance of achieving a
balance between built form and landscaping as part of development in the Targeted Growth
Areas (TGA).

No

Where a development application (other than for a dwelling house) does not comply with the
Acceptable outcome relating to Site cover provision of the relevant zone, the process for Impact
assessment will apply as specified in the Planning Act 2016.
It is noted that an amendment to the Site cover Impact assessment trigger was proposed as part
of the fourth round of consultation. The changes involve excluding basements less than 1 metre
above ground from the Site cover trigger for Impact assessment in the TGA.
The City proposes to progress the amendment without the removal of the Site cover Impact
assessment trigger.
2265.3

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2445.11

Raises concern that the Neighbourhood elements
overlay is a poor planning outcome, unjustified and will
create administrative complexity.

It is important to acknowledge that infill development involves valuing good quality design and
creating high-quality neighbourhood environments, while responding to important local
neighbourhood qualities.

No

This recognises that future growth must be distributed throughout the city in a way that manages
the transition to an infill city and in a way that maintains important neighbourhood qualities.
One of the key themes raised through community consultation was the need to manage new
development to ensure important elements and liveability of the identified neighbourhoods are
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

maintained in the long-term.
For this reason, a new Neighbourhood elements overlay map and associated code was
introduced. The purpose of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code is to create attractive,
leafy, connected and varied residential neighbourhoods within the Targeted Growth Area.
Elements addressed by the code include:
•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West, to
acknowledge and protect the predominant architectural style in that area;

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow community input.

•

Providing high quality landscaping that contributes to the desired leafy landscape
qualities area;

•

Well connected, legible and convenient pedestrian networks within the neighbourhood.

The use of overlays in the City Plan to support good quality local planning outcomes is an
appropriate regulatory approach to ensure high-quality development outcomes are delivered
across our city.
2446.24, 2447.24, 2448.24, 2449.24,
2450.24

Requests that developers are required to retain existing
street trees and plant additional trees with an
enforceable policy to reinforce Council's commitment to
maintaining the subtropical nature of these suburbs.

Performance outcome PO8 of the Neighbourhood elements overlay code seeks to ensure that
No
existing street trees are retained or new street trees are planted to create leafy streetscapes that
provide shade.
The Vegetation management code (Part 9.4.14) of the City Plan also applies to assessing
Material change of use, Reconfiguring a lot or Operational work for development where
indicated within Part 5 Tables of assessment.
The purpose of the Vegetation management code is to provide for the protection and
management of Assessable vegetation.
The purpose of the code is achieved through the following outcomes:
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•

Vegetation of environmental, historical, cultural, visual and character significance is
retained.

•

Vegetation is retained to provide habitats for threatened flora and fauna, prevent erosion
and ensure slope stabilisation.

•

Damage to assessable vegetation is only undertaken if it directly obstructs approved
development or is a threat to persons or property.

•

Vegetation management plans are prepared for development which has the potential to
cause damage to vegetation.

•

Any potential damage caused to vegetation by development is extensively investigated

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

and mitigated.
The City Plan also includes a definition for Assessable vegetation.
The provisions of the Vegetation management code apply to any development proposal within
the Targeted Growth Areas that proposes damage to Assessable vegetation.
Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (d) Introduction of an Impact Assessment trigger for development within the targeted growth areas (other than a Dwelling house) where exceeding the relevant site cover for the development. This
change reinforces the importance of achieving a balance between built form and landscaping as part of future development
2057.3, 2228.3

Opposes the proposed change, requesting that the
impact assessment trigger be removed.

This Impact assessment trigger for site cover is to assist in achieving the leafy neighbourhood
outcome in response to the community feedback and reinforces the importance of achieving a
balance between built form and landscaping as part of development in the Targeted Growth
Areas (TGA).

No

It is noted that an amendment to the Site cover Impact assessment trigger was proposed as part
of the fourth round of consultation. The changes involve excluding basements less than 1 metre
above ground from the Site cover trigger for Impact assessment in the TGA. The submission
does not provide any new planning information which would warrant the removal of the site
cover impact assessment trigger.
2061.13, 2062.12, 2096.20, 2097.20,
2098.20, 2099.20, 2100.20, 2101.20,
2102.20, 2103.20, 2104.20, 2105.20,
2106.20, 2107.20, 2108.20, 2109.20,
2110.20, 2111.20, 2112.20, 2126.20,
2173.24, 2179.31, 2200.20, 2201.20,
2202.20, 2204.20, 2205.20, 2206.20,
2208.20, 2209.20, 2210.20, 2211.20,
2212.20, 2213.20, 2214.20, 2215.20,
2216.20, 2217.20, 2220.20, 2223.24,
2224.24, 2225.24, 2226.24, 2227.24,
2234.24, 2235.24, 2247.20, 2248.20,
2249.31, 2250.31, 2251.31, 2252.31,
2253.31, 2254.31, 2255.31, 2256.31,
2257.31, 2258.31, 2259.31, 2260.31,
2261.31, 2262.31, 2263.31, 2289.31,
2290.20, 2291.20, 2296.20, 2297.20,
2303.20, 2304.20, 2305.20, 2309.20,
2312.20, 2316.20, 2327.20, 2329.20,
2330.20, 2331.20, 2332.20, 2333.20,
2334.20, 2335.20, 2336.20, 2337.20,
2338.20, 2339.20, 2341.20, 2342.20,
2343.20, 2344.20, 2345.20, 2346.20,
2347.20, 2349.6, 2353.20, 2354.20,
2355.20, 2356.20, 2357.20, 2358.20,
2359.20, 2360.20, 2361.20, 2365.20,
2366.20, 2367.20, 2368.20, 2369.20,
2370.20, 2371.20, 2374.20, 2375.20,
2376.20, 2377.20, 2378.20, 2379.20,
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Supports the change in part, questioning why the
Targeted Growth Areas have been favoured for this
change and requesting that the proposed change be
extended across the whole of the city.

The partial support on this aspect is acknowledged.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide.

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2380.20, 2381.20, 2382.20, 2383.20,
2384.20, 2385.20, 2386.20, 2387.20,
2388.20, 2389.20, 2390.20, 2391.20,
2392.20, 2393.20, 2394.20, 2395.20,
2396.20, 2397.20, 2398.20, 2399.20,
2400.20, 2402.20, 2410.20, 2411.20,
2414.31, 2415.31, 2416.31, 2417.31,
2418.31, 2419.31, 2420.31, 2421.31,
2422.31, 2423.31, 2424.31, 2425.31,
2427.31, 2428.31, 2429.31, 2430.31,
2431.31, 2432.31, 2433.31, 2455.31,
2435.31, 2451.14, 2452.20
2071.7

Supports the proposed change in part, requesting it be
extended to other areas where growth is exceptional,
specifically Palm Beach.

The partial support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

It is not proposed to extend the Impact assessment trigger for exceedance of site cover beyond
the boundary of the Neighbourhood elements overlay area at this time.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide.

2086.1

Support for the proposed amendment, subject to
deletion of the reference to 'Targeted Growth Areas'.

The partial support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

It is not proposed to extend the Impact assessment trigger for exceedance of site cover beyond
the boundary of the Neighbourhood elements overlay area at this time.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide.
2141.15

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2155.4

Supports the proposed change, requesting that Council
commit to applying the impact assessment trigger for
exceeding site cover city-wide.

The partial support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

It is not proposed to extend the Impact assessment trigger for exceedance of site cover beyond
the boundary of the Neighbourhood elements overlay area at this time.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide.

2159.15, 2229.20, 2231.20, 2232.20,
2367.35

Questions why the targeted growth areas have been
favoured for this change and requesting that the
proposed change be extended across the whole of the
city.

The Impact assessment trigger was introduced to the Targeted Growth Area in response to
submissions received regarding the level of growth proposed and localised design outcomes.
It is not proposed to extend the Impact assessment trigger for exceedance of site cover beyond
the boundary of the Neighbourhood elements overlay area at this time.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2228.4, 2445.12

Point of submission

Raises concern that the Neighbourhood elements
overlay is an attempt to introduce a quasi-local area
plan/structure plan.

Response

The use of overlays in the City Plan to support good quality local planning outcomes is an
appropriate regulatory approach to ensure high-quality development outcomes are delivered
across our city.

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

No

It is important to acknowledge that infill development involves valuing good quality design and
creating high-quality neighbourhood environments, while responding to important local
neighbourhood qualities. One of the key themes raised through the community consultation
process was the importance of managing new development to ensure important elements and
liveability of the identified neighbourhoods are maintained in the long-term.
For this reason, the City introduced a new Neighbourhood elements overlay map and
associated code. This overlay will enable growth to be more closely managed and assist in
creating great neighbourhoods of the future.
2445.9

Raises concern that the provision will require every
apartment building with a basement to undergo an
impact assessment process. This is a significant
disincentive that will impact on the achievement of
dwelling targets and is inconsistent with the State
interest that seeks appropriate levels of assessment for
development that is consistent with the purpose of the
zone.

In response to submissions, the City has recommended a change to exclude basement cover
from the Site cover Impact assessment trigger.

Yes

This change would apply the Impact assessment trigger to all residential building (excluding
Dwelling houses), minus areas of basement below 1m in height.

Schedule 1 Definitions
SC1.2 Administration
definitions
Part 5.10.17 Table of
assessment
Neighbourhood
elements overlay

This would allow developments with basements partially above ground (up to 1m) to remain
Code assessable, where the building above the basement complies with the nominated site
cover.
This change also introduces a new Administrative definition for 'Basement cover'. This term
would be used to describe the area of a basement, which is partially above ground, and is
therefore excluded from the Site cover Impact assessment threshold calculation.
Further information regarding the site cover impact assessment trigger, including subsequent
improvements to the policy provisions is provided in the report titled 'Attachment 4.2 – Impact
assessment site cover trigger and assessment criteria for Targeted Growth Areas' (see
documents below the Round 4, Item 15 heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planningbuilding/Planning-our-city/City-Plan-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-documents).

Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (e) Modifications to the Multiple accommodation development code, to improve the roof forms of new apartment buildings, to achieve greater variation and more attractive buildings. This change will
apply citywide
2061.11, 2062.10, 2096.22, 2097.22,
2098.22, 2099.22, 2100.22, 2101.22,
2102.22, 2103.22, 2104.22, 2105.22,
2106.22, 2107.22, 2108.22, 2109.22,
2110.22, 2111.22, 2112.22, 2126.22,
2173.26, 2179.33, 2200.22, 2201.22,
2202.22, 2204.22, 2205.22, 2206.22,
2208.22, 2209.22, 2210.22, 2211.22,
2212.22, 2213.22, 2214.22, 2215.22,
2216.22, 2217.22, 2220.22, 2223.26,
2224.26, 2225.26, 2226.26, 2227.26,
2234.26, 2235.26, 2247.22, 2248.22,
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Recommends the following changes be added:
•

regulation of roof forms should also address
small roof terraces

•

requirements for buildings to be able to provide
thermal comfort without relying on airconditioning.

The Built form design and appearance provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will
ensure that development (including its roof form) is designed appropriately with regard to
building bulk, scale, variation in the profile and the incorporation of high-quality materials.
The Subtropical design provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will ensure that
development exhibits principles of climatic responsive design including access to ventilation.
Energy efficiency of new buildings is regulated by the National Construction Code (NCC).
Planning schemes are unable to regulate matters already regulated by the NCC, such as energy
efficiency star ratings.

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2249.33, 2250.33, 2251.33, 2252.33,
2253.33, 2254.33, 2255.33, 2256.33,
2257.33, 2258.33, 2259.33, 2260.33,
2261.33, 2262.33, 2263.33, 2289.33,
2290.22, 2291.22, 2296.22, 2297.22,
2303.22, 2304.22, 2305.22, 2309.22,
2312.22, 2316.22, 2327.22, 2329.22,
2333.22, 2338.22, 2341.22, 2342.22,
2343.22, 2344.22, 2345.22, 2346.22,
2347.22, 2353.22, 2354.22, 2355.22,
2356.22, 2357.22, 2358.22, 2359.22,
2360.22, 2361.22, 2365.22, 2366.22,
2367.22, 2368.22, 2369.22, 2370.22,
2371.22, 2374.22, 2375.22, 2376.22,
2377.22, 2378.22, 2379.22, 2380.22,
2381.22, 2382.22, 2383.22, 2384.22,
2385.22, 2386.22, 2387.22, 2388.22,
2389.22, 2390.22, 2391.22, 2392.22,
2393.22, 2394.22, 2395.22, 2396.22,
2397.22, 2398.22, 2399.22, 2400.22,
2402.22, 2410.22, 2411.22, 2414.33,
2415.33, 2416.33, 2417.33, 2418.33,
2419.33, 2420.33, 2421.33, 2422.33,
2423.33, 2424.33, 2425.33, 2427.33,
2428.33, 2429.33, 2430.33, 2431.33,
2432.33, 2433.33, 2455.33, 2435.33
2229.22, 2231.22, 2232.22

2330.22, 2331.22, 2332.22, 2334.22,
2335.22, 2336.22, 2337.22, 2339.22,
2451.16, 2452.22
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Recommends the following changes be added:
•

Regulation of roof forms should also address
small roof terraces; and

•

Requirements for buildings to be able to provide
thermal comfort without relying on air
conditioning.

Supports the proposed change, recommending it be
refined as follows:

The Built form design and appearance provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will
ensure that development (including its roof form) is designed appropriately with regard to
building bulk, scale, variation in the profile and the incorporation of high quality materials.

No

The Subtropical design provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will ensure that
development exhibits principles of climatic responsive design including access to ventilation.
Energy efficiency of new buildings is regulated by the National Construction Code (NCC).
Planning schemes are unable to regulate matters already regulated by the NCC, such as energy
efficiency star ratings.
Support for the change is acknowledged.

•

regulation of roof forms should also address
small roof terraces

The Built form design and appearance provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will
ensure that development (including its roof form) is designed appropriately in relation to building
bulk, scale, variation in the profile and the incorporation of high-quality materials.

•

requirements for buildings to be able to provide
thermal comfort without relying on airconditioning

The Subtropical design provisions within the Multiple accommodation code will ensure that
development exhibits principles of climatic responsive design including access to ventilation.

•

investigating communication company rights to
place multiple antenna structures on top of
apartment buildings.

Energy efficiency of new buildings is regulated by the National Construction Code (NCC).
Planning schemes are unable to regulate matters already regulated by the NCC, such as energy

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

efficiency star ratings.
In relation to Telecommunication facilities on the top of buildings, these facilities are permitted
by Federal legislation where they qualify as 'low impact' facilities. There are a range of 'lowimpact' tests within the Telecommunications (Low-impact Facilities) Determination
2018 (https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2020C00305) such as a maximum height of 5m.
Installation of such 'low impact' facilities are permitted under the Federal Telecommunications
Act 1997. The City does not have the ability to regulate these facilities as a result.
The City Plan does not explicitly state this however the Telecommunications facility land use
definition, containing in Schedule 1, Definitions advises users that low impact facilities are
essentially not a land use that is assessable under the scheme.
Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (f) Modifications to the Strategic Framework so the 50% building height exceedance test cannot be applied to the targeted growth areas, providing the community with greater certainty regarding
expected building height outcomes
2022.5, 2312.34, 2375.36, 2376.35,
2391.35, 2396.35, 2402.36, 2410.34,
2411.35, 2452.34

Requests that the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test be removed from all areas, not only
targeted growth areas.

The support for extending certain elements of the proposed Item 15 City Plan changes to other
parts of the city is acknowledged.

No

The changes proposed for the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) including the introduction of the
Neighbourhood elements overlay code and removal of the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test were recommended following detailed technical planning investigations.
This work was specifically brought forward for the TGA, by applying the Building Height
Application Methodology which has been developed to review building heights and in response
to community feedback following the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation.
Without this evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be inappropriate to extend these
policy decisions city-wide at this time.
2057.2

Opposes the proposed change, requesting that the 50
per cent building height exceedance test be reinstated.

2061.12, 2062.11, 2096.21, 2097.21,
2098.21, 2099.21, 2100.21, 2101.21,
2102.21, 2103.21, 2104.21, 2105.21,
2106.21, 2107.21, 2108.21, 2109.21,
2110.21, 2111.21, 2112.21, 2126.21,
2173.25, 2179.32, 2200.21, 2201.21,
2202.21, 2204.21, 2205.21, 2206.21,
2208.21, 2209.21, 2210.21, 2211.21,
2212.21, 2213.21, 2214.21, 2215.21,
2216.21, 2217.21, 2220.21, 2223.25,
2224.25, 2225.25, 2226.25, 2227.25,
2234.25, 2235.25, 2247.21, 2248.21,
2249.32, 2250.32, 2251.32, 2252.32,
2253.32, 2254.32, 2255.32, 2256.32,
2257.32, 2258.32, 2259.32, 2260.32,

Supports the proposed change, recommending that it be The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
No
expanded city-wide with height limits being specific and
enforceable without exceptions.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test, which applies to the city's more intense urban
areas was introduced with the City Plan in 2016, as a defensible provision in a performancebased planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this provision, there was no maximum cap on
the heights that could be proposed (other than the flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).
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The change was proposed in response to submissions and provides greater confidence to the
community about building height outcomes that can be expected within the Targeted Growth
Area. It is noted that the 50% exceedance only applies in limited circumstances in other parts of
the city.

The changes proposed for the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), including the introduction of the
Neighbourhood elements overlay code and removal of the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test, were recommended following detailed technical planning investigations.
This work was specifically brought forward for the TGA, by applying the Building Height
Application Methodology, which was developed to review building heights and in response to

No

Submission point number

2261.32, 2262.32, 2263.32, 2289.32,
2290.21, 2291.21, 2296.21, 2297.21,
2303.21, 2304.21, 2305.21, 2309.21,
2312.21, 2316.21, 2327.21, 2329.21,
2330.21, 2331.21, 2332.21, 2333.21,
2334.21, 2335.21, 2336.21, 2337.21,
2338.21, 2339.21, 2341.21, 2342.21,
2343.21, 2344.21, 2345.21, 2346.21,
2347.21, 2353.21, 2354.21, 2355.21,
2356.21, 2357.21, 2358.21, 2359.21,
2360.21, 2361.21, 2365.21, 2366.21,
2367.21, 2368.21, 2369.21, 2370.21,
2371.21, 2374.21, 2375.21, 2376.21,
2377.21, 2378.21, 2379.21, 2380.21,
2381.21, 2382.21, 2383.21, 2384.21,
2385.21, 2386.21, 2387.21, 2388.21,
2389.21, 2390.21, 2391.21, 2392.21,
2393.21, 2394.21, 2395.21, 2396.21,
2397.21, 2398.21, 2399.21, 2400.21,
2402.21, 2410.21, 2411.21, 2414.32,
2415.32, 2416.32, 2417.32, 2418.32,
2419.32, 2420.32, 2421.32, 2422.32,
2423.32, 2424.32, 2425.32, 2427.32,
2428.32, 2429.32, 2430.32, 2431.32,
2432.32, 2433.32, 2455.32, 2435.32,
2451.15, 2452.21
2071.5

Point of submission

Response

community feedback following the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation.
Without this evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be inappropriate to extend these
policy decisions city-wide at this time.

Supports the proposed change in part, requesting that it The support for extending certain elements of the proposed Item 15 City Plan changes to other
No
be extended to Palm Beach and that density should also parts of the city is acknowledged.
be included in the same way.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test, which applies to the city's more intense urban
areas, was introduced with the City Plan in 2016 as a defensible provision in a performancebased planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this provision, there was no maximum cap on
the heights that could be proposed (other than the flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).
The changes proposed for the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), including the introduction of the
Neighbourhood elements overlay code and removal of the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test, were recommended following detailed technical planning investigations.
This work was specifically brought forward for the TGA, by applying the Building Height
Application Methodology which was developed to review building heights and in response to
community and industry feedback following the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation.
Without this evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be inappropriate to extend these
policy decisions city-wide at this time.
It should be noted that the new Low-medium density residential zone and the Low density
residential zone located in Palm Beach and across the city are not subject to the 50 per cent
building height exceedance test.
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Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Results
in a
change?

2085.2

Supports the proposed change as residents need
certainty with regulated building heights.

No

2155.3

Supports the proposed change, requesting that Council The support for extending certain elements of the proposed Item 15 City Plan changes to other
No
commit to applying the Neighbourhood elements overlay parts of the city is acknowledged.
to other residential areas.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test, which applies to the city's more intense urban
areas, was introduced with the City Plan in 2016 as a defensible provision in a performancebased planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this provision, there was no maximum cap on
the heights that could be proposed (other than the flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).
The changes proposed for the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), including the introduction of the
Neighbourhood elements overlay code and removal of the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test, were recommended following detailed technical planning investigations.
This work was specifically brought forward for the TGA, by applying the Building Height
Application Methodology which was developed to review building heights and in response to
community and industry feedback following the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation.
Without this evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be inappropriate to extend these
policy decisions city-wide at this time.

2229.21, 2231.21, 2232.21

Recommends that it be expanded city-wide with height
The support for extending certain elements of the proposed Item 15 City Plan changes to other
limits being specific and enforceable without exceptions. parts of the city is acknowledged.

No

The 50 per cent building height exceedance test, which applies to the city's more intense urban
areas, was introduced with the City Plan in 2016 as a defensible provision in a performancebased planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this provision, there was no maximum cap on
the heights that could be proposed (other than the flight path limitations into Gold Coast Airport).
The changes proposed for the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), including the introduction of the
Neighbourhood elements overlay code and removal of the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test, were recommended following detailed technical planning investigations.
This work was specifically brought forward for the TGA, by applying the Building Height
Application Methodology which was developed to review building heights and in response to
community and industry feedback following the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation.
Without this evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be inappropriate to extend these
policy decisions city-wide at this time
2265.2

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2445.13

Removing the 50 per cent building height uplift test is
contrary to the principles of performance-based
planning.

The adopted Building Height Application Methodology has been used, by applying the seven
endorsed building height principles to benchmark and review the building height allocations in
the Targeted Growth Area (TGA). The proposed building height changes are now reflective of a
researched and robust understanding of the immediate area, with ground truthing and analysis
following Our Plan Round 1 and Round 2 consultation.

No
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The building height outcomes within the TGA are a deliberate and planned outcome, based on
the application of the Building Height Application Methodology.
This approach seeks to provide greater confidence to the community about building height
outcomes that can be expected within the TGA.
This approach is consistent with the legislative framework of the Planning Act 2016 and
principles of a performance-based planning system.
Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (g) Refinements to zoning, building height and residential density in certain locations within Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West. The proposed refinements respond to the local
neighbourhood qualities raised by the community, which were considered through the identification of individual sub areas within each targeted growth area
2002.1, 2011.1, 2030.1, 2031.1,
2032.1, 2033.1, 2034.1, 2035.1,
2036.1, 2037.1, 2160.1

Supports change to amendment.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Further refinements to zoning, building height and residential density were undertaken in certain
locations following Our City Our Plan Round 2 consultation. The proposed refinements will
continue to support a suitable mix of residential intensity in Labrador, Biggera Waters and
Southport West.
These changes were included in the fourth round of public consultation.

2008.1

Opposes reduction in building heights for properties
bounded by Turpin Road, Broad Street, Brisbane Road
and Marine Parade in Labrador. Requests height
designation of 26 metres, as initially proposed.

The 26 metre height designation, as initially advertised during Round 1 of consultation, remains
unchanged. It is noted however, that the area between Brisbane Road and Bath Street,
Labrador has been reduced from 53 metres to 26 metres as part of the proposed Round 4
changes.

Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

2012.10, 2016.10, 2024.3, 2066.8,
2120.5

Growth should be changed to other parts of the city,
such as greenfield areas/expansion areas.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package is one of the projects that form part of the City Plan
Program, which is a schedule of projects that collectively assist in managing the city's growth
benchmarks identified by the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ).

No

The Targeted Growth Areas of Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West are proposed to
accommodate only a portion of the city's future growth. Projects within the City Plan Program will
continue to identify and investigate opportunities for sustainable growth in both the city's
Consolidation and Expansion areas in response to the ShapingSEQ growth benchmarks.
The City Plan provides growth opportunities in the greenfield areas, including Coomera,
Pimpama and Upper Coomera.
2012.2, 2016.2, 2073.2, 2077.3,
2078.6, 2081.5, 2187.2, 2190.2,
2191.2, 2192.2, 2193.2, 2195.2,
2196.2, 2197.2, 2198.2, 2199.2
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Concern about the impact on privacy and
overshadowing.

Potential amenity and privacy impacts are regulated under the City Plan within the zone codes,
the General development code, Multiple accommodation code and High rise accommodation
code. These provisions require development proposals to demonstrate that they will not
unreasonably impact on the amenity and privacy of neighbouring dwellings.

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduces a number of provisions that further
strengthen the protection of amenity including:
•

changes to setback and separation distances; and

•

site context and urban design provisions that require a development to be responsive to
site conditions (e.g. slope) and adjoining properties.

As with the current City Plan, each site is assessed on its individual merits. Not all developments
will achieve the prescribed building height or density when taking into consideration other
development controls, such as setbacks and site cover, communal open space and
landscaping, car parking and shadow provisions.
2012.3, 2016.3, 2077.12, 2077.4,
2078.7, 2078.5, 2081.4, 2094.2,
2159.7, 2166.3, 2167.3, 2187.3,
2190.3, 2191.3, 2192.3, 2193.3,
2195.3, 2196.3, 2197.3, 2198.3,
2199.3, 2277.2, 2277.3, 2440.1

Opposes increased densities and height in Labrador as
there is no need for it and the change will encourage
multiple dwellings which will be inconsistent with the
character.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the TGA were made following consideration of
Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
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Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documentshttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Councilmeetings/Minutes-agendas) (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2012.5, 2016.5, 2066.3, 2073.3,
2073.4, 2077.7, 2078.9, 2120.4,
2159.3, 2159.4, 2167.2, 2179.18,
2187.5, 2190.5, 2191.5, 2192.5,
2193.5, 2195.5, 2196.5, 2197.5,
2198.5, 2199.5, 2249.18, 2250.18,
2251.18, 2252.18, 2253.18, 2254.18,
2255.18, 2256.18, 2257.18, 2258.18,
2259.18, 2260.18, 2261.18, 2262.18,
2263.18, 2289.18, 2414.18, 2415.18,
2416.18, 2417.18, 2418.18, 2419.18,
2420.18, 2421.18, 2422.18, 2423.18,
2424.18, 2425.18, 2427.18, 2428.18,
2429.18, 2430.18, 2431.18, 2432.18,
2433.18, 2455.18, 2435.18, 2436.1,
2446.12, 2447.12, 2448.12, 2449.12,
2450.12

Concern about amenity and liveability impacts,
including:
•

noise

•

pedestrian safety

•

congestion

•

loss of cooling breezes

•

overcrowded amenities and community facilities

•

overloaded schools, public facilities and open
spaces

•

lack of public transport and other essential
infrastructure.

Potential amenity and privacy impacts are regulated under the City Plan within the zone codes,
the General development code, Multiple accommodation code and High rise accommodation
code. These provisions require development proposals to demonstrate that they will not
unreasonably impact on the amenity and privacy of neighbouring dwellings.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduces a number of provisions that further
strengthen the protection of amenity including:
•

changes to setback and separation distances; and

•

site context and urban design provisions that require a development to be responsive to
site conditions (e.g. slope) and adjoining properties.

As with the current City Plan, each site is assessed on its individual merits. Not all developments
will achieve the prescribed building height or density when taking into consideration other
development controls, such as setbacks and site cover, communal open space and
landscaping, car parking and shadow provisions.
The City regularly monitors and manages its demand for trunk infrastructure through its Growth
monitoring program and infrastructure demand modelling. These programs of work are reviewed
periodically to ensure that the city's levels and quality of infrastructure and services meet the
Desired standards of service in the Local Government Infrastructure Plan within the City Plan.
The future demand for trunk infrastructure in these Targeted Growth Areas has not been
incorporated into LGIP 1. A future amendment to the LGIP will consider infrastructure and
service requirements as a result of the TGA proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment
package.
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Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

2012.6, 2016.6, 2066.4, 2073.5,
2077.8, 2078.10, 2120.6

Point of submission

Concern that short-term accommodation will reduce
community cohesion.

Response

The Our City Our Plan amendment package does not promote additional 'short-term
accommodation'. The City Plan currently envisages a mix of tourist accommodation and
residential uses occurring along the coastal tourism/urban strip, predominantly on the eastern
side of the Gold Coast Highway from Coolangatta to Labrador.

Results
in a
change?
No

The proposed Low-medium density residential zone provides housing choice, diversity and
options for all stages of life by accommodating a range of residential activities such as dwelling
houses, dual occupancies, multiple dwellings, rooming accommodation, residential care facilities
and retirement facilities.
It should be noted that development proposals for short-term accommodation will also need to
demonstrate they will not unreasonably impact on the amenity and privacy of neighbouring
dwellings.
2012.9, 2016.9, 2054.1, 2066.7, 2143.2 Concern about the impact on current lifestyle.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA respond to the need for greater housing diversity. Growth
in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle' housing forms,
which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments for the TGA are
intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising established homes,
which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types planned for within the
area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
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•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.
•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow for community input.

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback, and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2024.4

Requests that any increased height and density in
Labrador, Biggera Waters and Chirn Park be located in
the waterfront areas of these suburbs.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Plan-
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Yes

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documentshttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Councilmeetings/Minutes-agendas (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback, and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2024.5, 2173.7, 2223.7, 2224.7,
Concentrating the city's growth in three suburbs is
2225.7, 2226.7, 2227.7, 2234.7, 2235.7 unsustainable and conflicts with ShapingSEQ.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package is one of the projects that form part of the City Plan
Program, which is a schedule of projects to collectively assist in managing the city's growth
benchmarks identified by South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ).

No

The Targeted Growth Areas of Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West are proposed to
accommodate only a portion of the city's future growth. Projects within the City Plan program will
identify and investigate opportunities for sustainable growth within both the city's Consolidation
and Expansion areas in response to the ShapingSEQ growth benchmarks.
2024.8, 2087.6, 2265.9

Concerned that the height and density changes will
increase population and therefore require additional
schools, which the area cannot accommodate.

The Targeted Growth Areas identified in the Our City Our Plan amendments were informed by
infrastructure considerations and the consideration of accessibility to services and amenity.
These considerations are necessary to appropriately locate growth within the city.

No

2024.9

Suggests that the proposed changes be put on hold
pending a comprehensive plan that aligns with
the ShapingSEQ.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
2042.1

Requests that the building height designation for
Labrador Park Shopping Centre and adjoining
properties be changed to 26 metres.

The zoning, building height and residential density of Neighbourhood centre zone land was not
reviewed, as the policy intent for this land remains unchanged.

No

2042.4

Requests that Labrador Park Shopping Centre and
adjoining properties be added to the Centre zone.

This request falls outside the scope of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.

No

2042.5

Requests that Labrador Park Shopping Centre and
adjoining properties be given a residential density of
RD6.

The zoning, building height and residential density of Neighbourhood centre zoned land was not
reviewed, as the policy intent for this land remains unchanged.

No

The City Plan maintains that neighbourhood centres accommodate small-scale convenience
shopping, offices, services and other uses that support the surrounding community. It is noted
that the Labrador Park Shopping Centre has an existing Residential density of one dwelling per
400 square metres.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2043.1

Point of submission

Opposes changes to the amendment to densities and
heights for Biggera Waters, suggests retaining
amendment as originally notified.

Response

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.

Results
in a
change?
Yes

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documentshttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Councilmeetings/Minutes-agendas) (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback, and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2057.1
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Opposes the proposed changes to height, density and
The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
zone for 5 Chirn Crescent, requesting the height, density residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
and zoning proposed in Round 1 be reinstated.
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map

This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

Parts of City Plan
changed

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2061.17, 2062.16, 2096.16, 2097.16,
2098.16, 2099.16, 2100.16, 2101.16,
2102.16, 2103.16, 2104.16, 2105.16,
2106.16, 2107.16, 2108.16, 2109.16,
2110.16, 2111.16, 2112.16, 2126.16,
2173.19, 2189.18, 2200.16, 2201.16,
2202.16, 2204.16, 2205.16, 2206.16,
2208.16, 2209.16, 2210.16, 2211.16,
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Supports the proposed change, recommending that the The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
same consideration of local neighbourhood qualities
study for other suburbs of the Gold Coast be undertaken It should be noted that the City continues to undertake localised investigations such as the
or the reinstatement of Local Area Plans.
Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project, which are
undertaken to inform City Plan amendments. The City Plan continues to provide localised
controls even though these are not included as Local Area Plans.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

2212.16, 2213.16, 2214.16, 2215.16,
2216.16, 2217.16, 2220.16, 2223.19,
2224.19, 2225.19, 2226.19, 2227.19,
2234.19, 2235.19, 2247.16, 2248.16,
2290.16, 2291.16, 2296.16, 2297.16,
2303.16, 2304.16, 2305.16, 2309.16,
2312.16, 2316.16, 2327.16, 2329.16,
2330.16, 2331.16, 2332.16, 2333.16,
2334.16, 2335.16, 2336.16, 2337.16,
2338.16, 2339.16, 2341.16, 2342.16,
2343.16, 2344.16, 2345.16, 2346.16,
2347.16, 2353.16, 2355.16, 2356.16,
2357.16, 2358.16, 2359.16, 2361.16,
2365.16, 2366.16, 2367.16, 2368.16,
2369.16, 2370.16, 2371.16, 2374.16,
2375.16, 2376.16, 2377.16, 2378.16,
2379.16, 2380.16, 2381.16, 2382.16,
2383.16, 2384.16, 2385.16, 2386.16,
2387.16, 2388.16, 2389.16, 2390.16,
2391.16, 2392.16, 2393.16, 2394.16,
2395.16, 2396.16, 2397.16, 2398.16,
2399.16, 2400.16, 2402.16, 2410.16,
2411.16, 2413.12, 2452.16
2068.1

Response

Results
in a
change?

inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.

Opposes the proposed reduction in densities as they will
not achieve growth targets set out in the SEQ Regional
Plan and suggesting that 103 Olsen Avenue (Lot 2 on
RP230316) be included in the High density residential
zone or increase its proposed density and height.

No changes were proposed to density or height for 103 Olsen Avenue as part of the changes to No
the Our City Our Plan Amendment package. The initial amendments proposed to increase the
density of the subject site from RD3 to RD5 and increase the designated height from 9 metres to
12 metres remain.
The zoning was changed from Medium to Low-medium density residential as part of the
changes to the amendment. It should be noted that this change does not affect the proposed
density designation of RD5, which would accommodate one bedroom per 50 squares metres of
site area. This is an increase from the existing RD3 designation, which would accommodate one
dwelling per 250 square metres.

2070.11

Concern that no consideration has been given to the
welfare of residents in affected areas.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA are consistent with the approach to managing growth
currently described in the Strategic framework in section 3.2.2:
'Urban renewal and transformation will see an intentional city shape emerge. Growth and
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in a
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development will be concentrated in an integrated network of well serviced urban places –
places with good access to public transport, services and infrastructure assets, or places where
improvements to public transport provide a catalyst for mixed use development and higher
density living. Our city shape will be characterised by a diversity of well-connected, liveable
urban places and business efficiency and productivity. Avoiding sprawl outside our urban areas
will protect our world-class environment and spectacular scenic amenity and help to ensure our
investment in public infrastructure is environmentally and financially sustainable'.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow for community input.

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2070.3, 2228.8, 2236.5

Suggests Council confirm sufficient infrastructure is
available to accommodate planned densities.

The identification of Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West as Targeted Growth Areas
(TGA) was informed by analysing where growth could be located to leverage existing
infrastructure, based on the first Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP 1). This factor was
used as one input, amongst a range of other relevant strategic planning considerations.
The future demand for trunk infrastructure in the TGA has not been incorporated into LGIP 1. A
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future amendment to the LGIP will consider infrastructure and service requirements as a result
of the TGA proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
Should development proceed as planned in the identified TGA, funding for infrastructure to
accommodate the additional development will be proposed through the City's capital
expenditure program.
2070.8, 2073.1, 2087.2, 2166.4

Raises concern about impacts on property values and
increases in the cost of rates for properties in the area.

Land use planning decisions are not influenced by potential increases or decreases in property
values or changes in rateable values.

No

2070.9

Opposes a lack of planning generally.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
2073.10, 2131.2

Raises concern that the State Government has not
identified a need for changes to the City Plan to
accommodate population growth.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
2073.11, 2074.5, 2077.11, 2078.12,
2187.8, 2190.8, 2191.8, 2192.8,
2193.8, 2195.8, 2196.8, 2197.8,
2198.8, 2199.8

Concern about loss of trees and vegetation, including
impacts on nesting and drought-affected birds and the
general welfare and health of citizens.

Vegetation and wildlife habitat are protected in the City Plan through the Environmental
significance overlay code and Vegetation management code. There will be no changes to the
Environmental significance overlay code in the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) in the Our City
Our Plan amendment package.
To address community concern regarding loss of trees in the TGA, the City has introduced a
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new Neighbourhood elements overlay. Specifically, a range of new provisions are included to
ensure future development within the TGA maintains the existing green and leafy
neighbourhood qualities. This will be achieved through:
•

requiring existing street trees to be maintained, wherever possible

•

new street trees to be planted

•

specific landscape provisions for identified future green streets within the
neighbourhoods.

As part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package included in the fourth round of
consultation, amendments have been made to landscaping and deep planting provisions, which
are intended to:
•

promote mature tree growth (and canopy trees)

•

soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas

•

reinforce a green streetscape

•

provide shade

•

retain existing vegetation where possible.

Further information regarding the landscaping and deep planting policy, including subsequent
improvements to the policy provisions is provided in the report titled 'Attachment 5.1 – Setbacks
and site layout – Review of deep planning provisions' (see documents below the Round 4, Item
15c heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).
2073.12, 2167.6, 2170.5, 2187.9,
Loss of single dwellings in the area will reduce its
2190.9, 2191.9, 2192.9, 2193.9,
attractiveness to families and general liveability.
2195.9, 2196.9, 2197.9, 2198.9, 2199.9

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA are consistent with the approach to managing growth
currently described in the Strategic framework in section 3.2.2:
'Urban renewal and transformation will see an intentional city shape emerge. Growth and
development will be concentrated in an integrated network of well serviced urban places –
places with good access to public transport, services and infrastructure assets, or places where
improvements to public transport provide a catalyst for mixed use development and higher
density living. Our city shape will be characterised by a diversity of well-connected, liveable
urban places and business efficiency and productivity. Avoiding sprawl outside our urban areas
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will protect our world-class environment and spectacular scenic amenity and help to ensure our
investment in public infrastructure is environmentally and financially sustainable'.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity for
all parts of the community.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow for community input.

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2073.14, 2170.1, 2414.46, 2415.46,
2441.1

Concern that the State Government has identified an
oversupply of industrial land on the Gold Coast.

The State government's Land Supply and Development Monitoring Report (2019) estimates that No
there is approximately 38 years of industrial land supply remaining across the city. Detailed
investigations by the City officers indicate that this supply is lower, particularly for some types of
land, such as Low impact industry zoned land.

2073.15, 2170.3, 2441.2

Recommends that industrial areas be redeveloped for
residential purposes.

Industrial land plays an important role in providing employment opportunities throughout the city. No
It provides an important role in locating uses that may not be suitable in other zones, including
Low and medium impact industry, service industries and a broad range of other uses that are
not suitable in other zones.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

For this reason, the industrial lands were not included within the Targeted Growth Areas study
boundaries.
2073.16, 2074.1

Opposed to the planned amendments to building
heights and density for the Southport area.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
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Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
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Building height overlay
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Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

2073.7

Point of submission

Raises concern about impacts of increased numbers of
pedestrians, including noise, rubbish generation and
general activity.

Response

Potential amenity and privacy impacts and rubbish requirements are regulated under the City
Plan within the zone codes, the General development code, Multiple accommodation code and
High rise accommodation code. These provisions require development proposals to
demonstrate that they will not unreasonably impact on the amenity and privacy of neighbouring
dwellings. The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduces a number of provisions
that further strengthen the protection of amenity including:
•

changes to setback and separation distances; and

•

site context and urban design provisions that require a development to be responsive to
site conditions (e.g. slope) and adjoining properties.

Results
in a
change?
No

As with the current City Plan, each site is assessed on its individual merits. Not all developments
will achieve the prescribed building height or density when taking into consideration other
development controls, such as setbacks and site cover, communal open space and
landscaping, car parking and shadow provisions.
2073.9

Opposes council granting relaxations to prescribed
building and wall heights.

State legislation requires Council to assess applications objectively against the City Plan.

No

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility. Planning schemes in Queensland do this by
including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually as Required outcomes or Acceptable
outcomes within codes) associated with performance-based provisions (Performance outcomes,
Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the performance-based
provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with City Plan, as per the State
legislation.
2074.3

Raises concern about the impacts on parking issues
and vehicle safety

To manage the increase in traffic congestion forecast over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims No
to provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria
for selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was that they have access to high-frequency public
transport, providing residents with the option of alternative means of transport.
The City's key focus remains on prioritising safety, mobility and public transport to ensure
streets, centres and neighbourhoods are well designed.

2074.6, 2077.13, 2078.14, 2081.6,
2085.7, 2187.10, 2190.10, 2191.10,
2192.10, 2193.10, 2195.10, 2196.10,
2197.10, 2198.10, 2199.10, 2265.4

Opposed to focusing growth into the locality. Growth
should be distributed across the city.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
2074.7

Concern that zoning in the proposed amendments do
not take adequate account of recently completed
development and developments under construction.

Areas for growth have been identified due to their central location, proximity to services, amenity Yes
and employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned infrastructure.

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps

The rate of change in the TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors,
such as supply and demand.

Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

2075.1, 2083.1, 2138.1

Opposes the proposed reduction in height for the area
west of Back Street, Biggera Waters (also known as
Lands End) as inconsistent with objectives to provide for
population increase through increased heights and
densities and not in keeping with the proposed changes
to the surrounding area.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
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It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documentshttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-ourcity/City-Plan-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-OurPlan-Major-Update-2-3-documents Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2076.1

Objection to proposed increases in residential density
and building height in Biggera Waters, Runaway Bay
and Anglers Paradise on grounds of inconsistency with
the following:
•

the City's current Road Safety Plan and Road
Network Plan

•

the National Road Safety Strategy 2011-2020

•

Safe System in the Planning Process 2015

•

road safety and capacity issues in the current
networks

•

pedestrian and cyclist safety issues in the
current networks

•

existing car parking issues.

The submission recommends:
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•

a comprehensive area-wide transport study
within the area bounded by Pine Ridge Road,
Lae Drive and Brisbane Road

•

making non-car-based travel to and from the
proposed areas of densification a viable
alternative

•

consideration of a range of other demand
management alternatives.

The City acknowledges that efficient access and connectivity is essential to any liveable city and No
that there are many causes of congestion which require a mix of solutions to address.
To manage the increase in traffic congestion forecast over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims
to provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria
for selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was that they have access to high-frequency public
transport, therefore providing residents with the option of alternative means of transport and are
close to major employment centres and services.
The City's key focus remains on prioritising safety, mobility and public transport to ensure
streets, centres and neighbourhoods are well designed.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2080.1, 2080.2

Point of submission

Opposes proposed changes to 61 and 63 Whiting St,
Labrador.

Response

In consideration of submissions from Round 2 of consultation, a further review of zoning,
building heights and densities was carried out in some locations in the TGA. The review further
refines at a local level, the previous planning investigations.

Results
in a
change?
Yes

Parts of City Plan
changed
Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map

Based on this latest review, the building height of 61 Whiting Street was reduced from 26m (as
advertised during Round 2) to 17m. The change in height provides a gentler height transition to
properties immediately West of 61 Whiting street, which maintain a building height of 9m. This
proposed refinement was advertised as part of Round 4 of consultation.

Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Details of the proposed changes advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documentshttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Councilmeetings/Minutes-agendas (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2081.1

Opposes rezoning and building height increases at
Echlin Street, Labrador.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
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Parts of City Plan
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It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2087.1, 2114.1, 2159.1

Opposed to the planned amendments to building
heights and density for the Labrador, Southport and
Chirn Park areas.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
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topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2087.4, 2167.5, 2438.1

Council has not addressed flooding and drainage issues Parts of the Targeted Growth Areas, as with many other parts of the Gold Coast, are subject to
identified during Round 1 submissions.
flood risks.

No

Through detailed flood modelling, mapping, planning, mitigation and managing the stormwater
network, the City is committed to protecting the Gold Coast's built and natural environment
against flooding risks.
The City Plan includes mapping which identifies the flood planning level across the city and
identifies hazard areas that are subject to flood.
Any new development on land that is identified within the flood planning level map is subject to
assessment against the necessary provisions in the City Plan Flood overlay code.
The purpose of the Flood overlay code is to regulate development occurring in flood-affected
areas to ensure development does not cause, increase or have cumulative potential to cause or
increase, the risks and/or hazards associated with flooding.
2094.1

Opposed to the changes in Labrador and specifically
requests the blocks between Muir Street and Turpin
Street be rezoned Low density residential. The changes
appear to be a developer-led initiative rather than an
initiative for the people of Gold Coast.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
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developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
This review recommended no further allocations of the Low density residential zone or the
traditional residential area provision. However, the review reduced building heights between
Muir Street and Turpin Road to provide appropriate transitions with surrounding
neighbourhoods.
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2113.1

Partially supports the changes to Anne Street, Southport The City acknowledges that efficient access and connectivity is essential to any liveable city and No
but is concerned about the traffic impacts and the safety that there are many causes of congestion which require a mix of solutions to address.
of pedestrians.
To manage the increase in traffic congestion forecast over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims
to provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria
for selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was that they have access to high-frequency public
transport, providing residents with the option of alternative means of transport.
The City's priorities remain focussed on safety, mobility and public transport to ensure streets,
centres and neighbourhoods are well designed.

2117.1

Building height along Marine Parade, Biggera Waters
should not be increased from seven storeys due to
traffic-related constraints.

The City acknowledges that efficient access and connectivity is essential to any liveable city and No
that there are many causes of congestion which require a mix of solutions to address.
To manage the increase in traffic congestion forecast over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims
to provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria
for selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was that they have access to high-frequency public
transport, that provides residents with the option of alternative means of transport.
The City's priorities remain focussed on safety, mobility and public transport to ensure streets,
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centres and neighbourhoods are well designed.
The planning investigation that informed the changed heights and densities for Round 2 of
consultation is available at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Councilmeetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting
adopted report - Part 10, dated 4 December 2019), Attachment K.
At the completion of Round 2 of consultation, further fine-grained planning investigations were
completed, including a review of submissions from Round 2. The review recommended reducing
certain building heights along Marine Parade to provide appropriate transitions with surrounding
neighbourhoods. These refinements were endorsed by Council in February 2021, with the
changes included in the fourth round of public consultation.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
2120.3, 2173.5, 2223.5, 2224.5,
Opposes high rise and growth in Labrador due to
2225.5, 2226.5, 2227.5, 2234.5, 2235.5 impacts such as overshadowing, congestion, loss of
character and degradation of Loders Creek and wildlife.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) were made
following consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
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It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents(Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
Vegetation and wildlife habitat are protected in the City Plan through the Environmental
significance overlay code. There are no changes to the Environmental significance overlay code
proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
Protection of key waterways, such as Loders Creek and the Broadwater will not be affected as a
result of the proposed amendments to the City Plan. The City Plan assists in regulating future
development. This includes requirements on setbacks to waterways; stormwater quality;
wastewater management; and erosion and sediment control. These regulations remain
applicable to the TGA.
2121.1

Requests that Meyer Street, Tueslay Court, Tueslay
Easement, Royal Palm Court and Sandy Court,
Southport be redesignated with a low-medium building
height due to constraints.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) were made
following consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
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City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
The holistic review of zoning, height and density within the TGA from the second and fourth
round of consultation has sought to balance fine-grain local planning outcomes with the much
broader city-wide growth challenge.
This review also sought to ensure that the City Plan is facilitating housing diversity and choice
within the city.
This is necessary to ensure growth is appropriately managed and allocated throughout the TGA
and the city.
2129.1
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Opposes the proposed changes for Clam Street,
Runaway Bay, requesting the submitter's Round 1
submission be reviewed again, that the Low density
residential zone be reinstated with a maximum building
height of 9 metres and density of RD1 and that
Runaway Bay be removed from the Targeted Growth
Area. The basis for these requests includes:

The proposed zoning, building height and residential densities for this area were reviewed
based on localised planning considerations and community feedback. The City considered
transitions having regard to topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and
streetscape character.
The City determined that the zoning, building heights and residential density, as presented
during Round 2 are appropriate considering:

•

road network capacity and overflow car parking
issues of Clam Street

•

consistent feedback that more intensive development should be located towards the
Broadwater;

•

only one higher density development exists in
Clam Street

•

the area is in a walkable catchment, with access to high frequency public transport and
the Broadwater.

•

the Low-medium residential density zone built
form and character Overall outcomes undermine Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in

No

Parts of City Plan
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Submission point number

Point of submission

the land use Overall outcomes and are
inappropriate for Clam Street
•

the Flood overlay code will increase building
heights.

Suggests increased density should be focused in close
proximity to centres and high-frequency public transport,
investigating increasing density of aged care facilities
and investigating reshaping High, Medium and Lowmedium zones to follow Brisbane Road.

Response

Results
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Parts of City Plan
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Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The City Plan is responsible for managing the impacts of development, including car parking
demand generated by new development in the city. The Transport code within the City Plan
requires new development to provide off-street car parking to meet the demand likely to be
generated by that particular development.
This policy approach aims to ensure that new development provides its car parking off-street,
rather than relying on on-street car parking.
In the case of residential development (excluding Dwelling houses and Dual occupancies), the
City Plan requires both resident and visitor parking spaces to be provided off-street, ensuring
that new development does not unreasonably impact upon the amenity of neighbourhoods.
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
The City has considered all submissions received and proposes to progress with the
amendment for the reasons identified.

2130.1

Raises concern that public submissions from Round 1
requesting heights and densities be reduced have not
be taken into consideration and suggests that the
targeted growth areas do not meet the State
Government's criteria for identified growth areas.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) were made
following consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
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The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
The identified TGA, which include Biggera Waters, Labrador, Southport and parts of Runaway
Bay, are a key element in responding to the future growth benchmarks. These areas were
identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range of services, amenity,
employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned infrastructure.
These areas are proposed to accommodate only a portion of the city's future growth. The City
will continue to investigate opportunities for growth in the City Plan through projects such as the
Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project in both the City's
Consolidation and Expansion areas in response to the ShapingSEQ growth benchmarks.
2131.3, 2287.1, 2288.2, 2446.8,
2447.8, 2448.8, 2449.8, 2450.8

Concern that an oversupply of redevelopment land will
lead to 'land-banking', poor building upkeep and failed
developments, which are not conducive to robust
integrated communities.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's dwelling supply benchmarks, the City will continue to
investigate areas as part of the City Plan Program. Changes as a result of these investigations
will be implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of
future growth areas will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated
growth through infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable
lifestyle.
The City cannot force development to occur however, the City Plan provides the policy
framework establishing where certain types of development is encouraged and can be
considered.
In relation to concerns over maintenance of property, please note that owners of private and
commercial property must keep their land clear of pest plants, weeds and undergrowth.
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There are numerous inconsistencies in how the
proposed changes have been applied.

Response

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
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built form.
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This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

Parts of City Plan
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To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2133.1
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The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
Turpin Road and the west side of Wilson Street, either
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
side of the low density corridor, be reduced to 12 metres consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
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This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
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Residential density
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To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2134.1, 2166.1

Requests that the 'lady named streets' be retained for
Low density residential.

A further detailed planning review has been carried out for some areas south of Minnie Street,
Southport, which has considered submissions from Round 2 of consultation.
This review found that the Low-medium density zoning is appropriate for the area and that no
further allocations of Low density residential zone in the Southport West Targeted Growth Area
are warranted. It is noted however, that the zoning has been reduced from Medium residential
zone to Low-medium density residential zone for properties east of Joan Street, Southport.
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The proposed zoning, building height and residential density for this area supports gentle and
modest housing choice options, whilst providing an appropriate built form transition to those
areas with increased building height to the North of the Low-medium density residential zoned
area.
It is also noted that the detailed review has proposed reducing heights from 16m to 12m in the
area between Melinda Street and Eileen Avenue, Southport. This proposed change was
advertised during Round 4 of consultation.
2135.2, 2143.3

Remains opposed to height and densities proposed in
the amendment package.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
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areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Coun0cil-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2135.4

Recommends that the City Plan includes more
traditional residential areas.

As presented during Round 2 of consultation, the City proposed to introduce a Traditional
residential area provision, which specifically applies to an area within the Southport West
Targeted Growth Area.

No

This acknowledges the predominant architectural style in that area is an important
neighbourhood quality that should be protected as growth and more diverse dwellings are
delivered in surrounding locations.
Other sub-areas were investigated in relation to their existing architectural style; however, no
other areas were identified as containing the necessary and predominant values to warrant
broad application of the Traditional residential area provision.
Zoning, building height and residential density was further reviewed to better account for certain
localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City Our Plan
Round 2 consultation. This review recommended no further allocations of the Traditional
residential area provision.
In response the City proposes to progress the amendment with the Traditional residential areas
as currently mapped on the Neighbourhood elements overlay.
2139.1

Opposes the proposed changes as it will destroy the
amenity of the area. There is no capacity within the
schools, there is insufficient public transport, there are
no job opportunities and it will cause overcrowding.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
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City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Coun0cil-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer
to the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areas https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2159.10, 2446.19, 2447.19, 2448.19,
2449.19, 2450.19

Recommends an integrated approach to reliable public
transport options.

The City acknowledges that efficient access and connectivity is essential to any liveable city and No
that there are many causes of congestion which require a mix of solutions to address.
To manage the increase in traffic and parking over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims to
provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria for
selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was that they have access to high-frequency public
transport that provides residents with the option of alternative means of transport.
The City's priorities remain focussed on safety, mobility and public transport to ensure streets,
centres and neighbourhoods are well designed.

2159.11

Suggests Council liaise with all levels of government
across agencies and private sector agencies to ensure
investment and delivery of infrastructure is proportionally
increased.

The identification of Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West Targeted Growth Areas
(TGA) were informed by analysing where growth could be located to leverage existing
infrastructure, based on the City's first Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP 1). This
factor was used as one input, amongst a range of other relevant strategic planning
considerations.
The future demand for trunk infrastructure in the TGA has not been incorporated into LGIP 1. A
future amendment to the LGIP will consider infrastructure and service requirements as a result
of the TGA proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
Should development proceed as planned in the identified TGA, funding for infrastructure to
accommodate the additional development will be proposed through the city's capital expenditure
program.
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2159.12

Suggests Council should undertake local planning
across the city.

The City continues to undertake local area investigations and planning, which inform City Plan
amendments. The City Plan continues to provide localised controls even though these aren't
included as Local Area Plans.

No

2159.8, 2179.21, 2249.21, 2250.21,
2251.21, 2252.21, 2253.21, 2254.21,
2255.21, 2256.21, 2257.21, 2258.21,
2259.21, 2260.21, 2261.21, 2262.21,
2263.21, 2289.21, 2414.21, 2415.21,
2416.21, 2417.21, 2418.21, 2419.21,
2420.21, 2421.21, 2422.21, 2423.21,
2424.21, 2425.21, 2427.21, 2428.21,
2429.21, 2430.21, 2431.21, 2432.21,
2433.21, 2455.21, 2435.21

Suggests that until infrastructure has been put in place,
these areas should be removed for growth so as to plan
for liveability success not failure.

The Targeted Growth Areas identified in the Our City Our Plan amendments were informed by
infrastructure considerations and the consideration of accessibility to services and amenity.
These considerations are necessary to appropriately locate growth within the city.

No

2159.9, 2179.20, 2249.20, 2250.20,
2251.20, 2252.20, 2253.20, 2254.20,
2255.20, 2256.20, 2257.20, 2258.20,
2259.20, 2260.20, 2261.20, 2262.20,
2263.20, 2289.20, 2414.20, 2415.20,
2416.20, 2417.20, 2418.20, 2419.20,
2420.20, 2421.20, 2422.20, 2423.20,
2424.20, 2425.20, 2427.20, 2428.20,
2429.20, 2430.20, 2431.20, 2432.20,
2433.20, 2455.20, 2435.20, 2446.18,
2447.18, 2448.18, 2449.18, 2450.18

Requests that the proposed growth be staggered and
extended across the whole of the city. This proposed
change will have a significant impact on the character
and amenity of suburbs.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package is one of the amendment packages amongst a
schedule of amendments to the City Plan that collectively assist in managing the City's growth
benchmarks identified by the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ).

No

The Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) of Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West are
proposed to accommodate only a portion of the city's future growth. The City will continue to
investigate opportunities for growth as part of the City Plan program, in both the City's
Consolidation and Expansion areas, in response to the ShapingSEQ growth benchmarks.
This is the City's response to appropriate growth management and includes facilitating the
'missing middle' typologies promoted by ShapingSEQ.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to impact assessment which
requires community consultation.

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
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2167.7
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Response

Recommends that changes to Low density residential
areas should not occur until development opportunities
in areas within the High density residential zone are fully
exhausted.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
This is the City's response to appropriate growth management and facilitating the 'missing
middle' housing typologies promoted by ShapingSEQ.
2169.1

Objects to building heights of 26 metres for the area
bounded by Penrock Parade, Broad Street, Billington
Street and Turpin Road, Labrador, because the site is
on an escarpment in full view of lower areas of
Labrador. Recommends that building heights are
reduced to 16 metres.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
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December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
The review reduced building heights immediately north and south of Penrock Parade Road to
provide appropriate transitions to surrounding neighbourhoods.
2173.6, 2223.6, 2224.6, 2225.6,
2226.6, 2234.6, 2235.6

Frank Street should not turn into a canyon of block high
rises as this currently consists of small family homes.

Building height transitions along Frank Street, Labrador were reviewed to assess the sense of
enclosure and dominance of built form along street fronts (sometimes referred to as
'canyoning'). Based on this assessment, building heights on the western side of Frank Street
were reduced.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also proposes a number of changes to setback and
separation distances, which will require taller buildings to be set back further from the street and
reduce building dominance.
The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador (including Frank Street) and Southport West, are a key element in responding
to the future growth benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location,
proximity to a wide range of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both
existing and planned infrastructure. Frank Street, Labrador is an area particularly suitable for
growth due to its access to infrastructure, services and proximity to areas of high amenity value
such as the Broadwater.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, with existing housing
forms in the area, including established homes and 'walk-up' apartments expected to remain
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within the mix of compatible housing types planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community (refer below for further
details about proposed changes around Frank Street, Labrador).

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to impact assessment which
requires public notification that allows for community input.

Potential amenity and privacy impacts are regulated under the City Plan within the zone codes,
the General development code, Multiple accommodation code and High rise accommodation
code. These provisions require development proposals to demonstrate that they will not
unreasonably impact on the amenity and privacy of neighbouring dwellings.
As with the current City Plan, each site is assessed on its individual merits. Not all developments
will achieve the prescribed building height or density when taking into consideration other
development controls, such as setbacks and site cover, communal open space and
landscaping, car parking and shadow provisions.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2177.1

Requests that 54-60 Government Road and 77-79
Broad Street, Labrador (being Lots 1,2,3,13,14 & 15
RP3220) be designated with a 26-metre building height
and a RD7 residential density, consistent with the land
to the east.

A further detailed planning review was carried out, which included a review of heights for the
area detailed in your submission. The review found that on balance, the building height of 9
metres in this area is appropriate, considering the local road environment and topography to the
south-west.
Based on this review, no further changes are recommended on the block between Wynflo Street
and Government Road and Broad Street.
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2179.16, 2249.16, 2250.16, 2251.16,
2252.16, 2253.16, 2254.16, 2255.16,
2256.16, 2257.16, 2258.16, 2259.16,
2260.16, 2261.16, 2262.16, 2263.16,
2289.16, 2414.16, 2415.16, 2416.16,
2417.16, 2418.16, 2419.16, 2420.16,
2421.16, 2422.16, 2423.16, 2424.16,
2425.16, 2427.16, 2428.16, 2429.16,
2430.16, 2431.16, 2432.16, 2433.16,
2455.16, 2435.16

Point of submission

Supports the proposed change but raises concern that
few properties have retained existing building heights,
with most being significantly increased, and that this will
impact existing suburbs and communities.

Response

Support for the change is acknowledged.

Results
in a
change?
Yes

The proposed building height designations have been reviewed and refined based on localised
planning considerations and community and industry feedback.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-k-item-15-targeted-growth.pdf).

Parts of City Plan
changed
Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2179.17, 2249.17, 2250.17, 2251.17,
2252.17, 2253.17, 2254.17, 2255.17,
2256.17, 2257.17, 2258.17, 2259.17,
2260.17, 2261.17, 2262.17, 2263.17,
2289.17, 2414.17, 2415.17, 2416.17,
2417.17, 2418.17, 2419.17, 2420.17,
2421.17, 2422.17, 2423.17, 2424.17,
2425.17, 2427.17, 2428.17, 2429.17,
2430.17, 2431.17, 2432.17, 2433.17,
2455.17, 2435.17, 2446.11, 2447.11,
2448.11, 2449.11, 2450.11

Raises concern that the proposed heights for the
Targeted Growth Areas are inconsistent with heights for
the rest of the city, taking into account the area's
congested bus system, flooding issues and low
employment rate.

The areas for growth in the Targeted Growth Area (TGA) were identified due to their proximity to Yes
a wide range of services, amenity, employment options and the suitability of both existing and
planned infrastructure. These considerations are necessary to appropriately locate growth within
the city.
The TGA are currently serviced by a number of high-frequency public transport services, as
identified by TransLink, which run to a frequency of better than every 15 minutes between the
hours of 7am and 7pm on weekdays as shown on Figure 28 of the report titled 'Attachment K –
Changes to Our City Our Plan Amendment Package Following Public Consultation – Item 15
Targeted Growth Areas' (see the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting
adopted report - Part 10, dated 4 December
2019: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/pdfs/city-plan/our-city-our-plandocuments/round-2/round-2-attachment-k-item-15-targeted-growth.pdf.
The frequency of these existing services informed the identification of the TGA, when compared
with other parts of the city.
The Targeted Growth Areas have good access to numerous employment areas, including the
Southport CBD, Gold Coast Health and Knowledge Precinct, Harbour Town, and commercial
and industrial areas in Southport, Biggera Waters, Labrador and Ashmore.
These factors support the further intensification of residential activities within the TGA, as part of
the City's plan to appropriately manage growth in accordance with State interests.
Parts of the Targeted Growth Areas, as with many other parts of the Gold Coast, are subject to
flood risks. Through detailed flood modelling, mapping, planning, mitigation and managing the
stormwater network, the City is committed to managing the Gold Coast's built and natural
environment against flooding risks
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
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Submission point number

2179.22, 2249.22, 2250.22, 2251.22,
2252.22, 2253.22, 2254.22, 2255.22,
2256.22, 2257.22, 2258.22, 2259.22,
2260.22, 2261.22, 2262.22, 2263.22,
2289.22, 2414.22, 2415.22, 2416.22,
2417.22, 2418.22, 2419.22, 2420.22,
2421.22, 2422.22, 2423.22, 2424.22,
2425.22, 2427.22, 2428.22, 2429.22,
2430.22, 2431.22, 2432.22, 2433.22,
2455.22, 2435.22

Point of submission

Recommends:
•

that the same consideration of local
neighbourhood qualities study for other suburbs
of the Gold Coast be undertaken or the
reinstatement of Local Area Plans

•

3D mapping be undertaken and easily
accessible to the public to illustrate these
changes and their cumulative impacts.

Response

The request to extend consideration of local neighbourhood qualities for other suburbs is
acknowledged

Results
in a
change?
No

Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.
The reintroduction of Local Areas Plans did not form part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Through the development of City Plan, which commenced in 2016, key provisions
specific to the previous Local Areas Plans (such as character or design elements) were retained
through the zone codes, overlays and, in some cases, specific outcomes within the Strategic
framework.
It should be noted that the City continues to undertake localised investigations, such as the
Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project, which will inform
future City Plan amendments. The City Plan continues to provide localised controls even though
these aren't included as Local Area Plans.
The development of 3D mapping cannot be addressed through this amendment package.

2180.1

Opposed to proposed changes for land at 2-4 and 10-18 The City Plan currently includes three residential focused zones being the Low, Medium and
No
Poinsettia Avenue, Runaway Bay (Lots 1-2 RP116714
High density residential zones. A recent review of the building height and residential densities
and Lots 4-8 RP109658), in particular:
applied to these zones revealed that there was a need to introduce a transitionary zone between
the Low and Medium density residential zones. This was proposed to best describe the
development intent for these areas, based on their current building heights and residential
• change of zoning from Medium density
densities, and to facilitate the 'missing middle' typologies promoted by the South East
residential to Low-medium density residential
Queensland Regional Plan 2017 ShapingSEQ.
• proposed building height of 9 metres.
As a result, the Low-medium density residential zone was introduced and applied to these
areas. The change aims to improve the clarity about the development intensity in these areas
based on their existing building height and residential density designations. The subject sites
identified in the submission currently have:
•

a planned building height of two storeys (9 metres) and

•

a planned residential density of RD3 (one dwelling per 250 square metres).

No changes are proposed to the existing building height and density.
The City Plan does not contemplate increases in building height above those shown on the
Building height overlay map within this zone. This is an intentional policy decision to improve
certainty for the community in these areas.
2182.1

Opposed to proposed changes for land at 13 Canal
Avenue, Runaway Bay (L16 on RP103575), in
particular:
•
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change of zoning from Medium density
residential to Low-medium density residential

The City Plan currently includes three residential focused zones being the Low, Medium and
No
High density residential zones. A recent review of the building height and residential densities
applied to these zones revealed that there was a need to introduce a transitionary zone between
the Low and Medium density residential zones. This was proposed to best describe the
development intent for these areas, based on their current building heights and residential
densities, and to facilitate the 'missing middle' typologies promoted by the South East

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

•

proposed building height of 15 metres

•

proposed density RD5.

Objection based on:
•

proposals above the maximum building height
are prohibited

•

the change compromises the ability to
redevelop the site

•

the change is an adverse planning change that
will reduce the value of the land

•

requests that zoning of all land east of Bayview
Street, south of Jennifer Avenue and north of
Oatland Esplanade to the south, be retained as
medium density residential

•

building height of land east of Bayview Street,
south of Jennifer Ave and north of Oatland
Esplanade to the south, be retained as 15
metres.

Response

Results
in a
change?

Queensland Regional Plan 2017 ShapingSEQ.
As a result, the Low-medium density residential zone was introduced and applied to these
areas. The change aims to improve the clarity about the development intensity in these areas
based on their existing building height and residential density designations.
To improve clarity, the City is now regulating building height in metres only. Areas in the Lowmedium density residential zone that currently have a height designation of 3 storeys and 15
metres have been changed to 12 metres. This is because it was acknowledged that a 15-metre
building height designation could result in five storey buildings, which is not in keeping with the
intended built form for these areas. The 12-metre height designation could support up to three to
four storey high buildings which better reflects the intended built form for these areas.
The City Plan does not contemplate increases in building height above those shown on the
Building height overlay map within this zone. This is an intentional policy decision to improve
certainty for the community in these areas.

2198.13

Concern about diminished facilities for the aged and the
need to adequately provide new nursing homes for an
ageing population.

The zones in this area are intended to provide housing choice, diversity and options for all
stages of life. Land uses envisaged for the area include Residential care facilities and
Retirement facilities.

No

2227.6

Frank Street should not turn into a canyon of block high
rises as this currently consists of small family homes.

Building height transitions along Frank Street, Labrador were reviewed to assess the sense of
enclosure and dominance of built form along street fronts (sometimes referred to as
'canyoning'). Based on this assessment, building heights on the western side of Frank Street
were reduced.

No

The Our City Our Plan amendment package also proposes a number of changes to setback and
separation distances, which will require taller buildings to be set back further from the street and
reduce building dominance.
The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador (including Frank Street) and Southport West, are a key element in responding
to the future growth benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location,
proximity to a wide range of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both
existing and planned infrastructure. Frank Street, Labrador is an area particularly suitable for
growth due to its access to infrastructure, services and proximity to areas of high amenity value
such as the Broadwater.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
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Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, with existing housing
forms in the area, including established homes and 'walk-up' apartments expected to remain
within the mix of compatible housing types planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community (refer below for further
details about proposed changes around Frank Street, Labrador).

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to impact assessment which
requires public notification that allows for community input.

Potential amenity and privacy impacts are regulated under the City Plan within the zone codes,
the General development code, Multiple accommodation code and High rise accommodation
code. These provisions require development proposals to demonstrate that they will not
unreasonably impact on the amenity and privacy of neighbouring dwellings.
As with the current City Plan, each site is assessed on its individual merits. Not all developments
will achieve the prescribed building height or density when taking into consideration other
development controls, such as setbacks and site cover, communal open space and
landscaping, car parking and shadow provisions.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2228.2
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Concern that proposed reductions in zones, building
heights and residential densities will see a theoretical
reduction in capacity of 7400 people and 6000 dwellings
in the Targeted Growth Areas.

In response to community feedback, a range of amendments have been included for the
Targeted Growth Area, which has resulted in a reduction in the potential dwelling supply from
what was originally proposed. The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a
balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth
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Parts of City Plan
changed

and housing diversity within the City.
As a whole, the City's ability to accommodate the South East Queensland Regional Plan
(Shaping SEQ) benchmarks will not be constrained by the Our City Our Plan amendment.
The City will continue to investigate areas for growth to meet the benchmarks as part of the City
Plan program.
2229.16, 2231.16, 2232.16

Recommends that the same consideration of the local
neighbourhood qualities study be undertaken for other
suburbs of the Gold Coast or that the Local Area Plans
are reinstated and the community is consulted on any
changes.

The support for extending certain elements of the proposed Item 15 City Plan changes to other
parts of the city is acknowledged.

No

It should be noted that the City continues to undertake localised investigations, such as the
Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project. Outcomes from
these projects will be used to inform City Plan amendments. The City Plan continues to provide
localised controls even though these aren't included as Local Area Plans.
Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.

2230.4

Opposes reduction in yields from the Targeted Growth
Area due to impacts on the city's greenfield land supply.

In response to community feedback, a range of amendments have been included for the
Targeted Growth Area (TGA), which has resulted in a reduction in the potential dwelling supply
from what was originally proposed. The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes
a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth
and housing diversity within the City.

No

As a whole, the City's ability to accommodate the South East Queensland Regional Plan
(Shaping SEQ) benchmarks will not be constrained by the Our City Our Plan amendment.
The City will continue to investigate areas for growth to meet the benchmarks as part of the City
Plan program.
The ongoing identification of future growth areas will assist in repositioning the City to better
respond to the anticipated growth, primarily through infill development.
2236.3

Suggests Council undertake an economic impact
assessment to determine the cumulative implications of
the proposed reduction in the planned density

The proposed changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to residential
density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) were made following
consideration of submissions and based on supplementary planning investigations, such as an
Independent Peer Review and Scenario testing.

No

It is therefore not necessary for these land use planning considerations to be further informed by
an economic impact assessment.
2236.4

Suggests a review of planned densities to ensure
appropriate consolidation along major transport
corridors such as the Gold Coast Highway and areas in
proximity to established centres.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
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analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.
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SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2264.2

Opposes the changes to the Labrador area as it will lead
to the removal of heritage dwellings, the removal of
green space around buildings and reduce liveability of
the area.

The proposed City Plan amendments for the Targeted Growth Area (TGA) are intended to
provide a greater range of housing types, including an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, whilst recognising established homes, which are expected to remain within the
mix of compatible housing types planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
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In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow for community input.

Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2285.1

Concern that submissions regarding four lots at Harbour
Town, Biggera Waters were not adequately considered
by council during the Round 1 consultation. Suggests
that the subject sites are capable of providing 7461 new
dwellings in addition to current City Plan allocations.

The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.

No

In this instance, the subject land is outside the defined spatial extent of the project investigation
area.
To appropriately respond to the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ)
growth benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate opportunities for growth in the City Plan
program through projects such as the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh
Heads corridor project. The outcomes of this will be implemented through future City Plan
amendments. This approach allows for a coordinated plan to be developed for future growth,
which will include public consultation, rather than being driven by changes to individual sites.
2287.2

Concern that the proposed Targeted Growth Areas are
too large and indiscriminate. This has led to
inconsistencies, particularly in relation to public
transportation. Access to public transport is inconsistent
within the Targeted Growth Areas. This means some
areas with poor access to public transport have been
zoned for higher densities, while some areas with better
access remain zoned for low density.

Proposed zoning, building height and residential density within the Targeted Growth Areas
(TGA) were evaluated at a localised level. In determining appropriate zoning, building heights
and residential densities for these localised areas, the City balanced a range of considerations
including proximity to public transport (including access to the Gold Coast light rail and high
frequency bus services), employment, services and infrastructure and amenity features.
Further fine grain, localised planning investigations have been carried out as part of the review
of submissions resulting in refinements to zoning, heights and densities.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
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industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2287.3, 2288.7, 2446.9, 2447.9,
2448.9, 2449.9, 2450.9

Concern that housing diversity has not been considered,
particularly in relation to families, suggesting an 80 per
cent increase in families living in the targeted growth
areas by 2041 and only 25 per cent of families on the
Gold Coast living in apartments.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification which allows for community input.

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2287.4
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Suggests the following in relation to the proposed

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these

Yes
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change:
•

retain low-density residential in the area south
of Minnie Street to retain character

•

focus targeted growth within a 500-metre radius
of light and heavy rail stations and highfrequency bus services within the Southport
CBD, the Health and Knowledge Precinct and
Robina CBD

•

apply densification changes at a small scale by
considering differences between streets and
locations

•

consider strategically rezoning select light
industrial areas for higher-density residential
when these areas are near high-frequency
public transport

•

prioritise increased residential density in and
around high-frequency bus routes and rail
stations.
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new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

SC2.4 Zone maps

The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador, Southport West and Southport (including the area around Minnie Street,
Southport) are a key element in responding to the future growth benchmarks. These areas were
identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range of services, amenity,
employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned infrastructure.

Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Planning investigations considered the proximity of areas to public transport, including the Gold
Coast light rail and high frequency bus services. The TGA is currently serviced by a number of
high-frequency public transport services, as identified by TransLink, which run to a frequency of
better than every 15 minutes between the hours of 7am and 7pm on weekdays.
Further fine grain, localised planning investigations have been carried out as part of the review
of submissions that consider further refinements to zoning, heights and densities. The
investigations have reviewed, amongst other things:
•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

The City has sought to balance fine-grain local planning outcomes with the much broader citywide growth challenge.
The supply of industrial land within the city is scarce and this land plays an important role in
providing employment opportunities throughout the city. For this reason, the industrial lands
were not included within the TGA study boundaries.
2288.1, 2446.7, 2447.7, 2448.7,
2449.7, 2450.7

Concern that the proposed increase in density for the
Targeted Growth Areas is based on inaccurate data and
assumptions and exceeds the State Government
targets, which do not require any additional dwellings in
this area.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 and to assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity within the city. With the city expected to grow by 351,100
people, these new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population
growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
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implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of the
areas for growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth,
primarily through infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable
lifestyle.
The background reports which support the establishment of the TGA are available by following
this link and going to Round 1 – Item 15 – Identified Growth
Areas: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents
2288.10

Requests removal of the changes to the City Plan
associated with Item 15 and an investigation of the need
for targeted growth areas (TGA) and the location for
targeted growth following a review of the following:
•

the criteria used for identifying TGA

•

the geographical scale in which TGA are
assessed

•

small 'inner-city' industrial areas within
Southport and elsewhere and their potential for
conversion to medium-density residential or
mixed-used zones

•

projected demographics and housing
requirements.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ)has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The supply of industrial land within the city is scarce and this land plays an important role in
providing employment opportunities throughout the city. For this reason, the industrial lands
were not included within the TGA study boundaries.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing planning for growth will
assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth, through infill
development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
The background reports which support the establishment of the TGA are available by following
this link and going to Round 1 – Item 15 – Identified Growth
Areas: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents
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Suggests the development of a high-frequency bus
The City does not believe there is a need to introduce a high-frequency bus service overlay
service overlay code to facilitate infill development along code.
existing high-frequency and future high-frequency bus
routes.
It is noted that the planning of the public transport network is the responsibility of the
Department of Transport and Main Roads.

Results
in a
change?
No

The current City Plan notes the importance of locating higher intensity residential land uses near
existing or new high frequency public transport. For example, the Strategic framework (s3.3.2.1
(2)) states:
Urban neighbourhoods are generally located on or near high frequency public transport
corridors served by light rail or rapid bus.
The City Plan contains an administrative definition for both High frequency public transport and
High frequency public transport stops.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador, Southport West and are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
Planning investigations considered the proximity of areas to public transport, including the Gold
Coast light rail and high frequency bus services. The TGA is currently serviced by a number of
high-frequency public transport services, as identified by TransLink, which run to a frequency of
better than every 15 minutes between the hours of 7am and 7pm on weekdays.
2288.4

Raises concern that access to public transport is
inconsistent within the Targeted Growth Areas. Areas
along the Light Rail Stage 2 (Griffith University/Hospital
to Helensvale) in Parkwood have not been identified for
infill development, despite a specific request from the
State Government to consider the area (see State
interest review). This goes against the requirements of
the State Planning Policy in relation to transport
infrastructure and Council's own objective for 80 per
cent of residents to live within a 10-minute walk of a
frequent public transport stop/station (see Gold Coast
Public Transport Plan 2018-2028).

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador, Southport West and Southport are a key element in responding to the future
growth benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a
wide range of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and
planned infrastructure.
Planning investigations considered the proximity of areas to public transport, including the Gold
Coast light rail and high frequency bus services. The TGA is currently serviced by a number of
high-frequency public transport services, as identified by TransLink, which run to a frequency of
better than every 15 minutes between the hours of 7am and 7pm on weekdays.
The Our City Our Plan amendment has undergone a State interest review, in accordance with
the plan making process outlined in the Minister's Guidelines and Rules.
Through this review process, the State Government agencies, including the Department of
Transport and Main Roads, are responsible for reviewing the proposed amendments to ensure
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State planning matters are appropriately integrated into the City Plan.
This formal process allows the Department of Transport and Main Roads, as the agency
responsible for road and public transport delivery, to be notified of the City's new TGA.
2288.5

Suggests that the decentralised nature of the Gold
Coast needs to be given greater consideration.
ShapingSEQ (see p140) requires targeted growth to
occur along major transport routes and around regional
activity centres. The City Plan should ensure targeted
growth occurs across the city instead of focusing infill
development in only one part of the city.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The Targeted Growth Areas of Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West are proposed to
accommodate only a portion of the city's future growth.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to undertake
localised planning investigations such as the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to
Burleigh Heads corridor project, currently being undertaken as part of the City Plan program.
Changes as a result of these investigations will be implemented through future amendments to
the City Plan. The ongoing planning for growth will assist in repositioning the City to better
respond to the anticipated growth through infill development in a form and manner which
maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.

2288.6, 2446.14, 2447.14, 2448.14,
2449.14, 2450.14

Suggests that industrial areas in Southport (Johnston
Street, Minnie Street, Harvest Court) be considered for
infill development as having larger lot sizes and being
closer to public transport, the CBD and the Broadwater.

The supply of industrial land within the city is scarce and this land plays an important role in
providing employment opportunities throughout the city. For this reason, the industrial lands
were not included within the Targeted Growth Area study boundaries.

2288.8

Local, character-filled neighbourhoods should be
celebrated, not 'lost' through redevelopment.
Replacement of existing detached houses with
apartments will diminish the character qualities of areas
such as Hamilton Heights to its detriment. Many cities
around the world have retained established
neighbourhoods while continuing to grow. Doing so
celebrates local identity and creates a sense of
community.

In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
No
refinements have been included for the Targeted Growth Area (TGA) throughout the four rounds
of consultation. These include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow for community input.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
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new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The TGA, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West,
are a key element in responding to the future growth benchmarks. These areas were identified
due to their central location, proximity to a wide range of services, amenity, employment options,
and the suitability of both existing and planned infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA are consistent with the approach to managing growth
currently described in the Strategic framework in section 3.2.2:
'Urban renewal and transformation will see an intentional city shape emerge. Growth and
development will be concentrated in an integrated network of well serviced urban places –
places with good access to public transport, services and infrastructure assets, or places where
improvements to public transport provide a catalyst for mixed use development and higher
density living. Our city shape will be characterised by a diversity of well-connected, liveable
urban places and business efficiency and productivity. Avoiding sprawl outside our urban areas
will protect our world-class environment and spectacular scenic amenity and help to ensure our
investment in public infrastructure is environmentally and financially sustainable'.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2354.16, 2360.16

Supports the proposed change, recommending:

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

•

that the same consideration of the local
neighbourhood qualities study be undertaken for
other suburbs of the Gold Coast or that the
Local Area Plans are reinstated

Recognising the local characteristics and place qualities identified by the community through the
Our City Our Plan Round 1 community consultation process, the City introduced a new
Neighbourhood elements overlay map and associated code. This overlay will enable growth to
be more closely managed, to assist in creating great neighbourhoods of the future.

•

3D mapping be undertaken and easily
accessible to the public to illustrate these
changes and their cumulative impacts.

Without detailed planning studies or a technical evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be
inappropriate to extend these policy decisions city-wide at this time.
It should be noted that the City continues to undertake localised investigations and planning,
such as the Neighbourhood Framework Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads corridor project which
inform City Plan amendments. The City Plan continues to provide localised controls even though
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these aren't included as Local Area Plans.
The development of 3D mapping cannot be addressed through this amendment package.
2414.47, 2415.47

Raises concern that increasing heights above two
storeys in Southport West, Chirn Park, Labrador and
Biggera Waters will decrease property values, street
appeal and degrade communities.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map

The changes proposed within the Targeted Growth Area (TGA) also respond to the need for
greater housing diversity. Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply
of 'missing middle' housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City
Plan amendments for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst
recognising established homes, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible
housing types planned for within the area.

Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
Land use planning decisions are not influenced by potential increases or decreases in property
values.
2438.2

Opposes the increased height on Marine Parade,
The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
Biggera Waters as it is unsustainable and requires
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
regard to parking, flooding and traffic. There is
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
insufficient public transport and employment in the area.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
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the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
The Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) are currently serviced by a number of high-frequency public
transport services, as identified by TransLink, which run to a frequency of better than every 15
minutes between the hours of 7am and 7pm on weekdays.
The City monitors and manages its demand for trunk infrastructure (including water supply,
sewerage, transport, stormwater quality and public parks and land for community facilities
networks) and services regularly through its growth monitoring program and infrastructure
demand modelling. These programs of work are reviewed periodically to ensure that the city's
levels and quality of infrastructure and services meet the endorsed desired standards of service
in the City Plan and Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP).
The future demand for trunk infrastructure in the TGA has not been incorporated into LGIP 1. A
future amendment to the LGIP is proposed which will consider the realistic take-up of
development opportunities as a result of the TGA proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment
package.
The City is liaising with the State government who are responsible for delivery of other
infrastructure and services such as State roads, public transport, hospitals and schools, to
ensure they are aligned with our city's strategic land use planning for growth.
2438.3

Concerned that the change will result in bulky,
The City acknowledges the community's view that growth needs to be managed carefully to
unattractive apartment buildings with small setbacks and ensure our enviable lifestyle can be maintained.
minimal landscaping within the northern Gold Coast, as
has occurred in Palm Beach.
As part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package, the city is introducing six key design
principles to ensure good quality design is delivered as part of future development.
These principles recognise that every building, street and public space contributes to the identity
and experience of the city. They also acknowledge how critical the urban ground (street level up
to 16 metres) of a building is to enhance the city's enviable lifestyle.
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Changes proposed to Our City Our Plan include introducing an Impact assessment trigger for
development that exceeds site cover. This is in response to community feedback regarding the
way in which future growth will be managed in the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA).
This policy change, specifically for the TGA, reinforces the importance of achieving a balance
between built form and landscaping as part of future developments.
Where a development application (other than for a dwelling house) does not comply with the
Acceptable outcome relating to site cover of the relevant zone in which the development is
located, the requirements of Impact assessment apply as specified in the Planning Act 2016.
An Impact assessable development application is for development that must be assessed
against all identified codes and the City Plan as a whole to the extent relevant. This is to ensure
that any identified development impacts are addressed. These applications must also be
publicly notified to consider the community's views.
2442.1

Opposed to the heights and densities of the area south
of Minnie Street, Southport as it will impact character,
traffic safety matters and traffic congestion. It is
suggested that multiple dwellings occur in the CBD and
that the industrial land in Southport be considered for
residential development.

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas were made following
consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
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submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2012-10/apo-nid31849.pdf).
The City acknowledges that efficient access and connectivity is essential to any liveable city and
that there are many causes of congestion which require a mix of solutions to address.
To manage the increase in traffic congestion forecast over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims
to provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria
for selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was the access to high-frequency public transport that
provides residents with the option of alternative means of transport.
The City is prioritising safety, mobility and public transport to ensure streets, centres and
neighbourhoods are well designed.
Industrial land plays an important role in providing employment opportunities throughout the city.
It provides an important role in locating uses that may not be suitable in other zones, including
Low and medium impact industry, service industries and a broad range of other uses that are
not suitable in other zones.
For this reason, the industrial lands were not included within the Targeted Growth Areas study
boundaries.
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the city.
2445.1

Requests council to take a holistic view about dwelling
supply in the city and whether supply in areas such as
Southport, Labrador, Biggera Waters and Runaway Bay
will meet demand once constraints are taken into
account.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
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infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
2445.10

Raises concern that no infrastructure network capacity
has been undertaken to support the significant uplift in
development proposed for the area.

The identification of Biggera Waters, Labrador and Southport West Targeted Growth Areas
(TGA) were informed by analysing where growth could be located to leverage existing
infrastructure, based on the City's first Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP 1). This
factor was used as one input, amongst a range of other strategic planning considerations.

No

The future demand for trunk infrastructure in the TGA has not been incorporated into LGIP 1. A
future amendment to the LGIP will consider infrastructure and service requirements as a result
of the TGA proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
2445.16

Raises concern that Council is seeking to reduce
dwelling supply in the parts of the city where there is
proven demand for additional dwellings and to increase
the supply of dwellings in areas where there is limited
demand.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2445.2

Requests council examine the remaining greenfield land
supply to determine how many dwellings can realistically
be developed and how the council will accommodate
any shortfall. Questions how the Council intends to
accommodate the approximately 20,000 dwelling
shortfall in the 'infill' part of the city.

Greenfield land supply is not a matter relevant to the Our City Our Plan amendment package.

No

To appropriately respond to the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ)
growth benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate areas as part of the City Plan program.
Changes as a result of these investigations will be implemented through future amendments to
the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for growth will assist in repositioning the City to
better respond to the anticipated growth through infill development in a form and manner which
maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
It should be noted that ShapingSEQ has separate growth benchmarks for the Expansion and
Consolidation areas. To address the Expansion area, the City Plan includes a number of
Investigation areas which will be sequenced for future implementation. The City will investigate
these areas for future growth opportunities.

2445.3
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reduce dwelling supply across the city. The proposed
amendments are considered to be at odds with the

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
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Queensland State Planning Policy – Housing supply and new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
diversity.
The changes proposed for the TGA respond to the need for greater housing diversity and supply
to help address housing affordability in the city. Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide
an additional supply of 'missing middle' housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ.
The proposed City Plan amendments for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of
housing types, whilst recognising established homes, which are expected to remain within the
mix of compatible housing types planned for within the area.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2446.10, 2447.10, 2448.10, 2449.10,
2450.10

Concern that access to public transport has not been
properly considered, suggesting that the criteria used to
rank the areas has not served to correctly identify areas
for infill development against the requirements of State
Planning Policy and the Council's objective for 80 per
cent of residents to live within 10 minutes of a frequent
public transport stop.

The evaluation of localised areas for growth was based on infrastructure (including transport),
No
employment and amenity and was used to understand what areas had a high, moderate and low
level of overall access to each of these considerations.
As detailed in Appendix C of the Part B Growth Allocation Report, access to light rail scored
greater than access to high frequency bus routes, while other routes were not given any weight
at this stage of the analysis as many of them accommodated infrequent services or are on quiet
residential streets.
Once the highest ranking areas were identified, localised planning reviews evaluated those
areas best suited for growth. The localised evaluation included proximity to, and frequency of,
public transport.
It is acknowledged that a variety of factors influence walkability of neighbourhoods including the
distance to attractors; connectivity; topography, safety and amenity; and appropriate
infrastructure. The Australian Government advises that suitable walking catchments vary
according to attractors. Research indicates that suitable walking distances include 20
minutes/1600 metres to major activity centres; 10 minutes/800 metres to frequent, direct public
transport; and 5 minutes/400 metres to less frequent or indirect local services. Further details
are available at this link: https://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/resource-files/2012-10/aponid31849.pdf.
It is also relevant to note that the Our City Our Plan amendment has undergone a State interest
review, in accordance with the plan-making process outlined in the Minister's Guidelines and
Rules.
Through this review process, the State Government agencies, including the Department of
Transport and Main Roads, are responsible for reviewing the proposed amendments to ensure
State planning matters are appropriately integrated into the City Plan.
This formal process allows the Department of Transport and Main Roads as the agency
responsible for road and public transport delivery, to be notified of the City's new TGA.

2446.16, 2447.16, 2448.16, 2449.16,
2450.16
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Suggests that as there is an oversupply of industrial
land on the Gold Coast, small areas of this could be lost
to housing without negatively impacting businesses.

The supply of industrial land within the city is scarce and this land plays an important role in
providing employment opportunities throughout the city. For this reason, the industrial lands
were not included within the Targeted Growth Areas study boundaries.
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2446.17, 2447.17, 2448.17, 2449.17,
2450.17

Point of submission

Response

Suggests that ShapingSEQ requires targeted growth to
occur along major transport routes and around regional
activity centres, requesting that the City Plan should see
targeted growth occurring across the city and not focus
on infill development in only one part.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

Results
in a
change?
No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
To appropriately respond to ShapingSEQ's benchmarks, the City will continue to investigate
areas as part of the City Plan program. Changes as a result of these investigations will be
implemented through future amendments to the City Plan. The ongoing identification of areas for
growth will assist in repositioning the City to better respond to the anticipated growth through
infill development in a form and manner which maintains the city's enviable lifestyle.
2446.20, 2447.20, 2448.20, 2449.20,
2450.20

Suggests Council liaise with all levels of government
The City has carried out detailed consultation with industry and State government on the
No
across agencies and private sector agencies to ensure
proposed changes and will continue to work with these groups to address infrastructure
investment and delivery of infrastructure is proportionally requirements.
increased.
The City regularly monitors and manages its demand for trunk infrastructure and services
through its Growth monitoring program and infrastructure demand modelling. These programs of
work are reviewed periodically to ensure that the city's levels and quality of infrastructure and
services meet the endorsed Desired standards of service in the Local Government Infrastructure
Plan (LGIP). Provisions relating to infrastructure are also contained in the Land development
guidelines. Both elements form part of City Plan. The future demand for trunk infrastructure in
the Targeted Growth Area (TGA) has not been incorporated into LGIP 1. A future amendment to
the LGIP will consider infrastructure and service requirements as a result of the Targeted
Growth Area proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
Should development proceed as planned in the identified TGA, funding for infrastructure to
accommodate the additional development will be proposed through the City's capital
expenditure program.

Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (h) Reinstating the Low density residential zone in a certain part of Labrador
2012.4, 2016.4, 2066.2, 2077.6,
Increases in traffic will impact on traffic safety,
2078.8, 2167.4, 2171.2, 2187.4,
particularly for children.
2190.4, 2191.4, 2192.4, 2193.4,
2195.4, 2196.4, 2197.4, 2198.4, 2199.4

The City acknowledges that efficient access and connectivity is essential to any liveable city and No
that there are many causes of congestion which require a mix of solutions to address.
To manage the increase in traffic congestion forecast over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims
to provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria
for selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was the access to high-frequency public transport that
provides residents with the option of alternative means of transport and proximity to major
employment centres and services.
The City is prioritising safety, mobility and public transport to ensure streets, centres and
neighbourhoods are well designed.
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further areas should be included in the Low density
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A range of localised and fine-grain planning considerations were raised through the Our City Our No
Plan Round 1 consultation process. As a result, a further review of zoning, building height and
residential density within the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) has been undertaken.
Following this review and assessment of the public submissions, a central part of Labrador
(between Wilson Street and Turpin Road) is proposed to be retained as Low density residential
zone due to particular characteristics of this area.
This decision was based on community feedback, which identified the area as appropriate for
Low density residential zoning for a number of reasons, including:
•

topography of the area

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern, including the predominant detached dwelling housing form

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views.

It is noted that residents also sought for other areas of Labrador to be zoned Low density
residential, however detailed ground truthing found that those areas did not warrant retaining the
Low density residential zone.
This finding was re-confirmed from a further review following the Round 2 consultation process.
It is also relevant to note that whilst no other area of Labrador is proposed to be retained as Low
density residential (other than the areas between Wilson Street and Turpin Road), other areas
are proposed to be zoned as Low-medium density residential. Building height in some instances
is proposed to be reduced to 9 metres (without any 50 per cent uplift possible). This will provide
appropriate transitions between zones and reflects community feedback about building height in
these areas, whilst still maintaining opportunities for wider housing choices, such as duplexes
and triplexes.
2056.1

Opposes the proposed changes to building heights on
Muir Street and Walter Street due to their significant
environmental impact.

Vegetation and wildlife habitat are protected in the City Plan through the Environmental
No
significance overlay code and Vegetation management code. There are no proposed changes to
the Environmental significance overlay code in the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
To address community concern regarding loss of trees in the TGA, the City has introduced a
new Neighbourhood elements overlay. Specifically, a range of new provisions are included
which seek to ensure future development within the TGA maintains the existing green and leafy
neighbourhood qualities. This will be achieved by requiring:
•

existing street trees to be maintained, wherever possible

•

new street trees to be planted

•

specific landscape provisions for identified future green streets within the
neighbourhoods.

As part of the fourth round of consultation, amendments have been made to landscaping and
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deep planting provisions, which are intended to:
•

promote mature tree growth (and canopy trees)

•

soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas

•

reinforce a green streetscape

•

provide shade

•

retain existing vegetation where possible.

It should be noted that as part of the review of Round 2 consultation, some building heights have
been reduced immediately north of Walter Street, to provide appropriate transitions with
surrounding neighbourhoods.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
2060.1

Applauds the change in relation to this small area, but
raises concern that the majority of Labrador is proposed
to increase in height and density, suggesting that a
small area of low density is not enough and that
Labrador should not be an identified growth area.

A range of localised and fine-grain planning considerations were raised through the Our City Our No
Plan Round 1 consultation process. As a result, a further review of zoning, building height and
residential density within the nominated Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) has been undertaken.
Following this review and assessment of the public submissions, a central part of Labrador
(between Wilson Street and Turpin Road) is proposed to be retained as Low density residential
zone due to particular characteristics of this area.
This decision was based on community feedback, which identified the area as appropriate for
Low density residential zoning for a number of reasons, including:
•

topography of the area

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern, including the predominant detached dwelling housing form

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views.

It is noted that residents also sought for other areas of Labrador to be zoned Low density
residential, however detailed ground truthing found that those areas did not warrant retaining the
Low density residential zone.
This finding was re-confirmed from a further review following the Round 2 consultation process.
It is also relevant to note that whilst no other area of Labrador is proposed to be retained as Low
density residential (other than the areas between Wilson Street and Turpin Road), other areas
are proposed to be zoned as Low-medium density residential. Building height in some instances
is proposed to be reduced to 9 metres (without any 50 per cent uplift possible). This will provide
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appropriate transitions between zones and reflects community feedback about building height in
these sub-areas, whilst still maintaining opportunities for wider housing choices, such as
duplexes and triplexes.
2077.2, 2077.15, 2078.1, 2078.16,
2189.17

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2171.1

States that there are still too many areas in Labrador
which have a 16-metre height limit.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

Yes

The proposed Round 2 changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package relating to
residential density and building height within the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) were made
following consideration of Round 1 submissions and a supplementary planning investigation.
This involved a site context and urban design assessment; application of the endorsed Building
Height Application Methodology; mapping of neighbourhood qualities; and a local context
analysis considering:
•

topography

•

urban structure

•

settlement pattern

•

public realm

•

access and movement

•

visual setting and views

•

landscape character and open space and

•

built form.

To address potential density concerns raised through public submissions, a set of criteria was
developed to review and refine densities, heights and zones. This exercise ensured that
residential density allocated to the site matched the types of buildings envisaged in the relevant
City Plan zones.
The report that documented heights and density changes for Round 2 consultation is available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019), Attachment K.
It should be noted that further changes to zoning, heights and densities, in response to Round 2
submissions, were readvertised as part of Round 4.
These changes were informed by a review of building height transitions having regard to
topography, road widths and the desired neighbourhood and streetscape character. Details of
the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in Section 5 of
the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
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Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth
areashttps://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
The changes strike a balance between community and industry feedback and appropriately
facilitating further growth and housing diversity within the city.
2171.3

Objects on the basis of risks of flooding in low-lying
areas of Labrador.

Parts of the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), as with many other parts of the Gold Coast, are
subject to flood risks.

No

Through detailed flood modelling, mapping, planning, mitigation and managing the stormwater
network, the City is committed to protecting the Gold Coast's built and natural environment
against flooding.
The City Plan includes mapping which identifies the areas that may be subject to flooding across
the city.
Any new development on land that is identified within the Flood overlay map is subject to
assessment against the necessary provisions in the City Plan Flood overlay code.
The purpose of the Flood overlay code is to regulate development occurring in flood-affected
areas to ensure development does not cause, increase or have cumulative potential to cause or
increase the risks and/or hazards associated with flooding.
Item 15 – Identified growth areas | (i) Removing Southport West from the Light rail urban renewal area overlay map, to avoid duplication with the new Neighbourhood elements overlay
2189.20

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

Yes

Item 15 – Identified growth areas | General
2012.1, 2016.1, 2024.1, 2070.1,
2077.1, 2077.14, 2078.15, 2087.7,
2167.1, 2183.1, 2187.1, 2190.1,
2191.1, 2192.1, 2193.1, 2195.1,
2196.1, 2197.1, 2198.1, 2199.1

General concern to increasing zoning allocation,
building height and or density in Labrador.

The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
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Schedule 2 Mapping,
SC2.4 Zone maps
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Building height overlay
map
Schedule 2 Mapping
SC2.6 Overlay maps,
Residential density
overlay map

Submission point number

Point of submission
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Results
in a
change?

as supply and demand.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2012.7, 2016.7, 2055.1, 2066.6,
2077.10, 2077.9, 2078.11, 2078.2,
2159.5, 2183.2, 2187.6, 2187.7,
2187.11, 2187.12, 2190.6, 2190.7,
2190.11, 2190.12, 2191.6, 2191.7,
2191.11, 2191.12, 2192.6, 2192.7,
2192.11, 2192.12, 2193.6, 2193.7,
2193.11, 2193.12, 2195.6, 2195.7,
2195.11, 2195.12, 2196.6, 2196.7,
2196.11, 2196.12, 2197.6, 2197.7,
2197.11, 2197.12, 2198.6, 2198.7,
2198.11, 2198.12, 2199.6, 2199.7,
2199.11, 2199.12, 2439.1

Lack of infrastructure, services and amenities to support The Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) identified in the Our City Our Plan amendments, were
the proposed changes
informed by infrastructure considerations, accessibility to services and amenity. These
considerations are necessary to appropriately locate growth within the city.

No

The City regularly monitors and manages its demand for trunk infrastructure and services
(including stormwater and sewerage) through its Growth monitoring program and infrastructure
demand modelling. These programs of work are reviewed periodically to ensure that the city's
levels and quality of infrastructure and services meet the endorsed Desired standards of service
in the Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP). Provisions relating to infrastructure are also
contained in the Land development guidelines. Both elements form part of City Plan.
The future demand for trunk infrastructure in the TGA has not been incorporated into LGIP 1. A
future amendment to the LGIP will consider infrastructure and service requirements as a result
of the TGA proposed in the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
Further information regarding infrastructure considerations associated with the TGA is outlined
in Section 11 of the report titled 'Attachment K – Changes to Our City Our Plan Amendment
Package Following Public Consultation – Item 15 Targeted Growth Areas' (refer to the
Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4
December 2019: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutesagendas).

2012.8, 2016.8, 2027.1

Proposed changes will impact vegetation protection,
wildlife and result in the loss of trees in the
neighbourhood

Vegetation and wildlife habitat are protected in the City Plan through the Environmental
No
significance overlay code and Vegetation management code. There are no proposed changes to
the Environmental significance overlay in the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) in the Our City Our
Plan amendment package.
To address community concern regarding loss of trees in the TGA, the City has introduced a
new Neighbourhood elements overlay. Specifically, a range of new provisions are included
which seek to ensure future development within the TGA maintains the existing green and leafy
neighbourhood qualities. This will be achieved by requiring:
•

existing street trees to be maintained, wherever possible

•

new street trees to be planted

•

specific landscape provisions for identified future green streets within the
neighbourhoods.

As part of the fourth round of consultation, amendments have been made to landscaping and
deep planting provisions, which are intended to:
•
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promote mature tree growth (and canopy trees)

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

•

soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas

•

reinforce a green streetscape

•

provide shade

•

retain existing vegetation where possible.

Results
in a
change?

Further information regarding the landscaping and deep planting policy, including subsequent
improvements to the policy provisions is provided in the report titled 'Attachment 5.1 – Setbacks
and site layout – Review of deep planning provisions' (see documents below the Round 4, Item
15c heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).
2024.6, 2070.5, 2073.13, 2078.3,
2159.6, 2166.2, 2173.20, 2179.19,
2223.20, 2224.20, 2225.20, 2226.20,
2227.20, 2234.20, 2235.20, 2249.19,
2250.19, 2251.19, 2252.19, 2253.19,
2254.19, 2255.19, 2256.19, 2257.19,
2258.19, 2259.19, 2260.19, 2261.19,
2262.19, 2263.19, 2265.5, 2289.19,
2414.19, 2415.19, 2416.19, 2417.19,
2418.19, 2419.19, 2420.19, 2421.19,
2422.19, 2423.19, 2424.19, 2425.19,
2427.19, 2428.19, 2429.19, 2430.19,
2431.19, 2432.19, 2433.19, 2455.19,
2435.19, 2446.13, 2447.13, 2448.13,
2449.13, 2450.13

Lack of public transport to support the proposed
changes.

2024.7, 2070.6, 2265.8

There is no employment in the area to support an
increased resident population

One of the criteria for selecting the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) was access to high-frequency
public transport that would provide residents with the option of alternative means of transport.

No

The TGA are currently serviced by a number of high-frequency public transport services, as
identified by TransLink, which run to a frequency of better than every 15 minutes between the
hours of 7am and 7pm on weekdays as shown on Figure 28 of the report titled 'Attachment K –
Changes to Our City Our Plan Amendment Package Following Public Consultation – Item 15
Targeted Growth Areas' (refer to the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting
adopted report - Part 10, dated 4 December 2019: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Councilregion/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas).
This approach of locating growth in areas with existing access to public transport is consistent
with the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) Goal 1: Grow, which sets
out a range of elements and strategies. Amongst other things, 'Element 2: Focusing residential
density' seeks to ensure we plan for well-designed and increased residential densities at
locations that have good access to high-frequency public transport and employment.
The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The identified Targeted Growth Areas, which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera Waters,
Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to a range of criteria, including proximity to
employment options.
Employment areas are situated nearby in mixed use centres, business areas and industrial
areas, including the Gold Coast (Southport) CBD, Gold Coast Health and Knowledge Precinct,
Biggera Waters shopping area, and the Arundel and Molendinar industrial areas.
2066.1, 2074.4, 2170.4

Proposed changes will result in a loss of the character /
history / charm of the neighbourhoods.

In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•
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Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.
•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to impact assessment which
requires community consultation.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA are consistent with the approach to managing growth
currently described in the Strategic framework in section 3.2.2:
'Urban renewal and transformation will see an intentional city shape emerge. Growth and
development will be concentrated in an integrated network of well serviced urban places –
places with good access to public transport, services and infrastructure assets, or places where
improvements to public transport provide a catalyst for mixed use development and higher
density living. Our city shape will be characterised by a diversity of well-connected, liveable
urban places and business efficiency and productivity. Avoiding sprawl outside our urban areas
will protect our world-class environment and spectacular scenic amenity and help to ensure our
investment in public infrastructure is environmentally and financially sustainable'.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
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industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
2066.5

Proposed changes will result in reduced property values The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.

No

The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of 'missing middle'
housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City Plan amendments
for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising
established homes which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing types
planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
It should also be noted that land use planning decisions are not influenced by potential
increases or decreases in property values.
2070.4, 2073.6, 2077.5, 2078.4,
2078.13, 2081.2, 2087.3, 2265.6

Proposed changes will result in increased traffic
congestion.

The City acknowledges that efficient access and connectivity is essential to any liveable City
and that there are many causes of congestion which require a mix of solutions to address.

No

To manage the increase in traffic congestion over the next 10 to 20 years, the City aims to
provide a suite of transport options that will lessen the role of private cars. One of the criteria for
selecting the Targeted Growth Areas was access to high-frequency public transport that
provides residents with the option of alternative means of transport.
The City's focus is prioritising safety, mobility and public transport to ensure streets, centres and
neighbourhoods are well designed.
2070.7

Proposed changes will create socio-economic issues

The primary purpose of the City Plan is to guide and regulate development outcomes. The City
Plan cannot deal with or manage broader social, economic or socio-economic matters that do
not have a direct relationship to development outcomes. These matters are outside the scope of
the City Plan and are dealt with through a range of other legislative controls and government
agencies.

2073.8, 2074.2, 2081.3, 2087.5, 2265.7 Existing lack of on-street parking and proposed changes The City Plan is responsible for managing the impacts of development, including car parking
will generally exacerbate existing on-street parking
demand generated by new development in the city. The Transport code within the City Plan
issues in the neighbourhood
requires new development to provide off-street car parking to meet the demand likely to be
generated by that particular development.
This policy approach aims to ensure that new development provides its car parking off-street,
rather than relying on on-street car parking.
In the case of residential development, the City Plan requires both resident and visitor parking
spaces to be provided off-street, ensuring that new development does not unreasonably impact
upon the amenity of neighbourhoods.
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No

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2143.1

Point of submission

Response

Concern about society, mental health and obesity issues The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
resulting from high density living areas.
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the South East
Queensland Regional Plan (Shaping SEQ) dwelling supply benchmarks. These areas were
identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range of services, amenity,
employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned infrastructure.

Results
in a
change?
No

Higher densities are focused in areas that have good access to a range of facilities and services
including provision of open space. While these changes may introduce additional multiple
dwellings/apartments, the City Plan also provides for a range of residential densities/typologies
that increase diversity in housing choice.
The City's is prioritising safety, mobility and public transport to ensure streets, centres and
neighbourhoods are well designed and enable active transport, such as walking and cycling.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package has increased the private open space (including
balcony space) requirements for multiple dwellings. Developments are also required to provide
sufficient amounts of useable, functional and well-designed communal open space.
2159.2, 2303.34, 2309.34

General concern to increasing zoning allocation,
building height and or density.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The zoning, building height and residential density applied to the Our City Our Plan Round 2
consultation amendments were based on a range of best-practice planning and urban design
principles, including:
•

proximity to amenity features (i.e. Broadwater and public open space areas)

•

proximity to public transport, including the Gold Coast light rail and high frequency bus
services

•

proximity to employment areas and mixed use activity centres

•

maintaining a sustainable city shape in relation to building height policy

•

achieving appropriate transitions within each of the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA).

The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was reviewed to better account
for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of the Our City
Our Plan Round 2 consultation.
This review therefore supplements and improves upon the best-practice planning and urban
design principles previously identified.
As a result, further refinements to zoning, building height and/or residential density have been
undertaken.
The proposed changes to zoning, building height and residential density within the TGA strikes a
balance between community and industry feedback from each round of consultation, local fine
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grain planning considerations, and facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the city.
This is necessary to ensure growth is appropriately managed and allocated throughout the TGA
and the city.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
2170.2

Proposed changes will impact the village character of
Chirn Park

Specifically, in relation to Chirn Park and the surrounding neighbourhood, the following is noted:
•

The Our City Our Plan amendments did not change the planning provisions relating to
the Chirn Park neighbourhood centre. Based on site analysis, it was evident that the
Chirn Park neighbourhood centre has slightly expanded in recent years. Therefore,
following the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation, the Council proposed to expand
the Neighbourhood centre zone to appropriately reflect the existing on-ground land
uses. No changes are proposed to building height or residential density within this
neighbourhood centre.

•

The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density immediately surrounding
the Chirn Park neighbourhood centre was reduced in response to the community
feedback received as part of the Our City Our Plan Round 1 consultation. The original
amendment's proposed building heights of up to 26 metres. This has been reduced to a
mix of 17 metres, 16 metres and 12 metre building heights in the areas surrounding the
Chirn Park neighbourhood centre, in response to localised considerations.

•

The allocation of zoning, building height and residential density was reviewed to better
account for certain localised considerations and community feedback received as part of
the Our City Our Plan Round 2 consultation. The surrounding building height mix of 17
metres, 16 metres and 12 metres maintains an appropriate balance with the existing
village feel of Chirn Park.

Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The mix of building height surrounding Chirn Park seeks to provide a gentler transition from the
village centre to the surrounding residential areas. This includes 'missing middle' typologies
promoted by the South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) to support housing
choice. The allocation of building height still acknowledges that the Chirn Park neighbourhood
centre is an important attractor within the local area and that there is planning merit in locating
the right type of growth in proximity to this vibrant and active neighbourhood centre.
The changes included in the fourth round of consultation seek to encourage some additional
infill development, but at a reduced scale than was previously proposed in the first and second
round of consultation.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2181.6

Point of submission

Request for elements of item 15 to be extended to Palm
Beach and Burleigh and for a local community-led plan
to be prepared.

Response

The support for extending certain elements of the proposed Item 15 City Plan changes to other
parts of the city is acknowledged.

Results
in a
change?
No

The changes proposed for the Targeted Growth Areas (including the introduction of the
Neighbourhood elements overlay code and removal of the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test) were recommended following detailed technical planning investigations.
Without this evidence base for the rest of the city, it would be inappropriate to extend these
policy decisions city-wide at this time.
2285.2

Council has not adequately considered its responsibility
under the Planning Act 2016 to consider all properly
made Round 1 submissions.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package underwent an extensive State interest review as
required by the Ministers Guidelines and Rules (MGRs). Through this review process, State
Government agencies are responsible for reviewing the proposed amendments to ensure State
planning matters are appropriately integrated into the City Plan.

No

The original package was then approved by the former Minister for State Development,
Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning, the Hon. Cameron Dick MP to proceed to public
consultation.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package was extensively advertised and included four
rounds of public consultation. Each round of public consultation resulted in changes proposed to
the amendment in response to community feedback.
Under the MGR if changes proposed to the amendment as a result of consultation are deemed
significantly different, the local government must repeat the public consultation required for the
proposed amendment.
While the statutory period outlined in the MGRs for public consultation is 20 business days, the
City opted to exceed this requirement.
•

Round 1 - 27 September 2019 to 11 November 2019 (31 business days)

•

Round 2 - 6 January 2020 to 12 February 2020 (27 business days)

•

Round 3 - 12 May to 10 June 2020 (22 business days)

•

Round 4 – 9 March 2021 to 8 April 2021 (21 business days).

In reviewing responses and proposing changes to the amendment, City officers balanced
varying, and sometimes conflicting, community feedback while ensuring the amendment
continued to meet State interests and comply with the planning framework.
2288.3
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The proposed changes risk the erosion of social
wellbeing, public health, infrastructure, loss of
environmental quality, loss of city or suburban character
and loss of local identity.

In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

No

Parts of City Plan
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Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to Impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow for community input.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041 that will assist in providing
greater housing choice and diversity. With the city expected to grow by 351,100 people, these
new dwellings will be needed to support the projected long-term population growth.
The identified Targeted Growth Areas (TGA), which include parts of Runaway Bay, Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West, are a key element in responding to the future growth
benchmarks. These areas were identified due to their central location, proximity to a wide range
of services, amenity, employment options, and the suitability of both existing and planned
infrastructure.
The changes proposed within the TGA are consistent with the approach to managing growth
currently described in the Strategic framework in section 3.2.2:
'Urban renewal and transformation will see an intentional city shape emerge. Growth and
development will be concentrated in an integrated network of well serviced urban places –
places with good access to public transport, services and infrastructure assets, or places where
improvements to public transport provide a catalyst for mixed use development and higher
density living. Our city shape will be characterised by a diversity of well-connected, liveable
urban places and business efficiency and productivity. Avoiding sprawl outside our urban areas
will protect our world-class environment and spectacular scenic amenity and help to ensure our
investment in public infrastructure is environmentally and financially sustainable'.
The changes proposed within the TGA also respond to the need for greater housing diversity
and supply.
Growth in the TGA has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of a broad variety of
'missing middle' housing forms, which is a key objective of ShapingSEQ. The proposed City
Plan amendments for the TGA are intended to provide a greater range of housing types, whilst
recognising established homes which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible
housing types planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
as supply and demand.
The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
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city.
2420.44

Concern that heights in Labrador have increased from
15 metres to 26 metres but notes that the 50 per cent
building height exceedance test has been removed.
Also raises issue of flooding in properties at bottom of
Clinton Street, east side of Turpin Road.

Parts of the Targeted Growth Areas, as with many other parts of the Gold Coast, are subject to
flood risks.

No

Through detailed flood modelling, mapping, planning, mitigation and managing the stormwater
network, the City is committed to protecting the Gold Coast's built and natural environment
against flooding. The City Plan includes mapping which identifies the areas that may be subject
to flooding across the city and identifies hazard areas that are subject to flood.
Any new development on land that is identified on the Flood overlay level map is subject to
assessment against the necessary provisions in the City Plan Flood overlay code.
The purpose of the Flood overlay code is to regulate development occurring in flood-affected
areas to ensure development does not cause or increase the risks and/or hazards associated
with flooding.
The planning investigation that informed the changed heights and densities for Our City Our
Plan Round 2 consultation is available at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Councilregion/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to the Economy, Planning & Environment
Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 10, dated 4 December 2019).
Subsequent refinements to the previous planning investigation were endorsed by Council in
February 2021, with the changes included in the fourth round of public consultation.
This included a review of certain fine grain planning considerations and matters raised in
submissions from the second round of public consultation.
Details of the proposed changes, advertised during Round 4 of consultation are available in
Section 5 of the report titled 'Attachment 4.1 – Review of heights in the Targeted Growth
Areas': https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents (Round 4 Background reports - Item 15 Identified growth areas).
The review reduced building heights immediately north and south of Clinton Street to provide
appropriate transitions with surrounding neighbourhoods.

2423.44

Comments that Southport West is a great school
catchment for Southport State High School with a real
sense of community and belonging; raises concern that
renovated homes will be devalued and overshadowed
by five-to-six-storey apartment buildings compromising
community identity, liveability and amenity.

The feedback received that families have invested in their neighbourhoods is acknowledged,
particularly in relation to renovations of existing housing stock.
Growth in the Targeted Growth Area (TGA) has an opportunity to provide an additional supply of
'missing middle' housing forms, which is a key objective of the South East Queensland Regional
Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ). The proposed City Plan amendments for the TGA are intended to
provide a greater range of housing types, whilst recognising established homes such as those
located in Southport West, which are expected to remain within the mix of compatible housing
types planned for within the area.
The rate of change in TGA locations will be heavily influenced by city-wide market factors, such
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as supply and demand.
In response to community feedback on local neighbourhood qualities and values, a range of
refinements have been included for the TGA throughout the four rounds of consultation. These
include:
•

Refinements in building heights, residential density and zoning in some locations to
respond to neighbourhood qualities raised by the community.

•

Introduction of the Neighbourhood elements overlay to more closely manage future
growth and to assist in creating leafy, landscaped neighbourhoods.

•

Introduction of a 'Traditional residential area' for certain parts of Southport West as part
of the Neighbourhood elements overlay. This change acknowledges and seeks to
protect the predominant architectural style in that area.

•

Removal of the 50% building height exceedance test for all development within the
Neighbourhood elements overlay area (as identified on the Neighbourhood elements
overlay map) to ensure building heights are consistent with community expectations.

•

Strengthening of provisions that restrict building bulk. Where proposed development
exceeds site cover thresholds, applications are triggered to impact assessment which
requires public notification to allow for community input.

The revised Our City Our Plan amendment package strikes a balance between community and
industry feedback and appropriately facilitating future growth and housing diversity within the
city.
In relation to shadowing, the City Plan currently includes shadow provisions that regulate the
impact of shadows. No changes are proposed as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package specifically in relation to shadow provisions; however, extensive changes have been
made to other built form provisions to better regulate building bulk, primarily in relation to
setbacks and site cover. These provisions will contribute to better shadow outcomes and help
mitigate the potential impacts from tall buildings.
2432.44

Raises concern about the intensity of high density living
and that the urban character of Labrador is being
negatively altered due to the proposed changes,
suggesting the Council needs to mitigate the impacts of
climate change using trees and vegetation to reduce
heat islands.

In response to this concern, the City is introducing a new Neighbourhood elements overlay, to
ensure that growth can be more closely managed, with localised design outcomes for
neighbourhoods.
This new overlay focuses on the qualities that the community identified as being valued
attributes for these neighbourhoods.
Specifically, a range of provisions are included which seek to ensure development within the
TGA maintains the existing green and leafy neighbourhood qualities. In particular, this will be
achieved through:
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•

requiring existing street trees to be maintained, wherever possible

•

requiring new street trees to be planted

•

specific landscape provisions for identified future green streets within the
neighbourhoods.
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Collectively, the above new provisions which will be introduced into the City Plan seek to ensure
that future growth and development in the TGA reflects the important green and leafy
neighbourhood qualities that the community identified as being important. In part, this will also
assist in managing and mitigating potential impacts of urban heat, by prioritising the importance
of landscaping and vegetation within the neighbourhoods.
The Our City Our Plan amendment also includes new provisions for landscaping and deep
planting areas which apply to the Low-medium density residential, Medium density residential
and High density residential zones in the TGA.
This is to ensure Landscaping and Deep planting areas are proportionate to the site and:
•

promote mature tree growth (and canopy trees)

•

soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas

•

reinforce a green streetscape

•

provide shade and

•

retain existing vegetation where possible.

Further information regarding the landscaping and deep planning policy, including subsequent
improvements to the policy provisions is provided in the report titled 'Attachment 5.1 – Setbacks
and site layout – Review of deep planning provisions' (see documents below the Round 4, Item
9 heading: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Planning-our-city/City-Planamendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-Major-Update-2-3-amendments/Our-City-Our-Plan-MajorUpdate-2-3-documents).
2446.25, 2448.25, 2449.25

Suggests that the targeted growth process is flawed on
many levels and should be redone.

The City undertook a 5 Year Growth Allocation Project (5 Year GAP) to determine the City
Plan's theoretical planned dwelling capacity of the City's Consolidation area and to understand
the likelihood of this theoretical planned dwelling capacity being realised as built dwellings to
2041.
The 5 Year GAP concluded that whilst the city has adequate theoretical planned dwelling
capacity to meet the 2041 Consolidation area dwelling supply benchmarks within the South East
Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (Shaping SEQ), the realistic dwelling capacity based on
historical conversion rates is lower than required.
Based on the above findings, the 5 Year GAP used a multi-criteria analysis and infrastructure
review to shortlist key statistical areas with opportunity for additional growth.
To accommodate the initial five years of dwelling growth, the 5 year GAP identified Biggera
Waters, Labrador and Southport West as the three Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) within the
city's Consolidation area.
It is important to note the three TGA only accommodate a proportion of our city's future growth.
The City will continue to investigate opportunities for growth in the Expansion and Consolidation
areas as part of the City Plan program. This will help to ensure that the Shaping SEQ
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benchmarks are planned for in a sustainable manner. The City will not repeat the process used
to deliver the TGA as a City Plan amendment.
Item 16 – Urban expansion: Upper Coomera investigation area | (a) A new Overall outcome for Multiple dwelling development in Courtney West and Courtney South-east to provide better planning guidance for delivery of an impact
assessment on multiple dwellings
2019.1

Requests multiple dwellings and high rises are not
permitted in Courtney West and Courtney South-east.

The revised amendment package provides the option for development to be provided in a
community title format with detached housing. This outcome is defined as Multiple dwellings, as
the dwellings would be within the one lot.

No

This outcome could only be achieved through Impact assessment, allowing for public
submissions to inform the development assessment process.
The revised amendment includes an outcome to ensure Multiple dwellings are designed to have
the appearance of individual detached dwellings positioned in a generous landscaped setting.
This provides clear guidance for any future development application on the desired Multiple
dwelling outcomes.
The revised amendment does not alter the building height of 9m or the proposed residential
density which is between 11 to 14 dwellings per net hectare (one dwelling per 714-909m2 of site
area) and will further strengthen policy to restrict development in this location for Multiple
dwellings in the form of an apartment or high-rise.
Following consideration of submissions, the City has progressed the amendment as advertised
in the second round of public consultation for the reasons identified above.
2061.10, 2062.9, 2096.23, 2097.23,
2098.23, 2099.23, 2100.23, 2101.23,
2102.23, 2103.23, 2104.23, 2105.23,
2106.23, 2107.23, 2108.23, 2109.23,
2110.23, 2111.23, 2112.23, 2126.23,
2173.27, 2179.34, 2200.23, 2201.23,
2202.23, 2204.23, 2205.23, 2206.23,
2208.23, 2209.23, 2210.23, 2211.23,
2212.23, 2213.23, 2214.23, 2215.23,
2216.23, 2217.23, 2220.23, 2223.27,
2224.27, 2225.27, 2226.27, 2227.27,
2229.23, 2231.23, 2232.23, 2234.27,
2235.27, 2247.23, 2248.23, 2249.34,
2250.34, 2251.34, 2252.34, 2253.34,
2254.34, 2255.34, 2256.34, 2257.34,
2258.34, 2259.34, 2260.34, 2261.34,
2262.34, 2263.34, 2289.34, 2290.23,
2291.23, 2296.23, 2297.23, 2303.23,
2304.23, 2305.23, 2309.23, 2312.23,
2316.23, 2327.23, 2329.23, 2330.23,
2331.23, 2332.23, 2333.23, 2334.23,
2335.23, 2336.23, 2337.23, 2338.23,
2339.23, 2341.23, 2342.23, 2343.23,
2344.23, 2345.23, 2346.23, 2347.23,
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Concerned the current planning requirements do not
give enough protection from bushfire. Recommends:
•

a review of the fire risk to the area

•

consideration of reducing the number of
dwellings in Courtney West and ensuring
dwellings are fire prepared and

•

restrictions to any density increase.

The revised amendment package provides clearer guidance on the type of Multiple dwelling
No
development envisaged being detached housing in a community title format. This form of
development will only be possible through an Impact assessable development application, which
is required to consider the City Plan as a whole to the extent relevant and is subject to public
consultation.
The revised amendment does not alter the residential density of sub-precinct Courtney West
which is a very low density of between 11 to 14 dwellings per net hectare (one dwelling per 714909m2 of site area). Increases in density will be subject to Impact assessment and require
consideration of bushfire risk along with other relevant assessment considerations, such as
infrastructure supply.
To support this amendment, a 'Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment Report' was prepared to
address State interests in the plan making process. The Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment
Report concludes that City Plan land use planning provisions provide a suitable framework to
ensure that bushfire risk levels are mitigated to acceptable and tolerable levels of risk. The
development overlay codes effectively minimise exposure to bushfire hazard. These
applications will be required to demonstrate that bushfire risks are appropriately managed.
Appropriate bushfire management measures may be required in the conditioning of future
development permits.
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2353.23, 2354.23, 2355.23, 2356.23,
2357.23, 2358.23, 2359.23, 2360.23,
2361.23, 2365.23, 2366.23, 2367.23,
2368.23, 2369.23, 2370.23, 2371.23,
2374.23, 2375.23, 2376.23, 2377.23,
2378.23, 2379.23, 2380.23, 2381.23,
2382.23, 2383.23, 2384.23, 2385.23,
2386.23, 2387.23, 2388.23, 2389.23,
2390.23, 2391.23, 2392.23, 2393.23,
2394.23, 2395.23, 2396.23, 2397.23,
2398.23, 2399.23, 2400.23, 2402.23,
2410.23, 2411.23, 2413.15, 2414.34,
2415.34, 2416.34, 2417.34, 2418.34,
2419.34, 2420.34, 2421.34, 2422.34,
2423.34, 2424.34, 2425.34, 2427.34,
2428.34, 2429.34, 2430.34, 2431.34,
2432.34, 2433.34, 2455.34, 2435.34,
2452.23
2136.8

Requests the fire risk of this area (and other city areas)
to determine advisability of building in Courtney West
and safe egress routes, suggesting consideration be
given to reducing the number of dwellings planned and
ensure they meet highest standards of fire
preparedness.

The revised amendment package seeks to provide clearer guidance on the type of Multiple
dwelling development envisaged being detached housing in a community title format. This form
of development will only be possible through an Impact assessable development application,
which is required to consider the City Plan as a whole to the extent relevant and is subject to
public consultation.

No

The revised amendment does not alter the residential density of sub-precinct Courtney West
which is a low density of between 11 to 14 dwellings per net hectare (one dwelling per 714909m2 of site area). Increases in density will be subject to Impact assessment and require
consideration of bushfire risk along with other relevant assessment considerations, such as
infrastructure supply.
To support this amendment, a 'Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment Report' was prepared to
address State interests in the plan making process. The Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment
Report concludes that City Plan land use planning provisions provide a suitable framework to
ensure that bushfire risk levels are mitigated to acceptable and tolerable levels of risk. The
development overlay codes effectively minimise exposure to bushfire hazard. These
applications will be required to demonstrate that bushfire risks are appropriately managed.
Appropriate bushfire management measures may be required in the conditioning of future
development permits.
2184.1

Suggests if the intention is to apply the code to flat land
(1:15 slope or flatter), there is little or no land suitable in
sub-precinct Courtney South-east.

The revised amendment package does not restrict Multiple dwellings in sub-precinct Courtney
South-east to flat land (1:15 slope or flatter). However, this outcome remains for sub-precinct
Courtney North-east where a density of RD2 (33 dwellings per net hectare) is provided.

No

2184.2

Objects to proposed RD2 density in sub-precinct
Courtney South-east.

The revised amendment package seeks a residential density in the Courtney South-east subprecinct of between 13-17 dwellings per net hectare (one dwelling per 588-769m2 of net site
area). This is lower than the RD2 category which is 33 dwellings per net hectare (one dwelling
per 300m2 of net site area) and is considered to be a low density.

No

Residential density is measured in dwellings per 'Net hectare', which excludes land required for
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any public purpose (e.g. roads). The density outcome in the previously consulted draft concept
plan was based on 'Net developable area'. This calculates the remaining land area after
removing areas of environmentally constrained land and removing areas required for trunk
purposes (e.g. 1ha recreation park). Of note, the existing Courtney Drive and indicative road
extension form boundaries of sub-precincts and were not included in the Net developable areas
presented in the draft concept plan.
To derive a density based on Net hectares for the Emerging community zone - Upper Coomera
(Courtney Drive) sub-precincts, land which was previously assumed to be contributed for public
purposes (i.e. 25% for local roads shown on concept plan and the 1ha trunk recreation park in
the Courtney North-east sub-precinct) was excluded from the calculation.
The resulting density outcome for the Emerging community zone Courtney South-east subprecinct will achieve a yield envisaged by the 'draft concept plan (yield)' figure (May 2017) for
Courtney South East precinct (CSE1), which included approximately 11ha in the A2 and A3
category (600-799m2 lots) and approximately 2ha in the B1 category (400-599m2 lots).
Following consideration of submissions, the City has progressed the amendment retaining the
densities as advertised in the second round of public consultation for the reasons identified
above.
2184.3

Queries whether Emerging community zone Overall
outcome 3(v)(A) 'designed to have the appearance of
individual dwellings', intends to provide for detached
dwellings, duplexes or town houses, and whether this
will be the outcome of an acceptable solution.

The revised amendment package seeks to provide the option for development to be provided in
a community titled format where it presents as detached housing. This outcome is defined as
Multiple dwellings, as the dwellings would be within the one lot.

Yes

Multiple dwelling developments in the form of 'attached dwellings' (such as townhouses or
apartments) are not envisaged under Overall outcome 3(v)(A). The drafting has been improved
to express this intent more clearly.
Note that duplexes are separately defined as Dual occupancy.
The proposed change seeks to provide better planning guidance for delivery of a Multiple
dwelling development through provision of additional Overall outcomes in the Emerging
community zone code and additional Specific outcomes in the Strategic framework.
The development of Multiple dwellings in sub-precinct Courtney South-east and sub-precinct
Courtney West will trigger Impact assessment. This requires assessment against the whole of
City Plan, not limited to zone code Performance outcomes and Acceptable outcomes.

2189.22

Requests that Council examine the bush fire risk of the
development of Courtney Road West and removes the
proposed development Courtney West from the overall
area for development.

The revised amendment package provides for limited development opportunities west of
Courtney Drive. This area will be subject to assessment through Impact assessable
development applications. These applications will be required to demonstrate that bushfire risks
are appropriately managed.
To support this amendment, a 'Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment Report' was prepared to
address State interests in the plan making process. The Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment
Report concludes that City Plan land use planning provisions provide a suitable framework to
ensure that bushfire risk levels are mitigated to acceptable and tolerable levels of risk. The
development overlay codes effectively minimise exposure to bushfire hazard. These
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applications will be required to demonstrate that bushfire risks are appropriately managed.
Appropriate bushfire management measures may be required in the conditioning of future
development permits.
2237.2

Recommends deletion of 3(a)(v)(A) from both the
Emerging community zone code's Overall outcomes and
the Strategic outcome of the New communities Strategic
element and a provision be included in (B) to enable
increased densities for Multiple dwelling development.

The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
Overall outcome as advertised in the second round of public consultation for the reasons
identified below.

No

This will assist the delivery of alternative development outcomes that are suited to site
conditions, such as community titled developments that utilise private road infrastructure to
access more constrained land.
The outcome for Multiple dwellings is not intended to change the planned character of the area
and was introduced to provide assessment benchmarks in the scenario where an Impact
assessment Multiple dwelling was proposed.
The envisaged densities for these sub-precincts are provided in the Overall outcomes of the
code.

2437.1

Objects to the implementation of the Upper Coomera
To support the proposed amendment, a 'Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment Report' was
(Courtney Drive) Investigation Area for reasons such as: prepared. This informed the proposed amendment and formed part of the State interest review
of this amendment.
• loss of the hinterland character;
The Bushfire Hazard Risk Assessment Report concludes that City Plan land use planning
• bushfire impacts;
provisions provide a suitable framework to ensure that bushfire risk levels are mitigated to
• impacts to nationally and locally valuable flora
acceptable and tolerable levels of risk. The development overlay codes effectively minimise
and fauna;
exposure to bushfire hazard. These applications will be required to demonstrate that bushfire
risks are appropriately managed. Appropriate bushfire management measures may be required
• loss of koala habitat; and
in the conditioning of future development permits.
• impacts on water courses and overland flow.
The plan proposed through the Upper Coomera Courtney Drive Investigation area seeks to
balance the delivery of land for new housing with the protection and delivery of land for
conservation and recreation purposes. The plan proposes a more efficient use of land presently
zoned for a Rural residential acreage outcome.
This amendment seeks to deliver approximately 20 per cent (approximately 13ha) of the
proposed Emerging community zone as rehabilitated greenspace. This includes three corridors
(combining to approximately 180m wide) of greenspace to connect with Yaun Creek along
Reserve Road. A 1 hectare recreation area is also proposed adjacent to Yaun Creek.
A flora and fauna study was carried out to assist with preparation of the plan. This study
included field survey work which identified evidence of koalas using this area infrequently. The
proposed amendment seeks to retain and restore areas of vegetation mapped as Matters of
State Environmental Significance (MSES) koala habitat.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
amendment as advertised in the second round of public consultation for the reasons identified
above.
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Item 16 – Urban expansion: Upper Coomera investigation area | (b) Amendments to the Strategic Framework and the Zone code are proposed to clarify that the Green space network areas are required to be restored and enhanced
2021.1

Supports the proposed change and requests more off
leash dog parks.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

A new recreation park adjacent to existing open space next to Richardson Crescent, Upper
Coomera is identified in the Local Government Infrastructure Plan. The design of this park is
subject to future planning.
The suggestion for more off leash dog parks has been forwarded to the City's Parks and
Recreational Services and Animal Management sections for their information.
2184.5

Objects to proposed 60m wide buffer to Yaun Creek and The Required outcome and Acceptable outcome of the Environmental significance overlay code
requests that there be an opportunity to realign overland in City Plan seeks to ensure that development does not occur within 30 meters of the waterway.
flow paths / watercourses.
The Environmental significance overlay code requires that wetlands, waterways and their
associated buffers are protected and enhanced, and that buffers are provided between Matters
of environmental significance and any proposed development to manage impacts.

No

The precise watercourse centreline location and top of the outer bank will be determined during
the development assessment process. In the instance where a waterway is highly disturbed and
the City has a strategic intent to restore environmental values to the waterway, the City may
consider through future Impact assessable development applications whether there is an
environmental benefit in altering the waterway centreline.
A perceived absence of ecological value does not preclude a development from meeting the
provisions of the code. The rehabilitation of waterways that have suffered degradation provides
improved ecological connectivity, water quality, supports bank stability and protects property and
infrastructure.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
amendment as advertised in the second round of public consultation for the reasons identified
above.
2184.6

Objects to proposed upgrade of Courtney Drive to Minor The future extension of Courtney Drive through to Reserve Road is shown on Emerging
Residential Collector Road.
community zone Map 6.2.16?3 as 'indicative only'. This means its location will be subject to
detailed planning associated with a future Impact assessable development application.
Supports the existing 20m road reserve be maintained
for the continuation of Courtney Drive and the preferred
option as shown in Figure 6.2.16-3 be adhered to. This
will not only maintain the amenity of the area but also
allow for increased traffic flow and accommodate future
development.

No

2189.23

Supports the proposed change, requesting that the City The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
Plan be amended to increase the width of riparian zones
to a minimum of 50 metres.
The proposed amendment is consistent with the outcomes of the Environmental significance
overlay code, which seeks a buffer of at least 30 metres from the outer bank of a minor
watercourse high bank as an Acceptable outcome. This provides a consistent approach across
the City.

No
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When buffers to both sides of the waterways are accounted for, the Acceptable outcome for the
combined width of the riparian zone is at least 60 metres.
Item 16 – Urban expansion: Upper Coomera investigation area | (c) Removal of a note the contemplated increased densities where sites are amalgamated, as it does not align with the Overall outcomes
2061.9, 2062.8, 2096.24, 2097.24,
2098.24, 2099.24, 2100.24, 2101.24,
2102.24, 2103.24, 2104.24, 2105.24,
2106.24, 2107.24, 2108.24, 2109.24,
2110.24, 2111.24, 2112.24, 2126.24,
2173.28, 2179.35, 2184.4, 2189.24,
2200.24, 2201.24, 2202.24, 2204.24,
2205.24, 2206.24, 2208.24, 2209.24,
2210.24, 2211.24, 2212.24, 2213.24,
2214.24, 2215.24, 2216.24, 2217.24,
2220.24, 2223.28, 2224.28, 2225.28,
2226.28, 2227.28, 2229.24, 2231.24,
2232.24, 2234.28, 2235.28, 2247.24,
2248.24, 2249.35, 2250.35, 2251.35,
2252.35, 2253.35, 2254.35, 2255.35,
2256.35, 2257.35, 2258.35, 2259.35,
2260.35, 2261.35, 2262.35, 2263.35,
2289.35, 2290.24, 2291.24, 2296.24,
2297.24, 2303.24, 2304.24, 2305.24,
2309.24, 2312.24, 2316.24, 2327.24,
2329.24, 2330.24, 2331.24, 2332.24,
2333.24, 2334.24, 2335.24, 2336.24,
2337.24, 2338.24, 2339.24, 2341.24,
2342.24, 2343.24, 2344.24, 2345.24,
2346.24, 2347.24, 2353.24, 2354.24,
2355.24, 2356.24, 2357.24, 2358.24,
2359.24, 2360.24, 2361.24, 2365.24,
2366.24, 2367.24, 2368.24, 2369.24,
2370.24, 2371.24, 2374.24, 2375.24,
2376.24, 2377.24, 2378.24, 2379.24,
2380.24, 2381.24, 2382.24, 2383.24,
2384.24, 2385.24, 2386.24, 2387.24,
2388.24, 2389.24, 2390.24, 2391.24,
2392.24, 2393.24, 2394.24, 2395.24,
2396.24, 2397.24, 2398.24, 2399.24,
2400.24, 2402.24, 2410.24, 2411.24,
2413.16, 2414.35, 2415.35, 2416.35,
2417.35, 2418.35, 2419.35, 2420.35,
2421.35, 2422.35, 2423.35, 2424.35,
2425.35, 2427.35, 2428.35, 2429.35,
2430.35, 2431.35, 2432.35, 2433.35,
2455.35, 2435.35, 2451.17, 2452.24

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2237.1

Objects to the proposed provision as affecting land at
79, 89, 91, 97 & 99 Courtney Drive, Upper Coomera
(Lots 188-192 RP 173728). The removal of the note will

The statutory note which was removed specified that 'where more than one site is amalgamated
for development, an increase to residential density will be considered beyond the upper limit of
each range'. The note did not provide an assessment benchmark as it does not provide any

No
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guidance on what a suitable increased density would be.
The amendment includes a density range to achieve development that utilises land and
infrastructure efficiently and responds to site constraints and opportunities. The density ranges
provided are an average across a development site and a minimum lot size is not specified.
These densities are planned for in consideration of the topographical conditions and
acknowledges there would be some earthworks for housing, new roads and stormwater
management. Consideration was also given to a sub-precinct's site context and the adjoining
non-urban areas. In this regard, the Strategic framework seeks larger lot urban housing to occur
on steeper slopes to minimise earthworks and to provide a transition to the city's non-urban
areas.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
amendment as advertised in the second round of public consultation for the reasons identified
above.

Item 20 – Neighbourhood centre improvements | (a) Amend the catchment size for Suburban neighbourhoods to a 1,500m walk
2061.6, 2062.5, 2096.27, 2097.27,
2098.27, 2099.27, 2100.27, 2101.27,
2102.27, 2103.27, 2104.27, 2105.27,
2106.27, 2107.27, 2108.27, 2109.27,
2110.27, 2111.27, 2112.27, 2126.27,
2173.31, 2179.38, 2189.27, 2200.27,
2201.27, 2202.27, 2204.27, 2205.27,
2206.27, 2208.27, 2209.27, 2210.27,
2211.27, 2212.27, 2213.27, 2214.27,
2215.27, 2216.27, 2217.27, 2220.27,
2223.31, 2224.31, 2225.31, 2226.31,
2227.31, 2229.27, 2231.27, 2232.27,
2234.31, 2235.31, 2238.2, 2247.27,
2248.27, 2249.38, 2250.38, 2251.38,
2252.38, 2253.38, 2254.38, 2255.38,
2256.38, 2257.38, 2258.38, 2259.38,
2260.38, 2261.38, 2262.38, 2263.38,
2289.38, 2290.27, 2291.27, 2296.27,
2297.27, 2303.27, 2304.27, 2305.27,
2309.27, 2312.27, 2316.27, 2327.27,
2329.27, 2330.27, 2331.27, 2332.27,
2333.27, 2334.27, 2335.27, 2336.27,
2337.27, 2338.27, 2339.27, 2341.27,
2342.27, 2343.27, 2344.27, 2345.27,
2346.27, 2347.27, 2353.27, 2354.27,
2355.27, 2356.27, 2357.27, 2358.27,
2359.27, 2360.27, 2361.27, 2365.27,
2366.27, 2367.27, 2368.27, 2369.27,
2370.27, 2371.27, 2374.27, 2375.27,
2376.27, 2377.27, 2378.27, 2379.27,
2380.27, 2381.27, 2382.27, 2383.27,
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Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

2384.27, 2385.27, 2386.27, 2387.27,
2388.27, 2389.27, 2390.27, 2391.27,
2392.27, 2393.27, 2394.27, 2395.27,
2396.27, 2397.27, 2398.27, 2399.27,
2400.27, 2402.27, 2410.27, 2411.27,
2413.19, 2414.38, 2415.38, 2416.38,
2417.38, 2418.38, 2419.38, 2420.38,
2421.38, 2422.38, 2423.38, 2424.38,
2425.38, 2427.38, 2428.38, 2429.38,
2430.38, 2431.38, 2432.38, 2433.38,
2455.38, 2435.38, 2452.27
2137.2

Objects to the removal of the word 'planned' character
from Overall outcomes and Performance outcomes as
this word should be included so that the character
envisaged by the scheme can be realised, without this
objective being compromised by a requirement to
respond to existing character.

The City Plan continues to envisage positive change in most urban areas within the City.
However, it is acknowledged that future development still needs to be considerate of current
neighbourhood qualities and place values that are critical to our city.

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code

Following a review of submissions and through scenario testing, a potential tension was
identified between the promotion of planned development outcomes and remaining in-keeping
with existing local character.

Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

In many parts of the city, the City Plan envisages significant change. Some of these outcomes
are relatively new to the city. Many of these outcomes however have been embedded in the
city's planning scheme for decades but are still yet to be fully realised.

Part 6.2.4 High density
residential zone code

There are also many parts of the city where a diverse range of development outcomes are
envisaged in a local area. This occurs when a local area has a range of zones and building
height designations. In such areas, future development on individual properties may require a
distinctly different character to its neighbouring properties. Examples include where residential
property has industrial or commercial properties nearby, or where low-rise residential areas
adjoin high-rise areas.
Requiring a development to be in-keeping with the existing local character around the property
may therefore lead to outcomes that are not consistent with the development outcomes
envisaged by the City Plan.
Changes were made to the Our City Our Plan amendment package to resolve the tensions
identified above and more clearly communicate the City's expectations in relation to planned
character and existing local character matters.
The revised amendment package makes it clear that the City Plan prioritises achievement of
planned development outcomes. The revised provisions reintroduce the term 'planned character'
for this reason.
The revised amendment package also clarifies the role of provisions requiring the identification
and adaptation to existing local character to be in relation to design matters such as materials,
colours, landscaping and streetscape interfaces. These should not affect primary elements of
planned character, such as land use, height, site cover and setbacks.
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Yes

Part 6.2.5 Centre zone
code
Part 6.2.6
Neighbourhood centre
zone code
Part 6.2.18 Innovation
zone code
Part 6.2.20 Mixed use
zone code

Submission point number

2239.6

Point of submission

Supports the proposed change but requests a clear
description of the alternative method being proposed
and local residents need to be involved.

Response

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

Results
in a
change?
No

Neighbourhood centres are intended to be a cluster of land uses that seek to support the needs
of the surrounding community. Currently, City Plan identifies that the establishment of new
neighbourhood centres in a suburban neighbourhood (typically found in the Low density
residential zone) are to be determined by the needs of their immediate neighbourhood
catchment. This is calculated as the planned population and/or jobs within a 1,000 metre walk
from the proposed centre. This planning principle was considered to make new neighbourhood
centres difficult to establish in low density areas.
In consideration of submissions, changes have been made to the Our City Our Plan amendment
package after Round 1 to clearly outline the catchment size for new neighbourhood centres in
Suburban neighbourhoods to be a 1,500m walk (compared to a 1,000m walk in other areas).
The establishment of new commercial uses will continue to be Impact assessable in the Low
density residential zone. This means that new neighbourhood centres in this zone will be subject
to a statutory public notification period, which provides submitters with third party appeal rights.

Item 20 – Neighbourhood centre improvements | (b) Modify the Chevron Island Late night dining sub-precinct to include the properties at 7-9 Burra Street, Chevron Island
2061.7, 2062.6, 2096.26, 2097.26,
2098.26, 2099.26, 2100.26, 2101.26,
2102.26, 2103.26, 2104.26, 2105.26,
2106.26, 2107.26, 2108.26, 2109.26,
2110.26, 2111.26, 2112.26, 2126.26,
2140.1, 2173.30, 2179.37, 2189.25,
2200.26, 2201.26, 2202.26, 2204.26,
2205.26, 2206.26, 2208.26, 2209.26,
2210.26, 2211.26, 2212.26, 2213.26,
2214.26, 2215.26, 2216.26, 2217.26,
2220.26, 2223.30, 2224.30, 2225.30,
2226.30, 2227.30, 2229.26, 2231.26,
2232.26, 2234.30, 2235.30, 2246.1,
2247.26, 2248.26, 2249.37, 2250.37,
2251.37, 2252.37, 2253.37, 2254.37,
2255.37, 2256.37, 2257.37, 2258.37,
2259.37, 2260.37, 2261.37, 2262.37,
2263.37, 2289.37, 2290.26, 2291.26,
2296.26, 2297.26, 2303.26, 2304.26,
2305.26, 2309.26, 2312.26, 2316.26,
2327.26, 2329.26, 2330.26, 2331.26,
2332.26, 2333.26, 2334.26, 2335.26,
2336.26, 2337.26, 2338.26, 2339.26,
2341.26, 2342.26, 2343.26, 2344.26,
2345.26, 2346.26, 2347.26, 2353.26,
2354.26, 2355.26, 2356.26, 2357.26,
2358.26, 2359.26, 2360.26, 2361.26,
2365.26, 2366.26, 2367.26, 2368.26,
2369.26, 2370.26, 2371.26, 2374.26,
2375.26, 2376.26, 2377.26, 2378.26,
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Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

2379.26, 2380.26, 2381.26, 2382.26,
2383.26, 2384.26, 2385.26, 2386.26,
2387.26, 2388.26, 2389.26, 2390.26,
2391.26, 2392.26, 2393.26, 2394.26,
2395.26, 2396.26, 2397.26, 2398.26,
2399.26, 2400.26, 2402.26, 2410.26,
2411.26, 2413.18, 2414.37, 2415.37,
2416.37, 2417.37, 2418.37, 2419.37,
2420.37, 2421.37, 2422.37, 2423.37,
2424.37, 2425.37, 2427.37, 2428.37,
2429.37, 2430.37, 2431.37, 2432.37,
2433.37, 2455.37, 2435.37, 2452.26
2140.2, 2246.2

Suggests the wording of RO5 and AO6 within the
amended Neighbourhood centre zone code be revised
to remove the restriction of 'audible noise'. This
provision will make it difficult to comply as accepted
development subject to requirements, see attached
acoustic report.

Following consideration of submissions, the provisions relating to noise in the Neighbourhood
centre zone have been revised.

Yes

Part 6.2.6
Neighbourhood centre
zone code

Yes

Part 6.2.6
Neighbourhood centre
zone code

The specific mention of no 'audible' emissions has been removed.
Developers will need to ensure the design of buildings considers potential noise amenity
impacts. All operators are obliged to ensure businesses are operated in a way that will achieve
compliance with their development approval and other State legislation and licensing.
Where businesses cannot comply with noise requirements, additional conditions may be applied
to ensure compliance can be achieved.
For assessable applications, the General development provisions code will continue to provide
provisions addressing loss of amenity from noise emissions.
The City seeks to ensure neighbourhood centres integrate with the surrounding neighbourhood.
Consideration of the residential population and buildings is a key aspect of this. The proposed
amendments balance the impacts of the land use on nearby sensitive uses as well as the
operational needs of the neighbourhood centre.

2185.1, 2186.1, 2243.1, 2244.1, 2245.1 Suggests the provisions regulating audible noise
(specifically RO5) in the late night precinct be revised to
recognise the reasonable level of noise associated with
living near a centre or tourist area. The proposed
provisions are not workable for commercial operators
and exceed the standards/conditions imposed on a
liquor license by the Office of Liquor and Gaming
Regulation.

Following consideration of submissions, the provisions relating to noise in the Neighbourhood
centre zone have been revised.
The specific mention of no 'audible' emissions has been removed.
Developers will need to ensure the design of buildings considers potential noise and amenity
impacts. All operators are obliged to ensure businesses are operated in a way that will achieve
compliance with their development approval and other State legislation and licensing.
Where businesses cannot comply with noise requirements, additional conditions may be applied
to ensure compliance can be achieved.
For assessable applications, the General development provisions code will continue to provide
provisions addressing loss of amenity from noise emissions.
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Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

The City seeks to ensure neighbourhood centres integrate with the surrounding neighbourhood.
Consideration of the residential population and buildings is a key aspect of this. The proposed
amendments balance the impacts of the activity on nearby sensitive uses as well as the
operational needs of the neighbourhood centre.
Item 20 – Neighbourhood centre improvements | (c) Remove the proposed Late night dining precinct from the neighbourhood centre at Pacific Parade, Currumbin, meaning hours of operation are envisaged to cease at 10pm
(consistent with the current City Plan)
2020.1, 2161.1

Objects to removal of proposed Late night dining
precinct from Pacific Parade, Currumbin as the City
needs more night life.

The removal of the Late night dining precinct from the Pacific Parade Neighbourhood Centre
was done in consideration of submissions received during the first round of consultation.

No

The objection to this change is acknowledged and has been considered along with all other
submissions received on this matter.
Following consideration of submissions and the local context, the City has progressed with the
removal of the Late night dining precinct as advertised in the second round of public
consultation.
2061.8, 2062.7, 2096.25, 2097.25,
2098.25, 2099.25, 2100.25, 2101.25,
2102.25, 2103.25, 2104.25, 2105.25,
2106.25, 2107.25, 2108.25, 2109.25,
2110.25, 2111.25, 2112.25, 2126.25,
2173.29, 2179.36, 2200.25, 2201.25,
2202.25, 2204.25, 2205.25, 2206.25,
2208.25, 2209.25, 2210.25, 2211.25,
2212.25, 2213.25, 2214.25, 2215.25,
2216.25, 2217.25, 2220.25, 2223.29,
2224.29, 2225.29, 2226.29, 2227.29,
2234.29, 2235.29, 2247.25, 2248.25,
2249.36, 2250.36, 2251.36, 2252.36,
2253.36, 2254.36, 2255.36, 2256.36,
2257.36, 2258.36, 2259.36, 2260.36,
2261.36, 2262.36, 2263.36, 2289.36,
2290.25, 2291.25, 2296.25, 2297.25,
2303.25, 2304.25, 2305.25, 2309.25,
2312.25, 2316.25, 2327.25, 2329.25,
2330.25, 2331.25, 2332.25, 2333.25,
2334.25, 2335.25, 2336.25, 2337.25,
2338.25, 2339.25, 2341.25, 2342.25,
2343.25, 2344.25, 2345.25, 2346.25,
2347.25, 2353.25, 2354.25, 2355.25,
2356.25, 2357.25, 2358.25, 2359.25,
2360.25, 2361.25, 2365.25, 2366.25,
2367.25, 2368.25, 2369.25, 2370.25,
2371.25, 2374.25, 2375.25, 2376.25,
2377.25, 2378.25, 2379.25, 2380.25,
2381.25, 2382.25, 2383.25, 2384.25,
2385.25, 2386.25, 2387.25, 2388.25,
2389.25, 2390.25, 2391.25, 2392.25,
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Supports the proposed change, raising concern that
superseded planning rights remain for 12 months after
adoption.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
It is important to note that the Late night dining precinct, which supports extended hours, is draft
policy that has been released for public comment as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. It does not exist in the current version of City Plan.
As a result, there are no superseded planning rights available to applicants in relation to the
Late night dining precinct in this location.

No

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2393.25, 2394.25, 2395.25, 2396.25,
2397.25, 2398.25, 2399.25, 2400.25,
2402.25, 2410.25, 2411.25, 2413.17,
2414.36, 2415.36, 2416.36, 2417.36,
2418.36, 2419.36, 2420.36, 2421.36,
2422.36, 2423.36, 2424.36, 2425.36,
2427.36, 2428.36, 2429.36, 2430.36,
2431.36, 2432.36, 2433.36, 2455.36,
2435.36, 2452.25
2189.26

Supports the proposed change.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2229.25, 2231.25, 2232.25

Concerned that superseded planning rights remain for
12 months after adoption.

It is important to note that the Late night dining precinct, which supports extended hours, is draft
policy that has been released for public comment as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. It does not exist in the current version of City Plan.

No

As a result, there are no superseded planning rights available to applicants in relation to the
Late night dining precinct in this location.
Item 22 – Environmental mapping | (a) Address site specific requests for inclusion or removal from the Hinterland to coast critical corridor mapping
2025.6, 2026.6, 2118.3

Objects to the exclusion of properties on Thompsons
Road and Willowvale from the Hinterland to coast critical
corridor, as this corridor is the only connection to the
currently isolated Koala population in Coomera.
Concerned with the proposal to downgrade vegetation
mapping in these areas, as it may further erode
important environment protection in the area.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map was updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. This was undertaken to ensure the
mapping reflects the best available information.
Any vegetation mapped within the Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map
is identified to be 'protected in situ', regardless of the vegetation priority.

2050.1
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Objects to vegetation management mapping on property As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package, the
located at 420 Upper Ormeau Road, Kingsholme as the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map was updated to reflect
mapped area contains low grade regrowth or residential vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.
or rural production land uses.
As a result of this update, the vegetation mapping over the two existing buildings onsite has
Requests any Priority vegetation be only mapped within been removed. The vegetation mapping over the rest of the site has also been reviewed and it
the 1955 remnant vegetation as anything outside of this has been found to correctly reflect the extent of vegetation shown on the aerial imagery.
is regrowth and lower value.
The information provided in the submission has been reviewed including the 1955 imagery. The

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Objects to the inclusion of 420 Upper Ormeau Road,
Kingsholme in the wildlife corridor, as it is not supported
by any natural systems or investigations.

Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map is based on specific mapping
rules relating to age and structural characteristics of vegetation. For these purposes, remnant
vegetation can only be identified by the Queensland Herbarium. All the vegetation onsite (with
the exception of a small pocket in the south eastern corner of the site) has been identified as
remnant vegetation which is the highest quality vegetation. It is acknowledged that a portion of
this vegetation was cleared in 1955, however, the vegetation has since regrown to a sufficient
standard to be identified as remnant by the Queensland Herbarium. Remnant vegetation can be
of varying quality.

Results
in a
change?

The majority of vegetation in the surrounding area is also identified as remnant vegetation. This
reflects your identification of its value and it is likely to be of higher quality to the vegetation on
your site as it has not been exposed to the same clearing pressures. Importantly, vegetation
priority is not a direct reflection of vegetation condition but is a combination of vegetation
condition and how well each vegetation type is protected within the city. This is why the
surrounding vegetation is also identified as either General or Medium priority vegetation.
Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8. The
Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform changes
to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
It is important to note the subject site, being 420 Upper Ormeau Road, Kingsholme has been
mapped as both Core habitat area and Hinterland to coast critical corridor since the
commencement of the City Plan in 2016. This will not change as part of the Our City Our Plan
amendment package.
With regard to Key Resource Area (KRA) mapping, the State Planning Policy does not prioritise
KRA State interests over environmental State interests. As such, no further changes have been
made.
2053.1

Objects to the City's refusal to remove environmental
overlay mapping and rezoning of propertied abutting
Pimpama Heights and Sport Complex, when these
developments have been able to clear land.

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map was updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.
There are significant environmental values in this area including koala habitat, significant
vegetation and waterways. These values support the environmental mapping in the area.
As a result of the significant environmental values within this area, changes to the mapping over
the Heights development in Pimpama was only undertaken where development was first
approved and then substantially commenced e.g. both tree clearing and earthworks had been
completed. It is important to note that the Heights development was approved under the 2003
Our Living City planning scheme.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

2061.3, 2062.3, 2096.30, 2097.30,
2098.30, 2099.30, 2100.30, 2101.30,
2102.30, 2103.30, 2104.30, 2105.30,
2106.30, 2107.30, 2108.30, 2109.30,
2110.30, 2111.30, 2112.30, 2126.30,
2173.34, 2179.41, 2200.30, 2201.30,
2202.30, 2204.30, 2205.30, 2206.30,
2208.30, 2209.30, 2210.30, 2211.30,
2212.30, 2213.30, 2214.30, 2215.30,
2216.30, 2217.30, 2220.30, 2223.34,
2224.34, 2225.34, 2226.34, 2227.34,
2229.30, 2231.30, 2232.30, 2234.34,
2235.34, 2247.30, 2248.30, 2249.41,
2250.41, 2251.41, 2252.41, 2253.41,
2254.41, 2255.41, 2256.41, 2257.41,
2258.41, 2259.41, 2260.41, 2261.41,
2262.41, 2263.41, 2289.41, 2290.30,
2291.30, 2296.30, 2297.30, 2303.30,
2304.30, 2305.30, 2309.30, 2312.30,
2316.30, 2327.30, 2329.30, 2330.30,
2331.30, 2332.30, 2333.30, 2334.30,
2335.30, 2336.30, 2337.30, 2338.30,
2339.30, 2341.30, 2342.30, 2343.30,
2344.30, 2345.30, 2346.30, 2347.30,
2349.8, 2353.30, 2354.30, 2355.30,
2356.30, 2357.30, 2358.30, 2359.30,
2360.30, 2361.30, 2365.30, 2366.30,
2367.30, 2368.30, 2369.30, 2370.30,
2371.30, 2374.30, 2375.30, 2376.30,
2377.30, 2378.30, 2379.30, 2380.30,
2381.30, 2382.30, 2383.30, 2384.30,
2385.30, 2386.30, 2387.30, 2388.30,
2389.30, 2390.30, 2391.30, 2392.30,
2393.30, 2394.30, 2395.30, 2396.30,
2397.30, 2398.30, 2399.30, 2400.30,
2402.30, 2410.30, 2411.30, 2414.41,
2415.41, 2416.41, 2417.41, 2418.41,
2419.41, 2420.41, 2421.41, 2422.41,
2423.41, 2424.41, 2425.41, 2427.41,
2428.41, 2429.41, 2430.41, 2431.41,
2432.41, 2433.41, 2455.41, 2435.41,
2451.20, 2452.30

Objects to amendments to specific sites and the
provision of no criteria for such applications, as this
change would provide development opportunities to
erode biodiversity values. Requests this amendment is
not included.

2084.2

Supports the improved connectivity associated with the
fauna underpass as part of the M1 upgrade.

Response

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
Yes
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
Importantly there have been no changes to the Environmental significance overlay code as part
of the Our City Our Plan amendment package and as such the current assessment provisions
remain.

Support is acknowledged for the improved connectivity for the Burleigh to Springbrook
Hinterland to coast critical corridor across the M1.
Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
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Results
in a
change?

No

Parts of City Plan
changed
Corridors in the
Environmental
significance –
Biodiversity overlay
map (will no longer be
changing from v8)

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Parts of City Plan
changed

Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The City liaises with State Government, particularly on large infrastructure projects. The Critical
Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform existing and
future projects within the city.
2136.10

Concerned the Biodiversity areas mapping still includes
the Coombabah treatment plant and aerodrome areas
which is inconsistent with the mapping approach.
Requests the mapping be updated.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
The Coombabah treatment plant and aerodrome will remain within both the critical corridor and
core habitat areas.

2161.2

Requests Tallebudgera Creek and The Palm Beach
Esplanade be added to the Hinterland to coast critical
corridor.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
Yes
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
Within the mapped Hinterland to coast critical corridors, a refinement process was undertaken
within the urban areas of the city which excluded any land that did not include a cadastral
property address. These areas include road reserves, land adjacent to waterways and wetlands
and much of the Palm Beach dune system.
In response to submissions, the City undertook a review of these areas as they contain
significant environmental features and in some locations are essential to maintaining connection
across the city. As a result of this review the inclusion of road and waterway casement areas
and mapped dune vegetation directly adjacent to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors will be
considered for inclusion in a future work program.
Wetlands and waterways, including Tallebudgera Creek are addressed through the
Environmental significance - Wetlands and waterways overlay map. This mapping triggers
protection provisions within the Environmental significance overlay code.
Dune vegetation is regulated under the Vegetation management code, the Coastal erosion
hazard overlay code and supporting City Plan policy – Coastal dune management.
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Corridors in the
Environmental
significance –
Biodiversity overlay
map (will no longer be
changing from v8)

Submission point number

2189.30

Point of submission

Concerned biodiversity values could be eroded through
applications for removal of environmental values.
Requests the criteria for site specific requests are
provided.

Response

Results
in a
change?

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
Yes
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.

Parts of City Plan
changed
Corridors in the
Environmental
significance –
Biodiversity overlay
map (will no longer be
changing from v8)

The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
Importantly, there have been no changes to the Environmental significance overlay code as part
of the Our City Our Plan amendment package and as such the current assessment provisions
remain.
2218.3

Concerned the Biodiversity mapping has remained
unchanged and the priority of vegetation has increased.
The layers have the potential to prohibit development of
State designated KRA.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
In addition, environmental mapping has not been removed from the KRA designated areas, as
the State Planning Policy does not prioritise KRA State interest over environmental State
interests.
As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package and
in response to submissions, the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay
map has been updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.
Importantly, vegetation priority is identified based on the values of the vegetation, which is
determined based on vegetation condition and how well each vegetation type is protected within
the city. As vegetation continues to be removed in the city, some vegetation types are increasing
in priority as their city-wide extent is decreasing.
City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments contains a detailed methodology of how the
various vegetation types and remnant vegetation categories are included within the vegetation
categories.

2374.37
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Recommends the environmental overlays that have
been removed from properties with limited vegetation in
the Hinterland to coast critical corridors are reinstated,
as it has resulted in the fragmentation of the corridors

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
Yes
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the

Corridors in the
Environmental
significance –
Biodiversity overlay

Submission point number

Point of submission

and can inhibit the movement of animals.

Response

Results
in a
change?

Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.

Parts of City Plan
changed
map (will no longer be
changing from v8)

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package and
in response to submissions, the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay
map has been updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.
Item 22 – Environmental mapping | (b) Amend the Hinterland to coast critical corridor mapping within the Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map to include vegetation located within road casements (road reserves)
and waterway casements where required to maintain connectivity and include significant biodiversity values
2001.2

Concerned the environmental mapping and bushfire
Changes to the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay mapping formed
mapping on 746 Currumbin Creek Road does not reflect part of the first public consultation round for the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
on ground values.
The changes that form part of the second round of public consultation, related to specific
changes made in response to submissions received during the first round of public consultation.

No

In response to submissions, the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay
map has been updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. As a
result, the vegetation mapping on 746 Currumbin Creek Road has changed in some areas, from
general priority vegetation to medium priority vegetation.
In response to the concerns raised regarding the existence of non-native species, the mapping
includes all native vegetation communities being remnant, disturbed and regrowth based on a
defined mapping process. Vegetation can contain weed species and still retain sufficient
structure and species composition to be identified as mapped native vegetation.
Further to this, the mapping can be ground-truthed as part of the development assessment
process should an application be submitted over the site.
The Bushfire hazard overlay map does not form part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. For your information, City Plan Bushfire hazard overlay mapping is based on State
mapping developed in accordance with the methodology described in the document titled
Bushfire Resilient Communities: https://www.qfes.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/2021-05/BushfireResilient-Communities.pdf.
Development proposed on land within the City Plan's Bushfire hazard overlay map is required to
be supported by a Bushfire Hazard Management Plan prepared in accordance with
requirements of City Plan.
2061.4, 2096.29, 2097.29, 2098.29,
2099.29, 2100.29, 2101.29, 2102.29,
2103.29, 2104.29, 2105.29, 2106.29,
2107.29, 2108.29, 2109.29, 2110.29,
2111.29, 2112.29, 2126.29, 2173.33,
2179.40, 2200.29, 2201.29, 2202.29,
2204.29, 2205.29, 2206.29, 2208.29,
2209.29, 2210.29, 2211.29, 2212.29,
2213.29, 2214.29, 2215.29, 2216.29,
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Recommends assessment and reporting be undertaken
on a progressive basis of what vegetation is in the road
and waterway casements.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package.
The City undertakes an assessment of the vegetation extent across the city every two years for

Submission point number

Point of submission

2217.29, 2220.29, 2223.33, 2224.33,
2225.33, 2226.33, 2227.33, 2234.33,
2235.33, 2247.29, 2248.29, 2249.40,
2250.40, 2251.40, 2252.40, 2253.40,
2254.40, 2255.40, 2256.40, 2257.40,
2258.40, 2259.40, 2260.40, 2261.40,
2262.40, 2263.40, 2289.40, 2290.29,
2291.29, 2296.29, 2297.29, 2303.29,
2304.29, 2305.29, 2309.29, 2312.29,
2316.29, 2327.29, 2329.29, 2330.29,
2331.29, 2332.29, 2333.29, 2334.29,
2335.29, 2336.29, 2337.29, 2338.29,
2339.29, 2341.29, 2342.29, 2343.29,
2344.29, 2345.29, 2346.29, 2347.29,
2353.29, 2354.29, 2355.29, 2356.29,
2357.29, 2358.29, 2359.29, 2360.29,
2361.29, 2365.29, 2366.29, 2367.29,
2368.29, 2369.29, 2370.29, 2371.29,
2374.29, 2375.29, 2376.29, 2377.29,
2378.29, 2379.29, 2380.29, 2381.29,
2382.29, 2383.29, 2384.29, 2385.29,
2386.29, 2387.29, 2388.29, 2389.29,
2390.29, 2391.29, 2392.29, 2393.29,
2394.29, 2395.29, 2396.29, 2397.29,
2398.29, 2399.29, 2400.29, 2402.29,
2410.29, 2411.29, 2414.40, 2415.40,
2416.40, 2417.40, 2418.40, 2419.40,
2420.40, 2421.40, 2422.40, 2423.40,
2424.40, 2425.40, 2427.40, 2428.40,
2429.40, 2430.40, 2431.40, 2432.40,
2433.40, 2455.40, 2435.40, 2451.19,
2452.29
2084.3

Response

Results
in a
change?

a range of purposes, including updates to the City Plan. The review of the vegetation in road
and waterway casement areas will be considered for inclusion in a future work program.

Supports the additions of vegetation within road
reserves and waterway casements as part of the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor mapping on the
Biodiversity areas overlay map.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The review of road and waterway casement areas will be considered for inclusion in a future
work program.

2189.29
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Supports updating vegetation and Biodiversity areas
mapping on a regular basis and inclusion of vegetation
in road and waterway reserves. Recommends the final
Koala Conservation Strategy mapping be incorporated
into Council mapping.

Support is acknowledged for the inclusion of vegetation in road and waterway reserves, which
have significant biodiversity values as part of the Hinterland to coast critical corridors.
Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The review of road and waterway casement areas will be considered for inclusion in a future
work program.
The City is required to identify and address Matters of environmental significance and will
continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement opportunities. In particular, the City
undertakes an assessment of vegetation extent every two years for a range of purposes,
including updates to the City Plan.
Koala habitat is identified on the City Plan Environmental significance - Priority species overlay
map and addressed under the Environmental significance overlay code. Neither of which forms
part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package and as such cannot be addressed through
this consultation period.
The new State Government koala conservation legislative reforms commenced on 7 February
2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on State mapping, separate to the
City Plan until such time as the mapping is integrated into the City Plan.
More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at http://www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.
2229.29, 2231.29, 2232.29

Recommends assessment and reporting be undertaken
on a progressive basis on what vegetation is in
casements.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8. The
inclusion of road and waterway casement areas will be considered for inclusion in a future work
program.
The City undertakes the assessment of vegetation extent every two years for a range of
purposes, including updates to the City Plan. The review of the vegetation in road and waterway
casement areas will be considered for inclusions in a future work program.

2268.10

Recommends additions to the Hinterland to coast critical
corridor mapping including links along Stewart Road to
Villiers Reserve and Currumbin Hills Park via Lake
Danforth.

The proposed linkage described in the submission, may be considered to function as a local
scale corridor. Fauna movement at a local scale is currently incorporated into the Environmental
significance overlay code. No amendments have been made to this code as part of the Our City
Our Plan amendment package.
Incorporation of local scale corridors into an overlay map within the City Plan would require a
substantial body of additional work and as such cannot be facilitated as part of this Our City Our
Plan amendment package. The identification and integration of local corridors into the City Plan
will be considered for inclusion in a future work program.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map, as well as existing and future City projects that target restoration
and connectivity.
2268.11

Recommends additions to the Hinterland to coast critical Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
corridor mapping to include the Currumbin Creek road
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
reserve.
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The inclusion of road and waterway casement areas will be considered for inclusion in a future
work program.

2268.12

Recommends the coastal dunes from Toolona Street
north to the western carpark at the Currumbin Creek
Alley be included in the Hinterland to coast critical
corridor.
Supports the dunes from Flat Rock Creek to the eastern
end of Tomewin Street being added in the Hinterland to
coast critical corridor.
Requests the entire dune system be also included as it
is important for the roosting and movement of birds
(including birds of prey and shorebirds) between these
creeks.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
Within the mapped critical corridors, a refinement process was undertaken within the urban
areas of the city which excluded any land that did not include a cadastral property address.
These areas include road reserves and land adjacent to waterways and wetlands. In response
to a number of submissions, the City undertook a review of these areas identified as they
contain significant environmental features and in some locations are essential to maintaining
connection across the city. As a result of this review, mapped dunal vegetation directly adjacent
to the mapped critical corridors will be considered for inclusion in a future work program.
Importantly this vegetation is included on the Environmental significance – Vegetation
management overlay map which has been updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on
more up to date 2017 data.
Dune vegetation is also regulated under the Vegetation management code and the Coastal
erosion hazard overlay code and supporting City Plan policy – Coastal dune management.

2268.13
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Recommends the cliff vegetation behind properties on
Pacific Parade on Currumbin beach be included in the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor to encourage

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

biodiversity conservation, visual amenity and the
continued stability of the hillside.

Response

Results
in a
change?

legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
This area is identified on the Ridges and significant hills protection overlay, which regulates
development to ensure the protection, maintenance and enhancement of the natural and scenic
values of the area. This vegetation is also regulated by the Vegetation management code.

2268.14

Recommends all public land with mature native trees
should be included in the Hinterland to coast critical
corridors, as these all essential for the movement of
birds.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in the City Plan version 8.
The Hinterland to coast critical corridor is just one mechanism to protect significant
environmental features. Other mechanisms in the City Plan that protect mature native trees in
public land include the Vegetation management code and the other Environmental significance
overlay maps and associated provisions.

2268.15

Recommends the road reserve between upper and
lower Toolona Street before it joins Illawarra Street be
included in the Hinterland to coast critical corridor as the
mature trees are regularly used by native birds and it is
important for maintaining native amenity value.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The inclusion of road and waterway casement areas will be considered for inclusion in a future
work program.

2268.3

Recommends the fringing vegetation along Saltwater
Creek be included in the Currumbin Hinterland to coast
critical corridor.

It is assumed by Saltwater Creek, that the submission is referring to the tributary that runs from
Currumbin Creek past the RSL under the M1 towards Stewart Road.
Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
This area may operate as a local scale linkage. Inclusion of local scale corridors for the city
would require a substantial body of additional work that is not able to be part of this Our City Our
Plan update package. The inclusion of these values into the City Plan will be considered for
inclusion in a future work program.
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No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2268.4

Point of submission

Recommends the area located at 28°08'50.8"S/
153°28'31.3"E and 28°08'50.2"S/ 153°28'33.7"E is
included in the Hinterland to coast critical corridor, as it
is designated as an area of State significance and has
excellent connectivity.

Response

Results
in a
change?

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
This area may operate as a local scale linkage. A viable connection crossing south of the site
was identified during the corridor study investigation. To maintain the viability of this crossing,
extensive consultation is continuing to occur with the State government infrastructure agencies
to minimise impacts on the vegetation identified east of the highway.

2268.5

Recommends 'identifying future streetscaping species'
be written into any further amendments to the corridor
plan, as evidence to date suggests the chances of
identifying and planting the appropriate streetscape
species within the original corridor are next to zero.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map, as well as existing and future City projects that target
restoration, connectivity, community education and incentives.
The planting of trees, landscaping and associated maintenance within road reserves, as
described within the submission, are outside of the development assessment process and are
therefore outside of the scope of the City Plan.
While no changes are proposed to the Landscape work code under the Our City Our Plan
amendment package, the suggestion to use local native species in both public and private
landscaping will be considered for inclusion in a future work program.

2268.9

Recommends a critical mini corridor be included from
the west of M1 and extend as far as, and including, the
eastern section of Currumbin Hill.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The corridor from the west of the M1 which extends east of Currumbin Hill will therefore also
remain. The Hinterland to coast critical corridors are regional scale corridors and are not
intended to replace local scale corridors. Incorporation of local scale corridors into an overlay
map within the City Plan would require a substantial body of additional work and as such cannot
be facilitated as part of this Our City Our Plan amendment package. The identification and
integration of local corridors into the City Plan will be considered for inclusion in a future work
program.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

Item 22 – Environmental mapping | (c) Update the Environmental significance – vegetation management overlay map to incorporate more up-to-date State mapping and local vegetation data
2009.1

Requests the vegetation and Biodiversity area mapping
on Lot 910SP226193 be updated to reflect the on-site
vegetation.

It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
consultation.

No

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package and
in response to submissions, the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay
map has been updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.
Any clearing undertaken since 2017 on the subject site, or very small areas of change, will not
be captured by the updated mapping as the mapping is prepared at a city-wide scale.
Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
The Hinterland to coast critical corridor and Substantial remnant Mapping methodology did not
utilise a predefined study area but applied the model to whole of the city. Properties were
prioritised based on their ecological and strategic values, identifying the most significant for
inclusion within the Biodiversity areas overlay map. This methodology removed bias from the
property selection process.
A review of the identified property was undertaken and it was determined that the site has been
mapped in accordance with the methodology. The mapping methodology for Substantial
remnants requires the entire property to be mapped. Importantly Substantial remnants contain
intact areas of vegetation within an urban context and disturbed areas that may be suitable for
restoration depending on location in the landscape. The aim of the Substantial remnant is to
retain and enhance the diversity, extent and condition of habitat by avoiding impacts that
originate from the urban context.
It is important to note the City Plan updates do not restrict or further regulate existing lawful
uses. Also, the Planning Act 2016 allows Council to have regard for any existing approvals over
the land if a development application is lodged in future.
2025.2, 2026.2, 2157.1
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Objects to any reduction or downgrading of the current
vegetation management status in the Darlington
Ranges, around The Plateau, Barrenjoey Drive and
Upper Ormeau Road , as these areas have high
environmental value.

It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
consultation.
As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan update package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. There have been some changes in
vegetation category in the subject area. These changes reflect the most current understanding

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

of vegetation cover. Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules
which assess the age and structural characteristics of vegetation type.
Importantly, in accordance with the endorsed methodology, vegetation priority is not a direct
reflection of vegetation condition but is a combination of vegetation condition and how well each
vegetation type is protected within the city. Vegetation may move from Medium to General
priority vegetation because of either a change of condition (i.e. degrade from remnant to
disturbed vegetation) or because the City now has more than 30% of the vegetation type
protected in reserves. From investigation of the changes in the area, it can be confirmed that
more than 30% of this particular vegetation type is now protected in reserves.
City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments contains a detailed methodology of how the
various vegetation types and remnant vegetation categories are included within 'general',
'medium' or 'high' priority vegetation.
It is important to note the subject area is identified as a Core habitat area (as mapped on the
Environmental significance - Biodiversity area overlay map). Core habitat areas are identified as
containing some of the highest environmental values within the city. Any mapped vegetation
(regardless of its classification), priority species (including the Ormeau Bottle Tree) and their
habitat, and wetland and waterways, identified within Core habitat areas are to be protected in
situ which is the highest level of protection.
The change in vegetation category in the subject area does not reduce environmental protection
provisions within the City Plan.
2025.7, 2026.7, 2157.3, 2157.2, 2157.4 Objects to the lack of recognition of the habitat of the
Ormeau Bottle Tree in the Darlington Ranges. Requests
this habitat and connections be mapped as high priority,
as the Ormeau Bottle Tree is listed as critically
endangered.

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan update package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. It is acknowledged that there have
been some changes in vegetation category in the subject area from Medium priority to General
priority as a result of this vegetation type becoming well protected in the city.
Individual species of flora and fauna of significance are treated separately within the City Plan.
These species are identified in the City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, Appendix 4:
Significant species. This table includes the Ormeau Bottle Tree. Records of these significant
species are captured regularly from external and internal sources. These records are entered
into the Flora and Fauna Database and can be viewed on the City's website (http://www.goldcoastflorafauna.com.au). These records inform the Environmental significance Priority species overlay map within the City Plan.
It is important to note the subject area is identified as a Core habitat area (as mapped on the
Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map). All priority species (including the
Ormeau Bottle Tree) and its habitat, located within a Core habitat area are identified to be
protected in situ which is the highest level of protection.
The change in vegetation category in the subject area does not reduce environmental protection
provisions.
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2041.1

Point of submission

Requests the areas mapped as regulated vegetation on
Lot 19 on RP179630, Lot 18 on RP179630, and Lot 17
on RP179629 are removed, as it is devoid of any
vegetation of significance

Response

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan update package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.

Results
in a
change?
No

Following a review, there is no proposed change to the extent of mapped vegetation on the
subject sites. However, the vegetation category has changed from medium priority to regulated
vegetation which is a Matter of State Environmental Significance. The City is required to reflect
all relevant Matters of State Environmental Significance based on the State Government
methodology.
With the subject sites reviewed in response to the submission and indicating that vegetation
remains present, no further changes are proposed.
2061.5, 2062.4, 2096.28, 2097.28,
2098.28, 2099.28, 2100.28, 2101.28,
2102.28, 2103.28, 2104.28, 2105.28,
2106.28, 2107.28, 2108.28, 2109.28,
2110.28, 2111.28, 2112.28, 2126.28,
2173.32, 2179.39, 2200.28, 2201.28,
2202.28, 2204.28, 2205.28, 2206.28,
2208.28, 2209.28, 2210.28, 2211.28,
2212.28, 2213.28, 2214.28, 2215.28,
2216.28, 2217.28, 2220.28, 2223.32,
2224.32, 2225.32, 2226.32, 2227.32,
2234.32, 2235.32, 2247.28, 2248.28,
2249.39, 2250.39, 2251.39, 2252.39,
2253.39, 2254.39, 2255.39, 2256.39,
2257.39, 2258.39, 2259.39, 2260.39,
2261.39, 2262.39, 2263.39, 2289.39,
2290.28, 2291.28, 2296.28, 2297.28,
2303.28, 2304.28, 2305.28, 2309.28,
2312.28, 2316.28, 2327.28, 2329.28,
2330.28, 2331.28, 2332.28, 2333.28,
2334.28, 2335.28, 2336.28, 2337.28,
2338.28, 2339.28, 2341.28, 2342.28,
2343.28, 2344.28, 2345.28, 2346.28,
2347.28, 2349.7, 2353.28, 2354.28,
2355.28, 2356.28, 2357.28, 2358.28,
2359.28, 2360.28, 2361.28, 2365.28,
2366.28, 2367.28, 2368.28, 2369.28,
2370.28, 2371.28, 2374.28, 2375.28,
2376.28, 2377.28, 2378.28, 2379.28,
2380.28, 2381.28, 2382.28, 2383.28,
2384.28, 2385.28, 2386.28, 2387.28,
2388.28, 2389.28, 2390.28, 2391.28,
2392.28, 2393.28, 2394.28, 2395.28,
2396.28, 2397.28, 2398.28, 2399.28,
2400.28, 2402.28, 2410.28, 2411.28,
2414.39, 2415.39, 2416.39, 2417.39,
2418.39, 2419.39, 2420.39, 2421.39,
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Request the inclusion of the koala habitat mapping
provided by State Government.

The State Government South East Queensland Koala Conservation Strategy was not released
at the time the proposed changes were prepared.
It should be noted, that the new State Government koala conservation legislative reforms
commenced on 7 February 2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on
State mapping until such time as the mapping is integrated into the City Plan.
More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at http://www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

Response

Results
in a
change?

2422.39, 2423.39, 2424.39, 2425.39,
2427.39, 2428.39, 2429.39, 2430.39,
2431.39, 2432.39, 2433.39, 2455.39,
2435.39, 2451.18, 2452.28
2067.1

Objects to property at 65 Rosemount Drive Willowvale
being improperly designated as priority vegetation and
the further changes made to the vegetation mapping,
which now includes a constructed levy bank, containing
both grass and minimal quantities of 'Exempted
Vegetation' as per other regulatory Acts.

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan update package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. This data is sourced from the State
Government at a scale of 1:25,000 (or 1:10,000 for some riparian areas), as published by the
State Government. Site specific ground-truthing is not practical for city-wide mapping

No

Any clearing undertaken since 2017 or very small areas of change will not be captured by the
updated mapping as the mapping is prepared at a city-wide scale. These areas can be
addressed by ground-truthing which is built into the City Plan should a development proposal be
submitted to the City.
As a result of the updates to the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay
map, the vegetation extent on the subject property has reduced. However, with vegetation
identified as remaining present at the subject site, no further changes are proposed.
Importantly, this vegetation is identified as a Matter of Local Environmental Significance. A
Property Map of Assessable Vegetation (PMAV) is a property-scale map that shows vegetation
categories on a property under the Vegetation Management Act 1999 (VMA). While a PMAV
may result in exemptions under the VMA, the City Plan can include provisions over and above
the State Government legislation. As such vegetation clearing may not be regulated by State
Government legislation such as the VMA, but may be regulated by the City Plan. Importantly,
the City Plan updates do not restrict or further regulate existing lawful uses. The City Plan only
regulates assessable development.
2068.2

Requests the vegetation mapped on 103 Olsen Avenue, Changes to the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay mapping formed
Labrador is listed as medium priority vegetation not high part of the first public consultation round for the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
priority vegetation, to reflect the vegetation on the site.
The changes that formed part of the second round of public consultation related to specific
changes made in response to submissions received during the first round of public consultation.
Changes to Vegetation management overlay mapping over 103 Olsen Avenue were not one of
the changes that formed part of the second round of public consultation.
The Environmental significance – Vegetation management overlay map has been updated
based on more up to date 2017 data. This update has resulted in some changes to the mapped
extent and vegetation categories across the City.
Any changes in vegetation category, including an increase in priority, is based on specific
mapping rules relating to age and structural condition of vegetation for State Regulated
vegetation, and percentage of remaining vegetation across the city for local vegetation. The
methodology for the categorisation of vegetation is located within City Plan Policy Ecological
Site Assessments.
Importantly as part of round 1 of the Our City Our Plan amendment package, the majority of
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vegetation associated with the subject site was changed from high priority vegetation to
regulated vegetation. This did not change in the second round of public consultation. The
incorporation of regulated vegetation into the City Plan is mandated by the State Government
and cannot be amended.
2071.4

Concerned updated mapping removes a lot of coastal
It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
vegetation areas. Requests dune areas of Palm Beach
consultation.
are added to this map, as this area is devoid of attention
by Council.
The Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map is designed to capture
vegetation at the community level identified as remnant, regrowth or disturbed vegetation.

No

City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, Appendix 5, contains a detailed methodology of
how the various vegetation types and vegetation categories are included within 'general',
'medium' or 'high' priority vegetation with reference to the relevant technical reports. The area
indicated in the submission does not contain these vegetation communities and as such have
not been included on the Environmental significance – Vegetation management overlay map.
However, where a development application is lodged that triggers the City Plan individual trees
greater than 40cm in circumference or more than 4m tall are regulated under the Vegetation
management code.
Dune vegetation is also regulated under the Coastal erosion hazard overlay code and supported
by City Plan policy – Coastal dune management.
Planting of vegetation and maintenance of the City's public open space assets is an operational
matter for the City and is not regulated by the City Plan.
2084.4

Supports environmental mapping updates as it
addresses issues of substantial regrowth areas being
included.

Support is acknowledged for the incorporation of 2017 vegetation data into the Environmental
significance – Vegetation management overlay map as part of the Our City Our Plan
amendment package.

No

2089.1

Objects to the mapping of the Ormeau Bottle Tree in the
Darlington Ranges as medium and low priority. Request
the existing three core habitat and linkage areas of the
Ormeau Bottle Tree be mapped as high priority.

The Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map is designed to capture
broad vegetation communities utilising aerial imagery as published by the State Government at
a scale of 1:25,000 (or 1:10,000 for some riparian areas). These broad vegetation communities
are identified as regional ecosystems.

No

The City undertakes vegetation mapping based on the regional ecosystem mapping but at a
finer scale to reflect local priorities. This mapping identified Vegetation Types. Similar to the
State Government's regional ecosystems mapping, each Vegetation Type is based on certain
characteristics typical of that vegetation community as a whole. The importance or priority of
these Vegetation Types is based on a measure of scarcity, or the remaining area of this
community within the city's boundary.
These two data sources are then combined to create the Environmental significance Vegetation management overlay map.
City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, Appendix 5, contains a detailed methodology
and references to relevant technical reports that identify how the various vegetation types and
remnant vegetation categories are included within 'general', 'medium' or 'high' priority
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vegetation.
Individual species of flora and fauna of significance are treated separately within the City Plan.
These species are also identified in City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, Appendix 4:
Significant species. This table includes 650 individual species of significance and includes the
Ormeau Bottle Tree. Location records of these significant species are captured regularly from
external and internal sources. These records are entered into the Flora and Fauna Database
which can be viewed on the City's website - http://www.goldcoastflorafauna.com.au. These
records inform the extent of the Environmental significance - Priority species overlay map within
the City Plan.
This overlay map is where individual species of significance are afforded particular protection as
specified within the Environmental significance overlay code.
At a landscape scale, the City Plan identifies priority environmental areas as Biodiversity areas
identified on the Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map. The area identified
in the submission is located within the Core habitat area. These areas are identified as an intact
core habitat area and are afforded the highest level of protection. Where environmentally
significant features, such as vegetation, (regardless of its priority), significant flora and fauna
species and their habitat and wetlands and waterways are identified within a Core habitat area,
they are identified to be protected in situ.
2090.1

Objects to Lot 1 RP 174508 being mapped as having
It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
environmental value, as it does not reflect what is on the consultation.
ground.
Changes to the Vegetation management mapping formed part of the first public consultation
round for the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The changes that formed part of the second round of public consultation related to specific
changes made in response to submissions received during the first round of public consultation.
It is important to note the subject site has been mapped as both Core habitat area and
Hinterland to coast critical corridor since the commencement of the City Plan in 2016. This has
not changed as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The information provided in the submission has been reviewed including both the 1955 and
2013 imagery. Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules which
assess the age and structural characteristics of vegetation. For these purposes remnant
vegetation can only be identified by the Queensland Herbarium. A large portion of the vegetation
onsite is identified as remnant vegetation which is the highest quality vegetation. It is
acknowledged that much of this vegetation was cleared in 1955, however, vegetation has since
regrown to a sufficient standard to be identified as remnant by the Queensland Herbarium.
The remaining vegetation onsite is either mapped as regrowth or disturbed vegetation.
Regrowth vegetation is vegetation that can be quite young and is reflective of the previously
cleared state. However, this vegetation has the potential to become remnant vegetation within a
20 year time period. The majority of vegetation in the surrounding area is identified as remnant
vegetation which reflects the identification of its value. Vegetation priority is a combination of
vegetation condition and how well each vegetation type is protected within the city. This is why
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the surrounding vegetation is identified as either General or Medium priority vegetation.
City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, contains a detailed methodology of how the
various vegetation types and vegetation categories are included within 'general', 'medium' or
'high' priority vegetation with reference to the relevant technical reports.
Where a development application is lodged that triggers the City Plan, ground-truthing of these
areas can occur to confirm the boundaries of the vegetation.
It is important to note that the City Plan updates do not restrict or further regulate existing lawful
uses.
2095.1

Objects to Lot 3 on RP885422 being mapped as having It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
environmental value, as it does not reflect what is on the consultation.
ground.
Changes to the Vegetation management mapping formed part of the first public consultation
round for the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The changes that formed part of the second round of public consultation related to specific
changes made in response to submissions received during the first round of public consultation.
It is important to note the subject site has been mapped as both Core habitat area and
Hinterland to coast critical corridor since the commencement of the City Plan in 2016. This has
not changed as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map on Lot 3 on RP885422
was updated as part of the changes that formed the second round of public consultation in order
to reflect more up to date 2017 data. This amendment has led to a change in vegetation
mapped over the site.
The information provided in the submission has been reviewed including the 1955 imagery.
Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules which assess the age
and structural characteristics of vegetation. For these purposes remnant vegetation can only be
identified by the Queensland Herbarium. A large portion of the vegetation onsite is identified as
remnant vegetation which is the highest quality vegetation. It is acknowledged that some of this
vegetation was cleared in 1955, however, the vegetation has since regrown to a sufficient
standard to be identified as remnant by the Queensland Herbarium.
The remaining vegetation onsite is mapped as regrowth vegetation. Regrowth vegetation is
vegetation that can be quite young and is reflective of the previously cleared state. However,
this vegetation has the potential to become remnant vegetation within a 20 year time period.
City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, Appendix 5, contains a detailed methodology of
how the various vegetation types and vegetation categories are included within 'general',
'medium' or 'high' priority vegetation with reference to the relevant technical reports.
Where a development application is lodged that triggers the City Plan, ground-truthing of these
areas can occur to confirm the boundaries of the vegetation or whether vegetation has been
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mapped incorrectly.
It is important to note that the City Plan updates do not restrict or further regulate existing lawful
uses.
Also, the Planning Act 2016 allows Council to have regard for any existing approvals over the
land if a development application is lodged in future.
2120.2

Requests further consultation with external stakeholders
to outline the actions needed to improve koala
conservation and natural environmental wildlife habitats
and wetlands.

The Environmental significance overlay code and the Environmental significance - Priority
species overlay map (which contains koala habitat) do not form part of the Our City Our Plan
amendment package. However, the City is required to identify and address Matters of
environmental significance and will continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement
opportunities.

No

The State Government's South East Queensland Koala Conservation Strategy was not released
at the time the proposed changes were prepared.
It should be noted, that the new State Government koala conservation legislative reforms
commenced on 7 February 2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on
State mapping, separate to the City Plan until such time as the mapping is integrated into the
City Plan.
More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at http://www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.
The City has developed the Our Natural City Strategy that contains an intended natural asset
network for the strategic protection, creation and consolidation of a network of natural areas.
These areas are made up of Core habitat areas, Substantial remnants and linked by Hinterland
to coast critical corridors.
Building on this strategic intent, the City Plan prioritises these areas for protection. All
environmental features within these areas, including flora and fauna species and their habitat,
wetlands and waterways, are afforded the highest level of protection and restoration
requirements to consolidate and protect these areas.
During the development of the Our City Our Plan amendment package, a number of community
engagement and communication tools where developed and used to facilitate effective
community and industry consultation and engagement.
2137.1
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Objects to the use of the State vegetation mapping, as
its application results in conflict between State and Local
planning instruments. Requests environmental
significance mapping be amended to only apply to lots
with a minimum lot size of 5ha.

The State Planning Policy requires Local Governments to incorporate both Matters of State
Environmental Significance (MSES) and Matters of Local Environmental significance (MLES)
within its planning scheme. The City is required to include regulated vegetation identified on the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map as a MSES within the City
Plan. In addition, the identification of MLES provides flexibility for local governments to respond
to specific local needs. This considers local context, priorities, and more accurate and refined
mapping that cannot be undertaken at a State-wide scale.

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2146.1

Point of submission

Objects to Vegetation mapping changes on Lot 1 on
SP128988, as it removed extra protections which were
available under the original mapping. Requests
justification of the proposed mapping changes and
reinstatement of high priority vegetation status.

Response

Results
in a
change?

Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules which assess the age No
and structural characteristics of vegetation type. City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments,
Appendix 5, contains a detailed methodology of how the various vegetation types and
vegetation categories are included within 'general', 'medium', 'high' priority or 'regulated'
vegetation with reference to the relevant technical reports.
In the first round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package the mapping on
Lot 1 SP 128988 changed from General priority to High priority vegetation. As part of the second
round of consultation, the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map
was updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. As a result, the
southern portion of vegetation mapped on Lot 1 SP 128988 has changed from High priority to
Regulated vegetation.
The mapping methodology and protection of Regulated Vegetation is mandated by the State
Government as a Matter of State Environmental Significance and as such cannot be changed.
In addition, there is a small area of High priority vegetation which has been removed from the
northern portion of vegetation mapped on site, however investigations have confirmed this area
is now clear of vegetation.

2181.7

Requests mapping is in-line with the most up to date
vegetation and wildlife data and mapping, including the
State Government's Koala habitat mapping.

Support is acknowledged for the updated mapping.

No

The Environmental significance – Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to
reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. This mapping is sourced from
State Government and is released every two years.
Individual species of flora and fauna are identified in the City Plan policy – Ecological site
assessments, Appendix 4: Significant species. Records of these significant species are captured
regularly from external and internal sources. These records are entered into the Flora and
Fauna Database. They can be viewed on the City's website http://www.goldcoastflorafauna.com.au. These records inform the extent of the Environmental
significance - Priority species overlay map within the City Plan.
The new State Government koala conservation legislative reforms commenced on 7 February
2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on State mapping, separate to the
City Plan until such time as the mapping is integrated into the City Plan.
More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at http://www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.

2189.28

Support updated Vegetation mapping. Request the
Vegetation mapping is updated regularly and that the
Koala Conservation Strategy mapping be incorporated
as soon as possible.

Support for this change is acknowledged.
The City is required to identify and address Matters of environmental significance and will
continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement opportunities. In particular, the City
undertakes the assessment of vegetation every two years for a range of purposes, including
updates to the City Plan. These updates are then integrated into the City Plan as part of the next
available major update.
The State Government South East Queensland Koala Conservation Strategy was not released
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at the time the proposed changes were prepared.
It should be noted that the new State Government koala conservation legislative reforms
commenced on 7 February 2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on
State mapping, separate to the City Plan until such time as the mapping is integrated into the
City Plan.
More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at http://www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.
2218.2

Supports updated environmental mapping which
removes vegetation management areas from cleared/
quarry processing areas on some sites.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2219.1

Objects to the updated Environmental mapping,
including the uplifting of vegetation categories over the
Boral quarry sites, as they are in conflict with the State
Interests (KRA designations). Requests the
Environmental significance overlay code be amended to
facilitate opportunities for vegetation offsets.

It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
consultation.

No

The Environmental significance – Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to
reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.
Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules which assess the age
and structural characteristics of vegetation type. City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments,
Appendix 5, contains a detailed methodology of how the various vegetation types and
vegetation categories are included within 'general', 'medium', 'high' priority or 'regulated'
vegetation with reference to the relevant technical reports.
The State Planning Policy does not prioritise KRA State interest over environmental State
interests. The modelling undertaken for the Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas
overlay map identifies significant biodiversity values within the identified areas.
The Strategic element - Living with nature and associated Environmental significance overlay
code is designed to prioritise the protection of Matters of environmental significance based on
whether they are located inside or outside of a Biodiversity area (as mapped on the
Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map). To provide certainty and a
balanced approach, impact to vegetation outside of these areas is to be avoided, minimised
and/or offset.
Following a review of the properties that are the subject of this submission, no change is
proposed to be undertaken to this mapping.
It is important to note, that the proposed changes will not impact on existing lawful uses.

2229.28, 2231.28, 2232.28

Requests the inclusion of the koala habitat mapping
provided by State Government.

The State Government South East Queensland Koala Conservation Strategy was not released
at the time the proposed changes were prepared.
It should be noted that the new State Government koala conservation legislative reforms
commenced on 7 February 2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on
State mapping until such time as the mapping is integrated into the City Plan.
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More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at http://www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.
2238.3

Requests the vegetated escarpment on Currumbin Hill
between Woodgee Street and Pacific Parade be
included in the relevant environmental mapping.
Request amendments to the environmental mapping in
response to the relevant parts of our original
submission.

It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
consultation.

No

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to
the corridor, development progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new
legislation), the changes proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the
Hinterland to cost critical corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment
package, however the addition of road and waterway casement areas into the corridor mapping
will be considered for inclusion in a future work program.
As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan update package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data. The City undertakes the assessment
of vegetation extent every two years for a range of purposes, including updates to the City Plan.
The review of the vegetation in road and waterway casement areas will be considered for
inclusion in a future work program.
The Environmental significance - Priority species overlay map does not form part of the Our City
Our Plan amendment package and as such no changes have been made to this overlay
Currumbin is a unique and significant area. While important, the City Plan is only one tool with
which to identify, manage or protect values. The Hinterland to coast critical corridor and
environmental mapping within the City Plan acknowledges much of this significance. However,
this area is also identified on the Ridges and significant hills protection overlay, which regulates
development to ensure the protection, maintenance and enhancement of the natural and scenic
values of the area.
The majority of this area is also identified on the Landslide hazard overlay mapping, which
considers the risk of erosion and landslide, risk of damage to property, stormwater management
and impact to environmental values. The City is currently preparing a separate amendment
package to update the Landslide hazard overlay map with more refined data inputs. Additionally,
individual trees greater than 40cm in circumference or more than 4m tall are regulated under the
Vegetation management code.

2268.1

Recommends specific reference to include koala habitat The new State Government koala conservation legislative reforms commenced on 7 February
mapping provided by State government.
2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on State mapping, separate to the
City Plan until such time as the mapping is integrated into the City Plan.

No

More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at http://www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.
2268.2
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Recommends the importance of small areas of existing In response to submissions, the Environmental significance – Vegetation management overlay
and regrowth habitat important for bird movement
map has been updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on more up to date 2017 data.
between the hinterland and coast and between nodes of
habitat, For example, land adjacent to Southern Cross
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University, Kirra Beach Tourist Park, Station Reserve
and Currumbin Hill, be acknowledged.
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Parts of City Plan
changed

Some areas previously mapped as containing vegetation have been removed as the vegetation
has been cleared on ground as a result of development progression. This is the case with the
vegetation removed adjacent to Southern Cross University which is now showing as a carpark.
The changes in the vicinity of Station Reserve and Currumbin Hill reflect approved development
that has now removed the vegetation.
Importantly the Round 2 Consultation mapping shown on the City's Have Your Say website only
displays changes. As a result, it may appear that vegetation that was mapped in round 1 of
public consultation is no longer mapped, however, this is not the case. Only vegetation with a
coloured outline has been removed. Where vegetation was mapped in Round 1 public
consultation and is showing on the Round 2 Consultation mapping with no outline or colour, this
vegetation has not changed from round 1.
The Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map is designed to capture
vegetation communities. This mapping not only identifies remnant vegetation but also regrowth
and disturbed vegetation based on a set of specific rules which assess the age and structural
characteristics of vegetation. A substantial amount of vegetation behind the Kirra Beach Tourist
park is located in New South Wales, with the remaining small patch of vegetation not meeting
the requirements of the mapping methodology.
City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments contains a detailed methodology of how the
various vegetation types and remnant vegetation categories are included within 'general',
'medium', 'high' and 'regulated' priority vegetation with reference to the relevant technical
reports.
Importantly, where vegetation is not mapped under the Environmental significance – Vegetation
management overlay map, the Vegetation management code applies. This code applies to
individual trees greater than 40cm in circumference or more than 4m tall. The purpose of this
code is to provide for the protection and management of assessable vegetation.
Where a development application is lodged that triggers the City Plan, on-ground assessments
must be undertaken in accordance with City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments. This
process is designed to identify flora and fauna species that may not have been captured with
mapping undertaken at a city wide scale.

Item 23 – Rural and Rural residential landscape and environment precinct | (a) Amend the Landscape and environmental precinct mapping in both the Rural and Rural residential zones to reflect more up-to-date vegetation data
2001.1

Concerned the environmental mapping and bushfire
Changes to the Landscape and environment precinct mapping in the Rural and Rural residential
mapping on 746 Currumbin Creek Road does not reflect zones formed part of the first public consultation round for the Our City Our Plan amendment
on ground values.
package.
The changes that formed part of the second round of public consultation were made in response
to submissions received during the first round of public consultation.
The Rural zone, Landscape and environment precinct mapping on 746 Currumbin Creek Road
was updated to remain consistent with the Environmental significance – Vegetation
management overlay which was updated in the second round of public consultation. The
updated precinct mapping resulted in a reduction of the precinct mapping in the building footprint
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area.
In response to the concerns raised regarding the existence of non-native species, the
Environmental significance – Vegetation management overlay map includes native vegetation
communities identified as remnant, disturbed and regrowth based on a defined mapping
process. Mapped vegetation can also contain some weed species and still retain sufficient
structure and species composition, to be identified as mapped native vegetation.
Changes to the Bushfire hazard overlay map does not form part of the Our City Our Plan
amendment package. The City Plan Bushfire hazard overlay mapping is based on State
mapping, developed in accordance with the methodology described in the document Bushfire
Resilient Communities: https://www.qfes.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/2021-05/BushfireResilient-Communities.pdf.
Development proposed on land within the City Plan's Bushfire hazard overlay map is required to
be supported by a Bushfire Hazard Management Plan prepared in accordance with the
requirements of City Plan.
2025.3, 2026.3, 2158.1

Objects to the reduction in number and size of the
environmental precincts in the Darlington Ranges, The
Plateau, Barrenjoey Drive and Upper Ormeau Road, as
the area is recognised in the Environmental significance
overlay maps and it is a contradiction to reduce the
environmental precincts in the same area.

Changes to the Landscape and environment precinct mapping in the Rural and Rural residential
zones formed part of the first public consultation round for the Our City Our Plan amendment
package.

No

The changes that formed part of the second round of public consultation were made in response
to submissions received during the first round of public consultation.
The precinct mapping was updated to remain consistent with the Environmental significance –
Vegetation management overlay which was updated in the second round of public consultation.
While the Rural Landscape and environment precinct has been updated, this will not change the
level of protection afforded to the environmental values onsite.
The subject area remains identified as a Hinterland core habitat area as mapped on the
Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map. These areas are afforded the
highest level of protection for mapped environmental features. Mapped vegetation, priority
species habitat (including koala habitat), and wetland and waterways within these areas are
protected in-situ and cannot be removed.

2061.2, 2062.2, 2096.31, 2097.31,
2098.31, 2099.31, 2100.31, 2101.31,
2102.31, 2103.31, 2104.31, 2105.31,
2106.31, 2107.31, 2108.31, 2109.31,
2110.31, 2111.31, 2112.31, 2126.31,
2173.35, 2179.42, 2200.31, 2201.31,
2202.31, 2204.31, 2205.31, 2206.31,
2208.31, 2209.31, 2210.31, 2211.31,
2212.31, 2213.31, 2214.31, 2215.31,
2216.31, 2217.31, 2220.31, 2223.35,
2224.35, 2225.35, 2226.35, 2227.35,
2229.31, 2231.31, 2232.31, 2234.35,
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2235.35, 2247.31, 2248.31, 2249.42,
2250.42, 2251.42, 2252.42, 2253.42,
2254.42, 2255.42, 2256.42, 2257.42,
2258.42, 2259.42, 2260.42, 2261.42,
2262.42, 2263.42, 2268.7, 2289.42,
2290.31, 2291.31, 2296.31, 2297.31,
2303.31, 2304.31, 2305.31, 2309.31,
2312.31, 2316.31, 2327.31, 2329.31,
2330.31, 2331.31, 2332.31, 2333.31,
2334.31, 2335.31, 2336.31, 2337.31,
2338.31, 2339.31, 2341.31, 2342.31,
2343.31, 2344.31, 2345.31, 2346.31,
2347.31, 2353.31, 2354.31, 2355.31,
2356.31, 2357.31, 2358.31, 2359.31,
2360.31, 2361.31, 2365.31, 2366.31,
2367.31, 2368.31, 2369.31, 2370.31,
2371.31, 2374.31, 2375.31, 2376.31,
2377.31, 2378.31, 2379.31, 2380.31,
2381.31, 2382.31, 2383.31, 2384.31,
2385.31, 2386.31, 2387.31, 2388.31,
2389.31, 2390.31, 2391.31, 2392.31,
2393.31, 2394.31, 2395.31, 2396.31,
2397.31, 2398.31, 2399.31, 2400.31,
2402.31, 2410.31, 2411.31, 2414.42,
2415.42, 2416.42, 2417.42, 2418.42,
2419.42, 2420.42, 2421.42, 2422.42,
2423.42, 2424.42, 2425.42, 2427.42,
2428.42, 2429.42, 2430.42, 2431.42,
2432.42, 2433.42, 2455.42, 2435.42,
2451.21, 2452.31
2063.1

Objects to Vegetation mapping on Lot 1 on RP174508,
as it doesn't reflect what's on the site.

Changes to the Vegetation management mapping formed part of the first public consultation
round for the Our City Our Plan amendment package.

Requests mapping be modified to the 'Suggested
The changes that formed part of the second round of public consultation related to specific
Vegetation Management mapping', as shown in the
changes made in response to submissions received during the first round of public consultation.
attached figure 4 to accurately represent existing values.
It is important to note the subject site has been mapped as both Hinterland core habitat system
and Hinterland to coast critical corridor since the commencement of the City Plan in 2016. This
has not changed as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map was updated as part of
the changes that formed the second round of public consultation to reflect more up to date 2017
data. This amendment has led to a change in vegetation mapped over on Lot 1 on RP174508.
The information provided in the submission has been reviewed including both the 1955 and
2013 imagery. Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules which
assess the age and structural characteristics of vegetation. For these purposes Remnant
vegetation can only be identified by the Queensland Herbarium. A large portion of the vegetation
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onsite identified as remnant vegetation which is the highest quality vegetation. It is
acknowledged that much of this vegetation was cleared in 1955, however, the vegetation has
since regrown to a sufficient standard to be identified as remnant by the Queensland Herbarium.
The remaining vegetation onsite is either mapped as regrowth or disturbed vegetation.
Regrowth vegetation is vegetation that can be quite young and is reflective of the previously
cleared state. However, this vegetation has the potential to become remnant vegetation (highest
quality vegetation) within a 20-year time period. The majority of vegetation in the surrounding
area is identified as remnant vegetation which reflects your identification of its value. However,
vegetation priority is not a direct reflection of vegetation condition but is a combination of
vegetation condition and how well each vegetation type is protected within the city. This is why
the surrounding vegetation is identified as either General or Medium priority vegetation.
City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments contains a detailed methodology of how the
various vegetation types and remnant vegetation categories are included within 'general',
'medium' or 'high' priority vegetation.
The identified property has been investigated against the methodology used to map vegetation
and the Landscape and environment precinct and the changes were found to be in accordance
with the methodology and as such, no further change to the mapping has been made.
Where a development application is lodged that triggers the City Plan, ground-truthing of these
areas can occur to confirm the boundaries of the vegetation.
The City Plan updates do not restrict or further regulate current existing lawful uses.
2084.1

Supports additions to Hinterland to coast critical
corridors.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged. The Rural and Rural residential Landscape and
environment precinct has been amended to reflect the latest vegetation mapping data available.
The precinct mapping is also influenced by the Environmental significance – Biodiversity areas
overlay map, which includes the Hinterland to coast critical corridors.

No

As a result of submissions received relating to the extent of change to the corridor, development
progressing and new information becoming available (e.g. new legislation), the changes
proposed are no longer considered fit for purpose. Changes to the Hinterland to coast critical
corridor component of the City Plan's Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay
map have been removed from the Our City Our Plan amendment package. Hinterland to coast
critical corridors will remain mapped as in City Plan version 8. This has therefore resulted in
some changes to the precinct mapping, where vegetation is not existing.
2161.3

Supports the landscape and environmental precinct
mapping updates.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged. The precinct mapping has been amended to reflect No
the latest vegetation mapping data available.

2189.31

Supports regular update of mapping to reflect the
environmental values of vegetation and biodiversity.
Requests final Koala Conservation Strategy mapping be
included in this update.

The City is required to identify and address matters of environmental significance and will
continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement opportunities. In particular, the City
undertakes the assessment of vegetation every two years for a range of purposes, including
updates to the City Plan. These are then integrated into the City Plan as part of the next
available major update.
Koala habitat is identified on the City Plan Environmental significance - Priority species overlay
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map and addressed under the Environmental significance overlay code. Neither of these form
part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package and as such cannot be addressed through
this consultation period.
The State Government South East Queensland Koala Conservation Strategy was not released
at the time the proposed changes were prepared.
The new State Government koala conservation legislative reform commenced on 7 February
2020. Under the new process, koala habitat will be identified on State mapping, separate to the
City Plan until such time as the mapping is integrated into the City Plan.
More information on the Queensland Government's koala conservation measures is available
at www.qld.gov.au/seqkoalas.
Item 26 – Community infrastructure - Interface areas | (a) Inclusion of waste recycling and waste transfer stations in the ICIALIA overlay code, resulting in a 250m buffer area
2061.1, 2062.1, 2096.32, 2097.32,
2098.32, 2099.32, 2100.32, 2101.32,
2102.32, 2103.32, 2104.32, 2105.32,
2106.32, 2107.32, 2108.32, 2109.32,
2110.32, 2111.32, 2112.32, 2126.32,
2173.36, 2179.43, 2189.32, 2200.32,
2201.32, 2202.32, 2204.32, 2205.32,
2206.32, 2208.32, 2209.32, 2210.32,
2211.32, 2212.32, 2213.32, 2214.32,
2215.32, 2216.32, 2217.32, 2220.32,
2223.36, 2224.36, 2225.36, 2226.36,
2227.36, 2229.32, 2231.32, 2232.32,
2234.36, 2235.36, 2247.32, 2248.32,
2249.43, 2250.43, 2251.43, 2252.43,
2253.43, 2254.43, 2255.43, 2256.43,
2257.43, 2258.43, 2259.43, 2260.43,
2261.43, 2262.43, 2263.43, 2268.8,
2289.43, 2290.32, 2291.32, 2296.32,
2297.32, 2303.32, 2304.32, 2305.32,
2309.32, 2312.32, 2316.32, 2327.32,
2329.32, 2330.32, 2331.32, 2332.32,
2333.32, 2334.32, 2335.32, 2336.32,
2337.32, 2338.32, 2339.32, 2341.32,
2342.32, 2343.32, 2344.32, 2345.32,
2346.32, 2347.32, 2353.32, 2354.32,
2355.32, 2356.32, 2357.32, 2358.32,
2359.32, 2360.32, 2361.32, 2365.32,
2366.32, 2367.32, 2368.32, 2369.32,
2370.32, 2371.32, 2374.32, 2375.32,
2376.32, 2377.32, 2378.32, 2379.32,
2380.32, 2381.32, 2382.32, 2383.32,
2384.32, 2385.32, 2386.32, 2387.32,
2388.32, 2389.32, 2390.32, 2391.32,
2392.32, 2393.32, 2394.32, 2395.32,
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Parts of City Plan
changed

2396.32, 2397.32, 2398.32, 2399.32,
2400.32, 2402.32, 2410.32, 2411.32,
2413.20, 2414.43, 2415.43, 2416.43,
2417.43, 2418.43, 2419.43, 2420.43,
2421.43, 2422.43, 2423.43, 2424.43,
2425.43, 2427.43, 2428.43, 2429.43,
2430.43, 2431.43, 2432.43, 2433.43,
2455.43, 2435.43, 2451.22, 2452.32
Items not directly related to the update package | Bilinga related
2338.34

Objects to the proposed development at 111-113
Golden Four Drive, Bilinga.

This submission relates to a development application which is outside the scope of this
amendment package.

No

2338.35

Requests better management of dune system trees to
avoid loss of view.

The City Plan contains a City Plan Policy on Coastal dune management. The Policy can be
found at https://cityplan.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/eplan/#Rules/0/193/1/0.

No

This policy was not changed as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The purpose of the City Plan Policy is:
•

to ensure the retention and planting of appropriate vegetation

•

to reinforce the visual amenity of the city's beaches

•

to facilitate safe public access through public land within dunal areas by defining access
ways and public areas to a high standard with minimal impact on natural systems

•

to consider the visual amenity and privacy requirements of beachfront residents.

Items not directly related to the update package | Building design
2172.3

Recommends changes to the Low-medium and Medium
density residential zone codes (PO7 and PO9) to
address lengths of blank wall and sub-tropical design.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes improvements to the regulation of built
Yes
form outcomes, including the addition of more specific provisions on building articulation within
the Low-medium density residential zone code and the Medium density residential zone code.
The City has considered this matter and has progressed with the 20-metre length, as advertised.

Part 6.2.2 Lowmedium density
residential zone code
Part 6.2.3 Medium
density residential
zone code

2291.35

Recommends public input on building design to stop
ugly buildings.

Consistent with State legislation, public notification is only required for Impact assessable
applications. These are applications contrary to the intent of a zone, requiring public input or
unforeseen by the City Plan. Other proposals are not required to be publicly notified.
The City Plan is required by the Queensland State Planning Policy 2017 to regulate
development only to the extent necessary to address potential impacts. When applied, the City
Plan adopts the lowest appropriate level of assessment required to efficiently and effectively
address those impacts.
Applying Impact assessment broadly is not consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City
Plan meets its obligations under the State Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impact
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assessable triggers would need to be further investigated.
All material change of use applications are viewable on PD Online. Please refer
to https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/PD-Online.
Please also note that the Our City Our Plan amendment package provides a number of built
form improvements, including:
•
•
•

introduction of a new theme and element in the Strategic framework to consolidate the
key design requirements
updates to zone codes to reflect key design principles and clarify desired built form and
urban design outcomes and
revised site cover, setback and building separation provisions.

These changes will positively contribute to the built form outcomes in our City.
2303.35

Council should approve or decline developments based
on their plan.

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).

No

Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
2367.34

The city needs much stronger overarching design
quality rules.

A primary objective of the Our City Our Plan amendments is to ensure quality design is
delivered as part of future development.
Six key urban design principles have been introduced to the Strategic framework in section
Element – Architecture and urban design. The design principles will underpin the urban design
and built form outcomes across the city. The six design principles being Responsive,
Connected, Engaged, Subtropical, Aesthetic, and Adaptable will all operate together to make a
positive contribution to the city image.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduced a new suite of setback and site
cover provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage
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amalgamation of sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
Items not directly related to the update package | Building height
2039.1

Buildings in the tall and supertall category need to be
The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced a new suite of setback and site cover
closely monitored to ensure they are spaced and
provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage amalgamation of
capped at a certain number in a defined area to allow for sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks.
the increased infrastructure demands.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.

No

It should also be noted that the nominated building height shown on the Building height overlay
map may not be able to be achieved on every site due to constraints and building design
requirements such as setbacks.
2291.34

Recommends that rules about building height should be
difficult to change.

Development applications that exceed the planned building height trigger Impact assessment.
Impact assessment requires an assessment against the entire City Plan (including the Strategic
framework) and the public notification of the development application enabling comment by the
community. The Impact assessment process provides properly made submitters with third party
appeal rights.
The City Plan provides a varied approach to building heights depending on the zone. For
example, the Low density residential zone has strong approach to regulating building height,
which is to remain low-rise.
Land located within the Medium density residential and High density residential zones are
identified as Urban neighbourhoods in the Strategic framework. These areas have the potential,
in limited circumstances, for an increase of up to 50 per cent above the mapped building
heights. It is not a guarantee that additional height will be approved.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight limitations for Gold Coast Airport).
The removal of the 50 per cent building height exceedance test will be considered as part of the
future City Plan Program.
To meet the obligations under the State Planning Policy and State legislation, the updates will
not be able to mandate maximum heights for each site; however, the building height policy will
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be drafted in such a manner to ensure that the community's expectations around building height
are clearly expressed in City Plan.
Items not directly related to the update package | Burleigh related
2304.34

Concerned about the impacts of development and
requests a consultative and holistic approach to
planning.

The planned building heights and residential densities have not been increased in Burleigh
Heads as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
It is important to note that within Burleigh Heads a large portion of the Medium density
residential zone west of the Gold Coast Highway, which had an existing building height
designation of three storeys (15 metres), now forms part of the new Low-medium density
residential zone with the planned building height of two storeys (12 metres), as identified on the
Building height overlay map.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduced a new suite of setback and site
cover provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage
amalgamation of sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
In response to received submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape
and streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions
in the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, the High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape and provide natural shade.
With regards to a consultative and holistic approach to planning, the Our City Our Plan
amendment package was extensively advertised and included four consultation periods:
•

First round - 27 September 2019 to 11 November 2019 (31 business days)

•

Second round - 6 January 2020 to 12 February 2020 (27 business days)

•

Third round - 12 May to 10 June 2020 (22 business days)

•

Fourth round – 9 March 2021 to 8 April 2021 (21 business days).

While the statutory period for public consultation is 20 business days, the City opted to exceed
this requirement.
To gain as much community feedback as possible, the City advertised the amendment package
via local radio, websites, newspapers and social media.
The City also held 16 public events and introduced one-on-one 'Talk to a Planner' events, to
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give the community the opportunity to discuss the changes in person with a Town Planner and
other technical experts.
The City will review the feedback received on this consultation and continue to look at improved
ways to consult the community.
2327.34

Recommends relocating proposed light rail Burleigh
Heads stop at current service station to outside the
Burleigh Heads primary school, to avoid causing
congestion within the Burleigh CBD.

The light rail project is led by the State Government and, as such, relocation of a light rail stop in No
Burleigh Heads cannot be addressed as part of this amendment package.

2341.34

Objects to proposed development at Burleigh Heads
(MCU 2019/30).

This submission relates to a development application which is outside the scope of this
amendment package.

2345.35

Suggests the planning process undertaken for the White This submission relates to a specific development application which is outside the scope of this
Horses development on the corner of The Esplanade
amendment package.
and First Avenue Burleigh Heads shows disrespect for
the owners of the neighbouring properties. The
development's more than 8 metre high wall along 25
metres from the boundary at 7 First Avenue, Burleigh
Heads, is an assault on amenity. If Council is confident
that the light rail will reduce road traffic, it is suggested
that The Esplanade be reduced to one lane to keep onstreet parking and reduce traffic.

No

2389.34

Concerned about current City Plan decision making
relating to setbacks and density, specifically in relation
to Burleigh Heads, commenting that past development
in the area has kept it a beautiful garden suburb in
which to raise a family.

No

Investigations by State and local government, as well as feedback received during the public
consultation in 2018, informed the best possible locations of the light rail stops (Stage 3
Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads).

The planned building heights and residential densities have not been increased in Burleigh
Heads as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced a new suite of setback and site cover
provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage amalgamation of
sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
In consideration of submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions in
the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, the High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape and provide natural shade.
The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
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against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Items not directly related to the update package | Chevron Island
2445.14

No traffic or economic impact reports have been carried
out to support the reduction in dwelling yields proposed
for Chevron Island.

Existing residential density designations on Chevron Island have not been changed.

No

The zoning and building height changes on Chevron Island came about through the City
undertaking an investigation into the planned development outcomes on Chevron Island in
response to community concerns.
This investigation demonstrated that the zoning and height designations on Chevron Island
should be changed due to infrastructure capacity. The changes to building height seek to
balance growth with Chevron Island's infrastructure and amenity limitations.

Items not directly related to the update package | Comments on Round 1 items that were not subject to notification under Round 2
2084.5

Disappointed that the change for Item 18 – Industrial
land use was not reversed.

During the development of City Plan, the Future industry precinct was applied to land suitable
for industrial uses, but lacked the necessary infrastructure. At that time, industrial development
within the Future industry precinct was set as Impact assessable (the highest level of
assessment that requires public notification).
By comparison, industrial uses in the industrial zones that are sufficiently serviced with
necessary infrastructure (i.e. not located in the Future industry precinct) do not generally require
a Council approval.
The level of assessment in the precinct was set as Impact assessment to allow Council to
consider infrastructure matters and sequencing.
It has been determined that these matters can be sufficiently considered, negotiated and
conditioned through a Code assessable application, which still requires approval by Council.
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Disappointed that the change for Item 29 – Retirement
facilities from impact to Code assessment was not
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The changed level of assessment to Code assessment is for the Community facilities zone only.
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walking distance of:
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(a) high frequency public transport stop/s;
(b) mixed use centre or neighbourhood centre; or
(c) district and regional level community facilities.
In many other zones (such as the Medium density residential zone for example) new facilities
are already Code assessable.
The other related change included in the amendment package is to allow existing retirement
buildings to be repurposed as either a Retirement facility or Residential care facility land uses in
zones where these uses are currently Code assessment.
Code assessable applications still require an assessment by the City, against the applicable
assessment benchmarks contained in the City Plan. This includes considerations of
infrastructure supply, car parking and servicing requirements, design and appearance, and
potential amenity impacts.
2084.7

Disappointed that the change for Item 8 – Removal of
community benefit bonus was not reversed.

In 2015, the State Government required Council to make the use of the Community Benefits
Bonus Elements Policy optional, rather than being linked to the assessment of increased
residential density. Since the adoption of City Plan in 2016, there has only been one
development application that has opted to use the Policy.
The existing Community Benefits Bonus Policy has not been delivering the outcomes intended.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package has introduced additional provisions to integrate the
desired design elements from the policy into other parts of City Plan. These changes involve
incorporating:
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•

six design principles into the Strategic framework

•

additional design elements into relevant City Plan overlay codes and

•

additional design elements into relevant City Plan zone codes and

•

additional design elements into relevant City Plan development codes and

•

a Site context and urban design policy in Schedule 6 of City Plan.

No
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Point of submission
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Items not directly related to the update package | Community participation
2303.36

Suggests the community should be made aware of
development in their area.

Consistent with State legislation, public notification is only required for Impact assessable
applications. These are applications contrary to the intent of a zone, requiring public input or
unforeseen by the City Plan. Other proposals are not required to be publicly notified.

No

It should be noted that the City's PD Online website provides information on all current and
approved applications (regardless of the level of assessment). This tool also provides access to
all documentation submitted to the Council.
You can access PD Online via the City's website: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planningbuilding/PD-Online.
Items not directly related to the update package | Coolangatta
2296.34

Complaint about licensed premises at Hill Street end of
Coolangatta causing excessive noise and anti-social
behaviour.

The licensing of premises and enforcement of noise and public behaviour standards falls outside No
the scope of the City Plan.
Complaints about licensed premises can be made through the Office of Liquor and Gaming
Regulation, refer to https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/hospitality-tourism-sport/liquorgaming/complaints-venues.

2346.34

Requests no change to the building heights within
Coolangatta, retain a height of 10 storeys and do not
permit 29 storeys. Do not permit 29 storeys at
Greenmount Hill. Opposed to the Komune development
at Coolangatta.

The Our City Our Plan amendments did not propose changes to the existing building height
designations in Coolangatta.

No

The amendment provides regulation of building height in 'metres' rather than 'storeys'.
The objection to the Komune development relates to a specific development which is outside the
scope of this amendment package.

Items not directly related to the update package | Currumbin related
2417.44

2418.44

Requests consideration of a bonus for development that
provides footpath widening along Pacific Parade in
Currumbin with stepped floors along contours of the
slope so that a 'village square atmosphere' may be
achieved. Consideration might also be given to zero lot
line as compensation for increasing open space to
Pacific Parade.

Requests that the 'village' amenity of Currumbin Beach
be preserved through planning requirements and no
relaxations to destroy the cliffs behind Pacific Parade.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package does not make provisions for footpath widening or
creation of a village square at Currumbin. As such, the recommendation cannot be advanced
through this amendment package.
The current City Plan has a Ridges and significant hills overlay, which covers Currumbin Hill and
regulates development to ensure the protection, maintenance and enhancement of the natural
and scenic values of the Hill. This overlay was a translation of the previous Burleigh Ridge and
Currumbin Hill Local Area Plans. The Ridges and significant hills overlay includes a number of
provisions relating to building design and avoiding skyline intrusion. Figure 8.2.15-1 within the
overlay code shows an example of terracing a building to reduce visual dominance. A copy of
the overlay can be viewed at: https://cityplan.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/eplan/#Rules/0/40/1/0/0.
Key provisions specific to the previous Currumbin Hill Local Area Plan area (including character
provisions) have been reflected through numerous mechanisms, including zone codes, overlays
and, in some cases, Specific outcomes within the Strategic framework.
The Ridges and significant hills protection overlay contained in City Plan, which covers
Currumbin Hill, regulates development to ensure the protection, maintenance and enhancement
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of the natural and scenic values of the Hill. This overlay was a translation of the previous
Currumbin Hill Local Area Plan.
Currumbin Hill is also mapped as a Hinterland to coast critical corridor on the Environmental
significance – Biodiversity areas overlay map. This mapping provides a high level of protection
for mapped environmental values.
The City Plan's Landslide hazard overlay mapping also identifies areas of steep slopes and
unstable soils, with mapping over much of Currumbin Hill. The mapping triggers assessment
against the Landslide hazard overlay code, which considers the risk of erosion and landslide,
risk of damage to property, stormwater management and impact to environmental values. The
City is currently preparing a separate amendment package to update the Landslide hazard
overlay map with more refined data inputs.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
Section 4 of this policy acknowledges the studies prepared by Council (including the place
analyses) that may assist in preparing a SCUD report. Undertaking this report and
understanding the context of the site will assist in the delivery of well-thought-out developments
that consider important elements of local character.
2433.44

Suggests that maintaining village atmosphere of
Key provisions specific to the previous Currumbin Hill Local Area Plan area (e.g. character)
Currumbin, encouraging families, encouraging walking
have been reflected through numerous mechanisms, including zone codes, overlays and, in
and cycling along the parade and maintaining treescape some cases, Specific outcomes within the Strategic framework.
of the hill are all important.
The Ridges and significant hills protection overlay contained in City Plan, which covers
Currumbin Hill, regulates development to ensure the protection, maintenance and enhancement
of the natural and scenic values of the hill. This overlay was a translation of the previous
Currumbin Hill Local Area Plan.
Currumbin Hill is also mapped as a Hinterland to coast critical corridor on the Environmental
significance – Biodiversity areas overlay map. This mapping provides a high level of protection
for mapped environmental values.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
Section 4 of this policy acknowledges the studies prepared by Council (including the place
analyses) that may assist in preparing a SCUD report. Undertaking this report and
understanding the context of the site will assist in the delivery of well-thought-out developments
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that consider important elements of local character.
The City also recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the
city's future transport network.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (Active Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold Coast into a walkable,
cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include:

2455.44

Suggests maintaining the village feel of Currumbin is
important and that Currumbin Hill is unique and should
be maintained.

•

delivering quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to
network connectivity

•

providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and
cycle

•

promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.

Key provisions specific to the previous Currumbin Hill Local Area Plan area (including character
provisions) have been reflected through numerous mechanisms, including zone codes, overlays
and, in some cases, Specific outcomes within the Strategic framework.
The Ridges and significant hills protection overlay contained in City Plan, which covers
Currumbin Hill, regulates development to ensure the protection, maintenance and enhancement
of the natural and scenic values of the Hill. This overlay was a translation of the previous
Currumbin Hill Local Area Plan.
Currumbin Hill is also mapped as a Hinterland to coast critical corridor on the Environmental
significance – Biodiversity areas overlay map. This mapping provides a high level of protection
for mapped environmental values.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
Section 4 of this policy acknowledges the studies prepared by Council (including the place
analyses) that may assist in preparing a SCUD report. Undertaking this report and
understanding the context of the site will assist in the delivery of well-thought-out developments
that consider important elements of local character.
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Items not directly related to the update package | Environmental
2010.1

2015.1

Concerned that beachside areas are ruined by 'scrubby
trees and undergrowth', suggesting that this vegetation
be removed and replaced with grass and suitable shade
trees.

The maintenance of beachside vegetation is not a matter that can be addressed through the Our No
City Our Plan amendment process.

Supports amendments requesting more emphasis on
sustainable eco-friendly timber construction for low and
medium-rise structures.

The support for the amendment is acknowledged.

This concern has been forwarded to City Maintenance for their information.
No

As part of the City Plan updates that were open for consultation, a new City Plan policy has
been proposed, SC6.12 Site context and urban design. The intent of this new policy is to provide
applicants with guidance on how they can demonstrate the proposed development is responsive
to each site and context. This policy includes references to aspects of sustainable building
design, including responding to the Gold Coast's subtropical climate and incorporate passive
design principles, orientation and layout to maximise winter sun and summer breezes.
The City has also introduced new changes to the development codes, which regulate multiple
accommodation. These new provisions require developments to integrate subtropical design
elements.
The City Plan is not able to mandate many other aspects of buildings relating to sustainable
features or materials, as these matters already have been addressed by separate regulation,
particularly the Building Act 1975 and the Building Code of Australia.

2025.4, 2026.4, 2118.1

Objects to the lack of recognition of the valuable habitat
of the Ormeau Bottle Tree in the Darlington ranges.
Recommends the habitat and linkages between the
three habitats is mapped as ‘substantial remnant’ or as
‘protected area’, as the Ormeau Bottle Tree is listed as
critically endangered.

Initial proposed changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridors were informed by scientific
No
studies endorsed in 2017. As a result of submissions received, development progressing and
new information becoming available (e.g. new legislation), the changes proposed are no longer
considered fit for purpose. Changes to the Hinterland to coast critical corridor component of the
City Plan's Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map have been removed
from the Our City Our Plan amendment package. Hinterland to coast critical corridors will remain
mapped as in City Plan version 8.
The Critical Corridor and Substantial Remnant Mapping Final Report will continue to inform
changes to the Substantial remnants component of the City Plan's Environmental significance Biodiversity areas overlay map.
The Substantial remnant mapping did not utilise a predefined study area but applied a scientific
model to the whole of the city. This model incorporated Matters of Environmental Significance
including significant species. Properties were then prioritised based on their ecological and
strategic values, with the most significant areas identified for inclusion on the Environmental
significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map.
Substantial remnants by definition can only occur within the Urban footprint. The identified areas
associated with the submission are located outside of the Urban footprint and as such cannot be
identified as a Substantial remnant.
The City is unable to modify the 'Protected areas' mapping layer shown on the Environmental
significance – Biodiversity areas overlay map. This is because it is a State owned mapping layer
that shows the extent of Matters of State Environmental Significance (MSES) and is therefore
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beyond the City's jurisdiction.
Further, the requested change is not considered necessary as the subject land is strongly
protected by the City Plan. Records of the Ormeau Bottle Tree have been mapped on the
Environmental significance – Priority species overlay map and the identified area is included in
the Hinterland core habitat system on the Environmental significance – Biodiversity areas
overlay map. The land is also almost entirely mapped as including a range of General, Medium
and High value vegetation on the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay
map. Mapped vegetation and other Matters of Environmental Significance within Biodiversity
areas are identified to be 'protected in situ'. This is the highest level of environmental protection
afforded by the City Plan.
2025.5, 2026.5, 2118.2

2141.8, 2148.1, 2149.1

Objects to the lack of recognition to the existing
Conservation zones around The Plateau. Recommends
the Conservation zone around The Plateau be mapped
as ‘protected area’ in the Biodiversity overlay map, as
inconsistency with different Council mapping/ zoning is
unacceptable.

The City is unable to modify the 'Protected areas' mapping layer shown on the Environmental
No
significance – Biodiversity areas overlay map. This is because it is a State owned mapping layer
that shows the extent of Matters of State Environmental Significance (MSES) and is therefore
beyond the City's jurisdiction.

Recommends updates to City Plan provisions and
tables of assessment to assist in retaining existing
mature vegetation in new development, as opposed to
re-instating new vegetation.

Changes to the Environmental significance overlay code and Vegetation management code or
associated Tables of assessment did not form part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package.

Further, the requested change is not considered necessary as the subject land is strongly
protected by the City Plan. The land is affected by a range of environmental overlays including
the Environmental significance – Priority species overlay map and the Environmental
significance – Biodiversity areas overlay map (the area is included in the Hinterland core habitat
system). The land is also almost entirely mapped as including a range of General, Medium and
High value vegetation on the Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map.
Mapped vegetation and other Matters of Environmental Significance within Biodiversity areas
are identified to be 'protected in situ'. This is the highest level of environmental protection
afforded by the City Plan.

The City is required to identify and address Matters of Environmental Significance and will
continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement opportunities for protection of Matters
of Environmental Significance.
The Environmental significance overlay code is designed to prioritise the protection of Matters of
Environmental Significance based on whether they are located inside or outside of a Biodiversity
area (as mapped on the Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map). Any
Matters of Environmental Significance including, flora and fauna habitat, wetlands and
waterways, within a mapped Biodiversity area is identified to be protected in situ. Outside of
these areas, impacts on Matters of Environmental significance must still be investigated and
impacts avoided, minimised and offset.
Further to these provisions, individual trees greater than 40cm in circumference or more than
4m tall are regulated under the Vegetation management code. When development is
undertaken in constrained areas it can be difficult to retain vegetation, whilst achieving the
development outcome. Officers are investigating the improved protection of mature vegetation in
the City and this submission may be considered for inclusion in a future work program.
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In response to submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions in
the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, the High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape and provide natural shade. The new provisions also encourage
the retention of existing vegetation.
2150.1

Recommends updates to City Plan provisions and
tables of assessment to assist in retaining existing
mature vegetation in new development, as opposed to
re-instating new vegetation.

Changes to the Environmental significance overlay code and Vegetation management code or
associated Tables of assessment did not form part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package.

No

The City is required to identify and address Matters of Environmental Significance and will
continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement opportunities for protection of Matters
of Environmental Significance.
The Environmental significance overlay code is designed to prioritise the protection of Matters of
Environmental Significance based on whether they are located inside or outside of a Biodiversity
area (as mapped on the Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map). Any
Matters of Environmental Significance including, flora and fauna habitat, wetlands and
waterways, within a mapped Biodiversity area is identified to be protected in situ. Outside of
these areas, impacts on Matters of Environmental significance must still be investigated and
impacts avoided, minimised and offset.
Further to these provisions, individual trees greater than 40cm in circumference or more than
4m tall are regulated under the Vegetation management code. When development is
undertaken in constrained areas it can be difficult to retain vegetation, whilst achieving the
development outcome. Officers are investigating the improved protection of mature vegetation in
the City and this submission may be considered for inclusion in a future work program.
In response to submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions in
the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, the High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape and provide natural shade. The new provisions also encourage
the retention of existing vegetation.
2218.1
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Requests the Environmental significance overlay code
facilitate opportunities for vegetation offsets in
Biodiversity areas, otherwise it is in conflict with the
provisions of City Plan.

Changes to the Environmental significance overlay code did not form part of the Our City Our
Plan amendment package.
The Environmental significance overlay code outlines how vegetation is treated in the City Plan.
This code is designed to prioritise the protection of Matters of Environmental Significance based
on whether they are located inside or outside of a Biodiversity area (as mapped on
Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map). Biodiversity areas have been
mapped based on their ecosystem value and contain some of the most significant environmental
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features within the city.
Mapped vegetation, priority species habitat (including koala habitat), and wetland and
waterways, located within a mapped Biodiversity area are identified to be protected in-situ.
Therefore offset provisions are not provided.
To provide a balanced approach, mapped features outside of these priority areas are to be
protected and any unavoidable impacts minimised or offset.
Importantly, the State Planning Policy does not prioritise Key Resource Area State interests over
environmental State interests. This allows for flexible decision-making that considers local
context, priorities and more accurate and refined mapping.
2239.7

Supports mapping that has been undertaken by Council. It is acknowledged that a submission on this matter was received during the first round of public
Concerned the plan does not address the need to
consultation.
increase protection for all our plants, animals and
unique environmental communities.
Support for the improved mapping is acknowledged.
Recommends consultation with community, experts,
scientists, naturalists etc. to develop a plan that truly
protects the environment.

No

While no changes are proposed to the Environmental significance overlay code under the Our
City Our Plan amendment package, the City is required to identify and address Matters of
Environmental Significance and will continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement
opportunities for both koala habitat and protection of other Matters of Environmental
Significance.
The Environmental significance overlay code is designed to prioritise the protection of Matters of
Environmental Significance based on whether they are located inside or outside of a Biodiversity
area (as mapped on Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map). Any Matters
of Environmental Significance including, flora and fauna habitat, wetlands and waterways, within
a mapped Biodiversity area is identified to be protected in situ. Outside of these areas, impacts
of Matters of Environmental Significance must still be investigated and impacts avoided and
minimised.
The City appoints subject matter experts to develop the technical reports that inform the
Environmental significance overlay mapping and code. This input has been integral to the
development of the Our City Our Plan amendment package and will continue to be critical for
future updates.

2268.6

Recommends an overhaul of the Parks section to
include more ecological knowledge and more
communication between Parks and Environmental staff.

The management of City departments is outside the scope of the City Plan.

2355.36, 2366.37, 2369.36, 2377.37,
2378.38, 2380.36, 2382.37, 2385.35,
2387.37, 2398.35

Requests more vegetation/habitat for wildlife, including
koalas.

The Environmental significance overlay code is designed to prioritise the protection of matters of No
environmental significance based on whether they are located inside or outside of a Biodiversity
area (as mapped on Environmental significance - Biodiversity areas overlay map).
Biodiversity areas have been mapped based on their ecosystem value. Mapped vegetation,
priority species habitat (including koala habitat), and wetland and waterways identified within a
mapped Biodiversity area are afforded a higher level of protection (protected in situ).
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To provide a balanced approach to manage growth and protection of the environment, impacts
to Medium priority vegetation outside of Biodiversity areas are avoided, minimised or offset.
Council also attracts offsets into the city from infrastructure providers and the State Government.
These offsets are going into natural areas in the city, in order to assist Council to meet its
corporate target of 51 per cent native vegetation cover across the city's land area.
A component of the Open Space Including Koala Habitat Maintenance and Enhancement
Separate Charge is being raised for the purpose of acquiring and protecting land for koala
habitat and critical environmental corridors within the city. In 2019, Council resolved to move
forward with the purchase of a significant area of land in the Coomera region. The acquisition
negotiations are ongoing and the City hopes to be successful in securing the land to protect our
koalas. In 2021, Councillors resolved to move ahead to acquire other sites.
The City recently undertook an urban tree canopy cover mapping exercise, which showed an
increase in tree canopy cover in residential areas over the last 10 years. This mapping will also
be used to inform future programs and policies. This report can be viewed
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutes-agendas (refer to
the Economy, Planning & Environment Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 15 and 16,
dated 12 February 2020)https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-ourcity/Designing-public-places/Urban-design/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studiesresources/Place-analysis-studies.
Items not directly related to the update package | General
2003.1

General support for amendments.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

2003.2

Suggests creating different zonings on the first three
floors of a development to create residential buildings
that accommodate related shops and offices, as this will
create vibrancy whilst accommodating residential
privacy. Noise should be taken into consideration so that
overnight/unrelated activities that are not compatible
with residential uses are excluded. Development in
areas close to the seafront should meet the needs of
residents while promoting tourism.

The City Plan encourages mixed use outcomes for some areas of the city, including Mixed use
and Centre zones. Within residential zones the City Plan only envisages small-scale nonresidential uses to ensure that commercial areas remain viable and competitive. The City Plan
contains provisions to ensure noise impacts are mitigated. A mix of tourist accommodation that
considers the impacts on residential amenity is envisaged to occur along the coastal tourism
strip.

No

2022.3

Requests the introductory wording of the fact sheet in
relation to Item 3 be changed.

The fact sheet provides an explanation of the proposed changes outlined in the Our City Our
No
Plan amendment package for use during the public consultation phase and does not form part of
the City Plan.

2028.1

Supports amendments and requests increased height
limits for multiple dwelling residential developments on
Marine Parade, Miami.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.
Increases to height limits in Marine Parade, Miami did not form part of the Our City Our Plan
amendment package. As such, it is not possible to address this item as part of the amendment.
Land within the Light Rail Stage 3 corridor (Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads), which includes
Miami, will be investigated for future land use opportunities and constraints. Any changes from
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these investigations will form part of a future amendment.
Until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan completed, the
scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently planned in the
City Plan.
2039.10

Concerns that recently approved developments don’t
adhere to the changes proposed in Item 9 (Built form
improvements) and Item 10 (Changes to communal and
private open space) of this amendment package.

The proposed changes introduced through Items 9 and 10 of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package have been developed in response to recent development approvals.

No

The City is committed to monitoring development and improving the City Plan in response to
community feedback.
The amendment cannot restrict or regulate existing development approvals.
The changes will form part of the City Plan only once they are adopted by Council, following
ministerial approval.

2039.2

Concerned that buildings don’t have enough space
The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes a broad range of improvements to the
around them or provide adequate parking. Suggests that regulatory framework for built form design. This includes:
site cover should be commensurate with the number of
dwellings (residential density).
• introduction of six city-wide design principles, which have been reflected in the zone
codes
•

improved setback and site cover provisions

•

introduction of the Site context and urban design policy that ensures applicants are
considering the relationship between the site, its surrounding context and planned
character

•

introduction of deep planting, along with improved landscaping requirements, in the
Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay.

No

The above provisions were further refined and improved in response to submissions.
Residential density is generally a separate matter to site cover and built form matters and is
regulated differently in City Plan. The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes
strengthened provisions for the regulation of amenity within the relevant zone codes. These
changes are intended to ensure levels of amenity are more consistent with those expected in
the relevant zone.
2039.3
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Developers’ open access to tall and supertall buildings
does not appear to have a limit in the new City Plan.
The City Plan must ensure that the number of tall and
supertall buildings is capped at a certain number in a
defined area.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package, introduced a new suite of setback and site cover
provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage amalgamation of
sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
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It should also be noted that the nominated building height shown on the Building height overlay
map may not be able to be achieved on every site due to constraints and building design
requirements such as setbacks.
2039.4

Concerned that proposed site cover will allow
inappropriately spaced buildings which will result in
privacy, light, ventilation and wind tunnel issues.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package proposed a number of changes to the setbacks and No
site cover provisions for the following city-wide residential areas:
•

Low-medium density residential zone

•

Medium density residential zone

•

High density residential zone

•

Light rail urban renewal overlay area.

The changes to setbacks and site cover were informed by independent studies and cross
jurisdictional benchmarking to make these provisions more contemporary in nature and
reflective of current best practice. In addition to this, the setback and site cover provisions have
been strengthened through improved clarity and stronger alignment. Consequently, the changes
seek to positively contribute to better built form outcomes throughout the city.
The above provisions were further refined and improved in response to submissions.
2039.5

The car parking requirements for development,
especially for multiple dwellings, are proving inadequate
for building occupiers and visitors. Review the car
parking provisions to address the parking shortfalls in
conjunction with a review of on-street parking policy.

The Our City Our Plan amendments did not propose changes to off-street car parking rates for
apartment-style developments. However, a change to visitor car parking rates is included.
The City Parking Plan 2015 (CPP2015) (available at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Councilregion/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policies-strategies/Our-plans/City-Parking-Plan-2015)
identifies broader strategies and programs the city will implement to improve the accessibility
and availability of on-street and off-street car parking for residents and visitors.
The nominated car parking requirements seek to ensure development provides sufficient car
parking to accommodate the parking demand and allows for various modes of travel to reduce
dependency on private vehicle usage.
The Transport code sets out parking requirements for different land uses within an Acceptable
outcome (see Table 9.4.13-3). For Multiple dwelling developments, the following rates are
provided:
'(a) 1 per 1 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(b) 1.25 per 2 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(c) 1.5 per 3 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(d) 2 per 4 bedroom unit or dwelling;
Plus:
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(a) where 3 to 4 dwellings, 1 for visitor parking; or
(b) where 5 to 6 dwellings, 2 for visitor parking; or
(c) where 7 to 9 dwellings, 3 for visitor parking; or
(d) where 10 or more dwellings, 3 plus 1 per 10 dwellings for visitor parking thereafter.
Note: At least 50 per cent of visitor parking to be provided in a single location'.
It is important to note that while the Acceptable outcomes provide a minimum figure, an
applicant can propose an alternative to meet the requirements of the Performance outcomes
that are drafted to describe the outcome sought. Where the Performance outcome cannot be
achieved, due to constraints on a site, or other unforeseen circumstances, these will need to be
justified by addressing the higher order Purpose and Overall outcomes of the code. These will
need to be considered on a case-by-case basis through the development application process.
The City is undertaking a broader car parking review. Recommendations from this investigation
may be implemented through a future City Plan amendment.
The City also recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the
city's future transport network.
The City's Public Transport Plan 2018-2028 (Public Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Public-Transport-Plan-2018-2028), seeks to improve the quality of the
public transport system so it provides an attractive alternative to the car. Key priorities within the
plan include: extending the G:Link light rail, improving the frequency and coverage of the bus
network, and providing facilities and information that make public transport easy to access, use
and understand.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (Active Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold Coast into a walkable,
cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include: delivering
quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to network connectivity,
providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and cycle, and
promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.
2039.6

Suggests that necessary infrastructure (emergency,
educational and health services, recreational areas,
etc.) should precede development approvals.

Development applications assessed by the City involve consideration of infrastructure and
servicing matters such as those raised. The City is responsible for many infrastructure networks
including water, waste, recreation, stormwater and much of the road network. The State
government is also responsible for many aspects including the State controlled road network,
public transport services, health and education services.
These matters are considered where necessary in the development assessment process by
both the City and State government.
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These matters are also considered by the City and State government whenever the City seeks
to change the City Plan in a way that could lead to significant changes in terms of development
opportunities within the city.
2039.7

Concerns about the need of social and affordable
housing across the city for workers (e.g. nurses, police
and teachers).

The City Plan recognises the importance of diversity of housing options, including social and
No
affordable housing. The City Plan includes specific provisions that seek to achieve this outcome.
Affordable living opportunities consider both the initial costs of purchasing as well as ongoing
costs of housing, including transport and maintenance.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package seeks to promote growth in areas that are welllocated, with convenient access to transport, employment, community, recreation and other
services.
The State Planning Policy sets a requirement for planning schemes to provide a wide range of
housing options to cater for different households, family types, ages, community needs,
lifestyles and incomes. To meet this requirement, guided by the City's Housing Needs Study, the
City Plan facilitates a variety of residential zones and housing options.

2039.8

Concerns about the performance-based planning
approach.

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).

No

Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context and its opportunities and constraints provides
flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
2115.1

Concerned about the type (short lifespan) of houses
being built and suggests a new housing design for
Council to consider.

The submission suggests that Council has approved 'outdated new dwellings to be built'. The
City Plan includes provisions around the siting of detached dwellings such as setbacks, site
cover, height and density and, in limited circumstances, also includes provisions relating to roof
form. However, Council does not prescribe architectural styles for detached dwellings or require
owners to demolish structurally sound, existing dwellings.
The design and construction of dwellings (including requirements around equitable access
matters such as ramps and lifts) are regulated by the National Construction Code (NCC) which
is maintained by the Australian Building Codes Board on behalf of and in collaboration with the
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Australian Government and each State and Territory Government. It does not form part of the
City Plan and the City has no direct control over these matters.
2116.2, 2145.2, 2147.4, 2154.4,
2163.2, 2164.2

Concerned that height, as the only trigger for Impact
assessment (other than land uses), has resulted in a
high level of Code assessment, excluding the public
from involvement. Suggests that density, site cover and
setbacks be used as a limit on excessive floor space
and site yield.

The City Plan already includes a number of provisions that control excessive floor space and
site yield, including building height, residential density, site cover, setbacks and building
separation.

No

The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced a new suite of setback and site cover
provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage amalgamation of
sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks. In addition, a Site context and urban
design (SCUD) report process has also been established as Council's preferred method of
addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the SCUD report is for applicants
to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are responsive to the site and its
context, and have been considered at the outset of the development design and application.
Applying Impact assessment broadly is not consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City
Plan meets its obligations under the State Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impactassessable triggers would need to be further investigated and justified.
The Queensland State Planning Policy, with which the City Plan needs to comply, includes a
number of guiding principles. One of those principles is 'Efficient'. Local governments need to
support the efficient determination of appropriate development.
Under this principle, Impact assessment is intended to apply to development that is inconsistent
with the intent of a zone (for example, an industrial use in a residential area) or unforeseen by
the City Plan or its impacts are unknown.
Under this principle, Code assessment is intended to apply to development consistent with the
broad intent of the zone and able to be assessed against assessment benchmarks contained
within each code.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes strengthened setback, site cover and
building separation provisions. The amendment package seeks to improve built form outcomes
with a focus on residential amenity, privacy and supporting local context. To ensure the policy
intent of these provisions is maintained, the performance-based components of these provisions
have been strengthened.

2132.7

Requests that Table 5.5.4: Material change of use –
High density residential zone be amended to require
multiple dwelling developments that exceed site
coverage or setbacks to be subject to Impact
assessment with this trigger being linked to the relevant
criteria in the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code.

The State Government's South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ), requires
the City to use land and infrastructure efficiently by focusing density in and around urban
corridors and in areas with superior access to public transport, employment and services.
ShapingSEQ specifically mentions the light rail urban renewal corridor as a focus area.
In relation to creation of additional Impact assessment triggers, applying Impact assessment
broadly is not consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City Plan meets its obligations
under the State Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impact-assessable triggers would
need to be further investigated and justified.
The Queensland State Planning Policy, with which the City Plan needs to comply, includes a
number of guiding principles. One of those principles is 'Efficient'. Local governments need to
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support the efficient determination of appropriate development.
Under this principle, Impact assessment is intended to apply to development that is inconsistent
with the intent of a zone (for example, an industrial use in a residential area) or unforeseen by
the City Plan or its impacts are unknown.
Under this principle, Code assessment is intended to apply to development consistent with the
broad intent of the zone and able to be assessed against assessment benchmarks contained
within each code.
2141.9, 2142.6

The Industrial design code should be applicable to
industrial zones and industrial uses in other zones.

The City has undertaken a review of Section 5.5 Categories of development and assessment.
The Centre zone and Mixed use zone (Fringe business precinct) are the only zones that do not
have the Industrial design code as an assessment benchmark for industrial uses.

No

As industrial uses in these zones are limited to Service industry and Low impact industry
(restricted to a number of uses), the design and appearance of these land uses take on a
different form than those in the industrial zoned areas.
In the Centre zone and Mixed use zone (Fringe business precinct), the built form outcome is
intended to provide for street activation and a mixture of uses that address streets. As a result,
they are purposely assessed against the Commercial design code rather than the Industrial
design code.
2165.1

Concerned about the over-development of Burleigh
Heads and the Gold Coast generally.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ)has tasked the Gold Coast with No
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city over the period 2016-2041. Of these
158,900 new dwellings, 80 per cent (127,900) are to be established with the 'Consolidation area'
(this area is also referred to as the Existing Urban Area and includes Burleigh Heads), and the
balance of 20 per cent (31,000) will be accommodated within the 'Expansion area'. These areas
are spatially defined areas and identified on City Plan - Strategic framework map 9.
Council has a number of plans and strategies to accommodate this population growth, including
an increase in density in suitable areas across the city. Promoting growth within existing
developed areas reduces the pressure to expand into the city's valuable green and undeveloped
areas.
The State Planning Policy sets a requirement for planning schemes to provide a wide range of
housing options to cater for different households, family types, ages, community needs,
lifestyles and incomes. To meet this requirement, guided by the Housing Needs study, the City
Plan facilitates a variety of residential zones and housing options.
It should also be noted that no increase in building height or residential density is proposed in
Nobby Beach, Miami, Burleigh, Palm Beach and Currumbin as part of the Our City Our Plan
amendment package.
However, land within the Light Rail Stage 3 corridor (Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads) will be
investigated for future land use opportunities and constraints.
Until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan completed, the
scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently in the City Plan.
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The City Plan acknowledges the distinct coastal community character of the southern Gold
Coast and that built form and development intensity in this area will be a distinct shift from
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach.
As the city continues to grow and mature into the future, existing suburbs and neighbourhoods
will need to change and adapt to accommodate a share of the increase in population.
In consideration of submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions in
the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape and provide natural shade.
To achieve better built form outcomes, the amendment introduces six design principles to the
Strategic framework. The six design principles, namely Responsive, Connected, Engaged,
Subtropical, Aesthetic and Adaptable, will all operate together to make a positive contribution to
the city image. These principles recognise that every building, street and public space, big or
small, contributes to the identity and experience of our city. They also acknowledge how critical
the urban ground (street level up to 16 metres) of a building is to enhance our enviable lifestyle.
These principles have also been reflected throughout various code provisions in the City Plan.
In addition to the improved design provisions, the Our City Our Plan amendment package has
introduced a new suite of setback and site cover provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for
taller buildings and encourage amalgamation of sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate
setbacks. A Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established as
Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the
SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
To help inform future changes to City Plan the City undertook a number of place analysis
studies. These have been completed for Mermaid Beach, Nobby Beach, Miami, Burleigh Heads,
Palm Beach, Tugun and Kirra. These can be found on the City's
website https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Designing-publicplaces/Urban-design/Urban-design-studies/Urban-design-studies-resources/Place-analysisstudies.
2174.1

Concerned about the relaxations that have been granted
for high-rise development. Requests that development
that fails to meet the relevant assessable benchmarks
for site cover, densities and setbacks should be
triggered to Impact assessment.

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
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performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context, opportunities and constraints, this approach
provides flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
In relation to additional Impact assessment triggers, applying Impact assessment broadly is not
consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City Plan meets its obligations under the State
Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impact-assessable triggers would need to be
further investigated and justified.
The Queensland State Planning Policy, with which the City Plan needs to comply, includes a
number of guiding principles. One of those principles is 'Efficient'. Local governments need to
support the efficient determination of appropriate development.
Under this principle, Impact assessment is intended to apply to development that is inconsistent
with the intent of a zone (for example, an industrial use in a residential area) or unforeseen by
the City Plan or its impacts are unknown.
Under this principle, Code assessment is intended to apply to development consistent with the
broad intent of the zone and able to be assessed against assessment benchmarks contained
within each code.
2229.34, 2231.34, 2232.34

Suggests that no changes should be made to the City
Plan during the 'caretaker period' until the local
government elections have been finalised.

The recommended changes to the Our City Our Plan amendment package have been
progressed to the Minister for consideration outside of the caretaker period.

No

2239.1

Supports building heights below 12 metres. There
should be no increase to densities in Palm Beach as this
leads to compromised beach access, character
changes, reduced amenity and bulky buildings. It is
recommended that:

The support on this aspect is acknowledged. The planned building heights and residential
densities have not been increased in Palm Beach, as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package.

No
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•

setbacks be increased

•

requirements for cross-ventilation be introduced

•

density be limited

•

the differentiation between the northern and
southern ends of the coast be recognised

•

increases of density trigger Impact assessment

In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

Parts of City Plan
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Point of submission

•

heights and widths of buildings are limited

•

setbacks between big buildings be increased

•

amendments to tackle climate change and sealevel rise be included

•

requirements for five-star energy sustainability
ratings be included.
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•

Results
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zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
The revised setbacks, building separation and site cover provisions presented in the Our City
Our Plan amendment package have been further reviewed. This review has been based on
further investigations undertaken by the City and it is considered that the proposed Acceptable
outcomes for setbacks, building separation distances and site cover are more contemporary in
nature, being reflective of current best practices. The new setbacks increase for taller buildings
and promote amalgamation of lots to ensure setbacks are achieved.
As part of the future light rail corridor investigations, the City Plan acknowledges the distinct
coastal community character of the southern Gold Coast and that built form and development
intensity in this area will be a distinct shift from Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach.
In relation to the creation of an additional Impact assessment trigger for density, applying Impact
assessment broadly is not consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City Plan meets its
obligations under the State Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impact assessable
triggers would need to be further investigated and justified.
In line with Queensland State Government projections, the City has included consideration for
the effects of climate change in its coastal protection, flood and bushfire mitigation strategies
and in the long-term planning for the city. Sea-level rise has been considered in our land use
planning strategies since 1999, with the mandated 80-centimetre sea-level rise being
incorporated into the City's flood mapping. The City is committed to ongoing monitoring,
investigations and regular updates to ensure planning strategies are informed by the most up-todate science and modelling.
The City has recently prepared a Coastal Adaptation Plan (CAP) that will also be used to inform
future updates to City Plan. The plan can be viewed
here: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Coastal-Adaptation-Plan.
The City will continue to monitor these matters.
Energy efficiency of new buildings is regulated by the National Construction Code (NCC).
Planning schemes are unable to regulate matters already regulated by the NCC, such as
energy-efficiency star ratings. However, the Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced
improved subtropical design provisions for Multiple dwellings to address a minimum number of
openings for lobbies and corridors, weather and solar protection, shading, balcony design and
solar gain.

2239.2

Suggests that the City Plan expand green community
open space, particularly in built environments.

The City is continuing to investigate opportunities to provide new parks to accompany future
growth.
The Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP)(contained in Part 4 of the City Plan) assists
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with the coordinated delivery of Council infrastructure for future development. The LGIP
integrates infrastructure planning with population growth identified in the City Plan. The LGIP
provides for the desired standards of service for water, sewer, transport and parks and
recreational infrastructure to cater for current and future residents.
The City has an ongoing program of updates to the LGIP.
2239.4

Suggests driveways and roads should adhere to urban
water-sensitive design guidelines so that run-off is
filtered through gardens before entering the waterways.

Development proposals involving three or more dwellings, or on land greater than 1200 square
No
metres, will be subject to the Healthy waters code contained in the City Plan. This code includes
provisions that protect the quality of the city's waters and watercourses by managing the impacts
of development on quality and quantity of surface and ground water run-off and ensure that
development does not cause adverse impact on people and/or property.
This is generally addressed within the development site and is achieved through stormwater
detention and treatment devices forming part of the development.
The Water Sensitive Urban Design Guidelines found within Schedule 6.11: Land Development
Guidelines (Chapter 4.5: Water sensitive urban design) provides approaches for treating water
originating from a development.

2239.5

Suggests that all industrial land use applications in the
Future industry precinct should be Impact assessable.

During the development of the City Plan, the Future industry precinct was applied to land
suitable for industrial uses, but which lacked the necessary infrastructure. At that time, industrial
development within the Future industry precinct was set as Impact assessable (the highest level
of assessment that requires public notification).

No

By comparison, industrial uses in industrial zones that are sufficiently serviced with necessary
infrastructure (i.e. not located in the Future industry precinct) do not generally require a Council
approval.
The increased level of assessment in the precinct was set as Impact assessable to ensure
sufficient consideration of infrastructure matters and sequencing.
It has been determined that these matters can be sufficiently considered, negotiated and
conditioned through a Code assessable application, which still requires approval by Council.
The City has considered all submissions received and proposes to progress with the reduced
level of assessment for the reasons identified above.
2271.1, 2272.1, 2273.1, 2274.1,
2275.1, 2276.1, 2278.1, 2279.1,
2280.1, 2281.1, 2282.1, 2283.1,
2292.1, 2293.1, 2294.1, 2295.1,
2298.1, 2299.1, 2300.1, 2301.1,
2302.1, 2306.1, 2307.1, 2308.1,
2310.1, 2311.1, 2313.1, 2314.1,
2315.1, 2317.1, 2318.1, 2319.1,
2320.1, 2321.1, 2322.1, 2323.1,
2324.1, 2325.1, 2326.1, 2328.1
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Requests that the proposed changes planned for
Targeted Growth Areas to:

The changes open for public consultation related to the Targeted Growth Areas (TGA) of
Labrador, Southport west and Biggera Waters only. The changes were proposed following a
localised investigation of the TGA and in consideration of submissions received during the first
round of public consultation.

•

remove the 50 per cent building height
exceedance test

•

introduce an Impact assessment trigger for
exceedance of site cover

•

introduce a Neighbourhood elements overlay

To provide greater certainty to communities in relation to the light rail corridors, updates have
been made to the Strategic framework to make it clearer that, until investigations are undertaken
and any amendments to the City Plan are completed, the scale and intensity of development is
to remain consistent with what is currently planned.

•

be applied to the area covered by the Light rail
urban renewal area overlay.

This change will emphasise that increased heights and densities will not be able to be justified

No
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on the basis of the future light rail corridor expansion.
These changes will support the changes proposed in the
Strategic framework about the future intent of the Light
Until these investigations have occurred, no further changes will be implemented within the
Rail Stage 3 and 4 corridors.
proposed corridor.
2289.44

Suggests that an 'incentive process' is needed so that
greater densities and site yields are not taken as given,
raising concern that recently excessive yield on small
sites has skewed the market and created a 'free-for-all'
environment.

In 2015, the State Government required Council to make the use of the Community Benefits
Bonus Elements Policy optional, rather than being linked to the assessment of increased
residential density. Since the adoption of the City Plan in 2016, there has only been one
development application that has opted to use the policy.

No

The existing Community Benefits Bonus Policy has not been delivering the outcomes intended.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package has introduced additional provisions to integrate the
desired design elements from the policy into other parts of City Plan. These changes involve
incorporating:

2289.45

There is currently no limit on Ground Floor Area (GFA)
in development applications. The reintroduction of plot
ratio is necessary and, at the very least, a sliding scale
of building GFA and density to avoid the current
uncapped GFA and, in turn, building bulk. The current
BAE (Building Amenity Envelope) established by site
cover setback and allowable height is an anathema to
good city planning and leads to developers trying to 'fill'
the BAE through extra GFA and density well beyond the
intention of the density overlay mapping. This leads to
very poor architecture, poor urban outcomes, reduced
amenity for residents and neighbours and compromising
development opportunities on neighbouring sites

•

six design principles into the Strategic framework

•

additional design elements into relevant City Plan overlay code

•

additional design elements into relevant City Plan zone codes

•

additional design elements into relevant City Plan development codes and

•

a Site context and urban design policy in Schedule 6 of the City Plan.

Plot ratio has never been regulated within the City Plan, which commenced in 2016. The
reintroduction of plot ratio regulation did not form part of the Our City Our Plan amendment
package. As such, it is not possible to address this item as part of the amendment.

No

The City maintains that plot ratio controls are not necessary to regulate building bulk. The City
Plan includes a range of provisions that control the overall building bulk and design of
development, including building height, site cover, setbacks, building separation, shadow and
car parking.
The Site context and urban design (SCUD) policy, which introduces the concept of a Building
Amenity Envelope (BAE), requires applicants to demonstrate how the built from responds to the
site characteristics having regard to the acceptable outcomes in the assessment benchmarks.
A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design, with building bulk one of the primary
matters being addressed. The package includes a range of changes that will provide the City
with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.

2297.34
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General comments:
•

need to preserve green space and create more
social spaces

•

excessive development in Palm Beach as a
result of relaxation of planning rules.

The City is continuing to investigate opportunities to provide new parks and civic spaces to
accompany future growth. The existing provision of future parks is outlined in the City's Local
Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP), which is contained in Part 4 of the City Plan.
The LGIP assists with the coordinated delivery of Council infrastructure for future development.
The LGIP integrates infrastructure planning with population growth identified in the City Plan.
The LGIP provides for the desired standards of service for water, sewer, transport and parks

No
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and recreational infrastructure to cater for current and future residents. The City has an ongoing
program of updates to the LGIP.
The Gold Coast's biodiversity areas and other matters of environmental significance are
conserved, protected, enhanced and managed to maintain a diversity of terrestrial, aquatic and
marine species, ecosystems and ecological processes.
The City Plan includes mapping of environmentally significant matters, including vegetation,
priority species, bioregional corridors and wetlands and waterways. These matters need to be
considered in any development proposals.
In relation to development in Palm Beach, no increase in building height or residential density is
proposed in Palm Beach as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
It is important to note that within Palm Beach a large portion of the Medium density residential
zone west of the Gold Coast Highway, which had an existing building height designation of two
storeys (9 metres) or three storeys (15 metres) is proposed for inclusion in the new Low-medium
density residential zone, which does not contemplate any additional height above the planned
building height as identified on the Building height overlay map.
Further, in response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to
infrastructure constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and
zoning in Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
The City also has a number of plans and strategies to plan for the future population growth,
strengthen the city's economy, protect the environment and improve services and facilities for
our residents, businesses and visitors.
2312.35, 2355.35, 2368.34, 2368.35,
2369.35, 2375.35, 2376.36, 2378.36,
2379.35, 2380.37, 2381.34, 2382.36,
2383.36, 2384.34, 2385.37, 2386.34,
2387.36, 2388.34, 2390.36, 2392.36,
2393.36, 2394.34, 2395.36, 2396.36,
2398.37, 2402.35, 2410.35
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Submissions requesting:
•

that there should be no relaxations to City Plan
provisions

•

that the 50 per cent building height exceedance
test be removed

•

the approved relaxations be advertised

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with

No

Parts of City Plan
changed
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Point of submission

•

there should not be a 12 month amnesty on
changes.

Response

City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
The current City Plan triggers Impact assessment where the height designation is exceeded in
all zones. It should be noted that in the Medium and High density residential zones, an increase
of up to 50 per cent above the mapped building heights can be achieved only through Impact
assessment. The 50 per cent building height exceedance is retained within the Strategic
framework; however, it is only allowed in specific zones and in limited circumstances.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with the City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight limitations for Gold Coast Airport).
The removal of the 50 per cent building height exceedance test will be considered as part of the
future City Plan Program.
To meet the obligations under the State Planning Policy and State legislation, the updates will
not be able to mandate maximum heights for each site; however, the building height policy will
be drafted in such a manner to ensure that the community's expectations around building height
are clearly expressed in the City Plan.
Information on all development applications is provided on the City's PD Online website for
viewing by the public: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/PD-Online. To ensure
transparency, the City uploads the following material in relation to development applications:
•

the original material lodged

•

further information requested by the City or referral agencies

•

the material with which the applicant responds

•

any public notification material

•

any informal further information requested and response material

•

development conditions, including referral agency conditions

•

stamped approved plans

•

any amendments to the application following approval.

This source of information can provide a resource for determining when and why developments
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were approved.
In relation to a 12 month amnesty, Section 29 of the Planning Act 2016 provides an opportunity
for development applications to be assessed against the previous version of the City Plan
(referred to as a 'superseded planning scheme'). This request can be made within one year of a
new City Plan change coming into effect. The City does not have the ability to change this
process, as it is part of State legislation. Refusal of a request to consider an application against
the previous version of the City Plan may give rise to compensation payable by the City.
2329.34, 2365.34, 2427.44

Concerned that the City Plan has not been adhered to
and seek a strong City Plan without options for
variations.

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).

No

Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context, opportunities and constraints, this approach
provides flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
2342.34

Concerned about the number of Round 1 submissions
considered 'out of scope'.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package related to specific changes to the City Plan. These
specific changes are subject to State interest review and Ministerial approval prior to
progressing to public consultation.

No

Making changes to the City Plan that did not relate to the amendment package approved by the
Minister can depart from the scope of the State's review.
The City has reviewed and considered all submissions received (including those not related to
the amendment package) and provided a response, even though this is not a statutory
requirement.
2345.34
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Requests review of the application process. Suggests
that Council should not accept a development
application until all the City Plan requirements have
been met. Public servants should protect the ratepayers
who should not have to spend their time fighting
development applications. In addition, public servants
should be banned for two years from working on

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performance-

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

development applications for private firms with which
they have previously worked.

Response

Results
in a
change?

based provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context, opportunities and constraints, this approach
provides flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
The City is not able to reject applications without going through the assessment process.
State legislation requires town planners and Council to assess applications objectively against
the City Plan. City officers are required to consider all proposals objectively, with integrity and
impartiality.
The City has internal processes to deal with real or perceived 'conflicts of interest'.

2347.34

Suggests that the benefits of the new planning system
'the impacts of climate change must be considered in all
development proposals'. This requirement is mandatory
but is not adhered to in the City Plan. City of Gold Coast
is responsible for the sustainable use of resources such
as mandating the use of its treated water and making it
available for industrial, sporting venue, parks and
agricultural uses rather than ocean outfall of treated
water. The Gold Coast is not responding to heat stress
or other extreme weather events.

In line with Queensland State Government projections, the City has included consideration for
No
the effects of climate change in its coastal protection, flood and bushfire mitigation strategies
and in the long-term planning for the city. Sea-level rise has been considered in our land use
planning strategies since 1999, with the mandated 80-centimetre sea-level rise being
incorporated into the City's flood mapping. The City is committed to ongoing monitoring,
investigations and regular updates to ensure planning strategies are informed by the most up-todate science and modelling.
The City has recently prepared a Coastal Adaptation Plan (CAP) that will also be used to inform
future updates to City Plan. The plan can be viewed
here: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Coastal-Adaptation-Plan.
The City will continue to monitor these matters.
In relation to the sustainable use of water, the State Government changed laws that mandated
rainwater tanks in 2013. Since then, rainwater tanks have not been a mandatory requirement for
new buildings in the City. Developers and property owners can voluntarily install rainwater tanks.
The City currently has a dual water reticulation system in the northern area of the City. The
water catchment is mapped and new development is required to comply with the Dual
reticulation overlay code. The purpose of the code is to ensure that development located within
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the mapped area is designed to receive Class A+ recycled water to reduce the overall
consumption of potable water.
To achieve better built form outcomes, the Strategic framework has addressed six design
principles in the section titled Element – Architecture and urban design. The six design
principles, namely Responsive, Connected, Engaged, Subtropical, Aesthetic and Adaptable, will
all operate together to make a positive contribution to the city image.
The City has moved to integrate these design principles throughout various code provisions in
the City Plan. New subtropical design, landscaping and deep planting provisions have been
included to respond to 'heat island' effects from urban development. The Our City Our Plan
amendment package also includes new subtropical design provisions to encourage the use of
climatically responsive architecture and design features to improve the sustainability of all new
developments (e.g. cross ventilation).
The subtropical design provisions within the Multiple accommodation code and other City Plan
codes will ensure that development exhibits principles of climatic responsive design including
access to ventilation. Energy efficiency of new buildings is regulated by the National
Construction Code (NCC). Planning schemes are unable to regulate matters already regulated
by the NCC.
2355.37, 2369.37

Suggests that developer donations to political parties
and candidates must be transparent and clear who they
are supporting and for candidates and parties to
acknowledge receipt before elections.

Matters raised in this submission point do not relate to the City Plan.

No

2355.38, 2371.38, 2386.36

Requests that developers must put back into the
community with parks and gardens and the like.

The City is continuing to investigate opportunities to provide new parks to accompany future
growth. The existing provision of future parks is outlined in the City's Local Government
Infrastructure Plan, which is contained in Part 4 of the City Plan.

No

In relation to developer contributions, developers need to pay infrastructure charges or
contribute land as an offset for new development. These charges make a contribution towards
the capital works of expanding, maintaining or replacing infrastructure. Infrastructure charges
apply to the following:
•

subdivisions (reconfiguring a lot)

•

material change of use (intensification of a use or start of a new use)

•

carrying out building work that generates extra demand on trunk infrastructure (i.e.
water, sewerage, stormwater, roads, pathways etc.).

Infrastructure charges applying to development are governed by the State Government through
its Planning Regulation 2017. The regulation sets the maximum amount that local governments
can charge for any type of development. The infrastructure charges the City of Gold Coast
requires is set out in the Charges Resolution which can be viewed
at: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/Development-applications/Postdevelopment-approvals-appeals/Infrastructure-charges/Infrastructure-charges-resolution.
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Requests the City preserve roadside verge vegetation
as it is often the only habitat-connection refuge for small
birds.

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package, the
Environmental significance - Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to reflect
vegetation mapping based on 2017 data. This mapping reflects the most current understanding
of vegetation cover. Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules
which assess the age and structural characteristics of vegetation type. Vegetation that meets
these characteristics is mapped regardless of location and will be mapped within road reserves.

Results
in a
change?
No

City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, Appendix 5, contains a detailed methodology of
how the various vegetation types and vegetation categories are included within 'general'
'medium' or 'high' priority vegetation with reference to the relevant technical reports. Importantly,
where vegetation does not meet the characteristics to be mapped vegetation, it may still be
assessable against the provisions of the Vegetation management code if the individual trees are
greater than 40 centimetres in circumference or more than 4 metres in height.
2358.34

Suggested improvements include the following:
•

strictly adhere to all density, height and setback
guidelines

•

do not build the light rail to Burleigh Heads

•

remove the 50 per cent building height
exceedance for the entire Gold Coast.

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context, opportunities and constraints, this approach
provides flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
In relation to the light rail route to Burleigh Heads, this project is led by the State Government
and the relocation of a light rail route to Burleigh Heads cannot be addressed as part of this
amendment package. Investigations by State and local government, as well as feedback
received during the public consultation in 2018, informed the preferred location of the light rail
route and proposed stations in this corridor.
Given the progression of the future light rail corridor to Burleigh Heads, the City has included
proposed amendments to the City Plan to ensure that existing communities within the Stage 3
and 4 corridors are not impacted by future development applications wanting to use the future
rail as a reason to justify greater development densities than that currently envisaged in the City
Plan.
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The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in the City Plan.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test is only allowed in specific zones and in limited
circumstances. It is not a guarantee that additional height will be approved.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with the City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight limitations for Gold Coast Airport).
The removal of the 50 per cent building height exceedance test will be considered as part of the
future City Plan Program.
To meet the obligations under the State Planning Policy and State legislation, the updates will
not be able to mandate maximum heights for each site; however, the building height policy will
be drafted in such a manner to ensure that the community's expectations around building height
are clearly expressed in the City Plan.
2359.35

Suggested improvements include the following:
•

strictly adhere to all density, height and setback
guidelines

•

remove the 50 per cent building height
exceedance for the entire Gold Coast

•

do not remove floating reed beds without
investigation, consideration and adequate safe
relocation for all wildlife currently nesting on
these beds

•

before removing reed beds, consider alternative
plants that will be more effective as has been
proven in other countries.

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context, opportunities and constraints, this approach
provides flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test is only allowed in specific zones and in limited
circumstances. It is not a guarantee that additional height will be approved.
The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with the City Plan in 2016 as a
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defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight limitations for Gold Coast Airport).
The removal of the 50 per cent building height exceedance test will be considered as part of the
future City Plan Program
To meet the obligations under the State Planning Policy and State legislation, the updates will
not be able to mandate maximum heights for each site; however, the building height policy will
be drafted in such a manner to ensure that the community's expectations around building height
are clearly expressed in the City Plan.
In relation to reed beds, changes to the Environmental significance overlay code did not form
part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package. One of the main purposes of the
Environmental significance overlay code is to protect and enhance wetlands, waterways and
their associated buffers through the development assessment process. Outside of the
development assessment process, the City monitors and protects the health of the city's water
environments through a range of integrated catchment management initiatives. The following
link provides more information on how the City manages its
waterways: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Environmentsustainability/Protecting-our-environment/Managing-our-waterways.
While no changes are proposed to the Environmental significance overlay code under the Our
City Our Plan amendment package, the City is required to identify and address Matters of
Environmental Significance and will continue to review the City Plan for potential improvement
opportunities for protection of Matters of Environmental Significance.
The code also includes provisions to address rehabilitation, where possible, and fauna
management.
2361.36, 2371.37

Suggests the city needs regulations and planning to
maintain parks and gardens.

City assets, such as parks, are protected and maintained on a regular basis by the City's Parks
and Landscape Maintenance team.
If you see a City asset that needs repairing, refilling or needs a clean or tidy-up, please use one
of the following methods to report your problem:
•

https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Services/Report-pay-apply/Report-a-problem If the
problem could pose a risk to public safety, please call us as soon as possible on 07
5582 8211.

•

For issues related to trees in parks, please visit out Report a problem - trees, plants and
vegetation page: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Services/Report-pay-apply/Report-aproblem/Report-a-problem-Trees-plants-vegetation.

The City is continuing to investigate opportunities to provide new parks to accompany future
growth. The existing provision of future parks is outlined in the City's Local Government
Infrastructure Plan, which is contained in Part 4 of the City Plan.
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2361.37, 2366.34, 2371.34, 2377.36,
2378.37, 2387.38

Requests there be no more artificial reefs.

Design of artificial reefs is not a matter that can be regulated by the City Plan. As a result, this
request cannot be addressed through the Our City Our Plan amendment package.

2361.38

Requests that Council be more transparent and address The City has an ongoing program of amendments to the City Plan, which are informed by a
the community needs, not what developers want.
range of inputs, including community feedback, State inputs, local policy matters and emerging
opportunities.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package was extensively advertised and included four
consultation periods as identified below:
•

First round - 27 September 2019 to 11 November 2019 (31 business days)

•

Second round - 6 January 2020 to 12 February 2020 (27 business days)

•

Third round - 12 May to 10 June 2020 (22 business days)

•

Fourth round – 9 March 2021 to 8 April 2021 (21 business days).

While the statutory period for public consultation is 20 business days, the City opted to exceed
this requirement.
To gain as much community feedback as possible, the City advertised the amendment package
via local radio, websites, newspapers and social media.
The City also held 16 public events and introduced one-on-one 'Talk to a Planner' events, to
give the community the opportunity to discuss the changes in person with a Town Planner and
other technical experts. As required under the Minister's Guidelines and Rules, copies of the Our
City Our Plan amendment were available to view at the City of Gold Coast administration
centres in Nerang and Bundall.
The Our City Our Plan amendment is a large amendment and is required to undergo statutory
public consultation as approved by the State Government during State interest review.
To ensure consistency, the City's GC Have Your Say website was promoted in all advertising as
the primary portal for consultation.
The GC Have Your Say page included links to:
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•

fact sheets and summaries of all 34 change items across the six themes

•

online ARC GIS Story maps portal detailing the changes for the 34 items along with
supporting mapping layers to visually show the changes (current and proposed)

•

council reports, previous resolutions and supporting studies

•

dates, times and locations for the Talk-to-a-Planner sessions

•

the online City Plan (showing the current City Plan and proposed amendments in full
and tracked)

•

information on how to make a submission through e-plan as well as how to make a
submission through email.

Results
in a
change?
No
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The City is always looking at better ways to engage with the community. Submissions received
during this consultation period will also be used to inform future changes to the City Plan.
2374.36

Remove the 50 per cent building height exceedance for
the entire Gold Coast.

The 50 per cent building height exceedance test is only allowed in specific zones and in limited
circumstances. It is not a guarantee that additional height will be approved.

No

The 50 per cent building height exceedance test was introduced with the City Plan in 2016 as a
defensible provision in a performance-based planning regime. Prior to the introduction of this
provision, there was no maximum cap on the heights that could be proposed (other than the
flight limitations for Gold Coast Airport).
The removal of the 50 per cent building height exceedance test will be considered as part of the
future City Plan Program.
To meet the obligations under the State Planning Policy and State legislation, the updates will
not be able to mandate maximum heights for each site; however, the building height policy will
be drafted in such a manner to ensure that the community's expectations around building height
are clearly expressed in the City Plan.
2376.37

Requests the impact of development on adjoining
properties be more carefully considered. The recent
approval of Pavilions Palm Beach has caused light and
noise impacts from vehicle access.

The City Plan contains a General development provisions code which contains provisions for
amenity protection. A specific provision requires proposed development to prevent loss of
amenity and threats to health and safety. The provision is broad ranging so it can be used to
address impacts from all forms of development.

No

However, design elements such as driveways may have limited ability for relocation due to other
provisions in the City Plan (e.g. setbacks) or the configuration of the site's car parking.
The City will continue to monitor this matter to determine whether updates to the City Plan could
assist in addressing these issues.
2413.21

Concerned that planning relaxations have caused
overdevelopment of large bulky buildings in Division 14
(especially Kirra Beach area).
Suggests all new developments must have sufficient car
parking for the number of bedrooms and guest parking.
Suggests that this will help preserve the lifestyle and
architecture of the southern Gold Coast.

It should be noted that no increase in building height or residential density is proposed in Kirra
Beach or Coolangatta as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).
Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
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been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context, opportunities and constraints, this approach
provides flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
In addition to the improved design provisions in the City Plan, the Our City Our Plan amendment
package has introduced a new suite of setback and site cover provisions. The proposed
setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage amalgamation of sites to achieve taller
buildings with appropriate setbacks. A Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has
also been established as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale
provisions. The purpose of the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed
development outcomes are responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at
the outset of the development design and application.
The Our City Our Plan amendments did not propose changes to off-street car parking rates for
apartment style developments. However, a change to visitor car parking rates for apartments is
included.
The nominated car parking requirements seek to ensure development provides sufficient car
parking to accommodate the parking demand and allows for various modes of travel to reduce
dependency on private vehicle usage.
The Transport code sets out parking requirements for different land uses within an Acceptable
outcome (see Table 9.4.13-3). For Multiple dwelling developments, the following rates are
provided:
'(a) 1 per 1 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(b) 1.25 per 2 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(c) 1.5 per 3 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(d) 2 per 4 bedroom unit or dwelling;
Plus:
(a) where 3 to 4 dwellings, 1 for visitor parking; or
(b) where 5 to 6 dwellings, 2 for visitor parking; or
(c) where 7 to 9 dwellings, 3 for visitor parking; or
(d) where 10 or more dwellings, 3 plus 1 per 10 dwellings for visitor parking thereafter
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Note: At least 50 per cent of visitor parking to be provided in a single location'.
The City is undertaking a broader car parking review. Recommendations from this investigation
may be implemented through a future City Plan amendment.
The City Parking Plan 2015 (available at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Councilregion/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policies-strategies/Our-plans/City-Parking-Plan-2015)
identifies broader strategies and programs the City will implement to improve the accessibility
and availability of on-street and off-street car parking for residents and visitors.
2414.44, 2415.44

2414.45, 2415.45

The Strategic framework is full of sloppy words
(traditional residential areas, efficiently, effectively,
usability, modify, complementary, emphasise,
provisions, renewal, creating and enhancing) with no
clear and decisive definitions. Therefore, it is easily
open to individual interpretation which then leads to
misinterpretation. All these words have become
semantic satiation.

The Strategic framework sets the long-term policy direction and vision for the city.

Concerned that the impact of continued population
growth on the Gold Coast on the environment, health
and welfare of current and future residents has not been
identified and, therefore, the City Plan is not forwardthinking.

The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the Gold Coast with
planning for an additional 158,900 dwellings within our city by 2041. These new dwellings will
support the long-term population growth, with the City expected to grow by 351,100 people,
bringing our total population to approximately 919,000 people by 2041.

Consistent with the Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy, the Strategic framework is
drafted to support a performance-based approach to allow for a balanced consideration of
Impact assessable land uses that are either contrary to the intent of a zone, require public input,
or are unforeseen and difficult to determine whether they are appropriate.

The City Plan seeks to protect and enhance the Gold Coast's outstanding lifestyle by ensuring
appropriate and sustainable development occurs within the City Plan area for the life of the City
Plan.
Promoting growth within existing developed areas reduces the pressure to expand into the city's
green areas and is consistent with the population growth benchmarks provided by the State
Government. This consolidation intent is mirrored in the way significant environmental features
are managed through the City Plan.
To achieve better built form outcomes, the amendment introduces six design principles to the
Strategic framework. The six design principles, namely Responsive, Connected, Engaged,
Subtropical, Aesthetic and Adaptable, will all operate together to make a positive contribution to
the city image. These principles recognise that every building, street and public space, big or
small, contributes to the identity and experience of our city. They also acknowledge how critical
the urban ground (street level up to 16 metres) of a building is to enhance our enviable lifestyle.
These principles have also been reflected throughout various code provisions in the City Plan.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
In consideration of submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
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streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions in
the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape, and provide natural shade.
As part of responsible growth, the City carefully considers infrastructure capacity to understand
the true opportunities and costs of development.
The Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP)(contained in Part 4 of the City Plan) assists
with the coordinated delivery of Council infrastructure for future development. The LGIP
integrates infrastructure planning with population growth identified in the City Plan. The LGIP
provides the desired standards of service for water, sewer, transport and parks and recreational
infrastructure to cater for current and future residents.
The City has an ongoing program of updates to the LGIP.
2421.44, 2424.44
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Concerned that development controls on the Gold Coast
are inadequate, stating that minimum controls used in
NSW have better standards. Requests the following
minimum controls for apartment buildings be introduced:

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).

•

25 per cent site area as communal open space

•

50 per cent communal open space receives
minimum two hours of sun per day

•

GFA (ground floor area) should fill a maximum
70 per cent of the building envelope

•

living rooms and private open space in 70 per
cent of apartments in a building should receive
a minimum three hours of sunlight per day

•

maximum of 15 per cent of apartments in a
building can receive no sunlight in a day in midwinter

•

design incorporates shade and glare control

•

depth of habitable rooms support natural
ventilation

•

maximum building depths

•

75 per cent of apartments naturally crossventilated in first nine storeys

•

minimum ceiling height of 2.7 metres or 3
metres for ground and first floor or 4 metres for
cafes and restaurants

•

all habitable rooms have external window visible
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduced a new suite of setback, building
from any point in room
separation and site cover provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and

Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
To achieve better built form outcomes, the amended Strategic framework introduces six design
principles in the section titled Element – Architecture and urban design. The six design
principles, namely Responsive, Connected, Engaged, Subtropical, Aesthetic and Adaptable, will
all operate together to make a positive contribution to the city image.
These principles recognise that every building, street and public space, big or small, contributes
to the identity and experience of our city. The City has moved to integrate these design
principles throughout various code provisions in the City Plan.

No

Parts of City Plan
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Point of submission

•

window openings should equal 5 per cent of
floor area

•

maximum room depth 8 metres from window

•

minimum building separation distances of:
o

12 metres up to four storeys

o

24 metres for nine storeys or more

o

•

18 metres for five to eight storeys

side and rear setbacks tested for building
separation, visual privacy, and deep soil
requirements.

Response

Results
in a
change?

encourage amalgamation of sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks. Specific
notes have also been included indicating that the designated height may not be able to be
achieved when taking into consideration factors such as site cover and setbacks.
In addition, a Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established
as Council's preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of
the SCUD report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are
responsive to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the
development design and application.
In consideration of submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions in
the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, the High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape, and provide natural shade.
The current City Plan has provisions addressing shadows cast from buildings that applies to
development exceeding 12 metres in height.
The City has a team of architects and urban designers who sit within the Office of Architecture
and Heritage unit. This team has dedicated officers to inform draft City Plan changes and review
development applications.
Benchmarking against other planning schemes across Australia and around the world has
informed the latest version of built form provisions introduced through the Our City Our Plan
amendment package. Like any change to the City Plan, the City is also aware of the fact that
built form changes need to be considered carefully to ensure that development remains viable in
the future, while delivering good outcomes for the community.
It should also be noted that the City doesn't have the legislative authority to regulate building
work. Building work and matters relating to building design standards, energy efficiency, window
openings, eaves, floor-to-ceiling heights, and shade and glare control are assessed against the
National Construction Code and approved by licensed building certifiers.
The City will monitor the effectiveness of the refined provisions. If required, changes will be
investigated to improve better built form outcomes.

2425.44, 2428.44, 2435.44
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Concerned with overshadowing and suggests that
In relation to shadows and impacts on access to natural light, the City Plan currently includes
No
buildings be stepped forward or back to allow sunlight to shadow provisions that regulate the impact of shadows. No changes are proposed as part of the
neighbouring buildings.
Our City Our Plan amendment package specifically in relation to shadow provisions; however,
extensive changes have been made to other built form provisions to better regulate building
bulk, primarily in relation to setbacks and site cover. These provisions will contribute to better
shadow outcomes and help mitigate the potential impacts from tall buildings.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

2425.45, 2428.45, 2435.45

Point of submission

Suggests that relaxation of setbacks should not be
allowed and that if a lot is not large enough to
accommodate a building compliant with the City Plan it
should be rejected.

Response

The Planning Act 2016 and the State Planning Policy require all Queensland councils to adopt
performance-based planning schemes to provide a level of certainty for communities balanced
against allowing for innovation and flexibility in development design outcomes. Planning
schemes in Queensland do this by including quantifiable provisions as the foundation (usually
as Required outcomes or Acceptable outcomes within codes) associated with performancebased provisions (Performance outcomes, Overall outcomes and the Strategic framework).

Results
in a
change?
No

Meeting the Acceptable outcome is not mandatory. An application can achieve compliance with
City Plan assessment benchmarks by meeting either the quantifiable provisions or the
performance-based provisions. This is a valid way of achieving compliance with the City Plan,
as per the State legislation.
As such, the City is not able to mandate setbacks or minimum lot sizes.
As well as including improved quantifiable provisions, the changes introduced through the Our
City Our Plan amendment package include strengthened performance-based provisions
throughout the codes on a range of matters. The improved performance-based provisions have
been designed to better regulate matters relating to character, setbacks, site cover, landscaping,
communal open space and building design outcomes. These changes will provide significant
improvements and provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
Having regard to the site's individual context, opportunities and constraints, this approach
provides flexibility in how each individual proposal can respond.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package includes strengthened setback, site cover and
building separation provisions. The amendment package seeks to improve built form outcomes
with a focus on residential amenity, privacy and supporting local context. To ensure the policy
intent of these provisions is maintained, the performance-based components of these provisions
have been strengthened.
The setbacks included in the Our City Our Plan amendment increase for taller buildings and
encourage amalgamation of sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks.
New provisions have been introduced to promote subtropical design, landscaping and deep
planting. It is envisaged that these changes will work together to achieve better outcomes.
A Site context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established as Council's
preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the SCUD
report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are responsive
to the site and its context and have been considered at the outset of the development design
and application.
2425.46, 2428.46, 2435.46
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Concerned that allowing commercial development under Setbacks and site cover provisions differ depending on the zoning of the property. The
residential allows more site coverage and should not be provisions are consistent within each zone, regardless of the land use, with some exceptions for
permitted. Cafes and restaurants should have the same small lot housing in certain locations.
setbacks to ensure there is no street encroachment.
Commercial development under residential development does not allow for increased site cover
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and setback encroachments. However, a commercial zones generally provide reduced front
setbacks to promote an active commercial frontage.
Any development that does not comply with the necessary site cover or setback benchmarks
requires assessment and approval from the City.
The City does allow footpath dining activities to occur in certain circumstances. Occupying the
public footpath requires a permit under the City's Local Law No 11 (Roads and Malls) 2008. This
matter is not regulated by the City Plan and does not alter the setback and site cover provisions.
The primary purpose of regulating footpath/roadside dining is to ensure these activities are
carried out in a safe manner for pedestrians and diners. The City is also required to monitor the
standard of operations in food premises that provide footpath/roadside dining. An application for
a permit requires a range of documentation including a public liability insurance certificate,
awning certification, a letter of 'no objection' from adjacent premises' owners/operators. For
further information on permit requirements, please refer
to: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Services/Report-pay-apply/Permits-licensing/Roadsidedining-permit.
2429.44

Requests that residents' views should be taken into
account in considering any development outside the
area's current profile and that Council should consult
residents, planners and architects to ensure the area
does not lose its character to development, suggesting.
Suggests the Council consider safeguards to building
issues by mandating compliance with building
regulations.

Consistent with State legislation, public notification is required only for Impact assessable
applications.
Applying Impact assessment broadly is not consistent with State legislation. To ensure the City
Plan meets its obligations under the State Planning Policy, the introduction of additional Impact
assessable triggers would need to be further investigated and justified.
The Queensland State Planning Policy, with which the City Plan needs to comply, includes
several guiding principles. One of those principles is 'Efficient'. Local governments need to
support the efficient determination of appropriate development.
Under this principle, Impact assessment is intended to apply to development that is inconsistent
with the intent of a zone (for example, an industrial use in a residential area) or unforeseen by
the City Plan or its impacts are unknown.
Under this principle, Code assessment is intended to apply to development consistent with the
broad intent of the zone and able to be assessed against assessment benchmarks contained
within each code. In addition, State legislation requires Council to assess applications
objectively against the City Plan.
The City employs professional architects, heritage architects, urban designers, environmental
scientists, transport planners, engineers, landscape architects and planners who are heavily
involved in development decisions. Development applications are reviewed and assessed by
relevant experts.
In relation to the Sydney Opal Tower example, the City does not have the legislative authority to
regulate building work. Building work is assessed against the National Construction Code and
approved by licensed building certifiers. Structural engineering is also required to be signed-off
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by an engineer.
However, in Queensland, there is an independent statutory body responsible for regulating the
engineering profession. The Board of Professional Engineers of Queensland (BPEQ) is
responsible for managing the Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ) system.
In Queensland, it is a requirement of the Professional Engineers Act 2002 that professional
engineering services are carried out only by a RPEQ. This engineering profession framework
ensures the public is protected from poor engineering services.
2430.44

Strongly supports the views of communities of Labrador,
Chirn Park, Biggera Waters, Southport West, Palm
Beach, Burleigh Heads and Currumbin to prevent further
poor planning outcomes.

A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design. The package includes a range of
changes that will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.

No

2431.44

Concerned that the Gold Coast is being changed by
poorly-designed apartment blocks, trees being removed
and poor pedestrian accessibility (e.g. intersection at
Ashmore Road and Bundall Road). Recommends that:

The widening of Bundall Road and the associated intersection works was a Department of
Transport and Main Roads project.

No

•

the light rail should not be used to justify 'ugly'
buildings

•

no more mature trees should be removed

•

high density buildings should consider design,
aesthetics and green space

•

As part of the second round of consultation for the Our City Our Plan amendment package, the
Vegetation management overlay map has been updated to reflect vegetation mapping based on
2017 data. This mapping reflects the most current understanding of vegetation cover.
Vegetation mapping within the City Plan is based on a set of specific rules which assess the age
and structural characteristics of vegetation type. Vegetation that meets these characteristics is
mapped regardless of location and will be mapped within road reserves.

City Plan policy – Ecological site assessments, Appendix 5, contains a detailed methodology of
an urban planning advisory board be created for how the various vegetation types and vegetation categories are included within 'general'
'medium' or 'high' priority vegetation with reference to the relevant technical reports. Importantly,
urban planning.
where vegetation does not meet the characteristics to be mapped vegetation, it may still be
assessable against the provisions of the Vegetation management code if the individual trees are
greater than 40 centimetres in circumference or more than 4 metres in height.
To achieve better built form outcomes, the Strategic framework has addressed six design
principles in the section titled Element – Architecture and urban design. The six design
principles, namely Responsive, Connected, Engaged, Subtropical, Aesthetic and Adaptable, will
all operate together to make a positive contribution to the city image.
The City has moved to integrate these design principles throughout various code provisions in
the City Plan. Changes included strengthened provisions to improve built form outcomes (i.e.
setbacks, building separation and site cover provisions).These changes, combined with the
requirement for a new Site context and urban design report to be submitted with proposed
development, seek to encourage new development to respond not only to the newly introduced
city-wide design principles, but to also be responsive to its context and site attributes.
In consideration of submissions, changes have been made to strengthen the landscape and
streetscape landscape amenity provisions. These changes are supported by new provisions in
the Low-medium density residential zone, Medium density residential zone, the High density
residential zone and the Light rail urban renewal area overlay code. These provisions will ensure
future developments in these locations provide landscaped areas, which include deep planting
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areas that support mature tree growth, soften the impact of buildings and hardstand areas,
reinforce a green streetscape and provide natural shade.
The landscaping and deep planting provisions promote retention of existing vegetation.
The City is continuing to investigate opportunities to provide new parks and civic spaces to
accompany future growth. The existing provision of future parks is outlined in the City's Local
Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP), which is contained in Part 4 of the City Plan.
The LGIP assists with the coordinated delivery of Council infrastructure for future development.
The LGIP integrates infrastructure planning with population growth identified in the City Plan.
The LGIP provides for the desired standards of service for water, sewer, transport and parks
and recreational infrastructure to cater for current and future residents. The City has an ongoing
program of updates to the LGIP.
The creation of an urban planning advisory board is not a matter to be addressed through City
Plan amendments. However, the City employs professional architects, heritage architects, urban
designers, environmental scientists, transport planners, engineers, landscape architects and
planners who are heavily involved in development decisions. Development applications are also
reviewed and assessed by relevant experts.
2452.35

Requests that the Gold Coast should not be known for
its high-rises as it has so much to offer, including
beaches.

Much of the city's urban design and architecture is world-class and our iconic skyline is
internationally recognised. The city has an established shape, which includes tall buildings in a
number of locations.
The South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ) has tasked the City with
planning for an additional 127,900 dwellings within our city's Consolidation area by 2041. These
new dwellings will support the long-term population growth.
Promoting growth within existing developed areas reduces the pressure to expand into the city's
green areas and is consistent with the population growth benchmarks provided by the State
Government.
Development intensity and height will continue to vary across the city.
Development is intended to be focused on mixed use centres and public transport hubs, with
building height and densities higher in areas with high-frequency public transport and
infrastructure capacity. This will reinforce community identity, create a sense of place, support
housing choice and affordability and reflect the city's different places and spaces.
The City Plan limits the development of high-rise buildings to certain locations. The Low density
residential zone, for example, is intended to provide for low-intensity, low-rise, predominantly
detached housing that retains and enhances local character and amenity by maintaining existing
scale, building height and intensity despite its proximity to public transport or other services.
The City is currently undertaking the investigations required to support the delivery of the final
phases of the Building Height Study to redefine the City's building height policy in the City Plan.
Please refer to the related Council report (Economy, Planning & Environment Committee
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Meeting adopted report - Part 1, dated 6 November 2019) for additional
information: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minutesagendas.
These investigations will be used to inform future amendments to the City Plan.
Items not directly related to the update package | Light rail
2013.1

Requests that the light rail be extended to the airport
and link to heavy rail at Varsity Lakes with an express
service to Brisbane.

Council's Transport Strategy envisages the light rail being extended to the airport, with other
expansion opportunities throughout the City. These will form part of ongoing improvements to
the public transport network.

No

Public transport services are controlled by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR)
and are not matters regulated through the City Plan.
TMR has recently released a multi-modal study of the existing transport corridors from Burleigh
Heads to Tugun. The study considered all transport modes including walking, cycling, private
vehicles and public transport to determine the preferred function of the Gold Coast Highway for
the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast Highway from Burleigh Heads to Tugun could be
transformed into a high amenity community-focused boulevard with priority given to walking,
cycling and a world-class light rail system that enhances liveability and character of the southern
coastal suburbs (refer to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4).
The Gold Coast Highway route was found to be the most direct and fastest of the corridors
investigated. It also has the greatest potential for mode shift to public transport as it is close to
where people already live, follows the alignment of the existing frequent trunk bus route (700),
as well as providing the potential to transform the Gold Coast Highway into the Gold Coast
Boulevard through careful design and treatment.
The study also identified that a light rail extension down the Gold Coast Highway means the
heavy rail corridor adjacent to the M1 will remain protected for a future extension of the Gold
Coast line passenger railway which is intended to fulfil a longer distance regional transport
function.
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development, which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.
2018.1

Supports light rail. Requests light rail be extended to the The support for the light rail is acknowledged.
No
airport.
Council's Transport Strategy envisages the light rail being extended to the airport, with other
expansion opportunities throughout the city. These will form part of ongoing improvements to the
city's public transport network.
Public transport services are controlled by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR)
and are not matters regulated through the City Plan.
TMR recently completed the Gold Coast Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal
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Corridor Study. The study considered all transport modes including walking, bike riding, private
vehicles and public transport, as well as property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the
preferred function of the Gold Coast Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast
Highway from Burleigh Heads to Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity communityfocused boulevard with priority given to walking, cycling and a world-class light rail system that
enhances liveability and character of the southern coastal suburbs (refer
to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development, which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.
2239.3

Objects to the extension of the light rail to Palm Beach
due to disruptions to traffic the light rail will cause and
the ugly tram lines. Alternatively, it recommends that
bus services, pedestrian and cycle facilities be
improved.

Planning around the future light rail route in Palm Beach did not form part of the City Plan
updates.
Given the progression of the future light rail corridor to Burleigh, the City has included proposed
amendments to the City Plan to ensure that existing communities within the Stage 3 and 4
corridors are not impacted by future development applications wanting to use the future rail as a
reason to justify greater development densities than that currently envisaged in the City Plan.
The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in the City Plan.
Public transport services are controlled by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR)
and are not matters regulated through the City Plan.
TMR recently completed the Gold Coast Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal
Corridor Study. The study considered all transport modes including walking, bike riding, private
vehicles and public transport, as well as property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the
preferred function of the Gold Coast Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast
Highway from Burleigh Heads to Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity communityfocused boulevard with priority given to walking, cycling and a world class light rail system that
enhances liveability and character of the southern coastal suburbs. (refer
to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.
The City's Public Transport Plan 2018-2028 (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Public-Transport-Plan-2018-2028), seeks to improve the quality of the
public transport system so it provides an attractive alternative to the car. Key priorities within the
plan include: extending the G:Link light rail, improving the frequency and coverage of the bus
network, and providing facilities and information that makes public transport easy to access, use
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and understand.
The City also recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the
city's future transport network.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold Coast into a walkable,
cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include: delivering
quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to network connectivity,
providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and cycle, and
promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.
2355.34, 2359.34, 2361.34, 2366.35,
2369.34, 2371.35, 2375.34, 2376.34,
2377.34, 2378.34, 2379.34, 2380.34,
2381.35, 2382.34, 2383.34, 2385.34,
2386.35, 2387.34, 2388.35, 2390.34,
2391.34, 2392.34, 2393.34, 2395.34,
2396.34, 2398.34, 2402.34, 2410.36,
2411.34

Objects to the light rail through Palm Beach.

Planning around the future light rail route in Palm Beach did not form part of the City Plan
updates.

No

Given the progression of the future light rail corridor to Burleigh, the City has included proposed
amendments to the City Plan to ensure that existing communities within the Stage 3 and 4
corridors are not impacted by future development applications wanting to use the future rail as a
reason to justify greater development densities than that currently envisaged in the City Plan.
The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in the City Plan.
Public transport services are controlled by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR)
and are not matters regulated through the City Plan.
TMR recently completed the Gold Coast Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal
Corridor Study. The study considered all transport modes including walking, bike riding, private
vehicles and public transport, as well as property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the
preferred function of the Gold Coast Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast
Highway from Burleigh Heads to Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity communityfocused boulevard with priority given to walking, cycling and a world-class light rail system that
enhances liveability and character of the southern coastal suburbs (refer
to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.

2374.35

Opposed to significant density increases in the light rail
corridor: the existing population should be sufficient to
support building it.

Planning around the future light rail route in Palm Beach did not form part of the City Plan
updates.
Given the progression of the future light rail corridor to Burleigh, the City has included proposed
amendments to the City Plan to ensure that existing communities within the Stage 3 and 4
corridors are not impacted by future development applications wanting to use the future rail as a
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reason to justify greater development densities than that currently envisaged in the City Plan.
The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in the City Plan.
Public transport services are controlled by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR)
and are not matters regulated through the City Plan.
TMR recently completed the Gold Coast Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal
Corridor Study. The study considered all transport modes including walking, bike riding, private
vehicles and public transport, as well as property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the
preferred function of the Gold Coast Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast
Highway from Burleigh Heads to Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity communityfocused boulevard with priority given to walking, cycling and a world-class light rail system that
enhances liveability and character of the southern coastal suburbs (refer
to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.
2413.8

Suggests that the light rail for the southern Gold Coast
be scrapped and replaced with electric buses, that the
'M1 three lanes' project be completed and that heavy rail
be connected to the Gold Coast Airport, stating that this
is an urgent problem.

Public transport services are controlled by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR)
and are not matters regulated through the City Plan.

No

TMR recently completed the Gold Coast Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal
Corridor Study. The study considered all transport modes including walking, bike riding, private
vehicles and public transport, as well as property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the
preferred function of the Gold Coast Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast
Highway from Burleigh Heads to Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity communityfocused boulevard with priority given to walking, cycling and a world-class light rail system that
enhances liveability and character of the southern coastal suburbs (refer
to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development, which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.

2422.45
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Concerned that light rail is antiquated, that there are
more modern environmentally friendly options,
suggesting it be extended down the M1 at least to the
airport and connect transport to it 'like ribs' to avoid
further congestion on the Gold Coast Highway.

Council's Transport Strategy envisages the light rail being extended to the airport, with other
No
expansion opportunities throughout the city. These will form part of ongoing improvements to the
city's public transport network.
Given the progression of the future light rail corridor to Burleigh, the City has included proposed
amendments to the City Plan to ensure that existing communities within the Stage 3 and 4
corridors are not impacted by future development applications wanting to use the future rail as a
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reason to justify greater development densities than that currently envisaged in the City Plan.
The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in the City Plan.
Public transport services are controlled by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR)
and are not matters regulated through the City Plan.
TMR recently completed the Gold Coast Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal
Corridor Study. The study considered all transport modes including walking, bike riding, private
vehicles and public transport, as well as property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the
preferred function of the Gold Coast Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast
Highway from Burleigh Heads to Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity communityfocused boulevard with priority given to walking, cycling and a world-class light rail system that
enhances liveability and character of the southern coastal suburbs (refer
to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.
The City's Public Transport Plan 2018-2028 (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Public-Transport-Plan-2018-2028), seeks to improve the quality of the
public transport system so it provides an attractive alternative to the car. Key priorities within the
plan include: extending the G:Link light rail, improving the frequency and coverage of the bus
network, and providing facilities and information that makes public transport easy to access, use
and understand.
The City also recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the
city's future transport network.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold Coast into a walkable,
cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include: delivering
quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to network connectivity,
providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and cycle, and
promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.
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Items not directly related to the update package | Main Beach related
2175.1, 2176.1, 2269.1, 2270.1, 2453.1 Requests that all land east of Main Beach Parade
The eastern side of Main Beach Parade has been reduced to 32 metres, from the current HX
No
should be reduced from HX to 12 metres to preserve the designation.
remaining amenity of the beachfront area.
The 32-metre planned height designation aligns with the intent of the Medium density residential
zone.
It should be noted that the areas mapped as 11.5 metres on the eastern side of Main Beach
Parade are the Open space zoned areas.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
planned height designation of 32 metres for the residential properties east of Main Beach
Parade for the reasons identified above.
2203.1

Suggests that all building in Main Beach and on the
sand be stopped.

This recommendation does not support the State Government's South East Queensland
No
Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ), which requires the City to use land and infrastructure
efficiently by focusing density in and around urban corridors and in areas with superior access to
public transport, employment and services. ShapingSEQ specifically mentions the light rail
urban renewal corridor as a focus area.
In relation to building on the sand, the Coastal erosion hazard overlay code, contained in the
City Plan, already requires development to be sufficiently set back from the beach and protected
from the erosive forces of the ocean.
It should be noted that the eastern side of Main Beach Parade has been reduced to 32 metres,
from the current HX (unlimited height) designation. This reduction in building height has also led
to a change in the Light rail urban renewal area overlay mapping (which promoted growth due to
its proximity to the light rail corridor). Given that overlays prevail over zones to the extent of any
inconsistency, and to ensure that there is more clarity on the eastern side of Main Beach
Parade, it is now included within the Transition area as opposed to the Frame area.
The Transition areas ensure the logical tapering of built form intensity and height for appropriate
interface with adjacent lower intensity neighbourhoods and represent the end of the urban
renewal area. These areas are purposely low to medium-rise to ensure a definitive shift in built
form and the delivery of more affordable housing choices.

2240.1, 2241.1, 2362.1
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Objects to the height designation of 32 metres for all
property east of Main Beach Parade, Main Beach.
Suggests the height designation instead be 10 metres or
12 metres. Concerned the 32 metre height designation
will include the following impacts:
•

beach erosion

•

effects on the water table

•

the safety of residents should new buildings be
structurally compromised by beach erosion

•

increase traffic flow and congestion

The 32-metre planned height designation aligns with the intent of the Medium density residential No
zone.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
planned height designation of 32 metres for the residential properties east of Main Beach
Parade for the reasons identified below.
This reduction in building height has also led to a change in the Light rail urban renewal area
overlay mapping. Given that overlays prevail over zones to the extent of any inconsistency, and
to ensure that there is more clarity on the eastern side of Main Beach Parade, it is now included
within the Transition area as opposed to the Frame area.

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

•

impacts on public utilities and services

•

reduced amenity affecting lifestyle and property
values.

Response

Results
in a
change?

It should be noted that the areas mapped as 11.5 metres on the eastern side of Main Beach
Parade are the Open space zoned areas.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package introduced a new suite of setback and site cover
provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage amalgamation of
sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks. In addition, a Site context and urban
design (SCUD) report process has also been established as Council's preferred method of
addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the SCUD report is for applicants
to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are responsive to the site and its
context, and have been considered at the outset of the development design and application.
Undertaking this report and understanding the context of the site will assist in the delivery of
well-thought-out developments.
The City has included consideration for the effects of climate change in its coastal protection
and flood mitigation strategies and in the long-term planning for the city. Sea-level rise has been
considered in our land use planning strategies since 1999, with the mandated 80 centimetres
sea-level rise being incorporated into City's flood mapping. The City is committed to ongoing
monitoring, investigations and regular updates to ensure planning strategies are informed by the
most up-to-date science and modelling.
The City has recently prepared a Coastal Adaptation Plan (CAP) that will also be used to inform
future updates to City Plan. The plan can be viewed
here: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Coastal-Adaptation-Plan.
The City will continue to monitor these matters.

2242.1, 2286.1

Objects to the height designation for all properties east
of Main Beach Parade, Main Beach. Suggests reducing
the height to 12 metres.

The 32 metre planned height designation aligns with the intent of the Medium density residential
zone.

No

The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
planned height designation of 32 metres for the residential properties east of Main Beach
Parade.
It should be noted that the areas mapped as 11.5 metres on the eastern side of Main Beach
Parade are the Open space zoned areas.
2363.1

Objects to the height designation for all properties east
of Main Beach Parade, Main Beach. Suggests reducing
the height to four storeys. Concerns include bulky
buildings, small setbacks, unsightly buildings and
increased traffic congestion.

The eastern side of Main Beach Parade has been reduced to 32 metres, from the current HX
designation.
The 32-metre planned height designation aligns with the intent of the Medium density residential
zone.
This reduction in building height has also led to a change in the Light rail urban renewal area
overlay mapping. Given that overlays prevail over zones to the extent of any inconsistency, and
to ensure that there is more clarity on the eastern side of Main Beach Parade, it is now included
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within the Transition area as opposed to the Frame area.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
planned height designation of 32 metres for the residential properties east of Main Beach
Parade.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduced a new suite of setback and site
cover provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage
amalgamation of sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks. In addition, a Site
context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established as Council's
preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the SCUD
report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are responsive
to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the development design
and application.
Undertaking this report and understanding the context of the site will assist in the delivery of
well-thought-out developments.
2364.1

Objects to the height designation of 32 metres for all
property east of Main Beach Parade, Main Beach as it
will be detrimental to the amenity of the area. Suggests
resuming properties from the northern end of Narrow
Neck to the Main Beach Life Savers Club; or reducing
the heights of properties on the eastern side of Main
Beach Parade, Main Beach to 12 metres.

The 32-metre planned height designation aligns with the intent of the Medium density residential No
zone.
The City has considered all submissions received on this matter and has progressed with the
planned height designation of 32 metres for the residential properties east of Main Beach
Parade.
This reduction in building height has also led to a change in the Light rail urban renewal area
overlay mapping. Given that overlays prevail over zones to the extent of any inconsistency, and
to ensure that there is more clarity on the eastern side of Main Beach Parade, it is now included
within the Transition area as opposed to the Frame area.
It should be noted that the areas mapped as 11.5 metres on the eastern side of Main Beach
Parade are the Open space zoned areas.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package also introduced a new suite of setback and site
cover provisions. The proposed setbacks increase for taller buildings and encourage
amalgamation of sites to achieve taller buildings with appropriate setbacks. In addition, a Site
context and urban design (SCUD) report process has also been established as Council's
preferred method of addressing the built form and scale provisions. The purpose of the SCUD
report is for applicants to demonstrate that the proposed development outcomes are responsive
to the site and its context, and have been considered at the outset of the development design
and application.
Undertaking this report and understanding the context of the site will assist in the delivery of
well-thought-out developments that address the Main Beach coastal environment and protect
the amenity of the area.
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Items not directly related to the update package | Mapping Issues
2029.1

Requests that the mapping be corrected for the
'protected haulage route' from the Nucrush Oxenford
Quarry KRA 68 (33 Maudsland Road) and the Nucrush
batching facility (19 Hart Street, Upper Coomera) to the
M1 motorway.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any changes to the Extractive
resources overlay. As such, it is not possible to address this item as part of the Our City Our
Plan amendment package.

No

In 2015, the City wrote to the Minister for Transport, Minister for Infrastructure, Local
Government and Planning requesting that the State mapping for the transport routes for Key
Resource Areas (KRAs) 62, 67 and 68 be updated to extend all the way to the Pacific Highway.
The Minister responded as follows:
'In relation to your request to extend the mapped transport routes for KRAs 62, 67 and 68 to join
the Pacific Motorway, I am advised the major roads which provide access to the motorway are
consistent with extractive resource traffic requirements and are therefore already protected as
suitable transport corridors. Accordingly, an extension to the existing mapped transport routes is
not necessary'.

Items not directly related to the update package | Mermaid Beach/Miami Beach related
2316.34

Concerned about loss of character at Mermaid Beach
and Miami Beach and, in particular, retention of
opportunities to engage in surf and triathlete culture
through loss of family housing to apartment
developments.

The planned building heights and residential densities within City Plan have not been increased
in Mermaid Beach or Miami Beach as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package. The
planning controls in City Plan that apply to these areas are relatively consistent with previous
planning schemes. Like other areas in the City, such as Palm Beach, only recently are these
long-standing development opportunities being taken up by the market.

No

The City Plan continues to promote a range of housing options in those areas, ranging from
detached housing to low rise apartments.
Whilst these areas are changing in line with the vision in City Plan, the type of housing being
developed is not considered to affect the ability of residents to engage in surf or triathlete
culture. Larger apartment dwellings (e.g. 3 or 4 bedroom units) can and do provide quality
housing for families.
It should be noted that the City is committed to a continual improvement program for the City
Plan. As we progress with different amendment packages, we will be investigating how specific
areas in the city can positively contribute to how we manage our forecast growth, whilst
balancing this against the need to sensitively respond to local character matters.
Items not directly related to the update package | Nobby Beach related
2305.34

Concerned about development within the Nobby Beach
Precinct. Parking must be retained when the light rail
comes to improve the viability of our shopping centre.
Good bus and bike facilities and connections to the light
rail are paramount.

A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design, with building bulk one of the primary
matters being addressed. The package includes a range of changes that will provide the City
with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.
It is important to note that the planned building heights and residential densities within City Plan
have not been increased in Nobby Beach as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
The planning controls in City Plan that apply to these areas are relatively consistent with
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previous planning schemes.
Planning around the future light rail route in Nobby Beach did not form part of the City Plan
updates.
Given the progression of the future light rail corridor to Burleigh, the City has included proposed
amendments to the City Plan to ensure that existing communities within the Stage 3 and 4
corridors are not impacted by future development applications wanting to use the future rail as a
reason to justify greater development densities than that currently envisaged in the City Plan.
The City Plan notes that future light rail corridors will be investigated for opportunities; however,
it is clear that until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan
completed, the scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently
in the City Plan.
The City also recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the
city's future transport network.
The City's Public Transport Plan 2018-2028 (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Public-Transport-Plan-2018-2028), seeks to improve the quality of the
public transport system so it provides an attractive alternative to the car. Key priorities within the
plan include extending the G:link light rail, improving the frequency and coverage of the bus
network and providing facilities and information that makes public transport easy to access, use
and understand.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold Coast into a walkable,
cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include:
•

delivering quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to
network connectivity

•

providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and
cycle

•

promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.

Items not directly related to the update package | Palm Beach
2052.3

Requests that the existing adopted City Plan zoning of
Medium density residential be retained for properties to
the west of Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package does not propose any changes to the zoning of
properties west of Jefferson Lane.

No

These properties remain in the Medium density residential zone.
2267.1, 2350.1, 2351.1, 2352.1
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Council should engage appropriate professionals to
investigate the impacts to the Palm Beach community
by recent development as well as the future implications
of the light rail corridor and associated 'transport

A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design, with building bulk one of the primary
matters being addressed. Other improvements include improved landscaping (including new
deep planting provisions) and climatically responsive design provisions. Overall, the package

No

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

development'. Council should:
•

•

Undertake a Jefferson Lane character study and
urban design plan that addresses issues of
pedestrian prioritisation, safety, overshadowing,
access to winter sun, wind tunnel and down
wash, setbacks, reduction of heat-island effect,
nominating percentage of deep soil and trees,
street trees, controls for services and driveways
Develop the suggested plan in full consultation
with the community.

Response

Results
in a
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includes a range of changes that will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved
development outcomes.
It is important to note that the Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for
consultation did not propose increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area.
The planning controls in City Plan that apply to this area are relatively consistent with previous
planning schemes.
Parts of the city have, for many years, had relatively consistent zoning, height and residential
density settings that allow for significant change. It is only recently that the development
opportunities have been more rapidly taken up by the market. The Palm Beach coastal area is
an example of this where a long-standing vision (included in the City Plan and previous planning
schemes) exists for a range of residential outcomes up to and including mid-rise apartments.
The City Plan, which continues the above vision, was released in 2016 and involved extensive
public consultation.
In relation to the light rail corridor, it should be noted that land within the Light Rail Stage 3
corridor (Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads) will be investigated for future land use opportunities
and constraints. Any changes from these investigations will form part of a future amendment. It
is anticipated that Stage 4 will be subject to a similar process however that is not anticipated to
occur for some time.
Until these investigations are undertaken and any amendments to the City Plan completed, the
scale and intensity of development is to remain consistent with what is currently planned in the
City Plan.
It should be noted that the City is committed to a continual improvement program for the City
Plan. As we progress with different amendment packages, we will be investigating how specific
areas in the city can positively contribute to how we manage our forecast growth, whilst
balancing this against the need to sensitively respond to local character matters. Any significant
changes to the City Plan will involve extensive public consultation.

2330.33, 2331.33, 2332.33, 2334.33,
2335.33, 2336.33, 2337.33, 2339.33,
2451.23

Concern over the proximity of proposed 31.5 metre-high This submission relates to a development application which is not part of the scope of this
Regis development site to the sea, especially during
amendment package.
high tides and weather events.
The City Plan includes a Coastal erosion hazard overlay code, which applies to beachfront
properties. It includes provisions relating to erosion resistant footings and construction of a
foreshore seawall (boulder wall) to provide protection from the adverse impacts of erosion and
climate change.

No

2330.34, 2331.34, 2332.34, 2334.34,
2335.34, 2336.34, 2337.34, 2339.34,
2451.24, 2452.33

Concerns about the over-development of Palm Beach,
changing the character of the area and the extensive
damage done to properties by adjacent developments.

No

Suggests Council has a duty of care to make the State
Government aware to enable protective legislation
relative to future development.
Concern that the Council document released in October
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A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design, with building bulk one of the primary
matters being addressed. The package includes a range of changes that will provide the City
with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.
It is important to note that the Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for
consultation did not propose increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area.
The planning controls in City Plan that apply to this area are relatively consistent with previous

Parts of City Plan
changed

Submission point number

Point of submission

2019 that dealt with vibration caused by piling methods,
etc. limited its findings to noise concerns and does not
address the issue of damage to property and clarifying
the responsibility of the developer.

Response

planning schemes.
Parts of the city have, for many years, had relatively consistent zoning, height and residential
density settings that allow for significant change. It is only recently that the development
opportunities have been more rapidly taken up by the market. The Palm Beach coastal area is
an example of this where a long-standing vision (included in the City Plan and previous planning
schemes) exists for a range of residential outcomes up to and including mid-rise apartments.
Property damage resulting from neighbouring construction is a civil matter. However, for
developments involving basement construction, the City will typically include conditions requiring
basement excavation/construction including any dewatering to not cause any adverse effects on
the stability and integrity of the adjacent buildings, properties and infrastructure.
A requirement for a construction management plan is commonly conditioned on all significant
development approvals. The construction management plan needs to address a range of issues
including the effects of vibration during construction.
A requirement for a dewatering management plan is commonly conditioned for development
approvals with basements. Requirements include achieving the water quality objectives of the
Queensland Water Quality Guidelines (DERM September 2009).
These matters are not subject to change in the Our City Our Plan amendment package, and, as
such, improvements to relevant provisions cannot be considered through the current process.
The City will continue to monitor these matters.
With specific reference to Palm Beach, in response to feedback received during public
consultation and to respond to infrastructure constraints, changes have been made to the
planned building heights, density and zoning in Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between
Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site
area)zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
It should be noted that the City is committed to a continual improvement program for the City
Plan. As we progress with different amendment packages, we will be investigating how specific
areas in the city can positively contribute to how we manage our forecast growth, whilst
balancing this against the need to sensitively respond to local character matters.
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2333.34

Point of submission

Concerned about over-development of Palm Beach,
loss of liveability, culture, green space and car-parking.

Response

A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design, with building bulk one of the primary
matters being addressed. The package includes a range of changes that will provide the City
with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.

Results
in a
change?
No

It is important to note that the Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for
consultation did not propose increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area.
The planning controls in City Plan that apply to this area are relatively consistent with previous
planning schemes.
Parts of the city have, for many years, had relatively consistent zoning, height and residential
density settings that allow for significant change. It is only recently that the development
opportunities have been more rapidly taken up by the market. The Palm Beach coastal area is
an example of this where a long-standing vision (included in the City Plan and previous planning
schemes) exists for a range of residential outcomes up to and including mid-rise apartments.
In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from (one bedroom per 33 square metres of
net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
It should be noted that the City is committed to a continual improvement program for the City
Plan. As we progress with different amendment packages, we will be investigating how specific
areas in the city can positively contribute to how we manage our forecast growth, whilst
balancing this against the need to sensitively respond to local character matters.
The City is undertaking a broader car parking review. Recommendations from this investigation
may be implemented through a future City Plan amendment.
2344.34

Concerned about the future of Palm Beach.

A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design. The package includes a range of
changes that will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved development
outcomes.
It is important to note that the Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for
consultation did not propose increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area.
The planning controls in City Plan that apply to this area are relatively consistent with previous
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planning schemes.
Parts of the city have, for many years, had relatively consistent zoning, height and residential
density settings that allow for significant change. It is only recently that the development
opportunities have been more rapidly taken up by the market. The Palm Beach coastal area is
an example of this where a long-standing vision (included in the City Plan and previous planning
schemes) exists for a range of residential outcomes up to and including mid-rise apartments.
In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
It should be noted that the City is committed to a continual improvement program for the City
Plan. As we progress with different amendment packages, we will be investigating how specific
areas in the city can positively contribute to how we manage our forecast growth, whilst
balancing this against the need to sensitively respond to local character matters.
2353.34

2353.35

Concern with the location of a development site office at
the beach end of Palm Beach Avenue, Palm Beach. The
lengthy 'excusal' explanation from the Council regarding
this illegal use of public land did not direct me to the
policy or regulation that allows Council to permit this
activity.

This submission relates to an existing development which is outside the scope of this
amendment package.

Two developments on Jefferson Lane are currently
being constructed (4 and 6 Palm Beach Avenue), which
has caused the obstruction of pedestrian passage.

The Our City Our Plan amendments cannot further regulate or restrict existing development
approvals.

This submission has been forwarded to the Development Compliance section for their
information.

Options for the potential widening of Jefferson Lane are currently under investigation and any
Suggests this is a good reason to postpone the
changes to the City Plan in response to these investigations would form part of a future update
widening of Jefferson Lane and construct the Oceanway to the City Plan, which will include public consultation.
Walk from Laceys Lane to Seventh Avenue.
The Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) has recently released the Gold Coast
Is the resistance to the construction of this section due
Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multimodal Corridor Study (available
to geographical constraints or the Council bowing to the at https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4). The study identifies the
wishes of the beachfront property owners? Why cannot possibility of developing a beachfront oceanway path along the full length of Palm Beach to
provide high standard bicycle and walking tracks. The City will continue to work with TMR on
Council resume this land?
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The village lifestyle of Palm Beach is being damaged by
high-density high-rise developments.
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this opportunity.
A key objective of the Our City Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan
assessment benchmarks that relate to building design, with building bulk one of the primary
matters being addressed. The package includes a range of changes that will provide the City
with greater strength to promote improved development outcomes.
It is important to note that the Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for
consultation did not propose increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area.
The planning controls in City Plan that apply to this area are relatively consistent with previous
planning schemes.
Parts of the city have, for many years, had relatively consistent zoning, height and residential
density settings that allow for significant change. It is only recently that the development
opportunities have been more rapidly taken up by the market. The Palm Beach coastal area is
an example of this where a long-standing vision (included in the City Plan and previous planning
schemes) exists for a range of residential outcomes up to and including mid-rise apartments.
In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
It should be noted that the City is committed to a continual improvement program for the City
Plan. As we progress with different amendment packages, we will be investigating how specific
areas in the city can positively contribute to how we manage our forecast growth, whilst
balancing this against the need to sensitively respond to local character matters.
2357.34

Please answer the following questions:
•

•
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Concerns relating to an approved development application cannot be addressed through the
Our City Our Plan amendment process.

Why has there been an evident failure of
City Plan amendments cannot further restrict or regulate existing development approvals.
Council to enforce City Plan in allowing the
Magnoli apartments on the corner of Gold Coast
Highway and Nineteenth Avenue, Palm Beach? A copy of the planning report, which includes an assessment of the proposed development
against the City Plan and addresses submissions received, is available on Council's
How did the Council approve this development
website: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Council-meetings/Minuteshaving been pre-warned about the aesthetic
agendas (refer to the City Planning Committee Meeting adopted report - Part 1, dated 8
necessity of enforcing PO4?

No
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Point of submission

•

2361.35, 2366.36, 2371.36, 2377.35,
2378.35, 2379.36, 2380.35, 2381.36,
2382.35, 2383.35, 2385.36, 2387.35,
2390.35, 2392.35, 2393.35, 2395.35,
2398.36

How many other code infringements does
Magnoli have?

Suggests reducing the height of buildings on the beach
side of the Gold Coast Highway, including Jefferson
Lane.

Response
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November 2017).
If you have concerns with any development issues that impact the community, please report it
via the City's 'Report a problem – Development compliance'
website: https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Services/Report-pay-apply/Report-a-problem/Reporta-problem-Development-compliance.
In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.

No

The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
Other than these changes, the planned building heights and residential densities have not been
increased in Palm Beach as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
2416.44

Concerned about Palm Beach including:
•

buildings being dense and high

•

traffic impacts of new apartments

•

light rail impact on traffic and beaches

•

school capacity

•

high rises are ugly.

The planned building heights and residential densities have not been increased in Palm Beach
as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
The amended Strategic framework introduces six design principles in the section titled Element
– Architecture and urban design. The six design principles, namely Responsive, Connected,
Engaged, Subtropical, Aesthetic and Adaptable, will all operate together to make a positive
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contribution to the city image.
These principles recognise that every building, street and public space, big or small, contributes
to the identity and experience of our city. They also acknowledge how critical the urban ground
(street level up to 16 metres) of a building is to enhance our enviable lifestyle.
These principles have also been reflected throughout various code provisions in the City Plan.
However, in response to submissions, further changes are proposed to built form outcomes
including site cover, setbacks, landscaping, deep planting and the Site context and urban design
(SCUD) policy to improve the clarity, effectiveness and useability of the planning scheme.
One of the key strategic policies that underpin the City Plan is to encourage a modal shift
towards active travel and public transport to minimise the long-term economic and social
impacts of traffic congestion will have on our city and its residents.
The City also recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the
city's future transport network.
Our City Our Plan amendment package has improved the transport code provisions to require a
traffic Impact assessment in certain circumstances to address the potential impacts on the road
network.
The Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) has recently released the Gold Coast
Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal Corridor Study (available
at https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/gold-coast-light-rail-stage-4). This study addresses traffic
and ocean access in Palm Beach.
In relation to the demand on schools, the City continues to review population statistics and work
with the Queensland Schools Planning Commission to identify areas where high growth rates
are occurring.
2419.44

Requests high rises stop being built in Palm Beach as it
is destroying the culture with crowded beaches and
traffic; requests that no more development occurs in
Currumbin Waters and Tallebudgera Valley; and
requests no tram along the Gold Coast Highway.

The planned building heights and residential densities have not been increased in Palm Beach,
Currumbin or Tallebudgera Valley as part of the Our City Our Plan amendment package.
However, in response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to
infrastructure constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and
zoning in Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
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to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
The Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads recently completed the Gold Coast
Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal Corridor Study. The study considered all
transport modes including walking, bike riding, private vehicles and public transport, as well as
property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the preferred function of the Gold Coast
Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast Highway from Burleigh Heads to
Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity community-focused boulevard with priority
given to walking, cycling and a world-class light rail system that enhances liveability and
character of the southern coastal suburbs (refer to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/goldcoast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.
The Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP)(contained in Part 4 of the City Plan) assists
with the coordinated delivery of Council infrastructure for future development. The LGIP
integrates infrastructure planning with population growth identified in the City Plan. The LGIP
provides for the desired standards of service for water, sewer, transport and parks and
recreational infrastructure to cater for current and future residents.
The City has an ongoing program of updates to the LGIP.
Using the road network wisely is vital to the success of our overall transport system and the
economic, environmental and social well-being of our city.
The City's Road Network Plan identifies strategies and initiatives that seek to manage our roads
in a way that maximises capacity to meets the city's long-term needs for the safe movement of
people and goods.
The City recognises that there needs to be a suite of transport options that will reduce the
number of trips made on the network by private vehicles. The City also recognises the important
role that public and active transport has in shaping the city's future transport network.
The City's Public Transport Plan 2018-2028 (Public Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Public-Transport-Plan-2018-2028), seeks to improve the quality of the
public transport system so it provides an attractive alternative to the car. Key priorities within the
plan include: extending the G:Link light rail, improving the frequency and coverage of the bus
network and providing facilities and information that makes public transport easy to access, use
and understand.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (Active Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold Coast into a walkable,
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cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include:

2422.44

Concerned that the character of the Gold Coast is being
homogenised and that the village lifestyle of Palm
Beach is being lost due to over development, which will
impact parking and traffic, housing diversity and
residential amenity.

•

delivering quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to
network connectivity

•

providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and
cycle

•

promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.

The City Plan promotes variations in character within the City through a number of ways. Whilst
requirements for specific areas in relation to architectural style or colours are rare (for example
in Mudgeeraba village where a heritage them is required), variations in character will occur due
to the range of different zoning, heights, densities and overlays that apply across the City.
In relation to concerns about overdevelopment in Palm Beach, a key objective of the Our City
Our Plan amendment package is to improve the City Plan assessment benchmarks that relate to
building design, with building bulk one of the primary matters being addressed. The package
includes a range of changes that will provide the City with greater strength to promote improved
development outcomes.
It is important to note that the Our City Our Plan amendment package that was open for
consultation did not propose increases in building height or density for the Palm Beach area.
The planning controls in City Plan that apply to this area are relatively consistent with previous
planning schemes.
Parts of the city have, for many years, had relatively consistent zoning, height and residential
density settings that allow for significant change. It is only recently that the development
opportunities have been more rapidly taken up by the market. The Palm Beach coastal area is
an example of this where a long-standing vision (included in the City Plan and previous planning
schemes) exists for a range of residential outcomes up to and including mid-rise apartments.
In response to feedback received during public consultation and to respond to infrastructure
constraints, changes have been made to the planned building heights, density and zoning in
Jefferson Lane, Palm Beach, between Seventeenth Avenue and Laceys Lane.
The residential zoned land on the eastern side of Jefferson Lane has been changed as follows:
•

planned building height has changed from 29m to 16m

•

residential density designation has changed from RD6 (one bedroom per 33 square
metres of net site area) to RD5 (one bedroom per 50 square metres of net site area)

•

zoning has changed from the Medium density residential zone to the Low-medium
density residential zone.

On the western side of Jefferson Lane, the planned building height has been changed from 29m
to 17m for land in the Medium density residential zone.
The City also recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the
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city's future transport network.
The City's Public Transport Plan 2018-2028 (Public Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Public-Transport-Plan-2018-2028), seeks to improve the quality of the
public transport system so it provides an attractive alternative to the car. Key priorities within the
plan include: extending the G:link light rail, improving the frequency and coverage of the bus
network, and providing facilities and information that makes public transport easy to access, use
and understand.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (Active Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold coast into a walkable,
cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include:
•

delivering quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to
network connectivity

•

providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and
cycle

•

promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.

The Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads recently completed the Gold Coast
Highway (Burleigh Heads to Tugun) Multi-modal Corridor Study. The study considered all
transport modes including walking, bike riding, private vehicles and public transport, as well as
property impacts and a traffic analysis to determine the preferred function of the Gold Coast
Highway for the next 20 years. It found that the Gold Coast Highway from Burleigh Heads to
Tugun could be transformed into a high amenity community-focused boulevard with priority
given to walking, cycling and a world-class light rail system that enhances liveability and
character of the southern coastal suburbs (refer to https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/projects/goldcoast-light-rail-stage-4).
Any funding decision on a light rail extension will be subject to a feasibility study and business
case development which will include community engagement. The State Government and
Council have committed to funding an investigation of future transport options from Burleigh
Heads to Coolangatta.
Items not directly related to the update package | Reconfiguring a lot
2005.1
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Requests relaxation to allow subdivision or lease of 100acre lots to assist with housing crisis and managing the
environment through reforestation and bushfire
management.

The site is located outside of the urban footprint designation under the South East Queensland
Regional Plan 2017 (ShapingSEQ). ShapingSEQ sets a minimum lot size of 100 hectares
(approximately 247 acres) for land outside of the urban footprint. State legislation prohibits
subdivision of lots smaller than this size.
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Items not directly related to the update package | Site Specific
2017.1

Concerned about the development of Kirra Beach Hotel. A development approval has been issued for the Kirra Beach Hotel site.

No

In assessing the application, the City has considered all relevant assessment criteria, including
character, noise, traffic and intensity matters.
A copy of the planning report, which documents the assessment and also addresses
submissions received for the development application, is available on Council's website:
https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Planning-building/PD-Online.
Concerns relating to an approved development application cannot be addressed through the
Our City Our Plan amendment process.
2045.1

Requests 122 Nambucca Crescent, Pimpama be
rezoned residential to allow for a child care centre,
retirement village or medium-high density residential.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any changes related to the zoning
of the subject site or land uses under the current zoning. As such, the requested change cannot
be progressed through the current process.

No

The site is not currently identified by the City as an area to be investigated for urban expansion.
2047.1

Requests properties contiguous to the Pimpama Sports
Hub and Heritage Park be rezoned to support and
complement the Sports Hub development.

The City does not plan to investigate this area for zone changes at this time.

No

Most of the area contains several matters of local and state environmental significance. The
current zoning, including the Rural zone – Rural landscape and environment precinct, has been
applied to properties with mapped environmental values that the City Plan seeks to protect. The
precinct has been revised based on a review of the methodology, with the intent to reflect more
accurate and reliable data inputs, including the 2017 vegetation extent and the latest
Biodiversity areas overlay mapping.
It should also be noted the Pimpama Sports Hub has been designed to protect and buffer the
environmental values on the site, including significant tree species and the natural watercourse
which traverses the site.

2051.1

Request to realign/amend zoning within Lot 1002 on
SP304470 (which is split zoned Centre and Mixed use)
to reflect the future lot boundary. Note part of the site is
being acquired by the State Government for the
proposed Pimpama Railway Station. At the time of
submission, the proposed subdivision had not been
sealed.

The zoning change included in the Our City Our Plan amendment package for this site related to No
the correction of an anomaly, where there was unzoned land created when an area of road was
closed and amalgamated with the property.
The closest adjoining zone has been adopted for the unzoned land. The amendment did not
relate to reviewing the land use intent for the entire site.
Your suggestion is relevant to the potential improvement of the City Plan as part of a future
amendment. Consequently, this suggestion will be considered for inclusion in a future work
program.

2064.1
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Requests that 118 Nambucca Crescent, Pimpama be
rezoned from rural to that of the surrounding area that
has been developed as a housing estate.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any changes related to the zoning
of the subject site or land uses under the current zoning. As such, the requested change cannot
be progressed through the current process.
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The site is not currently identified by the City as an area to be investigated for urban expansion.
2069.1

Requests that land bordered by Ford Road, Beattie
Road and the Gold Coast railway line, which is currently
part of the Coomera Marine Precinct and within the
Waterfront and marine industry zone, be rezoned to
Fringe business precinct within the Mixed use zone.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any changes to the zoning of the
subject site and, as such, the requested zoning change cannot be progressed through the
current process.

No

From a review of this submission, the City remains of the position that the zoning for this site is
appropriate to deliver the policy expressed in the City Plan.

Items not directly related to the update package | Southport related
2291.33

Supports and commends existing beautification work in
Southport/Broadwater and requests more.

The support on this aspect is acknowledged.

No

The Our City Our Plan amendment package did not propose any changes regarding this matter.
As such, it is not possible to address this item as part of the amendment package.

No

Items not directly related to the update package | Stormwater network
2229.33, 2231.33, 2232.33

2303.37

Concerned that the stormwater network from
Gambamora Park into Oxenford Park under the M1 in
Saltwater Creek is almost non-existent and needs to be
considered as part of the City Plan, suggesting this area
would not need to be labelled as a flood area if drainage
was upgraded.

This feedback has been forwarded to the Transport and Infrastructure team, who are
responsible for stormwater infrastructure. This feedback has also been noted as part of the
Oxenford Investigation Area project.

Concerned about development in areas affected by
Changes to the flooding provisions and stormwater infrastructure did not form part of the Our
No
flooding and unsuitable drainage and the need to ensure City Our Plan amendment. As such, it is not possible to address this item as part of the
development appropriately shares the cost of providing
amendment package.
essential stormwater and drainage infrastructure.
The current City Plan includes provisions that regulate new development in flood affected areas.
The Flood overlay code regulates development occurring in flood affected areas to ensure
development does not cause, increase or have cumulative potential to cause or increase, the
risks and/or hazards associated with flooding.
Infrastructure charges are required to be paid by developers, which goes towards funding for
infrastructure consistent with the Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP), which is included
in Part 4 of the City Plan. This includes trunk stormwater networks.
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Items not directly related to the update package | Submission process
2028.3, 2070.2, 2120.1, 2277.1

Concerned that proposed changes and the website are
difficult to navigate and should be changed so that
general residents can interpret them.

To ensure consistency, the City's GC Have Your Say website was promoted in all advertising as No
the primary portal for accessing consultation information.
The GC Have Your Say page included links to:
•

fact sheets and summaries of all 34 change items across the six themes

•

online ARC GIS Story maps portal detailing the changes for the 34 items along with
supporting mapping layers to visually show the changes (current and proposed)

•

supporting Council reports, previous resolutions and supporting studies

•

dates, times and locations for the Talk-to-a-planner sessions

•

the online City Plan (showing the current City Plan and proposed amendments in full
and tracked)

•

information on how to make a submission through e-plan as well as how to make a
submission through email.

The online channels also allowed for visual representation of the changes through current and
proposed mapping.
The City will take on this feedback and continue to improve our tools and/or processes to
maximise the benefits of community consultation.
2228.9, 2236.13

Suggests the City Council take a more proactive role in The City is looking at different ways to engage with the community and relevant stakeholders.
undertaking early engagement with the community when
embarking on major policy amendments to the City
It should be noted that the Minister's Guidelines and Rules (MGR's) requires a State interest
Plan.
review and Ministerial approval prior to progressing to public consultation.
Statutory public consultation of amendments is required to be done consistent with a
consultation strategy approved by the Minister.
The Our City Our Plan amendment package was extensively advertised and included four
consultation periods:
•

First round - 27 September 2019 to 11 November 2019 (31 business days)

•

Second round - 6 January 2020 to 12 February 2020 (27 business days)

•

Third round - 12 May to 10 June 2020 (22 business days)

•

Fourth round – 9 March 2021 to 8 April 2021 (21 business days).

While the statutory period for public consultation is 20 business days, the City opted to exceed
this requirement.
To gain as much community feedback as possible, the City advertised the amendment package
via local radio, websites, newspapers and social media.
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The City also held 16 public events and introduced one-on-one 'Talk to a Planner' events, to
give the community the opportunity to discuss the changes in person with a Town Planner and
other technical experts. As required under the MGR's copies of the Our City Our Plan
amendment were available to view at the City of Gold Coast Administration centres in Nerang
and Bundall.
To ensure consistency, the City's GC Have Your Say website was promoted in all advertising as
the primary portal for accessing consultation information.
2264.1

Concerned with the lack of community engagement for
the round 2 changes.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package was extensively advertised and included four
consultation periods:
•

First round - 27 September 2019 to 11 November 2019 (31 business days)

•

Second round - 6 January 2020 to 12 February 2020 (27 business days)

•

Third round - 12 May to 10 June 2020 (22 business days)

•

Fourth round – 9 March 2021 to 8 April 2021 (21 business days).

No

While the statutory period for public consultation is 20 business days, the City opted to exceed
this requirement.
To gain as much community feedback as possible, the City advertised the amendment package
via local radio, websites, newspapers and social media.
The City also held 16 public events and introduced one-on-one 'Talk to a Planner' events, to
give the community the opportunity to discuss the changes in person with a Town Planner and
other technical experts. As required under the Minister's Guidelines and Rules (MGR's) copies
of the Our City Our Plan amendment were available to view at the City of Gold Coast
Administration centres in Nerang and Bundall.
The Our City Our Plan amendment is a large amendment and is required to undergo statutory
public consultation as approved by the State Government.
The City will take on this feedback and continue to improve our tools and/or processes to
maximise the benefits of community consultation.
2442.2

Suggests requiring a second round of submissions
during the Christmas and school holiday periods is
inconvenient.

The Our City Our Plan amendment package was extensively advertised and included four
consultation periods:
•

First round - 27 September 2019 to 11 November 2019 (31 business days)

•

Second round - 6 January 2020 to 12 February 2020 (27 business days)

•

Third round - 12 May to 10 June 2020 (22 business days)

•

Fourth round – 9 March 2021 to 8 April 2021 (21 business days)

While the statutory period for public consultation is 20 business days, the City opted to exceed
this requirement.
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To gain as much community feedback as possible, the City advertised the amendment package
via local radio, websites, newspapers and social media.
The City also held 16 public events and introduced one-on-one 'Talk to a Planner' events, to
give the community the opportunity to discuss the changes in person with a Town Planner and
other technical experts.
The City will take on this feedback and continue to improve our tools and/or processes to
maximise the benefits of community consultation.
Items not directly related to the update package | Traffic and transport
2004.1

Requests the cost of maintenance of driveways that are
also used for public access to Currumbin Creek be
shared between property owners and Council.

The maintenance of vehicle crossings is not a matter that can be regulated through the City
Plan. It remains the responsibility of the property owner. Maintenance of the easement over the
property on the northern side of Currumbin Creek is the joint responsibility of the owner and
those granted access to that easement.

No

Council cannot limit public access to Currumbin Creek, which is Crown land. However, this issue
has been forwarded to the City Assets section for their information.
2004.2

Requests gates (or similar) to indicate the driveway
A request for gates or signage on private roads is not a matter that can be addressed through
across Currumbin Creek is a private road would assist in the Our City Our Plan amendment.
reducing theft from properties.
All private structures, such as gates or fences, are required to be constructed within private
property, or on the front property boundary.

No

2028.2

Suggests a beachfront walk/bike boardwalk from Surfers The City Plan provides for the regulation of new development. The suggested boardwalk is not a No
Paradise to Burleigh.
matter that can be addressed through the Our City Our Plan amendment.
The construction of a walk/bike boardwalk is beyond what would be provided through individual
development proposals.
However, this suggestion has been forwarded to the Transport and Infrastructure section for
their information.

2039.9

Concerns about traffic congestion problems and barriers The proposal for works to address traffic congestion and active travel (such as a pedestrian
to active travel, specifically alongside Pacific Fair
overpass) are outside the scope of the City Plan.
shopping centre.
The City recognises the important role that public and active transport has in shaping the city's
future transport network and that there needs to be a suite of transport options that will lessen
the number of trips made on the network by private vehicles. The City also recognises the
important role that public and active transport has in shaping the city's future transport network.
The City's Public Transport Plan 2018-2028 (Public Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Public-Transport-Plan-2018-2028), seeks to improve the quality of the
public transport system so it provides an attractive alternative to the car. Key priorities within the
plan include extending the G:Link light rail, improving the frequency and coverage of the bus
network and providing facilities and information that make public transport easy to access, use
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and understand.
The Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027 (Active Transport Plan) (available
at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policiesstrategies/Our-plans/Active-Transport-Plan) aims to transform the Gold Coast into a walkable,
cycle-friendly city for its residents and visitors. Key priorities within the plan include:

2091.1

Recommends two vehicles per dwelling as a minimum
for off-street car parking.

•

delivering quality infrastructure that maximises safety and removes major barriers to
network connectivity

•

providing supporting facilities that make it more attractive and convenient to walk and
cycle

•

promoting the use of bicycles for shorter trips.

The Our City Our Plan amendments did not propose changes to off-street car parking rates for
Multiple dwellings or Dwelling houses. However, a change to visitor car parking rates for
apartments is included.
The nominated car parking requirements seek to ensure development provides sufficient car
parking to accommodate the parking demand and allows for various modes of travel to reduce
dependency on private vehicle usage.
The Transport code sets out parking requirements for different land uses within an Acceptable
outcome (see Table 9.4.13-3). For Multiple dwelling developments, the following rates are
provided:
'(a) 1 per 1 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(b) 1.25 per 2 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(c) 1.5 per 3 bedroom unit or dwelling;
(d) 2 per 4 bedroom unit or dwelling;
Plus:
(a) where 3 to 4 dwellings, 1 for visitor parking; or
(b) where 5 to 6 dwellings, 2 for visitor parking; or
(c) where 7 to 9 dwellings, 3 for visitor parking; or
(d) where 10 or more dwellings, 3 plus 1 per 10 dwellings for visitor parking thereafter
Note: At least 50 per cent of visitor parking to be provided in a single location'.
Single-dwelling houses are provided with a rate of two car parking spaces per dwelling with two
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or more bedrooms, or one car parking space per dwelling with one bedroom.
The City is undertaking a broader car parking review. Recommendations from this investigation
may be implemented through a future City Plan amendment.
The City Parking Plan 2015 (available at https://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Councilregion/Future-plans-budget/Plans-policies-strategies/Our-plans/City-Parking-Plan-2015)
identifies broader strategies and programs the City will implement to improve the accessibility
and availability of on-street and off-street car parking for residents and visitors.
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